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The.earth does not belong to man;

non belongs to the earth.

North American Indian Chief Seattle, 1854
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of the"Vie
moon, the astonishing thing about the
earth, catching. the breath, that' it

"Viewed from the distance

alive. The photographs show theky,
pouhded surfaOe of tt4 moon in the
foreground, dead as an old bone. Aloft,
floating free beneath the moist, gleam-
ing membrane of bright blue sky, is the
rising earth, the only exuberant thing
in thil part of the cosmos.",

Lewis Thomas
in The Lives obs-Cell
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Primary, school girls enjoyingschool g ing.,

AM,

While the boys seem to be talking it over
t.
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Pupils playing the roles of their elders in the community

414,01140.

Pupils using land near the school to grow vegetables with water from the pond

)
These pictures have been chosen from the article on Thailand's
Life experiences Programme. Fulolour reprortiction has been
donated to the cause of environmental education by Craftsman Press, Bangkok,
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PRE FACE

This Bulletin reproduces articles adapted from country repdrts presented
to A workshop held in Bangkok, followed by special articles obtained from
writers in the region of Asia and the Pacific. The articles, being written
according to the viewpoint of the paiticular author, show,a high
variation in scope. It is hoped, therefore, that the Bulletin' will serve c-
ulum planners as a functional soUrcebook for environmental educatio For
this purpose, we list here the characteristics of each article in Sectio wo so., j
that the reader may use it as a reference. The special articlesTh Sect' Three /
speak- for themselves.

Introduction. : background information and goals, and objectives;
Afghanistan : a bef overview" and a pilot project;
Australia : ' strategies, teacher education, classification and

listing of concepts;

Bangladesh : environmental problems, issues and actions;
China * 'environmental policy, a pilot programme in envir-

onmental science, some environmental education
' experiments, recommendations;

India definitions, objective, curricular tspi s, teaching
materials;

Indonesia : analysis, a detailed concept sequence 4nd 4opics of
learning materials;

Iran : effects of modernization and migration on people,
drug addictiop;

Japan : major iiroblems, lesson topics in elementary and
secondary schools;

Malaysia major actions, curriculum' deveippment group acti-
vities,'teacher training;

: large-scale problems, legislative sanctions, tauca-.
tion at three levels;

New Zealand J issues, curriculum development, concept map and a
graphic outline, teacher education;

Philippines : issues and actions, objectives, detailed learning,
sequences, examples of learning activities;

"t

Nepal

1(i s



Republic of
Korea

P.

Singapore

Sri Lanka :

Thailand :

UniOn of Soviet ;
SOcialist
Republics

ei

issues, a ,national Charter for the preservation of
Na,ture, curriculum development and implemen-
tation;

major problems and issues, national campaigns,
non-formar educalion, teacher training;

legislative acts, issues 7nd actions, curriculum, out -
of fchool

issues, curricttlar contents for grades I-IX, project
for a national source book;

trends in environmental education, curricular con-
tent and field practicefletails of out -of- school and
Vocational, technical and specialised education.

Section Four,,the Bibliographical Supplement, was prepared in a pro-
gressive manner, in that titles of documents very recently acquired were
added co thelist of those classified at an earlier date. More publications sent
in from within, the region will be welcomed by the Unescd Regional Office,
Bangkok.

. '11
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Bulletin of the Unesco Regional Office
for Education in Asia and the Pacific

'umber 2, June 1981-

ACTION' ONE

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION IN THE REGION

AI

Introduction ,

s

This issue of the Bulletin brings together a series of articles on a
them; of growing importance to Asia and the Pacificthe quality of the

environment which sustains life. The articles in Section Two describe the ....,
--/i. status of environmental education in 17 countries of the region and were

r st contributed to a Regional Workshop on Environmental. Education
co vend by Unesco in Bangkok in-September 1980. The Articles in Sec-
ticrn Three discuss some of the common problems in environmentaliduca-
tion and various aspects of the subject. 'Mese contributions go to show
that although environmental tdueation is of relatively recent origin in
countries around the' wokld, much is being done in most countries in the
region not only to identify the substaiitive matter that is to be used-in the
teaching/learning process but also possible strategies for its implemen-
tation in formal school programmes as well as in the out-of-school sector.
In the words of Mr. Amadou-Mahtar M'Bow, Director-General of. Unesco,

. . .- I n an area a s new . . . as that of environmentat education,
clarification of the concepts and principles which should guide
our action # of crucial importance. What must be done is to
state as clearly as possible not only what is meant by environ-
mental education, but ... above all, its specific functions art
of the general effort to develop and bring about a renewal in
education, in ordkr to prepare each individual squarely to
shoulder his responsibilities.1r .

Why the deepening concern about environment?
,The region of, Asia and the Pacific.contains four-fifths of the people

in the world currently living on desertified land. Some 50 million people
subsist- in and lands being degraded by soil erosion and the intrusion of
sand and salt.

1. Ignesco/UNED Intergovernmental Conference on Environmental Education, Tbilisi,
USSR, 14-26 October 1977. Final report. Paris, Unesco, 1978, p. 67.

15
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PATTERNS OF DESERTIFICATION
in Asie and the Pacific,

4

z- - --.
Takla Makin

(desert)

1111111111111

ARID

SEMI ARID

HYDROLOGIC

(Griphoc data ovailabk) for echt count, only)

Scale .Km. 400 cr 400 000 1200 Km

ow

Adapted from. S.H. Rattul. An overview of the desertification process in the ESCAP region.
Bangkok, ESCAP, 19V. , -

Considering that Asia and the Pacific,region contains 15 per cent of
the world's arid lands, and ass;tuning 4onservatively that the rate of deserti-
fication in Asia and the Pacific is ni more than the annual world average
of 6 million hectares, it appears.that close to a million hectares are being
desertified each year.

Deforestation is another problem which is of grave concern since it
Can have an adverse effect on the world's climate and has critical impli-
cations for agriculture. Forestal areas are'disappearing in most parts of
the regioniat the rite of two per Gent per year and i sfr....ne cases faster

resulTing in soil erosion arld fiaoding.

Over thy past generatithi, the Indian sub-ontinent has been pro-
gressively derbrested; the soil's ability to absorb and hold water has dimin-
ished. More frequent and severe' flooding has ensued. Deforestation has
taken its greatest toll in the Himalayas and the surrounding foothills,
where the subcontinent's major liver systemsthe Indus, the Ganges and
the Brahmaputraoriginate.'

C2:Z:
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Satellite pictures of Jay? indicate that as little as 12 per cent of this
formerly lush island now' has tree cover. In the catchment areas of the
Solo, Brontas and Citarum river systems, forest cover is well under 10 per
cent. The silt load of the Citarum'experienced a seven -fold increase over
a recent tutee year period, filling up Indonesia's largest river downstream
at Jatiluhur.

Deforestation in the Philippines is ry advanced, with the forest
cover probably less than a fifth of the country's land areaa far cry from
the 35-50 per cent commonly assumed. In northern Thailand, Wrests are
being decimated at an estimated rate of 5-7 per cent a year. This defores-
tation rate and the estimate of aP-2'.13 per-cent annual rate of population
growth2 indicate future problems for Thailand: intensive, controlled irri-
gation will be needed just when upstream erosion and an irregular water
flow will matte downstream Management exceedingly difficult, if not im-
possible.

Coupled with deforestation, countries in the region face another
problem. Perhaps the least recognized facet of thE world energy problem
is )he scarcity-of firewood, the primary fUel for a third of mankind. Thy
Wotld Conservation Strategy informs IA that at the present time 1 0
million people rely on firewood to cook with and to heat their homes.3

2. 1980 world population datd sheet. Washington, D.01, Population Reference Bureau,
) 1980.

3. "Keeping the stoves of the Third World burning," JUCN Bulletin 12(3:4) 1981.
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Environmental education in the region .

Where have the forests gone? A school's firewood for a day or two
. (collected by teachers)

k

The uncontrolled and indiscriminate collection of firewood for
cooking and heating can have serious implications. Today, swelling popu-
lations have progressively pushed back the forests that once surrounded
village's in developing countries. In some areas, villagers spend a day or

ON/ _-1.11

41,

An improvised clay stove. Nearly 95 per cent of households in rural ar eas in develop-
ingtountnes use firewood as a primary source of energy.
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more collecg a bundle.of.wood ordried leaves and twigs. It is inevit lc
that as population growth cOntinues,,thek`poOr. man's energy c is' will
become even more acute.

In spite of optimistic 'assumptions about the spread of wood-conserv-
ing stoves and cooking alterrrativcs like bio-gas plants and solar cooler:,
mgeting the firewood nreds pf the world would require that 20-25 million
hectares of new plantations be completed. by the year 2000. At the cur-
rent rate of planting trees, and bearing in mind that the annual loss of
forests in Asia ivaliout 5 million hectares, the new plantatioris would in
20 years amount to only two millikn hectares, just a tenth of what is
at'itually needed fc:r firewood alone.-

Then, there are the consequences of the cOntinuous exodus of people
from rural to urban areas. Migration from the gountryside to the cities is

"Adding to the alfeady serious problem of shortfalls in bousing and public
amenities. It is in areas ''here the pressure of dense populaticos is most
evident that the physical quality of life has deteriorated most;

It has been estimated that only ten per cell* of rural inhabitants in .

the region have access to water 'supplies that meet minimal hea4 stan-
dards. In mans large cities of Asiawhere the popu* lativn may dotble in
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Envisonmenta education in the regioti

15 years tie limited avallagllity Orfresh water is undermining health and
-restricting food stipplies. Mcum ulated, untreated wastes and agricultural
cheinicals are causing. serious deterioration to' ground water. resources.

In most countries in the region, dean water is becoming a limited
resource, threatening to slow down or block development efforts. The
'fragile Pacific island ground water systems are increasingly over-exploited ,

and polluted, requiring the use of engineered exploitation of ground. water
and the develbriment of alternate catchments such as galleries and tanks.

The problems and issues enc nt ed in the countries of this region
(and other-regionshmay be broadly c ied according to:scale as follows:

1. Macro-16e1 Problems whicji relate in any country o nationwide
socio-economic development. Examples of th problems =0
ipues-relate to such wide areas as rural defelopm u.re oriation;
dlectrification and dam construction; industrialization; arban-,.
ization and the 'establishment of new human settlements; social
ctfanges, especially those affecting disadvantaged populations; and
exploration of natural resources, including the world ene'
problem.

2. Micro-Wel problems which relate to everyday living in rural and
urban areas, both as a rettiltof national socio-econonift develop--
pent programmes and projects and because of other factors;

vi
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Environmental education i, Asia and the Pacific

'examples of these problems and issues relate to"such aspects as
,health and sanitation; social and fimily problems; changel-in per-
sonal life and changes in cultural patterns.

-

The emerg ence Oiftivi r omen tal educition
- ..

Since 1970, there has been a growing effort and activity n tfieedu. -

cational front devoted td environmental problems and to environmental
education. The United Nations reflected the global nature -of this aware-
ness when, in 1972, it organized the first International Confer on the
Human Environment in Stockholm, Sweden. The Conferenfe_reVealed a

N
widening interest in the environment and established the-generality of \
environmental problems; it also exposed atlack of widesttread experience
in tackling the problems. Perhaps the Rost outstanding achievement of
the Conference was the establisjtment of the United Nations Environment
Programmt (UNEP) which, together with Unes4, i-mbarked upon an
International Enviwnrnent Education Programme in JInuary 1975.4

In October
.
1975, this programme held an International Environmen-

tal Education Workshop in Belgrade, Yugoslavia. A major outcome of this
Workshop was rite Belgrade Charter.. This Charter recognized theurgent
need in environmental education to develop ; global understang or
perspective of the ecological, economic an moral considerations. It also
provided an excellent frame of reference fo the task of designing-environ-
mental education programmes from the re "ties of an environmental situ-.
ation. , / -

Part A.of the Charter is entitled Environmenjal Situation. Parts B, C
and D. are reproauced below. The contents of Parts E and F,on Audiences
and Guiding Principles, respectively, are referred to intseveral articles of.the Bulletin. ,,

B. Environmental Goal
The goal of environmental action is
To improve all ecological relationships, including the re=

lationship of humanity

There are, thus, two

lh nature and people with each other.
.

preliminary objectives:
1. For each nation, according to its clelture, to clarify for

itself the meaning of such basic concepts as "quality of life"
and "human happinesi" in the context of the total environment,
with an extension oirthe clarification and appreciation to other
cultures, beyondone's own national boundaries.

4. United Nations Conference nnthe H OMR Environment, Stockholm, 5-16 June
1972. Report. New York, United Nations, 1974. 77 p.

vu
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'2° o identify which acti ns will ensure the preservation
and irn ovement of humaigty's entials and deVelop social
and incl. "dual .well -being in harmony with the biophyosical and

)man-ma environment. ,,
- .. N.:,

C. Environmental Education Goal
The goal of environmental education is: -

To develop a world population ,,that is aware of, and con-
cerned about, the environment and its associated problems, and
which has the knowledge; skills, attitudesmotivations and com-
mitment to work individually and collectively toward solutions
of current problems and theprtvention of new ones.

D.. Environmental Education Objectives
The objectives of enviro ental education are: - .,Zm
1. Awaieness: to help ividuals and sociagroups acquire

an awareness of and sensitivity to the total environment and its
allied problems. % ,

, ,
.., 2. Knowledge: to help indiv:cluals and social groups ac-

. quire basic understanding of the total environment, its associ-
ated problems and humanity 's critically responsible presence
and role in it. .

3. Attitude: to help individuals and social groups acquire
social values, strong feelings of concern for the environment and
the motivation for actively participating in its protection and
improvement;

4. Skills: to help individuals and social groups acquire the
skills for solving environmental problems.

5. EvahratiOn ability: to help individuals-and social groups
luate environmental measures and education programmes in

t of ecological, political, economic, sAcial, aesthetic and
educational factors.

6. Participation: to help individuals and social groups devel-
op a sense of responsibility and urgency regarding environmen-
tal problems to ensure appropriate action to solve those prob-
lems.5 '

* * *

c'i
4

5. Interkational Workshop on Environmental Education, Belgrade, Yugoslavia, 13-22
October 1975. Final report. Paris, Uneico, 1976. 60 p. (ED-76/WS/95)

. 22
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Environmental education in Asia and to PaCific

The Be Igeocde Workshof, was followed by a Aeries of regional meetings
of experts. The Asian regional meeting took place in Bangkok in 1976
and brought together representatives from a number of countries of the
region to review and evaluate the Belgrade recommendations in the more
specific regional context prior to. a world conference at at inter-govern-
mental leyel.6 ....

1 . 7
The Inter-Governmental Conference on Environmental Education

was held in Tbilisi, Georgia, USIk., in October 1977, and marked the cul-
mination of the first three-year Orogr -wme on environmental education.

gois Conference was aimed at a very high level of administrative and
vernmental decision-makin$. Its stated purpose was to arrive at recom-

mendations for actions which might be undertaken- at the national, re-
gional and international levels. In the opening words of the Tbilisi Decla-
ration, .

. ,

In the last few decades, man has, through his Cower to trans-
form his environment, wrpught accelerated- changes in the
balance of nature. The result is frequent exposure of living
species o dangers which may th.ovevAgversible. 7

4

6. Regional Meeting on Environmental Education fok Asia, Bangkok, 15-20 Novem-
ber 1976. Final report. Bangkok, EnvSkoo lientkl Education and Research:pro-
ject, Mahidol University, 1976. 1(parious paging) mimeo.

7. itinesco/UNEf Intergovernmental Conference on Environmental Education, Tbilisi,
USSR, 14-26 October 1977. Final report. Paris, Unesco, 1978, p. 67.

ix
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Environmental education in the regiOn

. The Oonference.formulated 41 recommendations of which 16 are on
strategies for the development of environmental education at the national
level. It will _be'fitting at this juncture to consider hOw the Specialized
Agencies of1the United Nati Ons system in general, andUnesco in particu- ti

lar, are contributing to the improvement of the global environmental \
situation.

Within th; United Nations system,'ma.ny of the Specialized Agencies
are directly concerned with environmental matters. The; publication of
their research results and of the proceedings of symposia, expert panels
and working groups Which they have sponsored over the past 30 years has
played an important role in generating public awareness of environmental
problems. Several United Nations agenciesparticularly Unesco, the

. World Health Organization (WHO), the World Meteorological Organization
(WM0); the Internationil Labour Organisation (HA) and the Food and
Agriculture Organizatifm of the United Nations (FAO)have been con-
ducting research, public information camps and formal and non-
formal programmes of education and training in areas directly related to
environmental education. Many of these activities are carried out with the
assistance of UNEP. Interagency collaboration has made significant pro-
gress. in the dev'elyipment of an overall4 framework and direction for A
co-operative international programme in environmental education.

Within Unesco in particular, some environmental education eftforts
ha'e beth made from the Organization's early days. In the immediate
past, efforts related to environmental education have been recorded in
each sector with an increasing emphasis on inter-sectoral programming
and activity.

Many of the programmes in the field of education have been directly
',involved in general environmental education; e.g., the programmes for,

Integrated Science, Biology, Education forInternational Understanding
and Peace. and Population Education. Unesco's Man-and-tliT-Biosphere
Programme (MAB), ,/as made 'Perception of Environnvntal Quality' one
of its key project areas.

In another joint programme with UNEP, environmental education
for engineers of all' disciplines has been initiated; similar programmes are
being developed for architects, town-planners, managers and economists.

Environmental legislation at the national level

Since the Tbilisi Intergovernmental Conference on Environmental
Education a number of developments have taken place which have
brought into focus tike various environmental dilemmas facing human-
kind as well as the possibilities now open to countries in the region to

24
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it

solve them. Many countries have now responded to the challenges which
confront them and have initiated corrective control measure,

Lawi and acts related to environmental concerns exist in most coun-
tries in the region. The range of legislative actions is wide and refers to
such widely dispersed situations as the prevention of pollution of various
kinds; conservation and managemeneof resources, including wildlife re-
sources; improvement of working conditions and safety; sanitation and
health; and Preservation of the national heritage. The extent and detail

legislative actions vary among the Member States and among thefp'
ecific areas of environmental concern. 1

....,,- A few countries have elaborated legislation in great detail to the
extent of setting strict laws which subject those responsible for their
infringement-to severe penalties. At least five countries in the region have
recognized environmental concerns in theit national constitutions or
policy documents.

In addition to laws and acts, various government organizations have
sprung tir in some countries to deal with environmental problems at the
national level. For example, in at least \six countries in the region, the

xi
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Environmental education in the region

governs9ent organizations he ministerial status. One countly has even
promAd it further to the Council of Ministers so that ministers could4
take collective responsibility.

A number of countries, seven at present, have set up special commis,
sions ortioards or agencies specifically for the protection and enhancement.
of the environment. These agencies, in most cases, have direct advisory
access to the national or ministerial decisisi-making level and represent an
increasingly powerful voice in national policy

In addition to goir'ernmerit organizations, various private and volun-
tary organizations such as consumer associations or the international
organizationi7sucVas _Friends of the Earth, and Action for World Devel-
opmentare gaining adherents in the region. These private and volunta1y
organizations have one common aimto protect, protest, conserve,
cize and agitate for the environment.

') Environmental concern in most countries of the region is being insti- ,..-
tutionalized at the national level as increasingly large shires of thed
national budgets are being devoted to issues pePtaining to the improve-
meta of the quality of life of their people.

Development of environmental eduimetion

Since the early 1960s, there has been much discussion concerning the
place of environmental education in the curriculuml In some cases, en-
vironmental education has been concentrated into asingle subject such as
Environmental Science, but more recently there ,has been some recognii
tion that environmental education, as an emphasis, belongs in the existing
curriculum in all subjects.

In some of the recent literature devoted to environmental education,'
the characteristics have been stated something like the following:

1. Environmental education should be integrated into the whole sys-
tem of foiiinal education at all levels;

2. Environmental education should be interdisciplinary in nature;
3. Environmental education should adopt a holistic perspective

which will examine the ecological, social, cultural and other
aspects of particular problem's;

4. Environmental education should be centred on practical problems
related to real life; and

5. Environmenhl education should aims atsbuilding up a sense of
values.
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The Various curricular patterns for environmental education advo-
cated most often include the following: 6

a) Single-subject approach : .where components are drawg from
a single academic discipline,

b) Interdisciplinary approach : where components are drawn from
two or more academic disciplines
and foeused simultaneously on a
single topic,

.

c) 'Multidisciplinary approach : where components are drawn from
two or morb academic disciplines
and focused sequentially on a single
topic,

d) Holistic approach : where there is co-ordination of sep-
arate courses such that the diverse
fragments of knowledge and milder-
standing are woven together.

Many countries in't.be region have attempted to achieve a measure of
interdisciplinarity at the first level of education and in some aspects of
out-of-school education. Interdisciplinarity at the second level, however,
appears not to have met with the same degree of success as at the first and
third levels of education. More commonly, there is the introduction of
the environmental dimension into individual disciplines as ,end When it is
found relevant to do so.

olistic approaches, beyond a contribution of science and social
stu s, covering social, political, economic, cultural, natural and man-built
asp is even -at the primary level'where integration appearsare not yet.
common.

For non-formal ddRition4gwever, a wide range of strategies have
been reported in the ember States., Most of these relate to the infusion
of environninital topics into existing ,ecidcational programmes such as
literacy and 4dult education and agricultural extension programmes. A
wider outreach has been reported through a more extenpive use of mass
media of several kinds as well as through various national campaign-s.

7477?-..
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Environmental education in the region

Preparation of curriculum and instructional materials

Advanced work in curriculum development in the science disciplines
in the 1950s and early 1960s had resulted in the birth of dozens,of curric-
ulum packages in physics, chemistry, biology and integrated science.* In
those days curriculum developers depended almost entirely on science re-
searchers to provide the substantive data that was to be used in develo
their curriculum materials. Fortunately, the scientific community of
researchers was4ell ahead of the curriculum developers' demands for pure
academic 1,49owledge:

But the scenario. appears to be reversed in the case of environmental
education where the curriculum developers' demands'see to be ahead of
what r arc s have to offer since the emphasis of th atter's research
activities has n t been specifically geared ttlIpthe solution real environ-.
mental problems within each country. This means that the knowledge
base for classroom environmental education has to be reinforced in order
to provide a working knowledge of the human eco-system.

Hence there is an urgent need to train researchers to adopt, intheir
research studies on the solution of local environmental problems, an inte-
grated, interdisciplinary, problem-solving approach. The findings of their
research dies should then provide the necessary substantive data that is
to be fed mto the curriculum materials.

Already many aspects of environmental ppblems have been incor-
porated in curricula. Even global issues, such as those related to energy,
have begun to appear. Yet such fundamental questions as the implications
for both energy management and increasing disorder, the underlying kien-
tific principles of which are well known, do not appear to have been con-,
sidered adequately in curricula as yet.

For example, energy output equals energy inputs; all energy is con-
served and not destroyed. Yet if it is in the form of heat, unless there is a
differential temperature, energy cannot be exiracted and put to work.
Similarly, any ordered system tends to drift towards disorder: establishing
order in one place in a system has a counterpart of disorder in another

'paint of the system. The implications of these fundamental laws of science
(the first and second laws of thermodynamics) have not been sufficiently
taken into account in the deeper aspects of environmental education. Even
less has there been consideration given to the possible applicability of
these laws to the domains of other disciplines such as the social sciences.

* Thirty-six projects in integrated science alone are listed in: Asian Regional Work-
shop on the Progress of Integrated Science Teaching, Manna, 3-17 August 1970,
Integrated science teaching in e Asian region, Bangkok, Unesco, 1971, p. 42-44.
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An important global issue that has found considerable elaboration in
curricula is the population problem. Almost every eibuntry in the region
has developed a variety of materials related to population education, for
learners at different levels in the school system as well as those who are
out Of school. The infusion of population education into both formal and
non-formal curricula has inspired the development of modular methods so
that content units may "oe integrated into subject areas as required.

Auflio-visual materials, including charts and posters, and radio and
TV programmes for in-school populations, have been specially designed in
a few of the Member States of the region. Three of them have reported
`semi-integration', especially between social studies and science and, when
second-level education is reached, broadening to incorporate 'more of
national development aspects.

There 'is some evidence of the Concentric Curricular Model being
adopted in the planning of activities in environmental education in some
countries in the region. This model assumes .that it should be possible to
move the students step by step through a series of expanding 'concentric
circles', with the environment most familiar to them in the central core
and with less-familiar and wider environments occupying successive circles.

For example, in the teaching of ail- environmental topic such as pollu-
ecti of pollution are initially considered in the neighbourhood

Incommule
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around the home or school, and then successively aft the muntipal, provin-
cial, regional(national and global levels. Thus, by beginning A a fairly
personal point and-moving outwards in ev.,!-widening circles, students are
madi/Nware of the way in which theirfpersonal actions, multiplied by
countless other similar actions, affect all of humankindincluding them-
selves.

The existing mechanisms. for curriculum development in the formal
school have been utilized in, all countries in the region. In a few countries,
separate units in tne cumcuium development Centreuhve been iet up
specifically for environmental' education, In others, cells in existing subject
matter units have been .cha ged. with the responsibility of incorporating
environmental cNnce.ms in their respective discipline areas.

While much work on environmelnikreducatio has been going on in
tertiary research and development institutions hroughout the region,
there have not been any systematic inteaselation lips established between
curriculum development.centres for the accfuisitio of content and other
inputs for curricula iri development. The reasons )for this are two-fold.
First, the mechanism\flsr mobilizing available knowledge have not been
sufficiently developed betWeen tertiary institutions and curriculum devel-
opment centres and second, effective techniques for translating available
knowledge into a form which will be convergent with classroom require -
ments including the..m aturity level of the s is --are lacking.

In nonlanzial education for the out 4 ool population there seem
to be several knowledge-flow systems, e s ially because many of such
educational programmes are \he xespons. ility of departments or minis-
tries other than the Ministry of Education which undertake socio-econ-
omic activities. In some gember States, institutions outside the Ministry
of Education, including non-governmental bodies, have produced a variety
of resource materials, including audio- visual aids which could support
both curriculum 'development and actual teaching in the classrooms.

Teaching strategies.
. .

Most of the decisions 'yarding man's use, of tree enviroxamene
based on economic, political, social and ethical considerations. Thus, it be-
comes the task of teachers to discuss the social, politiCal, economic and
the mpral desirability of the actions we `pursuee in environmental situ ions.

In most countriv in the region, the emphasis in environment edu-
cation is on factuAlealrning. A few countries, however, have stressed
problem-solving as 1--pcgasive pedagogical strategy. In such classes, there
is a subst ial amount of peer-learning through discussion groups.

In only limited cases is use being made,of such learning resources as
learner interaction wish the community or parents or with such specialiied
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resources as developmental project personnel. Field trips, visits to develop-
mental project sites, exhibitions and other supportive learner activities
also take place insome countries and, since there are agricultural, exten-
sion programmes in most countries inithe region, a fair degree of active
learning is taking place in the rion-forma) education sector.

A survey of present educational methods, particularly in secondary
education, indicates that students in schools are being,taught the geogra-
phical, historical ecological and social aspects of planet earth but only intrare cases are t y made to understand the complex nature of the natural
and the built environments resulting from the interaction of these as well
the biological, physical, evinomic and cultural aspects.

Teacher training in environmental edocation/ Teacher training is an essential component of any environmental edu-
cation programme, for it is increasingly being realized/that it is the respon-
sibility of teachers to prepare their students to make sensible judgements
regarding' 'controversial environmental issues. Teachers need alsoio be ade-
quately informed about issues in their biophysical environment if they are
to effectively help their students face growing environmental problems.

.»
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In plannincteacher education (pre-rand in-service) the following two
roles for teachers of environmental education-should be stressed:

a) to develop environmentally literate and ,responsible citizens, andib) to present a balanced view of environiiiental facts.

Pre-service training. In the prt-service education of teachers, environ-
. mental themes can be incorporated into teacher education programmes so

hat' prospective teachers will be prepared to make their contributi n in
's area of education. MOreover, teacher-trainees should be exposed to a

wide variety of methods and materials, wherever possible.
,

Teachers are gradually being prepared for environmental education
programmes being introduced in schools in the region.. In some countries,
pre-service courses in 'environmental education exist for intending teachers.
In these counties, there has been the recognition that only teachers who
are themselves concerned about their environmental comfhunity will
develop similar behaviour in their students. There also appears to be a
widespread recognition that 'skills in prOlism-solving and skills in present-
ing a holi c approach to environmental issues are not easily acquired and
need to be corpovited into the existing training programmes.

..,
In o et countries, special courses in ecology, conservation of natural

resourcest outdpor-education, science, social studies and geography are in-
cluded in the units-of study for intending teachers for both primary and
secondary levels so as to familiarize them with environmentally-linked
subject matter'.

vt

In-service training. Many environmental educators have sttjssed the
need for schools to provide strongin-service training programmes that will
assist teachers now in service to acquire the skills and the knowledge in
environmental educgton necessary for guiding the youth they serve. Such
training is being given in some member countries. These courses exist for
both primary and secojndary teachers;'their duration varies from short
sessions of a few days. to post-graduate courses erdending over several
years. Some of the in-service courses have made use of the multiplier.
effect in twining their key personnel who are then expected to become in,.
volved in. training workshops for other teachers in their own localities,ancl
so-on. And in some countries, post-graduate courses in -environmental
education have trained people for, key posts inyMversities and colleges.

_ -
Some of the in-service courses mentionid above offer experiences on

the major sepros of environmental edilcatioh, such as problem-solving,
although the rn4ority of them tend to concentrate on the 4philoso.phy' of
environmental education and on aspects,of the ecological content. There
are also some efforts in learning by doing, where teachers are informed
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abous environmental issues "Through the exploration of real problems in

the local environment as well as through self-learning modules.

o

Evaluation in environmental education

In recent years there has been an influx of environmental curriculum
materials into the educational market, a large share of which have been

/developed in the West. Surprisingly, most of them have no evaluative
component built into them.

1
.

IEvaluation, altlyough the second stage of curriculum developm t,
has not received much attention from curriculum developers. The reason
for omitting the evaluative stage in curriculum development may partly be
found in the lack of adequate evaluation techniques or guidelinis. This is

_ true regarding the evaluation of each of the following three diMensions of
envkoninental education: (1) curricula, (2) pupil achievement, and (3)
teacher performance..

When evaluating curricula related to environmental educatioR,
especially where environmental education is integrated into other subject
areas, the prvesses and techniques of evaluation become complicated.
This means that specific instruments and de7itis have yet to be developed
to 'valuate the environmental education component in an integrated
course. ...

,-
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Environmental education in the region

,-,When evaluating pupil achievement in any environmental education
programme, a number of other ,problems arise. First, in common with

:evaluation in other subject areas, evaluation of cognitive achievement be-
yond factual, recall requires ingenuity. Second, effective teaching and
learning i volves interaction in the community. for which evaluation tools
are pre ly lacking. Third, as in the evaluation of affective-domain
objectiv s in other subject areas, it is not easy in environmental education
to evaluate overt behaviour exhibited by pupils in their daily living.

Finally, the evaluation of teacher performance in the context of en-
vironmental education concepts which are integrated into existing subject
areas of the curriculum appears also to pose difficulties since a variety of
teaching strategies such as team-teaching ha,ve to be4adoptediand content
areas become integrated in the teachirig, theieby causings, teachers to
instruct in content which may not be their own specialization. In a few
countries in the regiqp, nevertheless, specific tools have been developed to
study pupil's perceptions, understanding and interests regarding the envi-
ronmentalthough it appears that much mare needs to be done in this area.

i * * *

Environmental education is a new area of educational action in many
countries of the region but is erring apace with a deepening awareness of
the issues involved. Regional co-operation for inter-country exchange and
sharing of experiencwis vitally important to strengthen and stimulate
educational initiatives at the national level.

In offering the present publication as a contribution to such regional
co-operation, the Unosco Regional,Office for-Education in Asia and the
Pacific wishes to express its indebtedness to the authors of the articles pre-
sented here and to various institwions, organizations and individuals whO
have helped us by providing data, illustrations and other materials.

...
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AFGHANISTAN

by. tAbdul Wadood Wdfamal

VT

National mandates

The. Government of the DemoCratic Republic of Afghanistan is in
the process of consolidation in order to establish a developmental system
most suited to the people. Major developmental efforts need time to
show significant results and the Democratic Republic in Afghanistan was
installed only recently. Within a short period, nevertheless, the Govern-
ment has taken stock of the situation, is clear about what is to-be done
and il fully aware of the major operational problems in implementation of
some of the schemes.

In education, a new ten-year schooling cycle is being introduced
against the present 12-year cycle. This switch-over has been planned in
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Environmental education in countries of the region

.appropriate phases. This major change naturally calls for the introduction
of revised curriculum in such a manner that it is adopted smoothly not
only in schoolskdes but at the sasW`time in the-country's teacher train-...)ing institution

While working out this revised curriculum the importance of environ-
mental education as an integral part of general education has been fully
recognized. While there is no legislatign on this subject so far, the educa-
tion decision-makers in the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan are
seriously searching for ways and means to introduce environmental studies
at all grade levels in most of the subjects in a manner appropriate to each
subject area, respective age group of the children and conditions of the
local environment. These decision-makers have not considered the incor-
poration of environmental education as a separate discipline in school
curricula but the approach would be characterized by flexibility and rel-,
evance to the situation at hand. Some significant headway in this direc-
tion has been made as in, for instance, the introduction of health educa-
tion as a major subject in primary schools and the increasing utilization of
local resources (the environment) in science education. Much has yet to -

'be done to achieve these goals. ,A pilot project for the prime purpou of
infusing aspects of environmental ed n into science education was
initiated 'and will be discussed briefly f on.

ti
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Afghanistan

Major environmental problems and issues

The major environmental problems in Afghanistan might be identi-
fied as follows:

I. Macro kind

a) Soil erosion
b) Extinction of wild life.
c) Deforestation
d) Lack of potable water, and
e) The energy crisis and related issues.

2. Micro kind.,

a) Poor health and sanitation
b) Social and family problems
c) Inadequate housing, and

d) Population growth in almost every family.

3. Global ecology

Afghanistan does not, as yet, foresee critical environmental'
problems which would effect the global ecology of the world.

4. Environmental considerations

Environs ntal benefits to be realized have influenced a great
del decisions as the one to operate electrically-powered
buses in the city of Kabul.

3
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Pilot project in environmental education

Along with the introduction of health education as a majorsubject.at
the primary level, a significant step was made with the development and
implementation of a Pilot Project in Environmental Education for grade-
VII students. The task of its implementation in schools situated in eco-
logically different provinces of Afghanistan was given to the National
Science Centre. The project, which lasted one ;ear, covered students in
grade VII_ in six different provinces of the country: The total cost of
US $35,000 was shared by the National Government and Unesco.

The aim of the project was to teach students to become more eco-
logically minded, and to understand the inter-relationships of humans and
their immediate environment. It was believed that grade-VII students are
not only mature enough to grasp the contents of the materials produced
but also that they are in a schooling stage at which exists a sound basis
for introducing environmental education to the existing curriculum for
further development of this field.

4
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Afghanistan

. Since the project was at the stage* of trial-testing, environmental.
echication was iiitioduced to students of grade VII as a separate subject in
the form Ofself-learning modules.: The activities included simple, pradtical
and Safe experiments, lectures, films, Study-tours and field trips.
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Before adopting the .curriculum a survey of various provinces was
conducted. Thereafter, experienced secondary school teachers were in-
vited to a workshop to point out jointly the major environmental issues
and choose a unified course to be incorporated in the school curriculum.

As a result of this workshop, subjects of the learning modules were
specified.. In, terms of the teaching materials a guide for teachers was also
developed. The modules, together with the teacher's guide, were tAen
mass-produced and introduced to students and teachers through a trial

5
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testing which lasted .for two months. To ensure successful implemen-
tation of the project a4seminar was conducted in the National Science
Centre for about 40 teachers, science supervisors and experience people
outside the Miniftry of Educati* yhe results derived from this Pilot
Project were considered very satisractory and encouraging.

Afghanistan is a,vhde country and its provinces have different eco-
logicalcharacteristics with diffeient environmental istues. Not alliprob-
lerns, therefore, are common to all of the regions. Some are at high ;107

des arid some at low. Then too, large cities have problems of sound /air
pollution but not so the villages. Thus fai, radio-active waste does not
pose serious dangers to Afghanistan's ecosystem as it does to co tries
having atomic reactors.

The pilot project leseribed aboVe has given valuable experiences to
those responsible for curriculum development. For exiittle, a survey of
the 600 students revealed a high degree of interest in such topiCs as soil
conservation, forest conservation, wild-life, conservation, community
health and safe drinking water. These topics are not only practical but
related to their real-life situation.
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Afghanistan

As already stressed, however, this project operation was on a velly
limited scale. A great deal of work has yet to be done before the right
type of environmental education is introduced at all levels of education
both in and out of school. Many more trial projects, small- and large-
scale, .will have to be undertaken to determine the curricula most suited
and common\a all and to work out special-features for special regional
requirements. .

g
.

Regional help will also be needed in identifying, plamu11ng0, execution
and evaluation of`such projects, in terms of sharing experience, since our
experience in this field is limited. At the same time
from the. United Nations Environment Progamm
will be required to execute. small- and large-scale p

7
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AUSTRALIA

by Davkl.M. Stokes

Introduction

This article attempts to take an Australia-wide perspective but draws
on examples from Victoria more than the other states. The major area
reviewed relates to teacher education.

Australiathas a population of .more than 14 million, divided across six
states, with the majority of these people confined to the coastal fringes,
particularly the eastern seaboard.. As one of the theloped countries in
the region, Australia faces some significant national environmental issues.

Much of modern Aus en built on features brought from
Europe even t e country has a very different ecology. The impor-
tation of new plants and animals, such as the rabbit, has often had a very
significant effect on the environment. Many of Australia's flora and fauna
are unique and, in many cases, are subject to destruction because they
have not been able to co`mpete with some of the exotic varieties inten-.
tionally or accidentally introduced. in the future, Australians will need to
be vigilant if these unique flora and faurja are to survive. °

Australia is rich in resources such as coal and minerals, and produces
large quantities of the world's supply of meat and-wheat. World demand
for these commodities will mean that Australians will play a major role in
the future of many peoples of the world. The future use of Australia's
energy/resources and reserves of bauxites, iron ore 'and other minerals has
far-reaching national and wort-wide environmental implications which

'Australians will need to face.
Other national environmental concerns include soil erosion and the

deterioration of soil quality, removal of native forests for timber and
wood-chips and land-rights for aboriginal communities affected by large
mining operations. Together with these national concerns there are e-
gional concerns. Development has brought water pollution in the Murray
River, smog problemi in Sydney and Melbourne and pressure on Alpine
resources. Impacts of and hydro-electric power development have
produced and are crag effects on peopleand the environment at the
regional level.
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Use ofi.zesource:s has regional implications. Here, 'open-cue coal mining
in Australia is done with 12 gigantic bucket-wheel excavator which dwarfs
a large bulldozer in the distande (after m ing, the mining company.is'

requireetto re-stabilizeth-e onment).

Under the A federal sy , responsibility for environment
is spread across six to Governments d the Federal Government. Thus
all six State Governments have and departments responsible fOr
environment although the stru f these, departments varies from one
to another.. At the federal 1 /moment has beep included as a mini-
sterial responsibility sirice 1 . Since that time, Environment has been
coupled with cigienq,,and e Arts, Housing and CoMmunity Deveirp-
ment,Science and oft Vceroly with Honk Affairs.

In addition to ese sate te and federal bodies, there are other national
organizations wi nabItties for *aspects of the environment. These.
incluie government 'es such as the Australian Environment Council
and the Council aLe Conservation Ministers, both of these councils,
comprising Cc; onw and Stati Ministers. Other bodies such as the
National Par d Wildlife Service, the National Energy Adviiory Com-
mittee, and the 'Australian Heritage Commission to name but a few, play
an important role in the shaping, of Australia's environmental policy!

9.
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.

Non-governmental bodies at both state and federal levels are also import-
ant. For many' years,We Australian 'Conservation Foundation has been
sipificant in shaping public attitudes to environmental issues.

An al:rareness of Australia's fragile ecology and special probfems has
resulted in some environmental initiatives. At government levels, the en- `.
vironment protection legislation on noise and water pollution and state
and federal efforts in protecting natural resources have .made a signficant
contribution to the standardof living. The Westernport Bay EnNiron-,
mental Studies series in Victoria is well documented as one of the largest
environmental assessments ever conducted anywhere in the world. The
measures taken to preVent sand mining on Frasz Island and to protect the
island's ecology have receiyed world-wide publicity. The successful cam-
paign by Unions to preserve The RocZ area of Sydney and unsuccessful
attempts to save Lake Pedder were impqrant environmental issues for _

many Australians. - .
The country has, however, some special environmental problems:. In

the future, the search for alternative energy sources includinthe comer:
sion of brown coal to oil, shale oil development and the development of
the uranium industry will be particularly important issues. The use of
land and water to provide significant proportions of the world's, supply br
meat and wheat will present Australians with significant environmental
challenges. With this brief background- some recent developments in
environmental education in Australia may be outlined.

Education

Education about the environment is not new to the curriculum. Edu-
cation in the environment is not new either, although both of these have
been presend in an uncoordinated way in the past. iWhat new is edu-
cation for tthe environment, and it is this in particular that will be' dig-
cussed here.

, In Australia, education programmes in schools are dirterinined largely
by state departments of education, although the Commonwealth Depart-
ment of Education determines curricula in the Australian" Capital Terri-
tory and the- Northern Territory. Thus to ,discuss thoroughly environ-
mental, education in the country would require an analysis of the plans of
each state and the Commonwealth'Department of Education. Although
this is clearly not feasible here, it is possible to outline some significant
national initiatives which have had a major influence on the states.

In 1972, the United Nations Conference in Stockholm focused world
attention on international environmental issues. In 1974 the Curriculum
Development. Centre in Canberra began a number of programmes to foster

10
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eroded city streets cause, air pollution in, tame of Australia's big cities.
--... . - . . , .

Australia

1.

enviromiental education in Australian schools. ,Through. the `E.;nviron-
inentalSchication.Proje'cf, the Curriculum Development Centre intends to
dtyelop primary and secondary student and teachei materials for primary

secondary environmental education,. p .11 .1 y in the form of case
L A second programme, Investigating e Natio-nal-Estite', is in-

tended for lower to middle secondary levels, (Greenall, 1979).

Aca direct. result of these projects. the Curriculum Develppment
Centre has established liaison officers in the statpand commonwealth edu-

xation departments and. these liaison' officers hate met revearly to discuss
errvironmental education. These regigaz meeting, have 'encouraged the
suites to formulate.goals for environmental. education. A national En-
viio-nmental, Education Associition has been formed and a regular News-
letter is now published. In Victoria, a Joint committeen Enitironmental
Education (TC ) has been formed to advise the Curriculum Councilthe
most senior urn-determining body within he Victorian Education
Departmenton future developments in environmental education in Vic-
toria. The recommendations of the JCEE will have been made to the
Curriculum Council before mid-1981 (Wilson 1980).

A large number of support services also contribute to 'environmental
education in Australia. Some of these support pervices are governed by
independent counnils, others have a formal place within existing education
departments while others have neither. Some of these sypport services

I ,
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which provide materials for children or information for teachers on
envirtnimental education include the Australiantonservation Foundation,
zoos and botanical gardens; State Rivers and Water Supply 'Commission,
Soil Conservation Authorities, National Environmental Teachers Associa-
tions, and one of the oldest groups providing information and materials on

_enviroruirental issues, the Gould League. The Ministry for Conservation in
Victoria now piihlishes a comprehensive Environmental EduCation Re-
sou* Directory which provides up-to-date information on *rnateriaLs
teachers will find useful in environmental education.

Curriculum development in pnvironmental education

Definition and scope. After several meetings and conferences at 'bath
'state and national levels, the-Australian "Association for Environmental
Education has been formed. This association held its inaugural meeting in
Adelaide in October 1980. Largely through this group, which was formed
as a direct result of the meeting of the State Liaison Officers and the
development of the Curriculuip Development Centres project on environ-
mental education, the defining characteristics of environmental education
have received widespread discussion 'over the last few years. ginning in
the early 1970s but gaining momentum later in the decade, th has been
a growing awareness, in Australia of tlic.need for environm education.
This awareness has led to a fairly widespread consensus n the defining
characteristics of environmental education. Fensham (1 80) has summed
up the consensus view of environmental -ducation by noting that:

it is oriented towards a problem or issue,
-it aims to elahcirate the altema es that exist fot situations and
the skill of choosing between them,
ft is concerned with realistic situations,
it transcends individual disciplines,
it includes actions and an integral component,
it uses the real eiwironrnent of the school and its sui4oundings as
a context, r
it involves the clarification of values, and '
it aims to manifestly increase the competence and confidence that
students have within their own environments. .

Although objectives for environmental eduction, if they hayel:oven
set, vary froiii state to state, level to level and school to school, the Cur-
ricidum_ Development, Centre has recently included environmental educa-

.,..tion in its core curriculum, (CDC, 1980). By core curriculum,the Curric-
ulum Development Centre means the set of basic and essential learn-

, ing and experiences which can reasonably be expected of all students.

12
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Basic learning is defined. as that which provides a base or foundation
necessary for other study and learning, and for continuing personal devel-
opment. Essential learning and experiences are defined as those which are
required by all for effective cultural, economic, goolitical, group, family
and interpersonal life in society.

The inclusion of environmental studies as one of the nine core areas
of the core curriculum is a very significant step. hi the core curriculum
document, the Curriculum Development Centre states that ...

the,central purpose of environmental studig within the core is awareness
and understanding of both the Physical and man-made environments and
sensitivity to the forces that sustain or may destroy them. This requires
both keography, landscape architecture, 0004011110, etc., and a readiness
by sdiooh to participate in environmental maintenance projects which
give students practical experience in the field. M in other areas of the
core, there is an emphasis on social actionenvitonmental studies repre-
sents a blend of theory and practice which may be organized in many
different ways. Within the core what is important is not the particular
kind of organization but the environmentalist approach or perspective.
This is an amalgani of types of lmowledp and understanding and a dis-
position to sustain and protect the environment.

Strategies fqr introducing environmental education

Various strategies have been suggested for environmental education
in schools; all of these are being used to some extent in Australia. (VISmer-
skytand Stokls, 1980). At the primary level, where one teacher is for the
most part with the same group of children all day, the major approach is
to Irganize environmental studies around a particular geographic area,
theme dr skill. The study may last for Several lessons, or weeks. At the
secondary level, }vbere knowledge is divided into disciplines and where
children study rutty subjects under many teachers in any one day, the
situation is organizationally more complex.

The.most populir strategy is the 'infusion approach' where environ-
ment is added to existing subjects. In this approach, sections of the con-
tent of an'enVironmental education programme may be dearly associated
with a particular discipline or subject in the existing curriculum. In these
circumstances, the responsibility for different aspect; of the content of
the programme nay be taken by different teachers with specialized
knowledge or exPerience. For example, if the chosen content is focused
on the chemical pollution of an urban waterway, then chemistry can
contribute to an understanding of the pollutants and the'chemical charac-
teristics of the waterway. Biology .can contribute to an understanding of

13
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the natural flare and fauna and the impact of pollutants on the physiology
of these pop .hy.can contribute to an .understanding of
land-use patt drainage patterns and climatology, all of which may
have an effe on the concentration of pollutants in the waterway.
History and science may contribite to.temporal and human per--
spectives, literature and music can provide avenues for expression using
poetry, letters, dialogue and other forms. Some subject Associations,
particularly those for biology and geography, have been mote enthusiastic
than others; nevertheless, the Curriculum Development Centre's environ- .
mental education project has specifically tried to 'promote environmental
education through all subject areas.

4 second strategy for environmental education in schools involves
organizing environmental education through the basic concepts which
define its scope; this may lead to a separate-subject approach. These con-
cepts are. biophysical, socio-cultural, and management- and change-oriented

Sand can form the basis of a balanced programme. (See Conceptual Frame-
work at the end of this article). These concepts concerning the environ-
ment have been used in _schools to devise-themes or topics which have
then been introduced as paT of subjects or as whole subjects. In
Victoria, 'Environmental Science' has been introduced as a subject in
grade XU and many other environmental subjects have been developed in
blades VII to XI.

A third strategy, widely used, involves organizing through case
studies 'environmental encounters' or what have been called 'junctions'.
Real-life situations are chosen and the whole school or group of students
from a particular year, together with their to and local experts,
focus on the situation. The encounter may last for eral days or weeks
but the bale idea is to focus the traditional eliments o the curriculum on
a particular issue and to thioexplore what additional knowledge, skills
and 'attitudes ..may be involved in solving environmental problem_s,
Methods appropriate to 'the particular issue or case s'idy are used. The
real woild as represented in the press, on radio, on television, in the local
community, nationally or internationally, can provide a wide and varied
stimulus for thine environmeritalencounterS:

In Australia, this approach has been used within traditional subjects*
and within separate environmental studies subjects but it has rarely been
used as the major way of integrating environmental studiei either horizon-
tally across a particular year or vertically through a particular school pro-
gramme. As a means of introducing environmental education at the
school level the environmental encounter or junction has therefore a great
deal of unexplored 111) t1en t ial.
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Shidents and staff of Environmental Studies studying river pollution'

A fourth strategy has been described as 'organizing Ihroup pro-
cesses'. Two of the major processes in environmental education are
problem solving and values clarification. Either of these processes when
combined with the objectives of environmental education and an appro-
priate learning situation can be a valuable tool in environmental educa-
tion. For instance, Stapp has said that there are seven recommended steps
in the problem-solving process; (1) identifying and defining the problem;
(2) collecting, organizing and analysing the data to relate it to the issues;
(3) generating and evaluating alternative solutions; (4) evaluating the alter-
natives and selecting the best solution; (5) developing a plan.of 'action; (6)
implementing the plan; (7) evaluating OR plan. Ideally this -strategy

, should be combined with the environmental encounter. This fourth
approach has so far been least used in Australian schools and since en-
vironmental issues are about values and problems this is a pity.

. All four strategies will be enhanced by the publication of the Curric-
ulum Development Centre's projeCts on `Enyironmenthl Education' and
`Investigating the National Estate'. The Environmental Education Project
will include .a Sourcebook for primbry education (a set of readings on
planning for environmental education, language, arts, soutdoor activities
and living things); a planning simulation afid local urban activities for
students. The Sourcebook for seconda education, 'to be published, in
1981, includes a set of 'readings on fl r Environmental Education;

15
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Environmental Education in the Humanities; Environmental Education in
Home Economics and Manual Arts; Environthental Education using an
Interdisciplinary Approach; and Junior- Secondary Outdoor Activities.
These curriculum materials will add to a long list of materials which cover
aspects of the environment, particularly in science and geography. For
secondary schools, the Australian Science Education Project, the Junior,
Secondary Science Project and the Social Education Materials Project all
contain materials about the environment. For senior secondary schools,
materials which have been developed for biology, geography, earth science
and home economics contain many_ of_the concepts and principles of
environmental educatiCyn.

tkThe major poiit being made in this section is that a wide variety of
materials and strategies are available for environmental education in
Australia. The next section examines to what extent teachers requ!re new
skills in order to use these stiqiegies and materials effectively.

Teacher education for environmental education

Elements of environmental education, particularly edification about,
the environment have been included in pre-service and in:service program-
mes for teachers for ,many years. Courses for teachers in the biolo*,..
sciences, geography, agriculture, nature study and others hive all included'
knowledge about the environment. Education in the environment is also
not new. Outdoor studies, field studies and various other disciplines have
often taken place outside the classroom in thravironment. What then is
so different about environmental education today and what are the impli-
cations for die training of teachers?

First, environmental education is education about, in and for the
environment.- This means that \it will include knowledge fro ._broad
range of disciplines, involve real e;Teriences in a wide range of appropriate
environments, and because it is education for the environment, will be
about attitudes and values. Muck of teacher education, particularly in
science which up until recently where most of the.teaching about
environment has occurredhas avoided value questions on environment.
Scientists have often said that their role is to teach rzbut for example--
nucle,ar power, but queftions invol i g such things as distribution of
energy, waste disposal, energy needs of eople in the region and poverty
are not considered part of their teach' g programme. Environmental
education for teachers in the 1980s, in t is region in particular, cannot
afford to avoid questions such as these. It must confront, these issues.

Second, environmental education is abut natural, social and cultural
systems; that is, it crosses disciplinary boundaries. This is a particularly

16
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Studying plant ecology

Studying solar technology

Australia
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Studying water analysis

Teachers will need, old and new
skills if environmental education
is to succeed. Shown here are
students at work in Environ-

mental Studies.

A
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important characteristic of environmental education and yet schools,
colleges, and universities divide knowledge into disciplines. This is not to

41 say that disciplinary approaches to environmental educed& 'are not im-
portantthey arebut interdisciplinary approaches are also requireckrif
solutions to the complex issues facing the region are to be found. Inter-
disciplinary approaches to issues in teacher education will require, curric-
ulum innovations at both post-graduate and graduate levels. These inno-
vations will need to explore the kind of knowledge and skills which are
required for integrated approaches to problems, the -mix of specialist
versus .generalist knowledge required and the mix of interpersonal' skills
versus dOw*Iinary skills.

Third, envirdhmental education is about solving real world problems
in an active and inquiring manner. This means that it is about acquiring
skills and knowledge which can be applied to particular problems and
issues,-, This may seem similar to 'what teacher education is seeking to do..

"Environmental education differs, however, in that many of the future
problems or issues it seeks to address will be very different from problems
previously encountered and these will require new skills.

Teacher educators, will need considerable assistance if they are to de-
sign curricula which highlight problem-solving skills as well as knowledge.
Curreht approaches to the teaching of skills certainly highlight data Collec-
tion and perhaps analysis but nittch more emphasis will need to be placed
on problem identification, decision-aking and implementation skills such
as leadership, motivation, conflict resolution and'administration. Environs
mental education will also require more rust-hand experience of complex
problems which cross disciplinary boundaries. Teacher educators will
need considerable assistance if they are to gain the confidence to use real
world and complex issues in teacher education.

Finally it should be stressed that environmental' education is about
team-work approaches to complex issues. It involves people, often with
diverse backgrotuids and skills, working together in groups on compleic
problems, which may have many alternative solutions, and which may be
very different. If teachers are to cope with the complexity of environ-
mental education, sound innovations relating to teamwork will be
required. Much of higher education at the moment concentrates on ,in-
dividual learning. It usually involves specialization followed by isolation
in a discipline bounded by closed methods and knowledge. More empha-
sis will have to be placed on teaching people the importance of using
different approaches to problems, understanding in brokd tenors the ap-
proaches used by different disciplines,' and acquiring a basic literacy in
several of the key disciplines in environmental studies. Interpersonal skills
such as communication, leadership, resolving conflicts and' respect foi,
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other members of the team will be important. Curricula which emphasize
, these team-work skills will be needed if environmental education is to
succeed.

Teacher education in Australia

One important aspect concerning environmental education in Aus-
tralia is the period of time which has been required to form a nucleus of
people of sufficient size who are capable of influencing the large majority
who have little concern for environmental education. For sEveral years
some specialists in teach& education, some school teachers, sane regional
directors of education and some individuals within the community have
formed a growing body of people veking to have, environmental education
formally u)troduced into the school curriculum. In Victoria, an Environ-
ment Teacher Association has now been formed. A recent inquiry into

a, teacher education has said that:--,
44.

. . the Education Department, the Catholic. Education Commission, the
Division of Pre-School Child Development of the Health Commission and
all schools, together with teacher education institutions, should take.up
the spirit of the Belgrade Charter." Interim Report of the Committee the
Pictorial, Enquiry boo Teacher Education, 1980.

It will be a long time before all these bodies take up the spirit of the
Belgrade Charter, but there have been some significant initiatives tin
teichereducation in Australia over the past few years and some of these ,7
have used the Belgrade Charter as a-guide.

Pre-iervice teacher education 4

In many universities and colleges in Australia, prospective primary\(/
and secondary teachers are introduced to environmental education as part
of their teacher training. In somd colleges this introduction occurs pri-
marily as education about ecology and is firmly based in the knowledge
component of the degree. In other colleges, environmental education is

. offered after disciplinary training has been completed,and is approached
as a niethoslological study.

TheRusden College of Advanced Educatidn has been conducting a
programme for the training of secondairteachers in environmental educa-
tion for more than seven yem. Because the course is an attempt at atotal
approach to environmental education throughout the/four-year pre-service
period and because the course has produced more than 150 graduates,
most of whom are now teaching in Victorian secondary schools, this
course will be described in some detail.

19
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At %laden in 1973, the separaee departments of physics, chemistry,
biology, earth science and.geography and later the mathematics depart-
ment were amalgamated into a single departmentthe Erivebruhental
Studies Department. The decision to create such a department was taken,
because envirorhnental studies teachers were seen to be needed by the
education department of Victoria, secondly because no undergraduate

. tertiaii.:prograthmet in environmental studies existed in Victoria at-that
time and thirdly because recommendations froth Stockholm suggested
that countries in the region shoultlegin pre-service teacher education
programmes for enviipnmental education. The Environmental Studies
Department was therefore set up 'as one comprehensive department with a
defined budget, facilities and staff.

is------ Ir.,
The establishment of a singledepartment concerned with pie-service

education for teachers of enondiental studies may be the mosteignifi-
cant step organizationally spfa4rking that the College has made. Fensham
(1980) has said that one of the basic problems withenvironmental educa-
tion is the problem of interdisciplihaiity ana he says tliir-there have been
considerable attinnOts in recent years to int dale an interdisciplinaiy

proach to-erivironmental studies. Almost niveflially, however, this as

,,,Dn a departmental and disciplinary basis. The sheer logistiC problems
gatj it with considerable resistance in institutions that are prirriarily organ-

of co- operation across departments militate against change. He says that-
Olhore sharing of experience about fo integrate studief in the univer-

° sity and college Context fdr both tu4rgiaduite and investigative studies
at the graduate level is needed. ,

. ,

The decision to fn.= the road Department ,qf Environmental..
Studies myeant that many of problems to which Fensharn refers just
have not been part o e sden experience. The Collative expertise
there includes nin f with training'in the biological sciences, six with. '-
(raining in ge hy,,six with training in the physical and earth sciences
and three with training in mathematics: of these people have spvialist
qualifications in disciplinesemlatei to en irgnmental-studies together with
qualifications ancrexpetience in educatio . The departmdit has its own
facilities, its own etuiprientsome of it highly sophisticatedand a man-
date to provide a far-year, course whicirwill produce teachers fully quali-
fied o teach.environmntal stud .

40
The course in environment studies aims to produce an enviroten-

tally literate citizen who is.knoviled'geable and skilled in matters relating
to the environment and motivated to gmploy-these JIMIls and knowledge
within the community. The programme centres .afound four main fea-
tures, knowledge, specialization, team -work and professional teacher train-
ing. The structure of the course is outlined in Figure 1. .
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Figure I. Envirunnwntal studies at -Rusden University
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The desire of students at the start of the coulte to work wit*in
traditional suNect boundaries is compatible with the course structure.
Linke (1975) has said that befofe complex research activities involved
with tertiary environmental studies programmes can be attempted, a
colderabledegree of aeademic expertise is required.

1'
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The first two years are seems a time when students gain much of
this academic expertise. The course in the first two yearsparticularly in

4" the -first yeardoes lean toward science. The course itself does not aim to
produce a scientist in the technological sense, however, but a scientist in
an ecological sense, a scientist who lives in harmony with (rather than in
opposition to) the natural workings of the biosphere. The leaning towards
science in the first two years of the course is there because"erfelief
that scientific literacy is a'necessary part .of the environmental education.
process. It is still only part of the process, nevertheless, and around socio-
economic perspective is provided by the-other subject areas including the

_geography programme. The introductory programme is a composite one
and as such different combinations of appropriate subjects can be selected
by the student according to individual preference: Linke has said that this
may be more satisfactory than having a single integrated but limited,ap-
proach to complex issues which might not hold the same level of interest
for all students.

Specialization,

. In the third and fourth years of the course alt students ,must special-
ize and undertake their professional teacher training. The teacher-training
programme and The academic programme are operated concurrently in the
third and fourth years. A completio f two major studies is a require-
ment of the Bachelor of Education egree, and in the Environmental

,Studies programme at least one of these major studies must be drawn from
either biological sciences, geography or physical and earth sciences. The
decision to, include specialization in at least one of these subjects as a
requirement of the course is baked on the convictionOthat decisions about
the environment shoauld be made by people with knowledge in depth in
Some particular field. The traditional subject areas can cover a wide range
of units, thus allowing Itutients to structure a course according to their
'Oterests while sail retaining the disciplinary specialization. For -some
!AOdents, the studj, programme they undertake is,a fairly traditional one;
for others there is a preference fbr units with a strong environmental
orientation..

The departments planning to introduce a subject in interdisciplinary
environmental systems which will complement the existing disciplinary
studies in each year of the course.

Tgenfivork

The third and essential feature of the course is an experience as part
of an interdisciplinary" team. This team-work experience is on a selected
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Study 91 cartography as part of Environmental Studies

environmental issue and is taken by all studentslis part of their work. The
.aim of the unit is to introduce students fo the methodology, the skills
involved in solving environmental problems, analysis otaltema#ve solu-
tidns to environmental problems, the influence of social, political and
value questioni these alternatives and to encourage students to study
the decision-ma,nd implementation process. A unit such as this is
possible because although the students4n the team have different subject
specializations they all have a common introductory background to the
physical and, biological sciences and geography, and they all have a socio-
economic perspective. This means that in the formation of specialized
teams or of interdisciplinary teams, itu4ent have a knowledge, of the
language of other members of the team, they have respect for the role that
other specialisemembers of the team will play and they have a perception
of what the other specialists will be looking for and the methods they will
use. -

It is only because the Environmental Studies Department is a single
department that it is possible to schedule, finance and staff such an inte-
grated unit which is a central feiture of the course. =Many issues have
been used in the team-work unit. Funding has come from within the -col-
lege and also from ekternal government agencies. The essential feature of
all these projects . is that they involve the need for an interdisciplinary
team and all have many alternative solutes which could be strongly

2.3
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influenced by the political or social process. Students who are doing the
unit study the reality and the hierarchies of power and the local govern-
ment decision-making process and they explore the full range of skills
required in solving an environmental problem. All the projects require a
final report to be.prepared and presented; this enables students to see that
what they are doing is action-oriented, and that their contribution is part'

. .'of the implementation process.
Vs

Professional teacher training

The fourth aspect of the course is the professional teacher training.
Up to this point in the course, students have knowledge about the environ-
ment at biological, physical, spatial and sociological levels and an under-

of the interrelationships of these and other disciplines in trivirOn-
mental es. The student's also have an appreciation of the interdisci-
plinary proach required for the solution of environmental problems and
the way in which political and social factors influence the dicisiormaking
proceis. The final section of the course is that which aims-to gift students
the ability to develop programme environmental education in schools
as Well as the ability to develop community environmental education pro-
grammes. In the seven years that this course has been running, more than
150 graduates have completed it aicrire now teaching environmental edu-
cation in some form in Victorian secondary schools. In this section of the

)course the student is asked to examine thAphilosophy of environmental
education, to see environmental education programmes in operation in
schools, to undertake a work-experience programme with a pal-titular
agency concerned with environment, and to develop curriculum materials
for use in similar programmes. The training at this point attempts to devel-
op a rationale for environmental studies as part of the school curriculum.

t In-service teacher education

Some very successful in-service teacher education programmes for
environmental education have been conducted in Australia. In- service
programmes have the advantage that large numbers of teachers can be
trained quickly, and costs are considerably less than those associated with
pre-service teacher education;

The m r strategy has been the short course of one or two days
where teach attend a regional centre for lace-to-face' contact. As with
most of the re-service education programmes, the major emphasis up
until recently has been on ecology, but severaLin-service courses now
include materials on the urban environment, alternative lifestyles, energy
and our Aaisuincighb ours.
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Conclusion

Environmental education in Australii has for many years been edu-
cation about the environment and education inthe environment. Recent
developments in school programmes, in curiieulum materials for schools
and in-teacher education programmes suggest that environmental educa-
tion for the environment is on the rise. As public concern increases about,
some of the significant environmental issues facing Australians, the value
of having a population better equipped to cope with these issues should
become mote apparent.

A PARTIAL LIST OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONCEPTS
as suggested for environmental education in 'Australia

BI°O. Ysical
)Living things are interdependent upon one another and upon their

environment: ,

Green plants are the ultimate sources of food; 4othing, shelter and
energy in most societies.

An organism is the product of its heredity and environment.,

In any environment, one component (space, water, air, shelter or
fbod) Wray become a limiting fact . .

The natural environment is irreplaceable.

Australia

Socio-cultural

The culture of a group is its learn ed behaviour in the.form of
customs, habits, attitudes, institutions and life-styles that are trans-
mitted to its progeny.

The relationships between man and the natural environment are
mediated by his culture. e

National resources affect and are affected by the material welfare of
a culture, and directly or indirectly by, philosophy; religiont. govern-
ment and the arts.

Management

The 'management of natural resources to meet the needs of Successive
generations demands long-range planning.

Family plirming and the limiting)of family size,are important if over-
population is /to be avoided and a reasonable 'standard of living
assured for future generations.

S
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Environmental management involves the application of knowledge in
a rational direction to achieve a-particular objective or objectives.

Change

Organisms and environments are constantly changing.'

. The rate of change in an environment may exceed the rate of adap-
. _ tation of organisms.

All living things including man are conikaially evolving.

Man has accelerated the rate of change. )1--

Increasing human population, rising living standards, anhe result-
ant demands for greater industrial and agricultural productivity can
promote increasing environmental contamination:
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BANG LADESH

by A.H. Latsf

National mandates

It was during the late 1960s that environment problems in the
region which is now Bangladesh received some attention. The. importance
of protection, preservation and conservation of the ov environment of .

this region was recognized by a limited circle of professional people and
government functionaries. Their efforts reitilted in the promulgation of
the Water Pollution Control. Ordinance of 1970, in ordet to provide for
control, prevention and abatement of pollution of waters. The ordinance
was later amended and the Water Pollution Control Act (WPC) was prom-
ulgated in 1973. Then a Water Pollution Control Project was organized in
September 1973, under the Directhrite of Public Health Engineering in
the Ministry of Local Government, Rural Development and Co-operatives. I

In 1477, the Environmental Pollution Control (EPC) Ordinance was
passed to provide for the control, prevention and abatement of pollution
of the environment of Bangladesh. Under the provision of the ordinance,.
an Environment Pollution Control Board was constituted. Thoordinance,
among other things, provided a definition of environment in these words:
"environment means the surroundings consisting of air, waters, soli, food
and shelter which can support or influence the growth of life of an indi-
viduaLor group of individuals, including all kinds of flora and fatma."2

V
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In areas such as forests, wildlife and mines, separate legislation has
existed for a long time. These are: the Mines Act 1923, the Wildlife pre-
servation Act, and the Forest Act, 1927. After independence, with necess-
ary changes and amendments, the Bangladesh Wildlife (Preservation)
Order, 1973, was issued. But these ordinances and orders, including the
EPC ordinance, required updating in the light of recent national and inter-
national concern in these areas. For this purpose a draft for a proposed
"National EnvironMental Protection Ordinance" has been prepared and is
now under the considerftion of the Government.3

it -

Environmental problems and issues

A small country of 56,000 square miles( criss-crossed by Mighty
rivers with their innumerable tributaries, Bangladesh presently accoramcv,
dates more than 90 million people.

The people of Bangladesh live close to environmental disasters. Cyc-
lones and tidal bores are frequent visitors and flood is -ahntet-a-rkermal

feature in Bangladesh. About /0 per cent of the total population suffer .

from water-borne diseases. Only a very small percentage of the total popu-
lation has 'access to pure drinking,water, and sewerage systems are almost
non-existent in rural areas' of , the country. Water in the ditches, small
streams and stagnant zones is constantly being contaminated and is helping
most of the pathogenic micro - organisms o survive and multiply. Indus-
trial wastes, fertilizer, toxic chemicals and synthetic detergents are also ,

responsible for water pollution, in the country:
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. .
Because of the slow process of urbanization and industrialization, the

pollutioti of air is not yet a serious problem in the country. Whatever
pollution of the air there is in urban regions is due largely to industrial
effluents, exhaust from mechanizecrvehicles, household' kitchen fuels,
brick morks and a number of other pollutants of lesser threat.

In Bangladesh, the most serious environmental problem is desertifi-
cation. It has been caused both by. climatic factors and by man-made

. disturbances in the natural balance of the ecosystems: The damage done
to the topography, to socio-economic dynimics and to agricultural
systems by desertification gives great cause for alarm.

MS* siwiromental ictiorip
The 'environmental acti

flesh afe classified below.

.Water monitoring

1. Ten EPC monitoring stations to assess the nature and extent of
pollution in the major rivers of Bangladesh are in operation since
1973.

2. Nine monitoring stations of the Global Environment-Monitoring
System (GEMS), including one at Kaptai Lake,is in operation since
1977.

es so far undertaken in Bangla- .
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3, Regular monitoring of tap water is conducted in major urban
water supply systems to ascertain fitness for drinking,-cuoking and

washing Pte-
4. Monitoring of ground water in specific selected locations takes

place intermittently.

5. River water sample collections are made evefy month during high-
. flow periods and fortnightly in low-flow periods to determine the

degree of contamination and to assess the suitability of the aquatic
environment as a con''enient habitat of fish and other aquatic
organisms.-

6. Water quality standards have been determined for drinking water,
, , . 'T, g water and for recreation} water. The permissible concernal

ns of various toxic subst es in water have been ascertained.
standard) for Bangladesh have been published in a booth.

7. The EPC Laboratory Division conducts tests and analyses regular-
ly under controlled conditio determine the nature and extent
of pollution of-various wa es. Results are filed with relevant,
agencies for policy d appraisal.

8. Liaison is carzied out with the United Nations Environment Pro-
gimmename (UNEPT and International Register for Potentially Toxic
Chemicals (IRPTC) in matters related to toxic chemicals.

Incluinrial pollution surveys

1. Detailed surveys of some important regions of industrial concen-
tration have been completed; industrial zones irrlarge urban areas
have been surveyed through questionnaire's to ascertain the nature
and characteristics of the production process, of the inputi used,
and of the air and liquid effluents. ,

2. The harmful constituents of the air and effluent discharge a some
specific industries have been identified. The degrees rof water
pollution of some of the rivers due to industrial4wastes have been
ascertained.

3. Major polluting enterprises and factories have been compelled to
install treatment plants and systems for their wastes.

4. Workable solutions to the pollution problem have been provided
to indetstrial enterprises.

5. Proposed industrial enterprises and new plants require the prior
approva15EPC before ey are actually set up.

6. For every new enterprjr2 EPC makes an appraisal to assess the
environmental impact of4ecific projects/industrial units.
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7. A clearance is provided when it is found 'that the proposed enter-
,

...prise does not pose a threat to the environment or imply any
possibility of environmental degradation. -

. :
13.: Advice, consultations and constructive recommendations are pro-

vided to individual entrepreneurs in matters pertaining to the
presen;ation of the environment..

Auttomobile emission and noise

I. A two- ,phased programme of survey-cum:action is underway: The
nature and extent of air pollution caused by.automobile exhaust
syttems have been studied.

2. With the co-operation of Dacca Metropolitan Police (DMP),
vehicles that were detected as violating pollution rules were
penaliztld.

3. During 'Traffic Weeks' of the -DMP, a thorough check is made of
loud vehicle horns and black exhaust smoke from plying vehicles.

4Violators are being told to properly keep up their vehicles and to
see that the combustion process is total and not partial of the
vehicle engines.
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5. Posters have been placed at busy poirits of the .cit:), to Hike the
travelling public 'aware of he health hazards and ill-effects of in-
haling polluted air e y due to black smoke of automobiles.

6. Loud horns of vehicles cause nervous problems in people, and
hence thoimport of air-Va um horns is being banned. Abouf 70
per cent of the vehicles o the streets of Dacca during the survey"
were found to emit black mOke and use loiid horns.

7. After successful compl on of the survey programme at Da
similar pnigrammes e being lau6ched at Chittagong, Rajshahi
and Khttlna.

Air pollution
1. Studies are in progress to assess the constituents of the air emission

from chimneys of major industrial units.

2. The Triple Superphosphate (TSP) plant at Chittagong was found to
emit harmful from its chimneys; corrective action has been
taken up on the *tiative of EPC.

3. A number of in tiltrial units have been apprised of the toxic nature
of their gaseous emissions. Suggestive recommendations have been
provided by EPC.. 4

Energy

1. The EPC is continuing research on alternative sources on energy.
Bio-gas 'technology is being developed and has been found to be a
very popular alternate fuel: A demonstratiOn pilot plant which cat
generate 200 cubic feet of bio-gas per day has been installed at
Savar, near Dacca. Locally- available materia4ls and ind,igenotts tech-
niques have been emphatzed.

2. In areas yet zo be electrified, the bio-gas p has been found to
be very useful.

3. A public-awareness campaign was Conducted by the EPC at- an
ideal-village of Noakhali district, to populariie bio-gas technology.
Very encouraging response has been received.

Bio-assay experiMents.

1 he Laboratory Division of EPC has a separate bio-auay (biological
testing) section to carry out experiments on popular fish species.
These experiments are designed to ascertain-the tolerability limits
and survival eontlitidns of different fish species in tar presence of
varying concentrations of pollutant chemicals. Bio-assay experi-
ments conclude with an indication of safe-dosage levels of toxi-
cants for specific fish species.
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2. A flowrost.machine has been designed and in operation in Dacca
laboratory to carry out assay tests in flowing-water conditions.

3..A study, of the effects of varying concentrationsbf chrome, cal-
cium hydroxide, ammonia and malathion of different types of
fish has been conductecl at the EPC Laboratory.
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Public awareness programmes

1. Seminars, wcirkshops and symposia are held at regular intervals.

2. Posters, containing diagrams, sketches arta drawings with moti-
vational slogans are placed at busy points.

3. Television and radio are conveying environmental messages.

4. Newspapers are printing catchy slogans and providing tips towards_
healthy living. A number of EPC publications are available.

5. A global environmental information network is, in operation
through the UNEP nfoterra' system.*.

The government structur. Wmadlinery

The EPC Ordinance of 1977 provided for an Environmental Pollution
Cotitiol Board with following powers and functions. The Board is to:

1. Formulate policies for the control, prevention and abatement of
--pollution of liwironment;

2. Suggest measures for the implementation of its pOlicies;

*Infoterra: International Referral System for Sources of Environmental Information
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3: For the purpose of (1) above, the Board may: (a) require any
person to furnish or cause to be furnished such information as it
May specify; (b) call for a report from the director on the existing

*id potential problems of pollution of envirogment in the whole
of Bangladesh or any part thereof; and (c) appoint inch expert
committee as it ay conslaer necessary.

The Eyc Cell: an executive implementatiop body. The Departinent
of Environment Pollution Control (EPC) lithe policy-implementation
agency of the EPC Board. The Department is headed by a Director, who

-is the executive head of the implementation cell and is responsible for im-
plementation of projects duly approvtd by the Government and the
policies formulated by the Board.

Curriculum development in environmental education

The Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh constituted
a National Curriculum and Syllabus Development_ Committee in 1975 for
developing new curricula and syllabus for grades I-XII. The Committee
completed its task and submitted its reports to the Goyernmentoin due
course...The Government has so far accorded approval for introduction
of the new curricula Ur the school sxstem up to tenth grade. Text-books
written *cording to lir curricula and published by the Text-Book Board
have been introduce) lfit the first six grades; the remaining daises are
scheduled to be covered by 19,82.

Fiat level. The new.curricula for the rust level include a subject
entitled `Environmeni Learning'. In introducing, the ject, the Curricu-
lum Committee rationalizes its inclusion in the cum ula in tliese words:

The children of this age group (first level) are Mgu , imaginative
and d)))ative by "nature. Because of these natural instincts, they want
to know the environment, they want explanation of vxhatever seems
to them new in the environment. Keeping in view the psychological
principles, mental and other characteristics of children of this age
group and for their hannoniota development, a subject in the name of
'Environment Learning' Is being introducedtingmdes I and for the
first time. Basic Science and Social Scienceas two different subjects
lie be hitesrated and replaced by this new subjeci. Environment
Learning is being introduced with these objectives: the children will" -

te able to expand their experiences anlIsharpemtheir analytical power
through observation of the environment. In addition to a detailed
syllabus, suggested teaching aids, teachers' activities and students'.
activities have,been identified for this purpose. The content headipgs
of the syllabus for this subject are. family environment; food, clothing,
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and shelter for the family; different types of houses in the local
commpnity; domesticated animals and birds; concepts related to
dire , tan e, light, climate and seasons; environment of the
school; social nment of village and the professions of the people
in the locality; nication system; local histdry; importance
of clew and clean environment; recreation during leisure; observation
of local envbortment and its natural characteristics

The Curriculum Committee su;.;ested that there would be no
straitte boot forthis subject; a teacher's guide would be the main aid for

Aeaching the subject.5'

Ft/I:grades-HI, IV and V, the subject is divided into two separate sub-
jects, Environment Learning (Social) and Environment Learning (SCience
It has been state . the Curriculum Committee Report that the ex
ewes of students ; ed in grades I 'ancril Environment Learning would
be further .expande and strengthened grtles III, IV and V through
acquiring kno*le : and understanding "of The, elements of the spcial
environment and the teristics and influences of animate and inani-
mate objects. , The co of Environment Liarning,(Social) for these
clines viii1Pbe drei i Civics, Geography, History and Economics.
The conteat o ent Learning (Science) will be -drawn from
Physical Ge. oology, Agriculture, Physics, Chemistry and Health
an Nutrition. Pr 4, .ion of separate textbooka,r these two subjects for

'grades III, IV and V has been made and partici/Alton of students in practi
cal work is emphasized.6

.
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don .eshication has been integrated. into selected subjects of
grades V and V under the overall programme of introduction of popu-
lation education in the school systesp of the country. `Population and
environment' as a topichas been integrated into Science of grade IV.

Second Wel of education

i-The ast-level `Environment Learning' s not a subject for the second
level but the Curriculum Committee in its report stressed that subjects
like Science and Social Science for this level would reflect concepts and
contents from nature and environment-related areas.

Population education curricula for the second level include certain
environment-related tops such as: population and environment, popu-
lation grovoh and natufal environment, nature and human society, popu-
lation and environment (soil, water and air). esc topics are integrated
in Science subjects of different classes.

One of the faculty members 'of the Institute of EducatiOn and Re-
search, University of Dacca, has recently completed his doctoral thesis in
environmental education. Taking ecology as a base, the researcher 'has
attempted to infuse the relevant ecolOgy materials for developing the
desired environmental knowledge and attitudes. The researcher claims
that the uniqueness of this'itudy lies in a `single-subject infusion
Approach' to the development of `environmental literacy' among
secondary school students.7 This approach may be adopted, at leist in
part.
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for Education in Asia and the Pacific .

No. 22, June 1981

by Chen Yiqiu

Introduction

There are conventionally two kinds of environmental education in
China. Okeis for the preservation of nature (environmental conser-
vation), the other is for pollution control (environmental protection).
Both of them are for the training 1 specialists.

A new discipline is now emerging along with the growing up of the
comprehensive or holistic concept of 'environment'. This discipline
termed environmental sciences in China; it should grow into enviro
mental science and finally into environmeeology. They are multi
plinary (emlironmental sciences) to interdisciplinary (environmental
science) in nature, with environmentology as a unique discipline, compar-
able with classical disciplines hire chemistry, physics and mathematics.

"The so-called environment must have something as its centre. In
environmental protection, the centre is man, and the environment is all
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the entities surrounding the man."1 The environmental sciences, environ-
mental science or envirorunentology all form a science which deals with
the interrelationship between man and his environment.

It iegards growth of population (development of man himself) and
growth of the economy (development of material production for sustain-
ing and improving man's quality of life) as stimuli to the environment, on
the one hand, and regards the change of environmental resources (such
land resources, mineral resalirces, fresh water, clean air, scenery, or po
tion-sustaining capability) as response of the environment, on the oth
hand.

Man's effttrt (environmental protection, conservation, preservation or
management) is how to manage the growth of population and economy
under,th constraints of envfonmental resources, so that the development
and the environment will be kept in harmonic balance. The balance is dy-
namic in nature. The population and economy are growing, while
environmental productivity is also increasing with the development of
technology. But the rise of the environmental productivity or environ-
mental 'bearing' capacity under a given period of time and space is fmite

Om.

ma_adimi, A

1. Principles of environmental science, edited by Liu Peitung and Chen
Water Conservancy Publishing House. (In press).
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tuatune. The growth of population and economy should in no way over-
t the increase in environmental productivity. The environment

should be preserved and enhanced not just for the welfare of the present
generation, but for the good of all future generations.

Most of the environmental problems and issues now arising in China
are the result of environmental illiteracy. There exists an urgent need to
disseminate concepts of environment to all, from policy-makers (including
specialists as well) to the general public, in and out of school, and from
short-term training to life-long learning. This is the task of a new environ-

Th mental education.

We can say thus that there exist three kinds A environmental edu-
cation. The first two, conventional environmental conservation education
and environmentalprotection education, which are mainly for the training
of specialists in various technical fields, should be ,very much strengthened.
The above outlined new environmental education, which may be termed
environmental science education, is now growing vigorously and will be
described herein.
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Environmental policy

The Constitution of the People's Republic of China states in,Article
11 that, "The State protects the-environment and natural resources, and
prevents and eliminates pollution and other public harms." 4'

---- In February 1979, the government pubIghed a set of Regulations
Regarding the Breeding and Protection of Water Resources. In that same
month a tentative Law of Forestry was passed. Andes September 1979,
a tentative Environmental Protection Law was passed.

This is the first overall law concerning environmental protection in
China. It defines the environment to include "atmosphere, water, land,
mineral deposits, forests, grassland, d animals, wild plants, aquatic lives,
famous spots and historic sites, c spots for sightseeing, hot springs,
health resorts, nature conservation , residential districts and other."

The law deals with two majo of environmental problems: the
destruction of natural resources and environmental pollution and other
public damage. It aims "to e , during the construction of a modern-
ized social state, rational use of the natural environment, and prevention
and elimination of environmental pollution and damage to ecosystems, in

-order to create a clean and f,avourable living and working environment,
protect the health of the people and promote economic development."

The Environmental Protection Law outlines the working guideline
of environmental protection: "Overall 'Manning, rational layout, compre-
hensive utilization, conversion of harm into good, and reliance upon the
masses, with everybody taking part in the protection of environment, for
the benefit of the people." It requires that, "In planning new construc-
tion, reconstruction and extension projects, an environmental impact
report must be submitted for examination, and the designing work started
only after approval of the report by the Environmental Protection Agency
and other relevant agencies."

The law further stipulates that, "The installations for the prevention
and elimination of pollution and other public damage should be designed,
built and put into operation at the same time with the projsct proper...
Those enterprises which have caused pollution and other pdblic damage

-must, according to the principle of 'whoever causes pollution shall be re-
sponsible for its elimination', make plans to clear it up or, alternatively,
submit plans to the compete* authorities for approval either to change
their direction of production or to move to some other place ."

It stipulates the establishment of an environmental protection organ-
ization in the State (national) Council; environmental protection bureaux
in provinces, autonomous regions, and municipalities directly under the

r
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Central GOvernment; environmental protection organizations in MUTOCi-
. palities, autonomous prefectures, counties and autonomous counties ac-

cording to their necessity; environmental protection organizations in
relevant agencies (ministries) of the State Council an4*-in local people's
government at all levels; enviro mental protection organizations in large
and medium-wait enterprises an relevant institutions according to their
rcessity.

It also puts forward in addition to the principles cited above, those
of 'civilized production', taxation for pollution discharge, ,adjustment,
conversion and removal of polluting enterprises and institutions, and
development of (non-polluting or less polluting technology, techniclues,
products and energy sources.
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Major envinximental problems amll issues

The environmental problems and issues with which the country is
now 'Rost seriously concerned are those related to population growth,
economic development and the utilization of natural resources.

Urban environment. The urban population has doubled in the past
30 years. Owing to the concentration of population and industry in urban
areas, there occur air pollution, water pollution, noise, vibration, wastage
and other public damage. For example, the Suzhou Municipality .of
Jiangsu Province is world famous for its scenic beauty. _There is an old
saying, "There is paradise above, and Suzhou and Hangzhou below."

In therist 30 years, however, its gross value of industrial production
has been increased 40 times. Four hundred seventy-eight factories have
been established on its 27.6 square kilometres of urban area, with_an
average of 17.5 factories on each square kilometre. The urban-area is now
encircled by 20 chemicalplants,frOm outside, with three paper mills occu-
pying the upper reaches of its supplying river streams, and 10 printing and
dyeing mills and 42 electroplating plants scattered throughout the urban
area. Factories are interwoven with the residential districts, guest houses.
and scenic gardens, while stacks are standing side-by-side with ancient
pagodas.

Land resources. In the past 30 years, vast stretches of forests have
been d,estroyed and grassland exploited in order to otiand,arable lands.
Meanwhile, a large amount of cultivated land has been occupied through
urbanization and industrialization. During the past 20 years, the culti-
vated land thus occupied amounted to 1.7 million hectares each year. The
total amount of cultivated land in China is now about the same as that in
1949. But due to the growth orpopulation, the cultivated land per capita
has. declined to .10 per hectare as compared with .18 in 1949slightly
more than half the previous proportion.

Forests and grassland. The forest coverage rate of China is only
about half that of the world average. It is now undergoing further decline.
-For example, the Sichuan ProvinCe is known as a 'land of abundance'.
The weather has undergone grit changes due to deforestation. The
occurrence of spring drought in Sichuan has now become eight in ten
years, as c'Ompared %vitt once out of three years in the 1950s. There arc
40 counties having thed`annual precipitation reduced by from 15 to 20-
per cent. The soil erosion in some places of Sichuan is so heavy that the
Yangtze River threatens to kecome another Yellow River, which is world-
famous for its high silt loading. Altholigh there are 200 million hectares
of grassland in China, the per-capita figure is not high as compared with

'7
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other countries. Again, the total amount is gradually decreasing due to
deforestation and desertification.

Water resources. There are 27 major rivers, including the Yangtze,
Yellow, Huai, Xiangjang, Pearl and Songhuajiang, that have been polluted
in varying degrees. There are V.-major municipalities,including Shenyang,
Xian. Baotuo, Taiyuan and Beijing, which hive their groundwater polluted
seriousty. As in other parts of this and other regions, many municipalities
have their groundwater level descending perpetually due to overdrafting..

Major environmental actions

The late Premier Chou En-lai had paid muchrattention to protection
of the environment: the above-mentioned working guideline of environ-
mental protection was originally drifted .by him. Owing to the interfer-
ence pf the 'Gang of Four', however, Chini had taken the roundabout
way of the developed countries in envionmental protection: 'first
polluting and then trying to eliminate it'. Only in recent years, has the
country begun to take serious action to preserve the environment.
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Environmental legislation. Laws concerning -environmental protec-
tion have been passed by the Standing Committee of the National People's
Congress, mainly in 1979. This is a great change following the shift from
`rule by man' to 'rule by law'. These laws will be further supplemented by
various regulations.

Environmental organization. In 1974, there was established in the
State Council a Leading Group 'on Environmental Protection and its exe-
cutive body .Environmental Protection Office (EPO). This Leading
Group is chaired by vice-premiers, with ministers or vice-ministers of rel-
evant ministries as its membership. By 1978, environmental protection
agencies had been established in all the provinces, municipalities and

- autonomous regions, in the relevant ministries of the State Council,'In
many of the large cities and in large and medium industrial and mining
enterprises. Since the enactment of the Environmental Protection Law,
the environmental protection organization has been further expanded and
strengthened.

Eniirciamental management. The concept of environmental protec-
tion has been turned from solely the control of 'three wastes' (waste air,
waste water and waste slag) to the comprehensive managempLaUlic....
environment. Taxation on e discharge, a penalty for pollution, and a
system of environmental umct asseujnent have been put into trial
implementation/

For example, the South-to-North Water .Project, which pumps a dis-
charge of 1,000 cms at Yangzhou in Jiangsu Province from the Yangtze
River to supply water to the Tianjin Municipality and eastern Hebei Pro-
vince thioues the existing Grand Canal, has been suspended due to its
serious impact on the natural envifonment.

The construction of fhe Eastern Chemical Plant in Beijing lilts been
decided recently to `dismount from horse-back', although 20 million yuan
(approx. 13.8 million US dollars) have already been invested. One of the
major considerations is its serious impacts upon the environment.
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Environmental edutation. The conventional environmental edu-
cation for the-training of specialists in nature preservation.and pollution
control has been strengthened, especially the latter part. There are now
more than 30 environmental protection departments and facultiepwin
Various colleges and universities. Two environmental protection technical
schoeds (reildk schools), ont in Changsha, Hunan Province/ and one in
Canton, Guangdong Province, have been established.

A new environmental science education is now under/trial implemen-
tation. For school education, the Beijing National University has initiated
a pilot education programme for training teachers to teach environmental
science. Experiments on teaching environmental science nn middle school,
primary school and kindergarten are now in progress. For out -of- school
education, short-term training courses for in-service environmental cadres
are in progress.

_Pilot environmental science education programme

Beijing Normal University is a university for training pre-service and
in-service teachers.- Its Department of Geography initiated in 1978 a
three-year pilot programme aiming at:

1. Training post-graduates for teachers to teach environmental
science in other colleges and universities;

2. Training in-service teachers of other normal colleges and
universities to teach environmental science;

3. Integrating or developing environrnsintal science; and

4. Developing instructional materials.

Post-graduate training. The integration of environmental science is
achieved through four stages:

1. Trainee. The enrolled post - graduates have a wide variety.of back-
groundsgeography, chemistry, mathematics, automatic control, hydrau-
lic engineering. Further, they have all been engaged m practical work for
several years.

2. Courses. There .are five required courses:

a) Dialectics of nature
b) Foreign languages
c) Introduction to environmental geoscience
d) Principles of environmental science, and
e) Principles of environmental monitoring.

4
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These are supplemented by the following selective courses:- (a) En-
vironmental mathematics, (b) Large-system theory, (c). Modem control
theory, (d) Biochemistry, (e) Water chemistry, (f)- Electrochenits trY,, and
(g) Mathematical modelling of water environmentallystems. The-Courses
of Dialectics, Large-system theory, Modem control theory and Environ-
mental mathematics have the aim of providing the graduate student with
modem methodology for integration.

...
In the course of Principles of environmental science; Chapter 1, the

Introduction, emphasizes that,. (1) Environmental science devoted to
manipulation of the inter-relationship between man and his environment;
(2) it is important to solve the contradictions between economic develop- P

ment and environmental protection; (3) we must avoid the detoUrs of the
industrialized countries of being polluted first and then trying to get rid of
the pollution.

Chapters 2,3,4 and 6 are devoted to air, water, soil and noise pol-
lution respectively, and their prevention and c.. . Chapter 5 describes
the pollution of 1. ng organisms. Inth = chapters, the mechanisms of
pollutants and the the human ody are described.

Chapter 7 concerns the uation o' environmental qualities:

Chapter 8, Environmen managem , emphasizes the comprehen-
siveness, regionality and self- t of environmental issues. It

'I consists of environmental legislatio , n onrnental organization, tt ory
of development, environmental econo environmental plann g d
environmental id a.ct assessment.

The issue Oilman and his, environment, the natural sciences-and th
social sciences are thus integrated into one comprehensive unity.

3. Trainer. For the training of environmental post-graduates, a
operation Board consisting of various 'colleges and universities h cen
established. The courses of Principles of environmentarscience and Prin-
ciples of environmental monitoring are taught by teachers from many
colleges and universities. For example, the course Principles of Environ-
mental science (total 150 periods) has been taught by 15 teachers and
experts from ten universities, colleges and research institutes, namely
Beijing Northal University, Beijing University, Nanjing University,
Zhongshan University, Huadong College of Water Conservation, Zhejiang
University of Agronomy, Beijing College of Forestry 'Nialgji University,
Berg Univetsity pf Technology, and Beijing Research Institute O'n En-
vironmental Protection.

4. Interdisciplinary team -work. The graduate students are now par-
ticipating in solving practifal environmental problemi such as, for instance,
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the environmental impact assessment of Yongping Copper Mine, an-evaluk
ation of the environmental capacity of Ale Songhuajiang and Tumunjiang
Rivers, and the environmental planning of Beijing Municipality.

In-service teacher training. ,Twenty teachers of. `normal' (teacher)
colleges and universities of various provinces and municipalities were first
enrolled: They attended two post-graduate courses (Principles of environ-
mental sciences and Principles of environmental monitoring).

These teachers have written in collaboration instructional materials
on environmental science suited for normal, colleges and universities-during
their study at Beijing Normal University: They are now teaching courses
in environmental science at their own colleges ariffuniversities, in order to
train teacherilk teach environmental geoscienc,e in middle schools.

Environmental education experimdnis

Experiments on teaching environmental- science in midflle school.
primary school an kindergarten are now in progress.

a_ t
"A Middle school. The Edtication Bureau of Tianjin Municipality,organ-

ized this year an environmental science training course for middle school
biology teachers, and edited relevant instructional materials. Dongfan-
ghong Middle School was selected to do the experiment. In the cou-sc of
biology of Elie junior' middle school, the theme 'inter-relatiAships
between man, and the environment', was added to the subject Living
organisms and the environment.

a
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Primary school. Experiments in teaching environmental science are
noW"being conducted, in the Pilot Primary School of Beijing Nonnal Uni-
versity. In primary schools of China, there exists in different grades a
course called General Knowledge which inclUdei topics like animals,
plants, micro-?rganisms, physical geography and pers'Onal hygiene. This
school is now trying to integrate topics such as ` environment', 'environ-
ment and ecological balance', 'environment and health' and nviron-

sm. mental protection' iniPthe course of General'Knowledge.

. Further, the pupils are, participating in afforesting and beautifying
the campus,'and onitoring the air, ivater,and noise pollution there.

Kinclerllarte . The pilot Kindergarten of theCansu Normal Univer-
sity is now vonduaing an experiment on teaching environmental science.
It consistp of the following topics: earth, day and night, climate, living
environment, environmental sanitation, air, air pollution and its control,
water, water pollution andits control, soil and plants, noise acid music,
natural environment and community environment and personal hygiene.

a

Non-formal environmeinel science education
-.

There are tivo kinds of nonIformal environmental science education
in China, one for leading cadres (decision- maker.) and one (Or the general
publicl ,
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Cadres. For the modernization of the State, various training courses
are being,beld for cadres at all levels. Environmental Science is oneof the
subjects, For exam le, the leading cadres of the Sect.' etariat at the Central
CoMmittee of the Chinese Communist Party and the leading cadres of the
State Council are now inviting scientists to give lectures. Among then ten
lectures, the topic of the seventh lecture is "Medernizatio,n and environ-.
'mental protection."

, The 'State Council and' the Environmental Education,Committee
(Chaired by Prof. Liu Peitung, Beijing Normal 'University) of the Chinese
Society of Environmental Sci'ences are now jointly organizing short-term
training courses for leading cadres in environmental protection. For
example, the first course, held in September 1979, was attended by 130
leading cadres working in environmental management, environmental
monitoring. gnd scientific research fields from Heilongjiang, Jilin and
Ltroning provinces, Tianjin Municipality, and the Army. 'Fife teachers
-came 1brom itijing Normal 1ClniversitiBeijing UnfVersity bf Technology;
Qinghua Un ity; BeijingUniversity; Nanjing University; Liaoning Uni-
versity; Research Instiriteon'Acousties of the Chinese Academy of Sci-
ences; Research Institute on Architecture of the Ministry of MataUurgy;
Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences; Beijing Medical College; Shanghai
Academy of Social Sciences; the Beijing, Tianjin and Shenyang Research
Institutes on Environmental Protection; lleijing Environmental Monitoring
Centre, and the EPO. f

The itching programme of the short-term training course for the
environmental leading cadres covers the following topics: envirotunenl,,

111, ecosystem, polluting sources, air pollution and its contio1,4ater pollution
and its contra% land resources and their management, noise pollution and
its control, environmental protection and human health, environmental
legislation, environmental standards, environmental quality assessment,
environmental monitoring, environmental economy and environmental'
management. .

General public. 'The mass media have grtremenclOus job to do in dis-,
seminating environmental knowledge to the general public. There are now
more than 50 periodicals and magazines on environmental protection and
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Part of a sequence from Voice of the environment

environmental science. The Journal of Agironme:ntal Protection, edited
- by the Beijing Research _Institute on Environmental Protection, has a

circulagion of some 70,000. The fortnightly newspaper Voice of the
Environment published, by the Chinese Researchers' Association on En-
vironmental Sciences now has a circulation of more than 400,000.

In March and April 1980, in accordance with a decision of the Minis-
try of Propaganda there was launched throughout the country an environ-
ment movement: Environmental Protection Propaganda Month. All the
major newspapers; broadcast stations and TV "stations participated in
publishing editorials and commentators' essays, and in disseminating infor-
mation about the environment.

i

enty thousand pjople attended this 'Save the Environment' Concert.

. Eneironmintal education management

In the Central Government, there are the Ministry of Education and
the Bit responsible' for overall environmental education. The other
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.
relevant ministries also have bureaux of education andbureaux of environ-
mental protection responsible for environmental education in their own
subordinate colleges and universities.

. .
-.;

In the provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions, there are
.. alio bureau* of education and bureaux of environmental protection re-

sponsible for environmental education. . -

There are two non-gbvemmental organizations involved in environ-
mental eciucation. The one is the Chinese Society of Environmental Sci-
ences, which is chaired by the Director of the EPO.. Under the Society,
there are committeesan Environmental Education Committee respon-
sible fif in-school education, and an Environmental Propaganda Com-
mittee responsible for non-formal education. The, other is tht Chinese

ei, Researchers' Association on Environmental Sciences, which is also taking
an active part in disseminating environmental knowledge. .

Recommendptions e

The* above-mentioned Environmental Education Committee held in
December 1979 its' first conference. This conference inadeito the EPO
and the Ministry of Education the following recothmendations."

ation. It was first recommended that a special organ be estab-
1 lishe24.ia.tfie Ministry of Education to manage environmental education.

.54 ..- .
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Next it was suggested that a Department of Edfation be set up in
Ike EPO:

I. For making overall plans regarding the establishment and distri-
bution of environmental specialities in colleges, universities and
technict schools, and

2. To manage the in-service education of cadres and technical person-
nel.

The relevant ministries are responsible for training technical person-
nel according to their-Own necessity in accordance with the overall plan.

Higher education. In comprehensive universities subordinate to the
Ministry of Education,- it was recommended that specialities of compre-
hensive management, ecology and environmental science (or human ecol-
ogy) be established.

Further, it was proposed to:

Increase specialities of environmental engineering, both general
in nature and more specialized (for metallurgy, chemical engineer-
ing and light industry).

Increase specialities of environmental and monitoring analysis.

, In colleges and universities of medical sciences, agronomy and 4
forestry, establish specialities of environmental protection.

Train post-graduates for establishing specialities of environmental
Management, environmental economy and environmental legis-
lation:

For all specialities of engineering collegAband universities, add a
course of :Principles of environmental protection'. For special-'
ities of sciences, agronomy and forestry and relevant specialities..
of economy, add a course of Principles of Environmental Science'....

Middle school and primary school. For thesr4stages it was trroposed
to: teach environmental science in middle school, middle technical school,
primary school 40 kindeigarten; extend senior middle schooling to three
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years (now two years), increase' the periods for biology' and add a course
elEnvironmental geoscience'. In junior middle school, the proposal was
to increase the periods for biology and geography and to add topics like
ecology and the natural environment.

Further, it was proposed to organize short-term teacher training
courses in Beijing or Shanghai, and meanwhile to entrust Beijing Normal
University with the training of teachers for normal colleges of various
provinces and municipalities, which will in turn train teachers to teach

't environmental geoscience in middle schools.

In-service environmental cads& and technical pea-sound. It was rec-
ommended that training centres for in-service envirinmintal cadres and
technical personnel, both nation-wide and provincial, be established in
order to train one round of all of them within three years.

Instructional materials. On the basis of the above-mentioned training
courses for in-service environmental cadres and the Pilot Environmental
Science Education Programme of Beijing Normal University, it was pro-
posed to publish instructional mateicail 'Principles of Environmental Pro-'
tectidn' and 'Principles of Environmental Science'. 0
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by B.D. Atreya

National mandates

The Scientific Policy Resolution of the Goverrunene of India lays
emphasis on the effective combination of technology, raw materials and
capita as the key to national prosperity. Of these, technology is perhaps
the most important since it can make up, to some extent, the deficiency
in the other two factors.

The wealth and.prosperity of a nation depends on the effective util-
ization of human and material resources through industrialization based
on science and technoltigy. Rapid industrial and agrickdtural development
thought vital for providing the basiC heeds of food,'shelter, and clothing
to millions in the developing countries entails much impact on the en-
vironment of the countries concerned. Our wisdom lies in keeping a wise

(balance between these twa-contradictory factors.

Major euvironmenty_problemsand issues 0_

Macro level. .Some people believe that all developmental activities,
depending as they do on Vast exploitation of natural resources, would
invariably result 4n natural and man -made disasters that face man today.
This need not necessarily be se While development is necessary to meet
basic minimum needs of the growing population, one should bear in mind
`the carrying capacity' of the environment as to be the limits of all devel-

.
opment activities. Much wisdom is_however needed -to keiP the judicious
balance.

Micro level. The Gandhi Peace Foundation EnvironTnent Cell brings
out a newsletter, 'Environment', to draw the public attention to environ-
mental pfoblems. Some environmental.problemS highlighted in several
recent issuesare the following:

411.ftgileni Valley Hydro-electric Project which threatens to destroy
ecology of the tropical-raip forest in Kerala, built up over

thousaittlf of years of evolution.

. 2. Air pollutitn hag crossed the safety limits Chembur and Lalbang
fn Greater Bombay.

g4
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3. Nainital Lakemay dry up in 90 years if the vt rate of silting
is not arrested.

'1. The sewage threat to major rivers is growing at an alarming pace.

5. Pollution has become class-conscious in the village Sarni. The
chimney smoke, because of prevailing wind direction, attacks
only ,the poor and deprived.

6. Drying foreststhe threat continues to increase because of em-
phasis on-rural development and indiscriminate felling of trees.

Global ecology. Action by other countries does affect our country
in many ways. We are all inhabitants of the Space Ship Earth. The global
ecology that ill fast deteriorating due to unrestrained mechanization which
began in the industrialized West is likely to bring disaster to all of us f
soon if-wisdom and farsightedness fail to. dawn even now. Playing wi
global ecology is by:and-large due to activities of the super-technology-
based development nations.

Major environment actions

General initiatives:

1. In 1972 the Government, after playing a prominent role in the
UN Conference on Environment at Stockholm, set up a National

9 ,
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Committee on Environmental Planning and Co- ordination
(NCEPC). is apex body at the national level identifies im-
portant problems and seeks their solutions, and reviews poli-
cies and programmes. It has also funded a number of research
projects on environmental preservation and biosphere studies.

2. In 1974, the Goveptment passed a law for the prevention and
control of Xter pollution and set up a Central Water Pollution
Board.

3. Environmental Boards have also been set up in every State with
the Chief Minister of the State as Chairman.

4. At t, he Centre an Environmental Information Service has been
set up to collect information related to environmental matters
from all parts of the country.

5. A separate Department of Environment has been set up by the
Governifient of India recently, to co-ordinate the activities and
advise the Government qn environmental matters.

Non-official efforts. The National Environmental Engineering Re-
search Institute (NEERI), Nagpur, has kept a constant vigil on air pollu:-.tion

in large cities and industrial centres.

People's initiative. There has been an appreciable spread of environ-
mental awareness among the people. In 1973, in the hill district of Chun-.

Uttar -Pradeak, for irrst-atieei-the-Nillage people started the `,Chipko'
' movement for protection of the forests. The movement is preventing the

felling of trees in some areas and in others it is engaged in reforestation.

Definition, scope and role of environmental education

The environment of an individual comprises alltite physical and so-
cial factors around him which directly or indirectly' affect his livihgin-
eluding working conditions. The various environmental factors are inter-
woven with each other and in terms, of their effects on the people and
other living beings. The physical environment includes the living and non -'
living, the geographical landrharks, topography and climatic conditions,
the man-made features such as buildings, roads, bridges and modes of-
transpgrt, and other featureWike health, nutrition and sanitation aspects.
The social environment consists of the family, community_life, festivals,
community helpers' mode of production, and proCurement and supply of
essential commodities. It also constitutes socially-acceptable habits and
attitudes for effective living and functioning in a society.

In the content of the above concept of environment, environmental
# education in Inditmay be seen as having three strands:
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A scene from the NCERT film, Leirning through the environment, depicting
potential of the social environment for organizing learning situatiow. .

educatioh for the environment
education about the environment
education through the epvironment

While not mutually exclusive, the strands are useful for describing where
the emphasis lies.

At the primary level (grades L-IVV) Environmental Studies (Social
Studies, '.4iature Study and Health Education) is one of the five prescribed-
areas of the .curriculum (others being: one language, mathiinatics, socially
useful productive work, and games and creative activities suckas music,
dancing and painting). It gets a 20-per-centallocation.

At the middle level (glades V/VI-VII/VJII) environment al studies or
environmental education is not piescribed as a subject. But Sciencean
integrated course' is heavily bated on the use of pupils' day-to-day obser-
vations in the environment, and comprises topics like: man's dependence
on plants and animals, and the balance ofimature, population and pol-) lution. Fair attention is thus given to the environmental aspect in the
treatment of the subject Integrated Science' which gets 4 hours per week
out of a; total of 32 hours per week,
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At the secondary level, the subject of Science receives 5 hours per
week (both theory and practicals) out of a total time allocation of 32
hours per week. The inclusion of such topics of social relevance as Eco-
system, Biosphere, Ecological crisis, Conservation of natural resources,
and Conservation of naturenational and intemationll efforts, in the Bio-
logical Sciences course, points to the concern for social relevance that has
influenced curriculum development work.

Environmental education is also a subject taught in non-formal edu-
cation programmes launched by the Government of India as an exper-
imental project for children of the 9-14-years age group who have either
not completed primary education or have not gone to school at all for any
reason. Here the emphasis is on the development of competencies needed
to solve problems of day-to-day life.

Objectives and concept maps

'II* National Council of Educational Research and Training (NCERT)
developed the guidelines for the school curriculum on the basis of the
Report of the Indian Education Commission, and published them as the
`Curriculum for the ten-year schoola framework.'. This document pro-
vided objectives for each stage and discipline for the ten-year schooling,
along %vial ideas on teaching/learning methodology, evaluation, time dis-
tribution and other. With regard to primary education, there was broad
agreement between recommendations of the 'Framework' and the Report
of the Review Committee constituted to review the curriculum for the
.Ten-Year School.

Primary stage. According to these documents, 'Environmental
Studies' has been identified as an important area of study for accomplish-
ing many objectives of the primary stage of schooling. These are:

1. Acquisition of tools of formal learning, namely literacy,
numeracy and technocracy;

2. Acquisition of knowledge through Oservation and experimenta-
l.

. , tion about the social and physical environment;
3. Development of the ability to plan and execute some socially

useful productive work;
4.,Development of social responsibility., team spirit, and habits of

co- operative behaviour within the family and the community;
5. Development of aesthetic perception; and
6. Ijirturing of the child's innate creativity and curiosity.

All the above objectives' are to be achieved through the content, the
teaching/learning methodology and the co- curricular as well as extra-
cufricular activities in the school.
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. A scene from DESM /NCERT tape /slide sequences. Children are learning the science
process of 'classification' through use of locally available materials.

. Middle stage: The teaching/learning strategy in the integrated sci-
ence course is heavily based on the students' varied experiences in their
environment. It is hoped that such .an education will equip them with
knowledge and skills for understanding of their immediate environment to
be able to take their part effectively in the society of the future. -

Non- formal education: The main objective is to help pupils to im-
prove the quality of their life through non-formal education. Emphasis is
on cQmpetencies which students can use in solving problemi of their day-
to-day life.

Strategies for introducing environmental education

In grades I to V, Environmental Studies ark taught as a separate sub-
ject. In grades I and II the social and

i physi aspects of the environmentsol
are stydied without beingifferentiated as h, under units like Our Fam-
ily, Our Home,, The School, Our Neighbourhood. In grades III tb V, En-
vironmental Studies Part I deals with the social studies component and
Part II the science component.

In other classes, environment educa tion is integrated into the content
of existing subject areas.

$ ----.......-"i -,,
Under non-formal education, all the learning activities are real-life-

centred, problem-oriented and need-based. They are related either to con-
ditions of the physical and social environment, or parental occupations,
or students' vocations.
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Preparation of curriculum and instructional materials

The conceptsconcepts of environment al e ducation at the primary and middle
stages are presented in the instructional materials such as textbooks and
teacher's guides, in the form of activities of various types. At higher levels
they are presented as logical contents of textual chapters.

For grades I and II, there is no textbook of environmental studies. A
teacher's guide has been prepared. In a brief introductory chapter, infor-
mation in provided about what constitutes environmental studies, its im-
portance, the role of teachers in environmental studies, andhe syllabus in

Novirorunental studies. For each of the seven units of the syllabus, sonic.
gui4cc and sample instructional materials are provided for the teachers
so tEat they may plan and think on their own for the remaining topics of
the syllabus. .

For grades , HI to V there are textbooks, namely 'Environmental
Studies' Part I and Part II for grades III, IV and V respectively. The pre-
sentation of the Content in Part H (i.e. General Science) has been done in
such a way that learning activities can be organized by the teachers using
their local environment and resources. Corresponding teacher's guides for
textbooks of grades III, IV and V have also been developed.

The content in Integrated Science textbooks chapters of the middle
level has been presented as chapters corresponding to the units of the
syllabus. Each chapter is divided into five sections, namely: (1) Obser-
vations, (2) Questions, (3) Let us find out, (4) Activities, and (5) What
have we learnt and how is it relevant?

The list of topics of direct social relevance given below would indi-
cate the extent to which the environment in its widest context has been
reflected in the'textual materials.

Middle stage
I. Food and health
2. Man's dependence on plants and animals and the balance in nature
3. Adaptability to the environment
4. Water
5. Energy
6. Toptdation
7. Pollution
8. Agricultural practices and implemepts
9. Our crops

10. Useful plants and Limits
1T. Improvement of crbp prOduction-
12. Animal husbandary
13. Conservation of nature and natural resources
14. Science and human welfare
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Children have observed the use of the principle of 'expansion on heating'
for putting the iron fircular frame tightly over the wooden wheel.

Secondary stage

1. Ecosystem
2. Biosphere
3. Ecological 'crisis
4.. Conservation of natural resources
5. Crops and factors influencing crop production
6. Various agricultural practices
7. Improvement of crops
8. Elements of animal husbandary
9. Functional anatomy of human reproduction system

'10, Pregnancy and childbirth
11. Infancy, childhood and adolescence
12. Trends' in world populition
13.141e population problem in India
14. Communicable diseases of man
15. Nutritional disorders of man'

- a I. Atreya, B.D., A.K. Miihra and G. Guru. A study in the area of adapting research
and technology education ttPchanging society and to the diversity of needs;,,
study report sponsored by Unesco, Paris.. [New Delhi, National Council of
Educational Research and Train6/7 1980.
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The problem of awareness of the envirorunent can be tackled in both-

formai and informal education. The ornjal is restricted to educated
people and can be imparted at school, college and university levels. Infor-
mal 'education; through the mass media, can cover h, whole population at
all ages. Among the different mass media of communication, the radio is
a very important medium to stimulate the people. Und r the National
Feature Programme, some efforts are being made to create mass awareness
of environmental problems. Two programmes, Green gold in peril IP
MA's inhumanity to- earth, written, produced and presented by Chitra
Narain, may be mentioned in this connection,

Learner activities

In grades I and II the learning is mainly through activities based on
observation of the local environment (both social and physical) and con-
solidation of the knowledge thus gained through discussion. In grades III
to V, besides the observation-discussion type of activities, children per-
form .experimentrand investigations, but always using things that are
locally available. These activities may involve science processes like
measuring, collecting and classifying, ma[' g a record, and analysing data:

In the integrated science' course for grades VI to VIII, the textbook
chapters follow a sequence 'that suggests the strategy of organizieg the
learning activities. The first section of the chapter includes t number of
observations from the daily -life experience of a child. The second section.
gives 'questions' that follow logically and natvalky from the first section.

Children can have immense interest in !observing phenothena in nature
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Children playing by making their paper boats float on water, incidentally learning
several principles of science

r

These are the questions that many children would often ask. Answers to
these questions or necessary infonnation to get the answers is provided in
the third section. The next section on `Activities' gives practical exercises
which students may do in ,school or at home. These exercises are de-
sigited to make learners think and also develop certain skills, as well as to
consolidate knowledge. The last section gives a summary of the chapter.

The learner's activities proposed under non-formal environmental
education are to be centred on real life. Activities for learning are selected .
from day-to-city.life situatio s, the conditions of the parents and frOm the
vocations inphich children are employed. Only such activities are sug-
gested as can be perform by the NFE Centre teachers without any
equipment being supplied to, them. Also the activities are manageable
within the two hours' timein the evening or at nightallotted for
instructions.

Mechanism and procedure for curriculum development

The instructional materials in environmental education are veloped
through workshops, involving participants belonging to different disciplines
from the different states of India. Often the first drags are prepared and
the final editing is done in the Departments of NCERT.
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Primary education. Different types Of curricular and instructional
,materials in environment education have been developed. These are brief-
ly described here.

A. (Me of the centres of activity in this field is the Departmeiu of
Education, in Science and Mathematics (DESM), NCERT, New Delhi.
There is a Priniary Curriculum Group in the Department associated with
the development of textbooks, teacher's guides and other. The Teacher's .

Guide.in EnvironmentA Studies for grades I and II was developed througg
two workshops involving participants from the State associated with.
curriculum development work and belonging different disciplines. The
drafts thy prepared were edited and finalized in the Department.

The textbooks in Environmental Studies (Part II) for grade's III; IV
and V were written by members of the Primary Curriculum Group. The
teacher's guides to these textbooks were developed through workshops.

The DESM also published in 1978 a booklet under the'title , Using -
the environment and local resources for science education at the primary
stageguidelines for State Institutes for Developing a Handbook for
Teachers of the State.

This booklet was developed through four regional Workshops
iqvolving three participants from each State of the county, (a curriculum
d&eloper of SISE in the State, a teacher educator of any teacher training
schLol in the gtate, and a workshop instructor). The Guidelines are being
used by the States to develop tea er'& handbooks on using the environ-
ment and loCal, resources to teach the state syllabus in primary science.
he work compris six steps:**

1. Preparation of the first draft through a workshop involving
teachers, teacher educators and others,

2. Editing at another workshop, making it printworthy a11

respects; also preparing the lists of tools that need to be sup-
. plied for tryout,

3. Printing of the b , and procurement of the tools kit, and
supply to expe ntal sehools,

4. Orientation/tr 'mg of teachers and other personnel involved
in the tryout,

5. Tryout of the handbook and collection.of feedback, and

6. Revision of the handbook on the bads of feedback.

The DESM has co-ordinated the work of another project, the 'Envir-
onmental Education Pilot Project in IndiaExperimental Implerhentation
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of Environmentally-based Modules' (Unesco-Sponsored). These modules
were developed in a workshop held in December1976 in DESM/NCERT
New,, Delhi, and organized -under APEID of Uneseo Bangkok, jointly,
with. NCERT. The modules exemplified science concepts as derived from
real-life situations in the rural environment, Duri%1979/80, the NCERT
undertook, in collaboration with Unesco,s a Pilot project for an experi-
mental impkmentatian of these modules in the States of Assam, Punjab,.
Karnataka and Tamil Nadu for limited t ut and evaluation: :

One person from each State's SISE CERT designated as' a Co-
ordinator for the project,was oriented in DESM. The modules were trans-
lated into regional languages, duplicated and used for tryout. Under the
project there was also a provision for revision of the modules and develop-
ment of more erivirorime4based modules suited to meet the sjcific
needs of the respective S s.

B. Some developmental workjn the field of environment education-
is being co-ordinated by the Primary Curriculum Development Cell of the
NCERT, under two UNICEF-Assisted Projects, namely 'Primary Edu-
cation Curriculum Renewal' (Project 2) and 'Developmental Activities in
Community Education and Participation' (Project 3).

These projects were initiated in 1 975-76 in thirty schools and two
community centres in 15 States and Union Territories. From 1979-80 the"
work has been extended to 100 more schools in each State and involving
some move community centres. The development of the curriculum has
been based on socio-economic and. educational surveys of the conditions
of the people and physical surroundings of the villages where prOject
schobli are located. 1Environme4al Studies (both Genral Science and
Social Studies) constitute one of the subjects, otheri being language,
mathematics, Art and Creative expression, Health and Physical Education,
and Socially, Useful Productive Work.

TeaCher edpcation programmes

During 1978-79 the DESM/NCERT organized a programnie for
training in-service teacher education personnel in environmental studies
for primary, schools. training strategy involved the organization of:

1. A pilot/trial workshop at NCERT, New Delhi, and

2. Four regional workshops, one in each Of the four;regions (south,
cast, norlh and west) for Stare personnel who arc open-minded
and receptive to, the 'environmental studies' 'style of teaching and
whq were expected to become involved in in-service training work
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in environmental studies in the near future. Many participants of
these workshops were non-science graduates. Thl,s was arranged
with a view to infusing a multi-disciplinary atmosphere iri work

4Nand diScussion.

Each 4oryshop Was organized in two phases of five days each with
an interval of several'weeks. The workshop programme offered a pttern
which-the participants; use in their own subsequent in-servicitrairi-
ing activities: .The .effo'rts in regional workshok resulted in eight cyclo-
styled reports. ,The DESM is-now consolidating these reports and pre -'
paling from them a Teacher's Handbook in Environmental,,Studies.

Under this Project, with assistance from the British Council, were
also developed a series of tape/slide sequences designed specifically/or use
in the training of teachers. The topics were.chosen to show how the phil-
osophy of envirorlynentil studies could be developed in practice with pri-
mary school children. ,

Special teaching materials -`-

Some 'States have developed teacher's hand&ooks in the respective
local languages on the use of the environment and local resources for
teaching of science at primary level. Several books pu fished by NCERT

,which are useful to teachers iri environment education are e following:

Teaching of science by using local resources
2. Environmental studies, a teacher's guide, classes I and II)
3. Teaiher's guide for'non-formal education (in Hindi)
4. Curriculum guide on nutrition, health education and environ-

mental sanitation.

Two*films have been iirodticed by the Department of Teaching Aids
of NCERT, namely:

1. Eearningscience.through environment rocks and soils
2; Learning science through environmenti(colour) 16 mm.

Evaluation and costs

The Environrhen tal Educations Pilot Project in India (Unesto-spon-
'sored) offered an opportunity for limited try-out and evaluation of mod-
ules based on real-life situations%in the rural environment. On the basis of
personal visits to the tryout ,schools, it can be said that the children had
little difficulty m perfOrming most of the activities suggested in the mod-
ules. The .teachers and pupils were found to be inspired by the new type
o work in most of the schools visited.

T he data available cover Only an insignificant part of the total efforts
bein ade in this vast country at different levels. Hence, cost figures for
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A teacher and her class asking themselves,'How big is the shadow of this tree? an
Environmehtal studies 1Thithod of teaching the oncept of area.

all actiyities cannot yet be given. 4The non formal' education programme
launched by NCERT is being implemented through the Regional Colleges
of Education and NCERT Field Advisers in the States. At present, nearly.
200 centres are working' The cost is kept to a minimum (Rs 2.00 for the
bOoks and Rs 10.00 for the equipmentper chlld).*

* Co-ordination and future prospects .
The co-ordination of various programmes -of environmental edu-

cation at different school levels is done mainly by NCERT, the technical
wing of the Ministry of Education and Social Welfare in the Centre, with
the help of correspOhdinvounterpas in the States, namely State Cotur

a -.as of Educational Reseirch and Training, State Institutes of Education
and State Institutes of Science Education. This mechanism works by-and-
large within the system of education. The Department of Science and

'Technology (DST) is also playing an important role. On World Environ-
ment Day, 5 June 1980, two brochures(Threatened environment and
Life giving water.) developed by the Gandhi Peace Foundation, New Delhi,
were brought out by the DST.

'Approximately 7.90 rupees = one US dollar.

*

11111=11
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The Government has set up within NCERT a National Committee on
Environmental Planning and Co-ordination which identifies important
problems 4lating to the environment, and makes recommendations to
various government departments, civic authorities and industries on ena
vironmental and allied matters. NtEwpis also co-ordindating the work of
a UNICEF-assisted project on Nutrition, Health Education and Environ- -J
nIntal Sanitation at the Printery .Stage (described below).

Environmental education has a challenging future in India for both
in-school and out-of-lchool populations. .Under the 10 + 2 pattern of edu-
cation, most of the States and Union territories- areimplementing a pri-
mary (curriculum with en7irotunental studies as one of the subjects. The
integrated science course is also likely to become more and more popular
with the States, and will promote the objectives of envi,.; mental edu-
cation. At the. secondary and higher secondary stages there, is a
growing trend in relating the course to environmental problems-end needs 1

. at appropriate places. s

For non-formal education, the entire strategy of curriculum develop-

' r Ment is based on the needs of th learner in the immediate environment.
As the non-formal programme is progressively.implemented, so would the
ideas of environmental education be disseminated among the population.

Project on nutrition, health education and environmental sanitation at
primary level

The health status of the child is a dynamic balance of the interac-
tions between the child and its physical,biological and psycho-social en-
vironments. This impjies that any curriculum on nutrition, health and en-
vironmental sanitation meant pi the child, to be effective, must relate to
the physical, biblogicattind psychological environments of the cteild;, This
project attempts to develop a dynamic programme to carry messages to
school children as well as out-of-school population, o4 the society and help
them adopt desirable nutrition, healti and sanitation practicesand en-
able4therrt6 partktipae intelligently in community healthactivities. Thus
the project lays greet emphasis on education for abetter environment. .

*,
To implement the programme,amme, five regional centres were establishid.,

Each regional centre developed a cuFricular package kir primary school
pupils and teachers following a detailed-survey of local conditions and
existing nutritiohal health. and sanitation'habitt. Nearly 7,500 teachers
from 2,500' primary schools were trained, this affecting needy 300,000
children.

It was understood after the first years of implementation that desir-
able nutriti42, health and 'sanitation practres cannot- be developed in

.
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children in the school isolated from thecommunity. So a second phase of
thescheme started from June 1979 in yihich the prograMme was extended
from school .to the community. ,SOme important messages-to be commu-
nicated to the community and relevant toLenvironment education are:

1. Use dean, safe water for drinkint and cooking.
2. Use drainage water for raising food plants: make provision for a

soak pit.
, 3. Provide salUtary facilities in A* school and the community. Do

not defecate or urinate or spit *where but in the places pro-
% vided.

4. Keep your school, home, and village surroundings Clean.
5. Make provision f9r depositing waste, food garbage and mum' al

waste in compost pits.
6. Do not pollute sources of water.

Evaluation of the scheme has indicated that it has had an impact on
the awareness of the community and, particularly, on the health and nu-
tritional status of children in the participating schools. The community

'contact programme run by teachers has had a very encouraging effect on
the development of desirable habiti.

Developing a Teacher's Handbook

The title is 'Use of environment and local resources development of
teacher's handbook'. About 20 States in the country have worked tinder

this project. The instructional materials developed comprise a printed
handbodk in the regional language, a set of tiltds, aid other teaching aids.
There is provision for orientation/training of teachers': and teacher edu-
cators. After the tryout the handbook is revised in terms of the feedback.

Once. an appropriate package of instructional materials has been
developed, tested and rmalized, its disserniitation into an increasing num-
ber of schools is left to the States' own efforts.

The ultimate aim is to develop in teachers an appreciation of the rich
potentiality of the envirombent, to provide them with abundant teaching
situations and to foster the skills, both mental and manual, to:be able to
select and use these situations,' either ty direct dire or through improviza-

fion, for teaching the content of tfte, primary science syllabus.

Primary %school teachers were involved in the,curriculum develop-
ment activity. The strategy of develOping the handbook based on thAon-
cept of decentralized planning, with each State trying to develop its own
model suited best to its needs, is a special feature.

I
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National mandates and major problems and issues

A Workshop on Human Environment and Existing Pollution held in
Jakarta in 1971 and a Se\minar on amain Environment held in Bandung
in 1972 >initiated the Indonesian report to the United Nations Conference
on Human Environment in June`1:92 at Stockholm. The Ministry of
State for Devel . s ent Supervision and Environment (Menteri PPLI-)1 es-
tablished at e Conference to co-ordinate work for the development o \
the hum' environment, aims at managing and4..deVeIoping natural re-
sources and maintaining a balanced ecology. According to the Ministry,
there are eight main problems, namely:

1. Desiluction of forests,

2. An increasing number of uncultivated fields,
I

3. Increasing erosion,

4. The, accumulation of mud (silting); rive rp become shallower , thus
stimulating overflow and flooding, . ;

1 L-- 4

5. Reduced availability of water, and waiter pollution,

6. Ocean pollution as a result of mining 'exploration and overfishing;

7. Decreasing plant and animal life, and

8. Worsening of human health.

In summary, the enormous problems of the present tim e can be con-
-solidated into two:

.r The increasing destruction and deterioration of thehiunan
environment, add

4 Lack of knowledge about environmental quality throughout .

the whole country. .
To begih to overcome these situations, serious actions and good plan-.

ing are heeded. Since the launching of the Third Five-Year Development
Plan (called Repelita III, 1979-1984), for the first time the management
of natural resources and the human environment has been' identified as a
separate sector.
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The problems cited may be/Caused by or augmented by 'the increase
in the human population. in 1980, the pdpulation of Indbnesia was about
140 million, with a growth rate of around 2 per cent per year (it cannot
yet be assumed that the birth rate has declined, in splteof the success of
birth control progranimes in Java). About 80 per cent of the population
live in rural areas: Environmental problems occur in both rural and urban
areas.

Probleips in urban areas

As we have seen, some 20 per cent of the population live ip cities and
towns. The urban situation consists of complex facilities and common
services. Migration from the villages to the cities incPeases the growth of
the population in the city to more than four per cent per year. This new
urban population cannot find enough emplsrent, especially industrial.
Further, the effect of. overpopulation cau problems in the following .

areas:

uset .
Water resources,
Facilities and common services,
Sanitation, garbage disposal and hygiene, . .

. -,Waterand air pollution (the result of industrial activitand
'.. technology), and i

Environmental health.
71
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These'problems 'exist because of human activities, which) are not taking
into account the carrying capacity of the environment. A continuing
deterioration process -often sets in, until adverse environmental factors
become irreversible. To avoid such situations, the Goyernment has initia--

,. ted the following al-fions. ,

The general directions of developsept of cities have been rnodifi4 '
in the Natioqal Development Plans, such as: .

.
1:s.Ction for reonstructfng home areas, with reconstruction and

building of low-cost housing for lbw- income groups;

2. Developmeht of various common services and facilities, such as:
. ,

Environmental health facilities, drinking water; sanitation,
drainage, waste and garbage disposjal

Schools ,

*Play and recreation facilities .
. ..

Z,. Electricity systems;

3. Overcoming air and water pollution;

M anaging transportatiolisystems; it.
e' 5. Managing lan4 use in city development plans. for industrial areas,

green Ireas and home areas; -

6. Providg awareness in society and promoting positive environmen-
tal conditions.

tProblems in rural areas .
, Villages need simple common facilities as compared with urb

Popidation problems in terms of crowding are not yet overwhelm* g. The
priority is on striving to maintain land and Water resources for inhIIbitants
and for farming and agriculture. Land erosion is a very serious problem.
Plant diseases and weeds in agricultural areas are also matters of concern.

The general direction for development in villagFs is the rehabilita-, 0"
tioh of the land, such as by: . ./

. Reforestation and the 'grilen revolution' by the Forestry Depart-
ment, especially in bald fields, 4 . .

Wate; conservationincluding building check dams, desjgned crop-
... ping systems and crop-rotation.

_.--.... 1

1

k

.

'Major environmental actions - .

Targets for environmental development .in terms of the National Ilir
ectionsthe concern of the Ministry of State for Development Supervision
and the Environmentare:

J i 72
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r
Constructing harrrath.

a
Everlasting natural resources, for
generation,

wn

.....

relations with the environment,

\eing of use from generation to -

---- Avoiding deterioration of environmental quality and leading to an
, improvement in- standard' of living, and - (

.,

6uiding the society from environment deitroyed to environment
constructed.

dr \\
For achieving these targets, the Third Five-Year Plin (RepRita III)

has indicated four working programmes, as follows: `\ i

1. Forest, land,ind water-conservation, such as the s'greenrevolution'
reforestation, water flow development areas and other,

- 2. Pollution control in the various sectors,

3. Improving the human condition, and

4. Developing awaretne s in people regardinkenvironmental issues.
. .

To reach the fourth t et, environment consciousness has to be de-
veloped involving changing ental concepts, attitudes and performance.
Tlk.effectivecway to attain this is through education, fformal and non-for-
mal, and the Sooner the better, starting from kindergarten.
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Curriculum development and fmplementation,

To achieve .an awareness among people of environmental issues, a
series of programme-47;0n environmental education was developed. The
long-term objective is to ensure that the young generation will be prepared
and supplied with knowledge ofThe environmenwand that they will, be
meqivated to participatein maintaining the human environment. .

knvironmetnal education aims toward giving undetstanding and
knowledge to school children and the gen public about the enviton-
mental' effects of human activities carried out for the development and use
of 'natural resources and the enviAtiment..

Since the establishment of the Indonesiap National Committee for
Afic- Min and the Biosphere (MAB) Programme in 1975*, current activities
in environmental education include co-ordination of formal and non-
formal education. A working group was first establiihed for each type, of
'education. These teams were Charged with iitudying existing curricula to
find the appropriate situations for introducing environmental education,
determining the best methods of teaching from the standpoint of both- I,
pupils and teachers, developing educational modules, organizing training
for teachers; andimplemenfing the modules produced in selected primary
;Chola in Jakarta on an experimental bash.
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a
The formal programme. The educational syltem in Indonesia intro-

2duced a new programme, called Curriculum 1975. In this curriculum,
especially at the-primary level, the subject matter on environment was not
spelled out clearly., In vies:, of4he heavy load already imposed by the new

.c4rriculum,'the introduction of a new subject area was to be avoided. It
was concluded that it was not necessary to introduce a tar discipline: the go

aims of environmental...education were to be achieved by giving due em-
phasisor indicating tht etivironmehtal relevanceinithe several' subject
areas required .by 'the existing curriculum. Several .subjeot areas were in-
volved wlytre environmental education could be conveniently grafted such
as rSeligian, Pancasila (Morality), Physical Training and Health, Social Sci-
ences and above all Natural Sciences. for this purpose two educational,
'modules were developed, for teachers and fbrpupils.

. To implement environmental eduction, a series ,of meetings and con-
sultations were undertaken with various institutions. Moreover; the local .

population around the school community had tote informed of this plan
sa that their assistance could be' solicited. There were five phases in this
implementation plan:

Phasione. Preparation
Consultation with the principals of the loCal community, the head-
masters, other teachers of the same sdhools,4chool supervisors and
others.
Preparation and distsibution of audio-visual. aids and posters.
Preparation of locally-specific subject matter /modules for children

. by the respective trained school teachers.
Phase two. Simultaneous execution Of environmental education in .

the five schools selected.
Phase three, Mid-term evaluation . -
After two months of operation of the programme, a mid-term evalua-
. Lion was 'undertaken, to fmd.out whether or not the modules met

the requirements; what its ghortcomings were and-how to improve
the,m.
are four. Final evaluation

/The academic teco s of each pupil participating were studied; their
involvement 'ties in group .actions were expected to be
physically vis he school community, and the' opinions of
the local community were, soaked.

. Phase five.
Preparation pt evaluative reports accumulated. during a workshop

1 to evaluate the performance of this pilot project as a whole.
Preparation of a five-year plan- for environmental education.
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Monitoring and evaluation on the progress pf this experiment were
continuously undertaken. On the whole it could be concluded that the
positive effect of environmental education was evident* both 4ei, under-
standing and the knowledge.of school children as well as in their attitude
towards the environment and their activities outside the schools. The col-
lation of the results of the children performance indicated that 75.3 per
cent of thschildren from pilot schools received tilcmessage and that their
marks were higher than those of the control group. A pawl discussion
held to evaluate this project conchided that the project was a success and
was to be-expanded_

THE CyNCEPT SEQUENCE OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

GRADE IV
) First term

I. Social Sciencel: Home, school and communityConditions Ad.'
situations around tffe house, school and village community:
their topography, soil, water, plants and animals around them
and the understandIng that the -whole represents one ecological
system.

2. Social Sciences: The physical geography of the provinceThe top-
ography, plant life/vegetation, animal life, the river systems, and
the understanding that all units are interrelated to one another.

3. Scicial Sciences: Arable land within the province Land utilization
- and agricultural systems within the province: rice field, upland

agriculture, estate crops, fishery and animal husbandry. .

4. Social Sciences: Forests within the provinceThe forest types,
condaton and utilization within theregion. .

5. Social Sciences: The wealth of sea:around 'the ProvinceisThe situ-
ation and utilization of the sea for fishery, salt industry and rec-
reation.

6: Natural Sciences: Water cycles in natureThe types and kinds ofr water cycles and their role in sustaining living processes.
7. Natural Sciences: Living,things require water and airThe role of

sufficient (and pure) water and air for living processes, -and for
ensuring the perpetuation of hie on earth.

Second' term ,
8. Natural Sciences: Erosion and after effectsThe meaning of ero-

sion and the direct effects on the environment: the loss of soil
fertility, landslides, the siltation of lakes, rivers and harbours.
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9. Natural Sciences: Th. importance of forests to sustain life on
earthThe role of forests in nth:ism:zing erosion, regulating
water iyitems, as a refuge for wildlife and as a resource for raw
msteriais for buitclings and industry. .

First' term GRADE- V!

. 1. Natural Sciences: Natur esourcesA description of types and .

kincis of natural iesou es such as soil, water, solar energy,
minerals and the renewable resources (plants and animals).

2. Social Sciences: The islands and the altitudes of Indonesian land
massThe Nariati4s of Indonesian islands with regard to alti-
tudes and corresponding variations in climatic and living con-
ditio

3. Sodal OcienVenThe climate, plants and animal in IndonesiaThe
interrelationships between different kinds of climate !Ind corres-
ponding Variations of species of flora and fauna.

4. Natural Sciences: Plants as friends and foesThe usefulness' and
the harmful effects of 'Various' plant species to humans (e.g.-
cogon grattcan be utilized as thatch or medicine)

5. Natural Sciences: Wild and domesticated animalsEach species of
animaiika,va role in the web of life (wild pythons control rats;
domesticated pigs carry diseases),

6. Natural Sciences:. Humans, other animals and plants require
waterThe. of water required by man, other animals and
plfmts. Water 011uted by detergents, pesticides and waste pro-
ch sets a/chemical factories has adverse effects on living beings.

7. Natural Sciences: Htunins:.other animals and plants require air
The kihds of ait require' by man, other animals and plants, the
danger of wing air pollgted by factories, poisonous gasses ex-
creted by decomposing litter, dust and other.

8. Natural Sciences: Nature conservationIn order to sustain life on
earth, al I :isaturaI resource's shoulchts-Osely utilized, managed
and conserved

9. Natural Sciences: The deforestation of mountains, and floods
The effect' of deforestation of mountains on water regulation in
nature, which well bring floods.

10. Natural Sciences: oThe protection of endangered,animals in nature
reserves7LIn4rstanding the role of nature reserves in preventing
the extinction of r. life.
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11-13.Natural Sciences: Water and air, importance-to plants, animals and
road The need to maintain a balanced environment to sustain.
life in an area; avoid unnecessary deforestation, der-not pollute
the air and water.

Second term

14. Natural Sciences: Soil conservation Methods of soil conservation:
contours, cover crops, terraces and rice fieldi.

15. isr -aural Sciences: Nature-conservation and erosion The role of
nature conservation in preventing erosion through reforestati
and maintaining the balance and perpetuation of protected
forests.

16. Physical Training and Health: The kinds of infectious diseases,
the7 dispersal and prev'entionDiscriptions of kinds and Asper-
sal of infectious diseases and methods of group action to help in
preventing them: no tilling outside suitable places; keep the
stables of domesticated animals clean; maintain the water
course properly to suppress malaria and other diseaies.

17. Religion: Respect for and utilization of natural resources around
usA discourse on the need to respect nature around us, to
maintain and use resources pr4perly for the benefit of humans.

18. Pancasila Morality: Group action to assist in maintaining the ideal
environment around the schoolField activities to clean the .-
chool compound and the surrounding areas, to beautify the

school compound by improvinpthe hedges and gardens and to
assist in maintaining them all ykar round.

19. Religion: tense of respdnsibility towards keeping the environment
healthy A discourse to implant' the Aderstanding that every-
body in school should tchare the responsibility in maintaining
the beauty and the health of the school environment and its

- surrounding areas
20. Physical Training and Health: Camping, cycling, expldring.nature

` The need to behave!' correctly when on outings and try not to
disturll nature.

First term GRADE VI

1. Social Sciences: Non-renewal?le natural resourcesA description
and the methods of management of non-renewable natitiral re-

g sources to ensure their long-term utilization.,
2. Social Scienceis Renewable natural. resourcesA description and

methods of management of renewable natural resources, by

4
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continuous attempts to make them available in sufficient quan-
tity to ensurr their perpetuation.

3,4. Natural Sciences:' Useful plants and animalsThe dependence of
man on plants and animals to meet our basic daily requirements
for food, clothing, hous4tg and others. '

0 .

.
5. Natural Sciences: The respiration of plants: the producer pattern

The role of plants as the foundation of the web of life: the re-
lation of respiration and ass:in:Lai:on and the beneficial side pro-

,ducts of these activities.
6,7. Natural Sciences: The respiration of animals: The consumer pat:,,

ternThe dependence -of animals on plants for both their res-
piration and food. ,

8. Physical Training and Health: Camping, cycling, exploring nature
The need to behave correctly on outings and not disturb nature
unnecessarily..

The non-formal programme 4

L The objectives of environmental education ,in non-formal program-
.rues are:

1. Presenting knowledge about the human environment.
2. Presenting a background in elirornnent for motivating people to

iimprove it.
3/Presenting useful materials to thine who need them in managing

natural resources and the environment,_,
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The activities of, the working group responsible for non-formal edu-
cation were also concentrated in the Jakarta area although work was done
in the rural areas as well. The effortS /ere aimed at people of all ages
using any 'channels proven to be effective in passing on information.
Audio-visual aids were developed and prOmoted, and campaigning in the
villages was undertaken. . .

- Several racy-to-read pamphlets, brochures and posters vi4re prepared
and distributed to schools and village communities. Several sets of slides
showing many aspects of environmental damage.due to exploitation of re-
sources have been prepared for use in lectures and discuSsion. Natural
resource slide sets were prepared with narratives either recorded on cas-
sette tape or printed on explanat96 cards, Weekly lectures Were regular-
ly orgartized for school teachers and youth as well as women's associutions
at village or sub-district levels in Jakarta. ..

Attempts to involve the participation of children from all of Indone-,
. sia were made b4, sponsoring competitions in wiiting essays on environ-

mental themes. Television rd radio programmes were also provided, with
broadcasts given on important environmental issues. Popular books, post-
ers and other audio-visual aids abeing published at present.

Working groups for formal and non-formal programmes
were jointly sponsored iby the Indonesian National Committee for the
Man and the Biosphe Progrmme, the Municipal Government of Jakarta,
and d the Office of ucational-and Cultural Research and Development of
the Ministry of Ed catioil and Culture (BP3K). Funds to implement some
of the activities projected by these working groups came from'Unesco.

The Directorate-General of Non-FormalxEducation and Sport, Minis-
try of Education and Culture, with the co-operation of UNICEF; is trying
out Learning Package A, a 'minimum kit' of attitudes, skills and knowl-
edge, for illiterates, new literates and primary school drop-outs, tcLhelp
them become well:informed, responsible' and productive citizens. The in-
structional material related to enviionmental education is one of the ele-
ments of essential basic learning needs in Package A: basic knowledge and
scientific views o* the Maintenance of the ecosPstem; relationship of sani-
tation and health; methods of farming and animal husbandry; food pro-
duction; nutrition. 5o,thal readers may aurettate the extreme variety of
topics offered in this se4 the list is reproduced at.the end of this article]

R., .
The Man and the Biosphere team (UPI) for non-formal education.

dtveloPed various prograulines of environmentaibeducation, such as for:

The housewife, by the-Woingn's District Organization. ,
The otit-ofschool people, by the Young People's Organization.
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The schoqlehildren.
The school teacher's.

f'

I donesia.r..
The pr,ogranune included lectures, film strips, slides, posters, and leaflets.

Teacher education

' The Institute of Teacher Traininig Education ([KIP) offers environ-
mepsal education. This subjeCt is taken by all first-level students, who will

:be the secondary school teachers. 'It is soon to beintroduced, in the
Teacher Training School (SPG) for primary school teachers.

41-service programmes, especially to implement the pilot project of
environmental education in primary schools, h_ave been undertaken. The
an'n of the training was to equip the teachers with some basic knowledge
and concepts of the envirnment and to appeal to them to develop a new

9
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___approach in_pereseptizig certain topics so that environment, w did not
appear in the cunticulum, would also reach school children. Sc of teach-
en froin 15 selected primary.schoolsi in Jakarta j9inrck the training. The
team, sponsored by the Man and the Biosphere programifie; has produced
two books, namely:

1. Teacher's guide4 in Enviro,nrnental Education fo?--Elementary. .
School.

2. Module(s) in Environmental Education for Elementary Sc- hool.

Future directions,
,

s \
For developing and imprcring enviOnmental education in the-E-oun-

try; the Government has formed Study Centres foe Managing Natural Re:
sources and Environment (Pusdi /5SL) at 13 universities. It is hoped that--
the environmental education progranies can s6on be implemented at all
levels-of the school system, includin all teacher training stagii: At the
university level, a neied for preparing specialists in managing and carrying
Out environmental education has been felt for such personnel as:

.

1. Researthworkers and environmental-impact assessment specialists.
"2. Environmental education teachers.
3'. Planners and managers of natural esources and the environment.

. ,

Topics of Learning Materials for non- ormal education: 'Package A'

I - 10. Etinentary reading, writing and 28..TYre for the growing child
r

arithnitic 29. Healthy food' r,
11, Home garden 30. Drinking water and clean water

,....) 12. Planting-fruit trees 31. Healthy house
irk ,I

13. Poultry 32. Family end community
14. Fish raising 33. Development of xoutIll
15. Goat and sheep raising' 34. A healthy body
16. Making clothes 35. Body care
17. Family planning 36. Indonesian morning gymnastics
18. Garbage and its use 37. Firit aid anclifatnily care '

19. Let's save
i

38. Some contagious diseises
20. Household budget 0

39. Comreon diseases in Indonesia
21. God, man and nature . 40. Food consetvatiort
22. Religions and faiths in Indonesia 41. Planting coffee -

23. Pancasila 42. Planting coconuts '
24. Ethics 43. Bee keeping -.

25. United we stand, divided we fall 44. Keeping silk worms,_
26. Awaiting the birth of a baby
27. Baby care vim.

45. Raising rabbits
46. Cooperatives
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47. abiding a new village
48. Playing football

9. Indonesia, World Champion in
badminton

50. Swimming
51. Pencak Silat (Self &fence)
52. Let's paint
53. Home decorating
54. Some mining products
55. Resources of the sea
56. Plantation and forestry
57! Livestock products
58. Indonesia, my homeland
59.. Islamic holidays
60. Christian holidays
61. 'Hindu holidays
62. Buddhist holidays

74.

75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.

.,83.

84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.

63. Leaf,flower and fruit arrangement ,16°
64. Customs in Sumatra , 91.
65. Customs in Jata 92,
66. Customs in Nusa-Tenggara 93.
67. Customs in Rahman* 94.
68. Customs in Sulawesi 95.
69: Customs in Maluku and Irian Jaya 96.
70, Cow and swabs° raising 97.
71. Planting cloves- 98*.w

72. Home industry y 99.
73. Handicrafts 100.

Indonesia

Constructing roads and bridges
Gymnastics
Walking and running
Jumping and throwing
Playing volleyball'and basketball
Playing handball
Playing baseball
Playing table tennis
Folklore
Musical instruments
Artists and their work
Weaving palm leaves
Folk theatre
Preserying our cultural htritage
Preservation of nature
.The green revolution
Maintenange of public places and
facilities
National movements
National-heroes ,

National holidays
Defending the national flag
Government structure
Parliament
Taxes

Indonesia, a constitutional state
Courtesy on the road .

Five-year development plan 0

1.
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IRAN

by Abbas Pkolasuali-Dehkordi

Environmental problemi.and issues

Like all other countries Iran has accepted international recommepda-
tions concerning environmental education. -Nationally, many official
bodies deal with these recommendations, including the following:

Environmentaltonservation Organization
Reath Department
gunicipal Couricils'
Ministry Of Health anti Social Services
Forestry Department

f

Hutriankinikis part of nature and must maintain ebalancat ecology
in-order to survive. People must benefit from nature and use its resources
without destroying or spoiling it. These principles are used in defining.
terms in thtnational mandates.

The late Shah triedNin the last 15 years of his regime to industrialize
and Westernize the nation, without taking into account the Iraigan and
Islarisic cult +e. He was taught by Western counselors that industrializ-
ation'and modernization las the road to prosperity for any de/eloping
nation such asilran. But Iranians did have a very old civilization and a
well-developed culture which they have used for thpusands of years, It
was not easy to change them. .

This policy of modernization caused migration gilcountty people to
the towns, particu anthose with industrial potential tulh as Teheran and
Esfahan. This caulenvironmental problems. There was overerowding,
air pollution, poor health among the newcomers and difficUlty for the
different organizations which had to deal with the newisbmers,ecause
they were not planned for.

The second national problem was that few people were left to carry
. on traditional agriculture. So the rural people, whose occupation was to
produce agricultu al products, themselves became consumers. The Shah
laqieved that n ral problems such as dry weather and limited water re-
sorces made t nwise to invest in agricultural development, so food hart
to be imported. o after starting assembly industry in Iran thersiwere

( 84°'
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. :
promems of shortage 9j. labour. Labour was imported from several co ,1

tries and so food was imported for them as well.4 10, . .

Further, the differr cultural' backgrounds caused many problimi,
especially for the young generation and caused the imitation of most of
the tinrestraineiractions of these foreigners. .

.

After the revolution the international econonj boycott of Iran -

Caused hardships and brought industry almost to a standstill% causing un-
. employment to rise. The Islamic Government therefore decided to

. nationalize indust9r, Ilanks, insurance and 'foreign trade, 3,nd to invest in
thji agricultural areas: Following these programmes, the country is now... . .

A

/ran,

i

self-sufficient in wheat.
4. ,

The use of fertilizers, especially manure, has caused problems with
Parasitic *:eases in the paddy fields of the north and centre of Iran. To
stop these from spreading, water filtration and piped water and sewage
systems have been introduced. Filtratiosystems are also removing un-
wanted minerals from natural water sources in some parts of the country.

Problems sitich as pollution from brick, cement and other factories
are monitored according to relevant international regulations. For
instance, these regul , ns. say that the air around cement factories should
not carry more than '11 mg dust per cubic metre. In Esfahan this limit is/

6 lowared to 100 mg. The Ca:Tian Sea has a high leveloffollution partly
cawed by lactoriei on the Soviet, side of the sea. .
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wEnvironmental education in countries of the region

The problem of drug smu:4:ling grew, during_ the revolution, when
iyemationq rings of smugglers took advantage c4, the country's insta-
bility. Young Iranians, unaware of the terrible consequences of addiction,
found cheap heroin and opium readily available, tried\it, and became ad-
dicted. After the revolution there were about 2,500,0Q0 addicts in Iran,
compared with a work force of about' 7,000,000, or 401 er cent by pro-
portion. 4The cciuntry is now making an all-out effort overcome the
-problem. New legislation has been passed by the Revolu onary Council
and after three months morethan 30 tons of opium and 61 1 kilogrammes
of heroin and other drugs derived from morphine were con cated by the
Government. Many smugglers were executed. Addicts are ow (taken to
hospitals, and most of the former' higher-glgss hotels are us to accom-
iinoclatie.and cure these addicts.

Iran also has a political environmental problem concern ig almost
40,000 Iranian settlers who have been forced to leave Iraq. ese, have
received help from schools, hospitals and other services, and rom the,
ordinary people an the government in their resettlement in Iran.

The government has also introduced regulations to comb :_t para-
cholera, an epidemic disease which occasionally spreads from India.

Before the "Islamic Revolution, there had been some talk abou burn-

. iing spent nuclear reactor fuel 'from Iranian power stations and from re-
actors in Austria West Germany, France and the United States of Am rica

01in, the salt desert in the centre of Iran. This would have produced re-
gional environmental disaster, causing suffering to future generations Oil ,

is also a source of environmental problems. Ship.Ris.in the Persian S ulf,
oil exploration and the oil refineries all .over Iran paelproblems,altho gh
there are regulations to control the activities of the refineries.

Earthquakes cause great problems, especially in the northeast, wh h
is in the earthquake belt. Multitudes of people have lost their lives, d
others all their earthly belongings in earthquakes in Iran. Many in t e
worst areas have now been moved to safer areas and resettletlin special
designed houses.

Curriculum development

In elementary school there is no particular definition for environ
mental education. Junior high school includes some environmental
studies under the heading of Qualitative life.

folementary school, where study of the environment is' includec in
science, is a five-year course from the age of 7 to 12. The first -year
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science book contains 112 pages pn.environmental studies, the second-
year book 134 pages, the third 142 pages, the fourth 178 pages and, the
fifth 212 pages. *IA quarter of the content of these books concirns en-
vironmental education. .

A
In the first year, for example, a child will be taught hrow to keep him-

. self and his cloths clean and how to wear then so that he will be protec-
ted froin both cold and heat. In his second year, he will be taught how to
feed himself and how the environment can contaminate his food. In his
third year, he will learn about diseases and bacteriology and how these can
affect hi& environment and the food in his surroundings. In his fourth

,year, he will learn how plants and animals grow and about their depen- /
dence on environmental conditions. In his fifth year, he will be shown the
reactions of his body to his environment.

Environmental education is made an integral part of the elcthentary
school science programme itecade al"this age a child learns mostly by ob-
servations and feelings. He relates what he sees in nature with what be
reads inthe book. The curriculum44,arranged in such a way that he can
use the knowledge and understanding he has acquired in his environment.

,al
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4nvironmental education in countries of the region

The objectives of the science programme are that the child in pri-
mary school will become familiar with qualitative life and Ntith ways of
learning about it. Film', slides, pOsters and television are useful and in-.
structive, as are school expedition's. There are television programmes de-
voted to the environment especially for Children. The fainily is one-of the
most effective factors in learning-about the environment.

Practical activities related to environmental study begin mostly in
Secondary school. ,Students go to factories to get information on the pro-
duction Processes, prepare reports, and find out about environmental
pollution. They investigate the reasons for pollution according to the in-

' formation thered in their reports. Sometimes they make posters and
slides and pl graphs showing pollution changes. According to their indi-
vidual interest , they may take photographs or prepare graphs and exhibit

. them in classrooms and official buildings.

An investigation bureau reconsiders textbooks each year and makes
Man more interesting. This bureau asks the general public generally and
educatiOnists specifically to suggest changes, and adopts the best sugges,

; tions for improving therbooks.

Teach education

. After '12 years of formal study'in elementary (primary) education,
teachers in primary schools and junior high schools undergo a two-year
course at teacher training college, learning psychology, mthods of teach-
ing and how to use educational materials such as audio-visual aids. They
are taught how to assess learning and their pupils' abilities in discovering/natural rthenoin a. They also learn how important environmental edu-
cationAs 'and ow to teach children about everyday activities like travel-
ling between home and school* and shopping, about the functions of the
police, postman, tea docigr; and about the specialized work of air-
craft pilots, sea captains and army officers.

s For each topic, special lesson kits.* available which Contain the in-
formation that students should learn. .Another technique is arranging
school expeditionsrfor example, to teach about pasteurized milk. The
teacher takes the students to a milk factory and shows them the pasteiriz-
incprocess. After the visit, the students are required to make reports on
their observatiovls. They should also give the class their personal views.

,
Senior high school teachers undergo a four-year course at teacher

training college, and are also taught that students have to b d in en-
, visonmental knowledgt..

12,E
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Environmental action

/ran

The Ministers of Agriculture, Health, Industry and Education work
together on environmental problems, and decisions made by them serveto
Co-ordinate national programmes.

Certain weeks in the year have been designed as "National weeks
cleaning up ". Their purpose is to educate people in the cleaning of wns
and villages, and'to solve environmental problems locally and na nally.
In this programme everybody learns by doing and becomes familiar with
many types of environmental problems.

Thereis no legislated evaluation but there is a kind of public assess:
ment which works. well.

Iran has not organized, step by step, plans for the future, but emerg-
ency plans are carried out in different public and private sectors. For
example, the cost of water pipes and sewage plants for villages around
Esfahan is about 100 million US dollars.

Future directions

Iran's future directions for environmental education are based on the
50th Principle of th'e Islamic Republic Constitution, which is ad follows: ,

"In the Islamic Republic of Iran, conseh'ation of the environment,
in which the present and future generations will grow, is a general
duty for 'everybody. Therefore, economic activities and other
activities which cause pollution of the environment are fbrbidden."
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MAN

by Naoyoshi Koya

Environmental administration

Development of environmental administration in Japan can beclassi-
fled into three petiods:

First period (1955-1964): Fdrmation of policy

The remarkable development of industry brought with it the prob-
lem of pollution. During this period the need to work out counter-.
measures became apparent, and an environmental administration policy
was drawn up.

Second period (1965-1970): Development of measures to prevent
pollution

Rural and regional development projects made environmental pollu-
on a nation-wide problem. At the s me time, various types of pollution

produced in the urban areas along with the raising of the material
standard of living.

The government established in 1964 a Committee for the Formu-
lation of Countermeasures against Pollution, made up of vice-ministers. In
1965, the Pollution Council was established in the Ministry of Health and
Welfare. Thereafter, the Fundamental Law of Countermeasures against
Environmental Pollution (1967) and other regulations concerning pollu-
tion were promulgated. The National Diet of 1970 was called the "En-
vironmental Pollution Diet" after it approved 14 laws and regulations to
control pollution.

Third period (1971-present): fib- ordination of administration

The Environment Agency was established in 1971 to co-ordinate en-I.vironmental administration, seeking to prevent pollution and presetve the
natural environment, and to manage the enactment of 'policy.

Since the establishment of the Environment Agency, environmental
administration has developed, with the introduction of several measures to
protect people from pollution,.to draw up environmental standards and to
strengthen tla)e 'administration in preserving the natural environment.

With the development of policy and administration, the amount of
mo ey allocated' by the government to preservation of the environment
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has been increased.Trivate firms are increasingly investing in the preven-
tion of pollution in accordance with various regulations and laws. Inter-
national co-operation projects and activities have also been undertaken
for thesprevention of environmental pollution.

Environmental problems
. .

In Japan, the improvement Of living conditions and the development
of economic activities have affected the environment to such an extent
that they have mined major social problems. The most notable of these
4re:

-I. The spread of environmental pollution by rural and regional
developmeut,

2. The destruction of the natural environment by the construction of
dams,

3. The dangers resulting from the development of heavy chemical
industries, .

4. '1 threat to the welfari of the people from the concentration of
eniiisiWunental pollution in usban areas,

5'. The shortage of industrjaljesources and food, and

6. The shortage of energy resources.,
91
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These problems fect people's daily life. Examples of how this
happens are:

1. Confrontation between the community altd management of facto-
ries in rural areasi suph as when a fish catch is reduced by water pollution
from factorik

2.-Destruction of animals and plants due to exploitation af the Katu-

rat environment, notably through dam construction,
3. Increase of anxiety in the community when factories are built near

homes, causing noise, sinking of foundations, water pollution and shortage
of subterranean or 'ground' water,

4. Housing problems in large cities, particularly when there are too
few houses or they are kinat too close together,

5. energy cutbacks,' in heating and cooling, made necessary bFfuel
shortages, and

6 Air pollution caused, for instan*, by vehicle exhausts.

environmental problems are world-wide. The acquisition of re-
sources is the albs: urgent and important task to be tackled, and the
Poll g measures are two of those being taken to ensure food and
energy resources:

1. The promotion-of fish breeding and raising, and
2. The promotiob of research.into the development of new energy

sources to replace oil.
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The Enviionment Agency, togeth with various other agencies and
organizations, is tackling environment problems and starting various pc-

_ tivities to prevent environmental Hution, and'to pieserve the natural
environment. The Ministry of Agri ture, restry and Fishery, the Re-
source aQ Energy Agency, the National Land Agency and other govern-
ment organizations are also making efforts to conselye resources and to
preserve the environment.

These ministries and agencies make use of the mass media to seek co-
'operatiortltrom the public in preserving the enviroruneit and conserving
resources. The Ministry of Education, 'Science and Cutturt also makes
efforts to provide suitable environment;p1. educatiori programmes to
schools to complement lie various efforts made by other ministrIet and
agencies. In this way, the problems.of environment and resources -are;

*tackled through the inter-ministerial or.inter-agency co-operative activities.

Curriculum of mwiroomuntat education

in Japan, the concept of env mental education is a'most similar to
the-general objectives and con ken of the Belgrade Charter, but the appli-
cati of the concept may differ because it is fitted into the framework of
the ci.otrating education system in Japan.

Curritulum standards for schools in Japan are issued by the Ministry
of Education, Science and Culture as the National Course of Study. The

93 .
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Naiionak Course of Study is ,re;.risedvabout every'ten yearkin accordance
with the proposals submitted by the Curriculum Council.

New courses of study for primary and lower secondary schools were
announced by the Minister of Education in 1977. The Course of Study
for primary schools was put into force from 1980 and that for lower
secondary schools will be enforced Horn 1981. The new Course of Study
for upper secondary schools was announced in 1978 and-will be enfoiced
from 1982.

For the present revision of the Course ofStudy, the CurricUlum
Council has proposed to develop understandingsof the importance of en-
vironment and resources in the teaching of Social Studies] As for Science,
the importance of direst experience to the understand* of environment
and natural phenomena and the cultivation of a love

Course
are em-

phasized and proposed to be included in the new of Study for
primary schools. Basic understanding of the natural environment and
deepening of the understanding of the relationship between nature and
human beings was similarly proposed for lower schools. The
-development of sympathetic views toward the natural environment and of
a positive attitude towards iriquiring into nature was recommended for '

upper secondary schools. New Courses of Study take the akove proposals
hoc) account, especially in the content of Social Studies and Science.

Environmental educaation in elementary, lower secondary and upper
secondary schools comes mainly under the subjects bf Social Studies and
Science. The importance and complexity of environmental edikation is
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fully -recognized in J.1110
, however, and it can also be included in the

--,...

teaching of other subjects. Some aspects of environmental education are
taught according to school level, in the following subjects: ---.

Elementary schools! Social Studies, Science, Home-making, Moral
,
.. Education and Co-curricular (special) Activities. ..

Lower secondary schools: Social Studies, Science, Physical Edu-
cation, Handicrafts/Home.making, Moral Edficaticin and Co-cur
riculkx (special) Activities and other specialized subjects.

Environmental education in elementary schools .

The importanc; of environment an resources is taught in Social Stu-
/dies. According to grade, lesson topics relating' to environment and re-

sources are as follows: .... N. .
Grade I : Environment of the school, home and neighbouring0 areas.

' EquipMent acid facilities in the'schooll'-and the parks,
% and safety equipment on the road.

1
Significance of water, electricity and gas.

Gracie H : The relationship between the life of the people and their
. occupations in the school district.

Environment and situations of shops, fields, fishing
grounds and ports, factories, stations and post offices.

# : Food production and processing of raw materials.

Grade III : Natural environment, productive activities, consumer
life and characteristics of changes in life patterns of the
area where pupils live, and the characteristics Of life in
other areas.
Natural environment, productin and consumption and
changes in the environment.

.i. '--. Main materials for the industries of the town, and use of
resources.

Grad; IV : Preservation of the natural environment, maintenance of
public safety, development of the environment in the

L._ pupils' community; understanding of life in areas of
,Japan where environmental conditions are different.
Preservation of natural environment and environmental
development projects at piesent and in the past. 0
Acquisition of drinking water, irrigation .water, elec-
tricity and gas, and acquisition of resources by ancestors.

.z.
Grade V : Characteristics' of food and iltstrial production in

Japan.
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Popular areas for food and Indust 'al production; also
environment4pollution and offshore fishing rights.

-, Food resources and industrial resources.'

Grade VI : Characteristics of the history, politics and international
i. relations of Japan.

i Trading countries and the United Nations.
Import of resources.

In primary schools, aspects of environmental education relating to
the natural environment are taught in science. General objectives for
grades I and H prescribed in the new Course of Study are for pupils to
acquire fundamental knowledge and skills and develop an attitude and
abilities that will encourage them to examine the natural environment
through various activities such as w4tChing and testing.

. . From Grade III to Grade VI, the teaching of Science is subdivided in-
to three *parts.. 'Living Things and, their Environment', 'Substance and
Energy', and 'The Earth and the Universe'., Environmental education is in-
cluded in the first part. %,+

Environmerital education in lower secondary schools

1' Social Studies for lower secondary schools is composed of geography,
history and civics, with geography and history taught in grades I and II:

. and Chia taught in Grade III. Environmental education is included in
geography and civics.

Geography is sub-divided into three topics, and instruction on
.

en-
vironment and resources is included as follows:

The world and its-areas: Resourtes and industries are discussed in re-
lation to the different areas of the world.
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Jaiairoand its areas: 'Development of resources and indtistry is ex-
plained in relation to the various areas of Japan.

.

Japan in the world: Current problcIns faced by Japan, such as popu-
lation, food, resources, industry and urban areas,are discussed.

Civics is also sub-divided into three topic's and some aspects of env'
onrnent and resources are taught, including the following:

Democracy and contemporary socO, life: Family and social groups.

Improvement of. life and economics: Preventiop of environ-
mental pollution, preservation of the _environment, development, and
effectiVe use of resources and energy in terme_of _people's life and welfair

Japanese, politics and international.socie. ty: Problems such as terri-
torial inte y and -nuclear weapons, ie, relation to international society
and peac

Science for lower elementary (primary) schools is divided into two
parts. The first covers physics and chewistry, under topics such as 'sub-
stance and and th{.46cond part includes biology and earth science.

' Teacher education
ra

In Japan, the content of environmental education is included in the
new Course of Study mainly under the subjects of Social Studies and
Science. All classroonr teachers arc requested to teach a programme based
on the Course of Study, so it is necessary for them to fully understand the
content of Social Studies and Science and the importance of environ-

, mental education.

=
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In order to facilitate understanding of the new courses and to ensure
appropriate teaching on environmental_ education in the classroom, the
folloilikg measures have been taken for the benefit otteachers:

All primary and secondary school teachers were required to under-
go in- service teacher education courses in 1977 and 1979.
Teacher's manuals have been prepared for the teaching- of each
subject area on the basis of the new Course of Study for primary
and lower secondary schools.

Through these measures, understanding of the new subject matter
among teachers will be increased. As textbooks are prepared on the basis
of the Course oT Study, it is also important for teachers to understand the
content described in the textbooks, which are distributed free to pupils
and teachers.
Environmental education in the future

Since school .education is implemented in accordance with the pro-
gramme announced by the Ministry of Education, each school has to re-
vise its teaching plan whenever the Course of Study is revised. .

Some _schools hive bee signed Edu-
cational Research". In the ammes are taught which are not based

gned is "Developthent Sclools for Edu-

on the Course of Study. Sc e innovative experiments are being carried
out in these schools. For example, at lower grades of primary Irol, the
existing subjects of Social Studies and Science are integrated and taught.
on an eiperimental basis. This experiment promotes a new type of learn-
ing which enabks pupils to look at the natural environment and their so-
ciety in new perspectives. n
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/MALAYSIA

by M.P. Aabhakar

In Malaysia, government efforts to promote socio-economic develop-
ment, as implied in the New Economic Policy, are increasingly being re-
flected by the provision of basic physical and social needs, such as food,
clothing, shelter, education, health, employment opportuniiies, consumer
goods and servicesespecially to those in the rural areas./ These efforts,
guided by the twin objectives of eradication of poverty and the restructur-
ing of society, have resulted in an appreciable improvement in the stan-
dard of living.

As the pace of socio-economic development- quickens so does the
pace of environmental change. To deal with this change, future gener-
ations must be equipped with a high degree of competence in understand-
ing and managing the environment. Environmental concerns have been
plaguing both science educationists and curriculum clf'velopers for a long
time and are occupying natural scientists and social scientists alike. This
change in emphasis is plating heivy demands on the classroom teacher.

Environmental Policy

The First Malaysia Plan (1965-1970) laid emphasis on the landcapa-
bility classi5cation study of West Malaysia. Similar land capability classi-
fication studies were carried cut in Sabah and Sarawak and specific areas
were considered suitable for conservation. The Second Malaysia Plan
(1971-1975) on the New Economy Policy emphasized priority areas for
development and gave some consideration to conservation of the environ-
ment.

The Third Malaysia Plan (1,976 -1980) gives even more consideration
to environmental improvement and protection. It states: "It is vital that
the objectives of development and environmental conservation be kipt in'
balance, so that the benefits of development are not nesated by the. costs
of environmental damage." The Tgird Plan identifies die problem areas
and re to the Environmental Quality Act (1974) and the establishment

e Department of the Environment, now part. of the Ministry of
Science, Technology and the Environment. Malaysia's environmental
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policy as stated in the Third Plan .takes into account five factors. These
are: .

1. The impact that population growth and man's activities in re-
source development, industrialization and urbanization have
on the environment;

2. The critical importance of maintaining the quality of the en-.
vironment relative to the needs of the population, particularly
where it affects the productive capacity -of the Country's land
resources in agriculture, foltstry, fisheries and water;

3. The need to maintain a healthy environment for human habi-
tation; .

4. The need to preserve the country's unique and.diverse natural
heritage, all of which contribute to the quality of life, and

5. The interdependence ofircial, cultural, economic, biological-
and physical factors in determining -the ecology of man.

The ultimate aim of the Federal Government, in to-operation with
the state government; is to harmonize man's, activities with his environ-
ment. The Government recognizes the need to balance economic and so-
cial development with the maintenance of sound environmental con-
ditions. It seeks to accomplish this through regular cnvironmentallimpact
assessment studies, which are expected on all &levant projeCts initiated

-,e-
by ministries, departments and the private sector.,

The Third Plan recogniies that current environmental problems miry
be caused by development of land and natural resources or the discharge
or waste products or effluents into the environment. It also :trent: the
need to preserve ecological systems when undeveloped land and` forest re-
sources are opened up. In planning industrial and urban growth, efforts
are to be made to avoid overcrowding and environmental pollution., The
importance of environmental education has not been overlooked in the
Third Plan, which states: "... The matt media and educational institutions
will be used to stimulate awareness among the general public of the im-
pOitince of environmental conservation and the social and economic
rationale affecting decisions'on environniental issues.",

There is now agreement that the environment embraces society, cul-
ture and the entire physical world: land, air, water, minerals, soils, fauna,

. flora, energy and human beings. Environmental concepts are to be inte-
grated into the formal curriculum at all levels. This is required to provide
the necessary knowledge, values and skills needed for pupils' participation
in deviling simple solutions to problems in their immediate environment.
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Environmental problems and issues

..In developing countries, socio-economic 8evelopment to meet the ,

rising' expectations of the 'population cannot be reversed., Where natural .
resources are plentiful, as in Malaysia,- it, is inevitable that such develop.- *-

ment will be at the expense of these resources. Yet it does not necessarily
folloW that socioecotrilmic -development must go hand-in-hand with

. degradation of tlk environment: With good management and sthe-appro-
priate technologY,,the exploitation of natural resources can be controlled
and disaster averted. .

The Government is pursuing a policy of impTving the quality of life,
of ill Malaysians. It .is doing so through wider investment and employ-
ment opportunities, higleet productivity and the provision of a broad
range of social services, in eiluoation, training facilitiet, housing,.
water supply; electricity, sanitation, medical services and recreational
opportunities, and through 'enhancing the .quality of the physical environ-
ment.

The intention Of this article is to make an -urgent appeal- for the
commitment necesiary omaintain the natural environment through
proper manageliKnt. EnyirmunentZ management seeks to reduce pollu-
tion and, more importantly,- to maintain our resources through controlled
prodiictivity-directed towards,Prpviding a general quality of life.

Lee
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Env ironmental education in countries of the region

Several Olds of problems and issues arise from activities such as land
developments electrification,' industrialization, resettlement programmes,
urbanization, social reforms, exploitation of natural resources and the .
energy crisis.

.

Regional laid development is being carried out on a large scale in the
Malaysian Peninsula and several large projects located primarily on aFti-

. 'cultural land are now -Well under way. There
istno

doubt that projects in-
volving extensive forest clearancp, landscaping, road and town construc-
tion and agricultural planting affect the environment to a majorllt
extent. At the same time ahou a fifth of development expenditure by
the government helps to increase' productivity through rubt(planting,
double cropping infrastructure development and social se . So the
allocation of resources is only the beginning of serious social problems.

As man's most .basic needs are satisfied,' other"needs arise. The satis-
faction of these more complek and diverse needs requires'greater control
and efficiency, achieved through continued specialization and the evolu-
tion of technology. Industrialization has brought economic and social
benefits to Malaysians, but it has introduced large quantities of organic
and inorganic to into the aquatic environment.

The issue is one of several that has emerged in recent years in
the wake of national development programmes. What is significant ahout
it is that pkst consumption `ratei of oil, informatipn on known- energy

: reserves, soaring production and di ution cjosts, and consumerrreaction
have made uncertain the continue se of oil as the .main source of
energy. The search for alternative sources of energy could affect en-
vironment if not done with care.

There is a give threat to fo ts and their wildlife. In Augus 977,
the New Straits Times said, "Uncontrolled 'exploitation of forests would
deplefe the nation's timber resources in twelve years...

In deve loping countries, the conflict between economic development
ecially .when

ities and to a higher
sidetations,and the

use ofthe cheap-
environmental side-

and 'environmental pollution is not easily reso
elopment can lead to more employment oppo
mimic s d of living. Competiticin, cost c

need to accelleNte industrial development have led to
est means of waste disposal, with little regard to
effects. 4

The:te chnology which has Made industrial development possible
must how be used to contWl, recover Ond recycle waste graterial. If this
is done, developing countries can achieve their industrial ambitions with-
out tepeating mistakes made by _industrial nations. Natural resources are
mot replaceable, nor are they readily substituted for.
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In Malaysia today, development is carried out with a new respect for
the environment. The aim is two-fold: to prevent the depletion of natural
resources so that they, can continue to provide for economic growth,and
to giveadequate warning of the side-effects of development activities.

Measures have already been introduced by the government to protect
and conserve ilhe environment. Among these is the 1972 Protection of
Wildlife Act, which states that totally-protected animals shall not be shot,
killed, taken or kept by anyone except with a permit from the Ministry of
Science, Technology and the Environment. The 1974 Environment Qual-
ity' Act, among other things, controls building and commercial activity in
residential areas.

In regional land development programmes in Malaysia an initial as
sessment of environmental impact is made in an attempt to reduce un-
desirable secondary effects. This is the first step in the development of an
environment management procedure for such projects. The development
of forest resources in 'Malaysia is now being regulated by careful manage-
ment to ensure environmentally safe, sustained yields. Citizen's groups
and other environmental societies are playinga bigger role by voicing their
opinions' in 1"4 newspapers and thwitgh discussion groups, seminars,
exhkilitr and campaigns.

Curricultim dollopment in ow' son

Curriculum development, is no longer merely subject-based, but has a
much wider application. -New disciplines have emerged, and establishfil
disciplines can no longer be sharply defined. In curriculum development,
therefore, attention is being given to incorporating issues that are of
national and local concern.

Many terms are used for,environmental education: Outdoor Educa-
tion,-- Conservation Education, Environmental Management Education,
Community Education. These are often used interchangeably and are. a.
Source of 'confusion. But, according to-Swan, "Environmental education
is different in that it is concerned witkinvolving people in environmental
problem- solving. It makes no claims to making people naturalists."

In Malaysia h is increasingly 'clear that education has an important
role to Play, in maintaining the quality of life. There is now agreement
that the environment embraces social, cultural and phylical compon ts.
This requires an approach to learning ire which at g people are ab to
identify and investigate local problems in th nnmediate environment
home, neighbourhood or communityand offer solutions to remedy
them.
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Euvironmentjsittcation, by its very nature, draws its content from
several disciplines and hence an instructional programme development
calls for an integrated, tran*sciplinary approach based on the total envir-
onment which would promote an environmental consciousness in each .

individual. Within such a framework it is possible to further strengthen
and consolidate environmental problems and issues as components of the
science and social studies curriculum. The role of the teacher is to im-
prove the pupils' perception of the environment by teaching through the
exploration of real-life problems and situations in the community, looking
first at simple and then .complex phenomena in both man-made and
natural situations.

As there is no separate subject on Environmental Education in the
formal school curriculum, the various subject desciplines of Science ant
Social Studies at the different grade levels ow have environmental ob-
jectives in their respective syllabuses. This as been adopted by
the Population Education Project of the Curriculum Development Centre.
Techniques for intr onmental concepts into different subjects
of the in Population education are:

1. Infusion approach. This approach generally has three stages:

a) Identification of relevant environment-related concepts and the
points in subject disciplines at which these concepts can be
infused;

lb) The selection and sequence of appropriate learning units;
c) The preparation of textual and audio-10 al materials for use by

classroom teachers.

2. Integration. In this approach the relevant population topics are
integrated into syllabuses as and when these are revised.

The population EAcation Project subscribes to the view that educa-
tion helps to transmit-knowledge and values and, in so doing, prepares the
young to face the future. Education is becoming more and more con-
corned with the development 9f individuals as responsible and economi-
cally productive citizens./ As such, education must inculcate in young
citizens a sense of responsibility for the future and a commitment to the
improvement of the environment.

_

* * *

The Population Education Project as seen from an environmental
point of view claims that pupils. willke able to learn about how and why
population changes occur and the Meets these ch es have on the qual-
ity of life of the people and-the environment they ve in. This is necessary
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to inc rye pupils' understanding of pc;pulation-related issues such as em-
ployment, industrialization, urbanizatibn, squatter settlements, pollution,
housing, educatiol, health services, and the supply of food, water and
energy.

8s,

The science curriculum
First level. In the primary schools it has been suggested that an inte-

grated approach be adopted involving the environmerit as thc ?basis of
learning. In any given environment the starting point of study may be any
objectsimple or complexa social event, a process or a problem about
whjsh the childiwi may be naturally curious. The method of study would,
be -titroughyersonal observatiqg and involvement with the teacher acting
as Ode tri helping to make the observations comprehensive and imagin-
ative,'The process of scientific inquiry would increase their understanding
Of life around them. They Auld be required to report what they have
eiplored in order to learn the art of expression and discussion.

Second level. In the secondary schools, it has been recommended to
pursue the scientific method in greater depth. The topic selecterwould
be *sight as a set of problems. This is a functional approach using the
scientific method of looking tat complex phenomena involving Man-made

S
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and natural situations; it calls for an understanding of inter-relationships
.in nature.

At the lower secondary stage the Integrated Science programme
stresses conceptual understanding. Implied in ,this is the application of
acquired knowledge and skills to teal-life. situations. In the General
Science, Physics, Chemistry and Biology syllabuses, the teaching and
learning approaches are designed to improve the understanding of con-
cepts and principles in science through supervised activities related to
selected situations:

Content organkiltion

As a responsethe development needs of the country, the cur--
riculum content has had to address itself to certain problems and needs as
theNYare found in the physical, cultugil and -socio-economic environment.

Primary school level. The primary science curriculum continues'to
concentrate on key concepts such as plants and how they adapt them-
selves to the environment, types of plants, life oyeleftind the economic
importance of agriculture. Around these concepts an environmental
awareness is expected to be built up.

Lower-secondary stageIntegrated Science. - The integrated science
course breaks down the arbitary divisions of the natural sciences, stressing
inter-relationships. It attempts to link science _education with )ractical
application and -the use of environment4 resource elements as well as the
introduction of human concerns. Two of the issues that are discussed in
the present science curriculum are effects of air pollution on many and
safety precautions in the home.

Upper-secondary stage. Here a General. Science syllabus subscribes
to a , Bar kind of integration. It stresses understanding of basic scien-
tific , is in relation to the pupils' eivironmeneand the application to
everyday situations. The General Science syllabus deals with such big
iisues- as the difficult disposal of radioactive chemical waste, the relatibn-
ship between . smoking and lung cancer, and the threat to the nitrogen
cycle posed by intensive farming.

The shigle-subject disciplines. The Physics, Chemistry and Biology,
'syllabuses, though specialized and academic, do emphasize understanding
of scientific concepts in relation to the ptipifs' environment and the api 0i--
cation of these concepts to everyday situations.

Through both the General Science and Physics syllabuses, pupils are
made to examine data on, for instance, the effects of atmospheric impuri-
ties on lungs, hydroelectric power, nuclear fission and fusion, pollution ..
and depletion of natural resources. In the Physics syllabus, world energy
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sources, the Lciscurlistanees of the energy shortage end its possible effects
on our way of life, and the efficient use and conservation of energy are
aspects of one big environmental issue that is being studied.

. In the Chemistry syllabus some of the' issues discussed are air tkollu-.
tion and the world's climatological changes, water pollution-and its effects
on plants and animals, and transportjtion of fuelss and wastes. In the Bi-
ology syllabus several issues commonly irtcorporatid are ways of meeting
the energy.: needs of the world's expanding g=ipulation, effects of sound =
and pollution broughi about by the impact of Industrialization on the
health of man,. food production thrtilighlefficzient agricultural practices,
the ?iced for change iiveating habits, and control of urban sprawl.

Environnientsi activities

Traditionally the study of ecologic-al relationships has focused mainly
on population and communities of organisnis and the physical and chemi-
cal elements with which they 'intermit. But much it yet to be done
towards the general. concept embrachig human activities based on the,.. ,. premise that environmental concerns are an interwoven web of both econ-

-- omie and social problems. An ecological approach to studying the probl
--len& can help- to enhance the -realization of developmental gdals and

anticipate the effects of development activities on natural' resources and
the various processes in the environment. It is no° (possible to consider
relationships between organisms without considering the environment and

1 'studying the lividg organisms in bdth their natural and nib -made environ-
ments. This increase iri awareness of the role of ecology in society is
becoming an important objective of science education in Malaysia.

An extension of formal exposure to Problem-solving in real-life situa-
tions can increase the trinsfevalue outside the classroom. A move in this
direction already exists in the 'numerous projects pupils uridertake.to do
in preparation for the National Science Exhibitions. This is a non-format
.

component of science.within the formal system. Other cut-of-school en-r
vironmental education programmes have been developed for yoting people
and adu 1/4 s. These; briefly described below; sen;e4o (oniplement formal
education.

.

Science exhibitions. SchoOls are being encouraged to undertake
short- and long-term projects through informal activities aimed at solving
local community problems or improving upon existing, practices in agri-
culture, small-wale manufacture, p hygiene an -community
healthas well as in the management of ne resources and the environ-
ment. To focus attention on such activities o encourage partici-
pation, the Ministry of Education, jotntly.with local industries, organizes
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regular science exhibitions for secondary schools. In this context, schools
are encouraged to work on short-term prOjects that are of community and
scientific-interest and to regard the exhibitions as channels for displaying
and' disseminating their findings on a large number of environment-related
projects.

Long-term project work: Investigatory long-term prOject activities in
and out of school are becoming increasingly pop .3kith school science
dubs, and the television series "Young Scientist" ights selected pro-
jects on television. The television crew visit parti pating schools and
cover the project more thoroughly than would be poss e in an exhibition.
The televised project is judged by a panel of experts who offer suggestions
for further improvements. Many of these projects arc often on environ-
ment-related topics and the television programme creates awareness and
interest among both schoolchildren and adult population.

-V-Nature Study Centre. .The Department of .Wildlife and National
Paris, in co-operation with the Ministry of Education, has set up in
Taian Negara a "live-ifi" Nature, Study Centre for students: The centre*
is surrounded by the natural ,sights and sounds of the forests. The oily
access is by river or juiigle paths. There is accommodation for about 50...t.
people.

The centre conducts special programmes for students during school
holidays. It also allows teachers, college lecturers and university staff to
conduct their own programmes. ifie special activities include map-reading
and jungle orientation by compass. For this purpose, loop trails have been
cut, each passing through' distinctive vegetation such as secondary scrub
and/ riverside forests. Experienced Park Rangers are on hand to Ode par-
ticipants, who have the opportunity to appreciate nature, learn new skills
and exchange ideas with students from other parts of the country.

Group training programmes. The Wildlife and 'Nature Protection De-
partment organizes group environmental training_programmes in the
TeMpler Park Reserve Forest in the state of Selangor.

Zoo Negara Education Centre. The Zoo Negara Education fentre is
a self-contained unit of the Malaysian Zoological Society. r

Principle functions in brief

1. To develop the educational goteptial of the Nationak,Zoo-an&the
National Aquarium by conducting educational prokrammes and by
providing interpretive services for zoo visitors, and

2. To establish and maintain a permanent educational display.
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Someme supportive functions

1. To build up a lgnary of educational material for use inizoo educa-
tion programmes and for reference; ..

2. To conduct courses for National Zoo staff, for schoolteachers or
for the public, and to provide educational services outside the zoo,

3: To make contact with schools and other educational institutions
to publicize the centre's education programmes, and

4. To cooperate, with other organizations involved in environmental
education, bogs in Malaysia and overseas.

Special services

1. Environmental education for school groups:

a) To encourage appreciation and understanding of the animals on
display and of their natural habits and life styles;

b) To foster the development of respect for wildffe;

c) To show the interdependence between wildlife, and its environ-
ment;

d) To demonstrate man's dependence on nature for his survival;
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e) To shOW how man alone can make major and long-lasting
changes to the environment, and

f) To 4emonstrate 'the value of good planning in making decisions
---- affecting the environment.

2. Interpretative services for general visitors, to encourage an ap-
preciation and understanding of the animals on display and of
their natural habitats and life styles.

Field study centre. The University of alayefield Study Centre-at
Ulu Gombak Selangor covers 313 acres. It opened in 1965 with
money provided by the Nuffield Foundation of rest Britain to help the
teaching and research departments of the University of Malaya and other

, local Bird foreign universities, including those in Singapore and Hong Kong.
Now the centre 'also offers its facilities and services to schools and other

'organized groups. The centre has a laboratory and a hostel for 30 people:
Its purposes include the folloWing:

1. To help research field studies, particularly in ecology, biology.,
and. wildlife;

2. To help the teaching of techniques for ecoldgical studies through 14"

prograinmesOianized' by the centre staff, who are normally uni-
versity

411'

lecturers;
3. To help schoolteachers to organiztecology classes and envirOn-
- mental field trips and to be involved in helping in the Curriculum

Development Centre's in-service programmes; and

4. To create interest and awareness in the natural -environmentes-
.

pecrally forest resourcesamong the public.

Mass media. Information about the environment and its problems is
usually provided by the mass media.; lieriodeaUoir environmental educa-
tion for the public susgrowing in number, and newsletters and articles are
published by various organizations and pressure groups.

Seniinars add' lectures are organiied by government departments,
universifies and private organizations. These dfaw large audiences and are
given press coverage as well. television and radio programmes are ire-
casionally devoted to environmental topics. Despite all of these efforts,
however, much still has to be done to create environmental awareness
among schoolchildren and the public.

Use of local expertise. The Malayan Nature Society and the-Cur-
riculum Development Centre are jointly developing resource materials
which include environmental topks in the school curriculum. An import-
ant aspect of this work is to introduce a Malaysian identity into related
subjects by using Malaysian examples.
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Community developislent and the schools

The government is` trying to improve economic, social and cultural
conditions in rural communities and to help the people take part in and
contribute to national programmes. It is realized that this work needs the
co-operation of the private sector. Education, both formal and informal,
contributes to community development. Schools can help by teaching
the skills and attitudes which enable people to further their productivity
and wellrbeing. The school and its staff canals() join in the community's
activities directly.

Agricultural science education. The Ministry of Education is strength-
ening agricultural science education which was introduced as a subject in
lower secondary schools in 1965.

Health and nutrition education. In 1968 the M try of Education
and the Ministry of Health launched ajoint *sch ool h th programme to
protect and promote the health of pupils and school staff. These efforts
normally take into consideration the health of the community and so in-

Malaysia

volve the school in the community, particularly in such services as ma-
ternal and child health, 'sanitation, control of contagious diseases, health
education and general health care and services.

National Applied Food and Nutrition Project. One of the main ob-
jectives of this project is to instil a sense of self-reliance and commitment
to improving the quality of life in the people especially those in the rural
areas."7he Ministry of Education plays kmajorpart in the project. Its
main contributions are:

1. A gigantic supplementary feeding scheme for 400,000 school
children;

2. Agricultural activities in schools which include food crop and
vegetable gardening, fish cultivation and poultry, and

3. Health and nutrition educatiol and home science in schools.
Pahang Tenggara Curriculum Project. This is an experimental cur-

riculum for the Pahang Tenggara Development Project, a massive rural re-
" settlement programme One of the objectives of the project is to antici-
pate and analyse social, economic and cultural changes in the Pahang

e.Tenggara area. These changes are reflected in the curriculum specific.%
tions making it relevant to the pupils!' environment and educational needs
while taking care not to alienate it from the National System of education.

In Pahang Tenggara the educational programme calls for the possible
integration of primary schOols wi th/lower _secondary schools and for co-
operation between the school and `-the community in formal ancl non-
fcumal education fr6m the fifth year on A sensible feature of schooling
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in Pahang 'leriggara is the blending oF formal educa. don with vocational
training, to \help school-leaven find work, particularly at the end of the
ninth year. pils 'in lower secondary school go out to industry for part-
time job t ing. The objective.at Pahang Tenggara is to make the nine
years of sc ling a continuous programme of basic education..

Teach ar edueition

, - Increasirig concern with teaching environment-linked subjects and en-
couraging awareness of the environmental problems and issues raised by
man's interference with the environment has created a need for effective
new training programmes for teachers, both pre-service and in-service.

e V
Pre-service training. In Malaysia the pre-service education of teachers

is carried out by teacher-training colleges and the faculties 2f education in
universities. Although the teacher-training co4ege syllabus depends on theAlthough

syllabus, lecturers have been allowedllexibility in Fqlloiving and
interpreting it. The objectives of the syllabus state the need to relate
science to real life but this has to be made explicit. Reform of the teacher
training programme from a two-year course to a three-year course and the
possible indusion of Environmental Educatirn as a separate subject are

[ planned. ....."'
In-service training. In Malaysia there are various means bY which

teachers arc normally provided with in-service training: 1,

Face-to-face --,-
The in-Service-courses conducted by c Schools Division of the Min-

istry -of Education are usually planned and carrid out nationally or re-
gionally. The objective of such courses is to show teachers the new-
approach to curriculum development and the method of teaching the new,
programme. These courses'are conducted by staff trainguihy the Curricu-
him Development Centre, and in some instances with the use of local ex-
pertise. The methods used are face-to-face training in Social Studies and'
face-to-face 'anti practicuni in the Sciences. The system of training at the
Curriculum Development Centre is to prepare a cadre of lecturers able to
conduct in-service courses in their regions. The courses normally last or F.
week, and cover a variety of topics such ak teaching and learning tech-
niques; questionmg techniques; techniques for writing tut - hem's; labora-
tory organization; techniques in leaching environment- related topics
linked to real-life situations;. the rationale, aims and objectives of the new
course; use of scientific terms in Bahasa Malaysia and techniques in con-
ducting in-service courses.

Self-instruction o.
In the search for an efficient way of keeping' the heads of schools and

the teachers inforthed about population-related issues and problems, the
. . 112 .,.,
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Population Education Unit of the Curriculum Development Centre has
embarked on a teacher-orientation programme using self-learning modules
(SLEM).- It has developed seven modules:

a) Population change7its determinants and consequences,
b),The population situation in the world and in Malaysia,

Population programines in Malaysia,
d)Population and Environment, _

e) Population and Resources,
if)--Population and social services, and
epopulation afid the (Nail of Life.
The SLEM programme on populatiOn concepts which are in

the school syllabuses. The es on 'Population and Environment'and
Population and Resources* efq with effects on the environment of rap-
idly growing popubi'tion, and the need for management and conservation
of resources. Of special interest is the module on 'Population and Quality
of Life'. The SLEM teacher-orientation programme is a ,school-based ac-
tivity, with heads of schools serving as course managers. Each module is

4,1f-contained with the obje es clearly laid out. The modules are inter-
related and learning activit' be carried out individually.

In-service training link ommunity and national development
Agricultural science to ers have been trained by a mobile-in-service

unit which is an extension of a project to train teachers at Temenggong
Ibrahim Tehers College in Johor Baru, Malaysia. The mobile unit or-
ganizes aio conducts workshops for trained teachers of agricultural
science at district level during weekends, usually using a school as the

. Count centre.
a

Innovative efforts at in-service training in science

The limited availability of research findings on how to teach science
in the context of current environmental problems has been the main prob.
tern of developers of training programmes for science teachers. An in-
service training session for Key Personnel held recently at the Curriculum

*Development Centre utilized a Research-Development-Training Model.
The session was held at the Field Study Centre, Gombak. The partici-
pants had at their disposal the following habitats for study:

a clean, undisturbed stream;

a highly/ siltid river,

a print* forest , and
a secondary or early successional forest.

\
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It was proposed that the participants of the course be trained in as-
sessing water quality and its effects on plant and animal. life in 'atm..
Also to be studied'were the accompanying effects of logging or mat( con-
struction on changes in the flora and fauna. Data on the selected physical
and chemical parameters were related to the biological community that

-existed in the selected areas. Discussions from this. study .gave insights on
the functioning =of each habitat as well as the effects of man's activity on
it. Photos taken huring the course appear on the facing page.

Present curricular efforts at the Curriculum Development Centre in
Malaysia are at different stages of development for the different subject
areas. In the school curricula it is being recognized that environmental
considerations are to be approached as being multidisciplinary. The
science curricula which a}e now being reviewed have a particularly im-
portant contribution to make towards( environmental education. In this
review of the science curricula greater onsirifIration will be given to the
incorporation of environmental issues. In other subject areas such as the
Social Studies a similar approach to issues is being attempted.
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Activities at the Field-
Studies Centre

Above: Measuring some phy-
sical /chemical parameters;
Right: Colkcting aquatic*
organisms; Below: Examin-
ing their catch.
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NEPAL

By B.P. Lbhani

Development 21 the environment

Developinent in the past meant economic tdevelopment only ,y
0roplieil the maximum exploitationpf natural resources. This trend often
° resulted in ecological imbalance told threatened the very existence

human. life. Nepal hastinci come' to realize the urgency pf consevit
nature and the envirafrnent and hence the country's effotf has been to
work for total development. which encompasses social, cultural, educa-
tional and environmental aspects as well.

, .

In NOPpal, wood is a principal fuel andAhuge part of the forest land-
has been cleared for firewood. The forest hill; been cleared to plant crops

.4111o. These and the 'lack of balance cutting and regrowth have resulted in
extremely heavy destruction of forest and, as a result, the forest coverage
throughout the. country has diminished greatly.
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Page 116: A plantation in the Kathmandu valleyreforestation
begins to coves the nearly bald hills. AboveDeforestation in

a mountainous region the makings of soil'erosion.

Another, connected, problem is that of soil erosion which Is very
serious in the heavily settled midland hills of the country.. Every year
millions of tons of topsoil ate washed down to the sea.

Nepal has also a pftoblem of new human settlements arising out of
the large-scale migration of population from the heavily settled midland
kills to the plains (Terai).

.4hus, the principal environmental problems are as follows:

dir 1. Deforestation,

12. Soil erosi

3. New h settlements, and

4. W d air pollution.

'Major environmental action

9

0

Hik Majesty's Government of Nepal is aware of wors$ning ,environ-
mental conditions and has taken corrective measures with all seriousness
in order to prevent the situation from deteridrating even further. Some of
the measures being carried out to help preserve the natural heritage are
given in the pages that follow.
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Legislative sanctio gislation has been passed for the protection
and enhancement of the-environment. This includes laws and acts relating
to:

1. Reforestation,

2. Soil and water conservation, and

3. Preservation of the cultural heritage and wild ifaT
The provision of legislation should ensure the people's active)d.tici-

pation in protecting the forest. The local bodies and the common people
are offered a share of the forest produce whim they have assisted in pro-.
motingforest growth. .

Government departments responsible for environmental resources.
Forest resource management has been a major concern in the past few

and d a long-term forest development programme is worked out by
the Ministry of Forests. One of the departments of the Ministry, the De-
partment of Soil Conservation and Watershed Management, has a number
of projects of varying dimensions for the conservation of soil and water
resources.

The Department of Archaeology, the- Guthi Sansthan (a trust for
taking can of temples) and the Department of Local Development have all
been contributing towards maintaining and renovating works of various
temples, monasteries and other monuments of high historical and cultural
importance. This is intended tollgerve an ecological balance between
the private dwellings and monuments.

The Department of National Parks and Wildlife Protection hi the
Ministry of Forests is responsible for the management of parks and wild-
life reserves. 'Altogether, there are such seven national parks and wildlife
reserves in the country.

The Nepal National Committee for Man and the Biosphere. This
committeeletarries out research projects to study local environmental prob-
lems and seek solutions thereto.

Integrated development in the mountains. His Majesty's Government
of Nepal has decided to set up a regional centre for integrated deirelop-
ment in the Southern Asian Mountain System.

Family planning and population education. threeyear project
agreement with the United Nations Fund for Populatio"Activities
(UNFPA) has recently been approved for the execution of a national pop-
ulation education programme. The project will be implemented by three
units: (a) Curriculum, Textbook, Supervision and, Development Centre;
(b) Tribhuvan University (the Institute of Education and the Curriculum
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Langtakg National_Park, Nepal

.
.

Development Centre; and (c), Division-of Adult Education. A small unit
in the Ministry of Education will look after the administrative and.firian-

,

cial matiers of the project.

The long-range, go-al is to institutionalize population education in the
formal a&Alnl-iformal education programmes including the university.
This will be 'eyed by (1) anal sing textbooks of different subjects to
find points for the integration of population education concepts; (2)
developing curriculum, instructional materials and training kits for dif-
ferent audiences; (3) providing orientation training to the project person-
nel, superi;isors and headmasters, primar and secondary school teachers
and pre-service and in-service teachers; (4) establishing diploma courses in
population education as both separate and interdisciplinary courses at
Tribhuvan University; (5) developing graded curricula and materials for
non-formal education; and (6) establishing 20 centres,for functional liter-
acy and continuing education using population and environmental educa-
tion resources.

Environmental education

Environmental education is considered as a process for 'creating
awareness of human ecologyhumanity's special relationship with nature.,
-It is conducted in Nepal in both in- school and out-of-school progfammes.
It appears in various forms mall three *els of formal education.
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I

A eloie-up of replanting with evergreens

In-school programmes. The first level of education, grades I to V, is
designed to prepare a child to understand -and appreciate the importance
of our environment. Environment also forms part of the second-level cur-
riculum (grades VI to.Xj.

Environmental education is integrated into the Science, Health and
Social Studies curricula. A regular part of the secondary school extra-
curricular activities is the planting of trees. This is intended to support
the Natipnal Afforestation Prormrne.

One of the main features of a recent educational reform has been the
National Development Service programme_at the third level of education.
The main objectives of the programme arc, first, to allow the students to
ex e the realities of rural life,Thereby making their higher educationpertnc
broad in outlook and better attuned to the real development needs of
Nepal, and second, to offer students an opportunity to help in meeting
the country's development needs during their academic careers. The pro-
gramme is an integral part of the degree-level course. Students preparing
the service receive orientation in the various activities they are to carry
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Nepal

out in rural areas. They receive an inita grant for clothing and other
needs, and a monthly allowance for the ten months' service period.

During this service, the students work as teachers in local schools and
participate in other rural development activities such as afforestation;
health and adult education; agrkultural extension; farhUy welfare; and
small construction works including water supplies, roads and bridges.

Out-of-school programmes. Radio Nepal broadcasts a regular wee4y
programme on ecology in. general and on protectioh and preservation` of
forests and wildlife in particular. Envirenniental education is also a theme
of adult education programmes.

Co-ordination, evaluation and research

The National' Plastningtommission is responsible for the co-ordi-
nation and evaltiition of programmes. A few research projects in the
search for measures for management and conservation of environment are
these:

1. The Lothar river system project,
2. An ecological study of Golabari and its adjoining hills, and
3. &fountain hazard mapping.

These projects are planned and operated by'the National Committee
for 'Man and the Biosphere' and assisted by United Nations Agencies.

r *eferencees

National Parks and Wildlife Reserve Act 1972 Wildlife preserve! Royal
Forest Rules, 1978 Suklaphanta
National Park, Royal Chitawan Wildlife preserve, Royal

Sagarmatha Karnali
Lamtang Wildlife preserve, Kosi
Rara Tappu
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NEW ZEALAND

by Ian T. Young

Environmental issues and problems

'It National mandates. In 1972 the governmerit estalkished a permanent
commission to-investigate and advise on environmental problems and
planning issues. 'This agency, which reports to the Minister of the Environ-
ment, is known as the Commission for the Environment. It is staffed by
a small team of investigative officers from a wide range of environmental
disciplines, plus one full-time officer responsible for environmental educa-
tion. Since the Commission's establishment, this officer has discussed in-
school education with the Department of Education, and has worked with
many groups involved in out-of-school education.

The major task of the Commission is to advise on the Environmental
Protectidn and Enhancement Procedures established by the Cabinet in
1974:-"-These ensure that the planning of any nialor p?oject must include a
report on the effect of the proposal on the environment. The Commission
cooties out an independent audit on this report.

This form of environmental defence is only one of many. All projects
also have to meet local city and country by-laws, regulation; on water and
soil rights and the provisions of the Town and Country Planning Act. To
co-ordinate and speed up these procedures, the government passed the
National Development Act in 1979. This Act gave the Commissioner for
the Environment the right to give evidence independently of xhe.govern-
ment. To date the Act has not been tested but many of the country's 75
national environmental bodies and many of the 500 local groups have
expressed concern that it could mean less protection for the environment.
These groups have also criticized what they see as restrictions on access to
official information related to environmental issues.

In addition to the Commission, two other bodies have a broad
adVisory role in relition to environmental policies and management. The
Environmental Council, established in 1970, advises the Minister of the
Environment on any ratters related to the state and trend of the environ-
ment. The Nature Conservation-Council, established by statute in 1962, is
an independent expert advisory body on matters of nature conservation.
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The aspirations of the governing National Party in relation to the
environment are set out in the 1978 Election Manifesto: "Society's well-
being is dependent upon the quality of its environment. New Zealand's
natural environment is_ more than a valuable resource; it constitutes our
life blood. National he National-Parity] regards environmental care as
not an isolated policy, but a way of planning and managing our futur'

At present the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Develop-
ment (OECD) is reviewing New Zealand's environmental policy and
management. In preparation for this review, a working document was pre-
pared by the Commission (for the Environment and published in February
1980. This part of the report draws on this working document and in

.doing so it should be recognized that this may not necessarily reflect
either government policy or the many environmental interest groups- re-
ferred to earlier. These views will be taken into account and published at
a later date as the OECD review continues.

Major issues and concerns. The main issues as perceived by the Com-
mission are reflected in the table of contents of its working document:

I. Institutional Arrangements
2. Primary Production, (a) Agriculture, (b) Forestry

'16
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3. Indigenous Energy Resources
4. Water Resources
5. Environmental Health
6. Town and Country Planning.
These issues, then, are those which relate to competing demands for

natural resources.. For example, should the fresh-water resources in a
particular area be used for hydro-electric p er development, for irri-
gation, for waste disposal or recreation, or sho ey be preserved as a
natural wildlife ,reserve? Some of these uses may bec atible but, even
within one particular form of use, there may be furtherNonflies. There
may be conflicts within recreation, for instance, between those. who want
the fresh-water area for power-boating and those who want tp preserve it
in a semi-natural state for fishing.

These issues and concerns may differ greatly in scale. On the smallest
scale, local people may be concerned about the use of a particular pond;
on a moderate scale, people in' a large city may have mixed concerns about
the possibility of extending an airport into a harbour area or a high-
density suburban area. On a larger scale there are a number of concerns
which not only affect the people in that area, but also have effects
throughout the country and beyond. These concerns usually relate to the
possibility of considerable changes in the natural habitat of an area to
satisfy the economic demAnds of the nation. One such concern relating to
various areas ofNew Zealand is the cutting down of indigir ous forests for
economic use and replacing them with exotic forestsif OPE y are replaced
at all.

Currently, most of the controversial issues relate to the development
of New Zealand's energy resources. Though low in liquid fuels, New Zea-
land is well endowed vfith other resources such as hydro-electric power,
coal and natural gas. In order to halt the decline in a standard of living
based on high use of energy it has been deckled that energy development
schemes must be given priority. This has been accepted by many people,
but others believe that it is the wrong direction for the future. Of those
who reject the policy, some do so for economic reasons while others do so
from a .concern that there may be short4errn economic gain for long-term
environmental despoliation.

Environmental actions. The work of government agencies has been
discussed above. Outside the governmenes.formal and semi-formal insti-
tutions there are a number of groups with varying concerns about the en-
vironment. At the national level there are general interest-groups such as
the National Geography Committee of the Royal Society, which considers
the environment as an interacting geosystem and directs its submissions to
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the government according There are also special-interest groups such as
Ducks Unlimited Incorpo ted, which is concerned with the preservation
of wild ducks. The 75 nationfgroups and 500 local and regional groups
,have been listed by the Environmental Council in an Environmental Direc-
tory, published in 1979. Whereas many of the groups have plans for the
friture protection and enhancement of the environment, many are formed
in reaction to particular proposals" which may threaten the environment at
any scale from local to national.

In the formal sense of adopting policies on the environment, the edu-
cational system has been slow to respond: At the practical leVel, neverthe-
less, in classrooms and field studies, schools have moved eapidly to use
Material made available b vironmental groups in their existingprogam-
rnes. In fact', so rap' as en this move to study the environmental
issues being debated pu licly at there has, as in the studies of pollution,
been a degree of backlash, with a fall in pupil interest and a call from
some segments of society \for a return to the often-quoted basics of read-
ing, writing and arithmetic.

Curriculum development . .

Definition and scope of environmental education. As this is written,
there is no single accepted definition of environmental` education but
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those in use share these ideas: -concern for the total environment, includ-
ing'natural-nd cultural aspects and their' relationships, concerrfor.pro-
moting knowledge of the environment, interest in environmental issues
and responsibility for resolving these issues.

These common ideas can be seen in the following definitions, both of
which have had some use in New Zealand. Ray Chapman-Taylor, in his
review of Education and National Parks, 1976, defined environmental

education as: ". . . the use of the whole curriculum to focus` attention on
environmental problems and values, with the intention of producing good
citizens who are interested, informed and responsible in environmental

matters."

,
The Joint Centre for Environmental StudieS, in its research survey

paper of 1980, offered the def Lion: "Environmental education Altill to

produce a society that is know geable concerning the total epkironment

and its associated problems, aware of how to help solve the probrems, and
motivated to work towards their solution." Whereas Taylor's definition

focuses on the Khoo' setting efmition by the Joint Centre is broader,Ctl
and is actepted by the Com ion for the Environment, concerned as it
is with education outside of/school.

Cunrntly;fswithin the Department of Education, serious attention is
bing given to exploring.the nature of a common core of education for all

pupils One of the areas being considered is that of environmental educa-

tion, not as a new subject, but as a means of ensuring a comisttly accept-
ed set of aims. . .

Objectives and concept maps. By the time. this journal is in print, it
is expected that'a working set of objectifies for, environmental education
will be agreed upon for use in schools. Many subjects now have objectives
relating to environmental education-but they have not beeconsidered in
overall perspective, . .

.

The primary school science syllabiis, which is forchildren in their
first to sixth years at school, sets out to develop a child with an "inquiring
mind and the skills for explOring and interpreting his biological and physi-
cal environment. Within these general objectives there are specific ones
which relate to knowledge of many of the facts or the environment,
understanding of such basic concepts as energy and life, the development
of observing and measuring, the ability to communicate through language
and drawings and the development of attitudes of curiosity, honesty, the

care of living things and the care of the environment."

Similar objectives are found in the science syllabus for 12-15-year-

old students but with ge addition of such objectives as developing a
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willingness to apply scientific skills, to accept a responsible attitude to-
wards plants and animals and to accept a resp\onsible attitude towards the
relationship between man and his environment

These latter objectives are clearly consonant with th6se found in the
draft national guidelines for geography which is taught in the senior part
of secondary school.' "Geography is the study;of the environment asthe
home of- people and shares with related subjekts a concern for environ-
mental,questions and theil3solutions. It is concerned with understanding
environmental phenomena, their origins and characteristics, and their im-
plications for individuals and groups in socicty; Elleography's integrated
approach fosters a , . (respect for the total environment..."

There have been attempts, to develop -concept maps from the most
junior level of pemary school to the most senigr level of the secondary
school. Table 1 (p.128) is such a hierarchy, deveioped by a working part
set up within the Department of Education to study environmental and
outdoor education. Members of the working pakty encompassed subject
interests in science, social studies, art, health an4hysical education, out-
door pursuits, geography and received suggestions from teachers, inspec-
tors and many groups in the connunity. Table (p.129) is an,outline of
the substance of environmental education as it stoOd in 1980.

Whereas the objectives of environmental eduCation for in- school pro-
grammes have not been fully clarified, the 'Comtlission has accepted as
objectives that out -of- school environmental educe ion should aim toward:

1. A clear understanding that all people arie inseparable parts of a
systeni, consisting of humans, culture, our social system, our
etonotni system; and the total envirorunent;

2. A -broad erstanding of the environment, both natural and
man-made d the ways in which it serveii society;

3. A fund tal understanding of the environmental problems
confront the country, how these problems can be solved, and
the need New Zealanders to work towards their solution.

4. A concern oninent that will Motivate people to find
solutions for existing problems and *vent new ones from
arising.

In-a bulletin shortly to be produced by the Dpartment ofEducation,
1there will be set out the philosophy of educatio outside the classroom,

'along with a range of school programmes, many 0 which highlight studies
of the environment occurring in outdoor settings These studies resulted
from a questionnaire sent to schools inquiring abut the activities carried
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Table 1. A concept map: Aims and objectives of environmental education stated in conceptual terms

0

Personal Dev'elopment Social Relations Environmental Perceptions

Identification oY one's place, capabilities, limit-
ations, responlibility, values.

of roles and nature of group
dynamics;
of pattern of social
behaviour.

of elements (and patterns) in
different environments.

Perception of environmental uses,
angle**, concerns, values.

/.of one's rolef groups. of environments and people's use
of and feelings toward therm

Interdependence between ability and aspiration.' betw members of a of elements in and between
group responsibilities, etc. different environments.

Interaction between growth and skills; between people.
&toyed abilities and limitationa.

between elements of environment;
between differing environments;
between differing uses of an en-
vironment.

for oneself and one's actions. for others' feelings, values, for the total environment and
actions; for elements in it.
for one's role in groups.

Controls imposed by perional limitations. imposed by group conform-
ity.

influencing the attitudes and
actions of people toward the
environment.

in awareneu of personality;
in skills and abilities.

in roles, complexity, etc"
in groups.

within environments, b...1 people's
attitudes and actions towards
environment.

Challenges extending one's abilities and'
involvement.

that foster lasting relation- ' that face people in the develop-
ships. ment and mainte e of environ-

` ment.
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Table 2. Outline of environmental education in New Zealand schools.
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out under the headings of Outdoor Education and EnvirOnmentil Educa-
tion. The information gathered indicated that such activities were far
more widespread than had commonly been thought but that students
-often took part in out-of-school activities in the rural environment for the
papose of developing social .nd recreational skills, and frequently failing
to understand and care for the environment in which ihey found them-
selves (i.".mphasis sided Ed-.5.

Strategies, for introducing envirotunsntal education. Out -of- school.
programmes in environmental educatiohad often been initiated by the
environmental groups, supported both by the general public and large
organizations,- either commercial of government-sponsored. For example,
some of the large oil companies make grants available for environmental

.projects on an annual basis as does the Environments Council. The Com-
mission, the 'Ministry of Works and Development, the Lands and Survey
Department andlthe Ministry of Energy also support a number of projects.
Associations such as the Environment andkonservatton Organization'of
New Zealand, the Friends of the Earth and the National Save Manapouri
Campaign have all mounted national campaigns designed- to educate and
pexuade people to act upon environmental concerns. Although there is
no one co-ordinating agency for out-of-school programmes, the education

"Officers in the Coinmission for the Environment come closest to fulfilling
that 'function. IV

'Programmes within schools have benefited from the inflow from the
.community sector. It has been suggested that by not being coordinated
centrally, subjects and school programmes have developed a flexibility
best suited to their needs rather than being dire ed to a particular course
of action from a centraJ co- ordinating group. e Department of Educa-
tion thinks, however, that such an approach ma miss out on many oppor-
tunities and leave many gaps in a pupil's education about and for the
environment and has sponsored 4 study by J.M. lienner of the pupils' per-
ceptions,ceptions, understandings and interests in relation to environmental edu-
cation.

The Department is also involved niestablishing a co-operative investi-
gation of environmental edtication fox New Zealand schOOls. This co-

'operative venture between the departmentthe dommission and the Joint
Centre for Environmental Studies follows the general outline of a 1977
curriculum plan. The investigation gains bflthe addition of an account of
world trends and specific overseas projects in environmental education
which may have implications for, New Zealand.

Research duriiii 1981 will focats on the extent to which objectives are
/being. achieved in existing programmes, or may be achieved,in curriculum
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areas currently, undergoingtdevelopment. The investigation will also iden-
tify inadequacies as tvell as determining the need for further integration.
During 1982 it is expected that the investigation will concentrate upon
the evaluation of teaching practices and materials 'r elevan t to achieving the
aims of environmental education at the various levels of the school system.

Preparation of instructional materials. The foregoing outline indicates
that there is no overall co-ordinated approach to the preparation of curric-
ulum and instructional materials for environmental education. Many
materials used in schoOls are prepared by outside voluntary agencies,
others are prepared by commercial publishers and some are prepared by
Government departments and agencies.

Within the Department of Education, the School Publications Branch
prepares a number of school journals and bulletins issued free to primary:
and secondary schools. Anpther unit concentrates on the production, of
filmstrips and overhead projector transparencies. The National Film

jaibrary of the Department "of Education lends to schools at very econ-
omieal rates a range of films -and tape recordings that may be relevant to
environmental education.

-On occasion, materials are prepared on a co-operative basis between
the Department of Education and other groups. An environmental plan-
ning kit currently under way is a co-operative exercise between the Depart-
ment, the Ministry of Works and Development, and the Commission for
the Environment. The aim of this kit is to assist [urban] pupils to develop....
a cntical awareness of their environment, to understand the changes
taking place and to be aware of their causes. This will lead pupils to an
understanding of what planners are trying to do in New Zealand, and will
also illustrate to pupils that they, as citizens, can participate in the process
of designing the environment of the future by actually taking part the
planning pro s. The. items will be particularly suited to ial
studies and ge graphy curricula but wal also have applicatioji to other
subjects such the earth science biology, art and design. Items which4,14
are currently icing assembled and ckaged for distribUtion to schools
include: ...

1. A chart I st sting in graphic form the town-planning process
of citi y, involvement;

21! A too entitled Town planning and you;
3. .0, et entitled Walking around town;
4. A su an development alan whials will involve students

in a planning exercise;
5. A film list of town planning and environmental films; and
6.. Teacher gUidelines for using the kit.
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A further kit is already in an advanced state of preparation and will
consist of materials relating to urban renewal schemes, the natural hazard
of coastal 'erosion, housing styles over the years, and an exercise for in-
volving students in planning their own environment. A third kit will
consist of a comprehensive collection of items relating to one of the major .4

regional schemes of national significance such as the Clutha Valley scheme
for hydro electric developnient.

Learner activities. It is understood that the learner will be engaged in
a range of activities from note-copying and lectures, through question -andr
answer sessions, to decision-making and problem-solving' activities. It is.
hoped that all of these activities will involve student inquiry, active think-
ing and questioning..;)

4f children cannot actively be engaged in the real environment, then
whenever possible the environment shed be brought into the classroom
through the use of audio-visual materials. The use of field work in geogra-
phy is an indication within One subject of the desire to make use of experi-
ences outside' the classroom for studies that relate to the environment. It
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4 because of the recognition of the value of out-of-class experiences that
the Department of Education is preparing its bulletin on education out-
side the dassroom.

One of the mo t inClicato4 of changing attitudes towards
environmental education h en the setting up of field centres through-
out New Zealand. Some of these centres are converted rural schools,
others are new buildings. Many w*e funded by local teachers, parents
and pupils. Thousands of New Zealand pupils, primary and secondary,
now undergo environmental education at these centres.

Procedure for curriculum development. For many years a loose form
of co-operation has existed between the Department of Education and the
groups producing materials for schools and the general public. On
occasion, projects of commoli interest have been established, such as the
establishment of a co-operative exercise between the Department of Edu-
cation and the Commission for the Future .which resulted in the produc-
tion and distributidn to all secondary saiciols of a game entitled The New
Zealand Futures Game. A further co-operative exercise is one between
the Mintry of Energy and the Department of Educationfor the produc-
tion of classroom materials and explanatory teaching notes that relate
energy matters to various curriculum areas. Currently, working parties are
producing materials for use in the primary school integrated curriculum,
secondary science, home economics and geography.

Within the Department of Education's development dirottorate them
is a resources division, recently established to co-ordinate the work of
School Publications, Visual Production and the National Film Library.
These units work with the curriculum officers, advisers and selected
teachers responsible for various subjects, to see that the materials fit the
objectives of any particular subjea course.

Most of the development in recent years has occurred within the
existing subject structures; it has been recognized that the establishment'
of a new subject, such as environmental studies, would in time set up its
own boundaries and would not necessarily be any more inquiry-based or
field-based than what is already occurring in science and geography.

This subject approach has meant, therefore, that, although there have
been forms of co-operation in an attempt to establish and oversee environs
mental education, there has not been the funding to establish a special\
unit.

Teacher educatici -

Many educationists and teachers would argue that programmes of
teacher education for courses in environmental studies should be basically
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the same as for teaching any subject. While agreeing with the generalities,
others would say that there are varying degrees of emphasis in environ-
mental education programmes. Inquiry and field experience are examples.
Both primary and secondary teachers' colleges offer major and minor
courses which take these differences into account. Sometimes they are
incorporated into the subjects themselves, but on other occasions a separ-
ate course is held under the general title of Outdoor Education.

A range of in-wide educational opportunities is availabl to 'ew
Zealand teachers. They can, with the permission of their p cipal,
arrange to have a special one-day course in any topic t wish to
focus on during the academic year. They can also apply to their local
districtConunittee for special courses which may make use of speakers
from other schools "from the general community. They may be invited
to attend national conferences or may request a national teachers' re-
fresher course 'On a particul# topic. Such a refresher' course has already
been held on environmental education and others are expected for the
future.

In the primary teachers' colleges there is a need to provide some con-
tent teaching for the student teachers. Some colleges group some of their
subjects under the rubric of environmental studies while others offer
major or minor courses in environmental/outdoor education,

Secondary teachers gain their basic knowledge through university
studies. Traditionally this has occurred within the subject disciplines b'ut
during the 1970s some integrative studies were established. In 1974 the
University of Canterbury set up the Joint Centre of Environmental Studies
sponsored by two universities for a post-graduate professional qualifi-
cation in environmtntal management. The Universities of Auckland and
Otago provided new courses for undergraduates which were widely based,
taught by staff from several faculties working as a team and aimed to
supplement the traditional subject course work.

'IR
Implementation

V
Co-ordination. Aii we hoeSeen, mechanisms have been considered

for co-ordinating the various programmes of environmental education at
tlthe different levels And forms within the system. Some people d bt the

validity of co-ordination, whitli they fear may discourage inn ation.
Nevertheless, the department and the Commission have made attempts to
bring about some co-ordination, because they consider that without it,
environmental fttucation may lose more than it will gain. In 1916 they
set up a national conference which attempted to tell the various agencies,
both government aria voluntary, of what was happening in the schools and
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of what resources would be most applicable to their needs. Since then
co-operatjon has continued on an informal basis, depending both on need
and the availability of personnel. Firmer co-ordination should appear as
the need becomes more urgent.

Administration/management. Of the special arrangements for en-
. vironmental education 3hrough the mass media, the conservation week

campaign has been the most familiar and successful in New Zealand. The
independent organizing committee is funded by the Government anck-
arranges publication of a variety of pictures, pamphlets and materials for
distribution to public libraries and schools and for use in radio an vi-
sion broadcasts. The Commission has also been given a special allocation
of funds to publicize Arbor Day. This day was originally intended for the
planting of trees but it now aims toward improving the environment in
every way. The Commission circulates a quarterly newsletter to individ-
uals, groups and libjaries, and so acts as a medium for disseminating infor-
mation.

Schools generally take part in special- days and weeks, either by en-
gaging in activities such as clean-up campaigns or planting programmes or
by making the theme a special study topic. This usually occurs more in
the primary schools where such integrative programmes are more possible
than in the secondary schoolswhich are oriented to examinations in the
subject areas. Nevertheless, a number of special interest groups in secon-
dary schools reflect the concern shown in theilividual subject studies',
and are taken further by the students iirextra-curricular activities.
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Evaluation. This is considered a contirmingProcess and reference has
been made to a number of evaluation studies that have been or are being
carried out. One of these was a study of outdoor education activities in
New Zealand's primary and secondary schools. Another was the study of
education and the national parks. The last, and perhIps the most compre-
hensive, is the co-operative exercise between the Commission, the Joint
Centre and the Department which is investigating the current state of
development of environmental education in Nev Zealand schools.

Future directions

For both in-school and out-of-school populations, future directions
are likely to be strongly influenced by economic trends. During the 1960s
and early 1970s the econo y of New Zealand was buoyant, growth was..
considered inevitable and th was a marked shortage of labour. Now the
scene has altered dramatic . Commentators claim that the economy is
stagnant, real standards o wing have declined and the number of unem-
ployed is at its highest s e the depression of the 1930s.

Whereas most people earlier accepted the need for environmental
management and enhancement many would now give it a much lower
rating if such an attitude were seen to limit the revival of the economy.
This is a challenge to those engaged in environmental education program-
mes to ensure that their proposals are ones that encourage a balanced view
of the total environment. Already this has been expressed as one of the.-1
general objectives of school geography:

"To foster a continuing interest in, and encourage an apprecia-
tion of, the qualities and needs of the environment seen always in
relation to people's social and economic needs."

The objectives of environmental education are an essential part of
everyone's education because decisions made now on every scale from
local to global will determine the shape of things in the 21st century.
Environmental education is a future-oriented study of concern to us all.
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Bulletin of the finesco Regional Office
for Education in Asia and the Pacific
No. 22, June 1981

PHILIPPINES

by Laid AL Diezmos

Introduction

In the Philippines, as in the rest of the world, at least four factors of
the social entity have caused great concern in recent years: population,
pollution, food and energy. They are separate issues) each to be resolved
in its own terms. In the Philippines, ihe alarming rate of population
growth is restrained by population education and family planning pro-
grammes; the threat of environmental degradation is abated ,by pollution
regulations; the problem of footj....irriply is tackled a programme for
self-sufficiency, and the energy crisis by a search for indigenous sources of
fuel and attempts at energy conservation.

There are implicit connections between these four factors. Attempts
to resolve one may clash with another. For intance, stringent regblations
for pollution control may mean further depletion of energy resources
since pollution abatement methods often require the use of more energy.

Recognition of these four factors in tliF country's efforts toward
economic development produces a complicated network, of choices for
progress. But it is clear that whatever path a nation may t in solving its
problems, the solutions must take into account all issues of c ncern.

Environmental laws

There has been a Continuing trend in the Philippines of aspiration to
preserve the environment, resulting in stricter environmental regulations
controlling human actions. Foremost.among these are the antipollution
laws and the requirement of environmental-impact assessment of almost

ajcrr projects. A list of some selected important legislative measures
fc7ws:

1. Republic Act No. 3931 created the National Pollution Control
Commission (NPCC). June 1964.

2. Presidential Degree (PD) No. 984 revised RA 3931, reorganizing
the Commission. August 1976.

3. PD No. 1396 created the Department (now Ministry) of Human
Settlement's, amendinf PD No. 984 by transferring NPCC and
se4eral other government agencies to this Ministry.
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4. PD No. 1121 created the National Environmental Protection
Council (NEPC). April 1977.

5. PD No. 856 is a comprehensive document on environmental pro-
tection including pollution, nuisances, garbage disposal, sewage
collection and disposal, public swimming and bathing places, in-
dustri'al hygiene, school sanitation and health services, food protec-
tion and water supply standards and procedures.

6. PD No. 600 provides for prevention or control of marine pollution.
9Ecember 1974.

7.D No. 602 established the National'Operaiion Center for Oil Pollu-
tion in the Philippines Coast Guard Headquarters. December 1974.

8. PD No. 825 provides a penalty for improper.disposal of garbage
and Ether forms of ution. November 1975.

9. PD No. 1181 pro des for the prevention, control and abatement
of air pollution from motor vehicles. August 1977.

10. PD' No. 1151 states the Philippines Environmental Policy. PD No.
s.

0 1152 set up the Philippines Environmental Code. June 1977.
11. PD No. 1160 vests authority in bardngay captains to enforce pollu-

tion and environmental control laws. June 1977.

12. PD No. 1198 requires all individuals, partnerships or corporations
engaged in the exploration, development and e4hoitation of
natural resources or in the construction of infrastructure projects
to restore or rehabilitate the areas of operation to their original
condition. September 1977.

13. Letter of Instruction (WI) No. 422 creates an Inter-Agency Com-
mittee charged with the formulation, implementation and monitor-
ing of policies and action for environmental protection. June 1976.

14. WI No. 549 orckets the NEPC, to create an administrative system
for the evaluation of the environmental impact of troth govern-
ment and private Projects. June 1977.

15. WI No. 551 issued on the day after the signing of the-Philippine
Environnumt Ma his Letter of Instruction sets the deadline for
the installation of Anti-pollution devices in all vehicles public
utility, government and privately owned. It also gives the deadline,
for installation of anti-pollution devices in all factories that emit
odors, create excessive noise or discharge effluents into waterways.

16. WI 553 creates an Inter-Agety Action Committee for the pur-
pose of enforcing existing laws on environmental protection and
the prevention and control of pollution. June 1977.
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17. NPCC Memorandum-Circular No.,001 sets the emisgiOn standards
for motor vehicles. July 1977.

18. NPCC Memorandum No. 003 announces to the public that an
Anti-Smoke Belc g Team has been created in co-operation with
the Land Transportation Commission (LTC) and the Constabulary
Higirtray Patrol Group (CHPG). It enjoins the public to be 'anti-
smoke belching conscious'. August 1978.

MajOr environmental issues and problems

In the Philippines, environmental pollution has become a national
concern. People ha e begun to understand, its effects on their health and
welfare and have st ed to demand remedies to stop the increasing deteri-
oration of our environment. This concern, received from different seg-
ments of the society, indicates that the issue bas reached a point which
needs the support of every person everywhere.

. The following are environmental problems in urban and rural areas
first macro then microof the Philippines.

Macro kind, related to nationwide development

Water pollution __

.

Water pollution cbfes from (a) domestic wastes of the general public
which include solid waste arid domestic sewage and (b) trade wastes codl-
ing from industry. Water pollution until recently was limited mainly to
urban areas with a concentration of industrial activity and high population
density like the Metropolitan Manila area and other big cities. Now, rural
areas vdiere isolated industrial establishments like mines, sugar centrals, oil
refineries, pulp and paper mills and distilleries are located are already
having problems of water pollution.

Lately, increased agricultural activities, as part of the national food
production' programme, have been contributing to the pollution of the
rivers and other bodies of water due to the increasing use of fertilizers,
pesticides, fungicides and other chemicals to improve agricultural produc-
tion. The chemical industry is thus one principal source of water pollution.

Air pollution

Vehicular, aircraft and industrial emisgions are the major sources of
air pollution in the country. The increasing use of the1air as a waste dispo-
sal medium by the three sources is clear from the increasing number of
motor vehicles, all types of aircraft, and. industrial development.

The marked regional disparity in industrial development and urban
expansion in favour of Metro Manila has resulted in a particularly heavy
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concentration of, aii pollution problems in the area. It is estimated that at
least three-fourths of the air pollution load in the area is contributed by
vehicular emissions with the rest being contributed by aircraft and indus-
trial emissions.

a.
Land pollution

The most serious environmental problem in the country today is the
deteriorating quality and availability of soils which is a result of soil erosion
and urban encroachment. Soil erosion in the country is very pronounced
owing to the rough topography, heavy rainfall, improper land use, farm
mismanagement, improper logging, shifting cultivation and road building.

Excessive amounts of insecticides, fungicides, herbicides, fertilizers
and other toxic chemicals introduced into the soil can be poisonous and
can destroy the soil's ability to self-generate. Other causes are jet and
atomic fallout, and mine `tailings', which poison agricultural lands during
floods.

In urban and commercial areas, due to the increase of population,
to/al demind for land space increases., Thus, encroachment on forest and
agricultural lands for residential, commercial and industrial sites becomes
inevitable.

Former forest and agricultural hind is now needed to provide homing settlements for' icnv-income families.
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The benefits of modern highway networks tend o be offset by the air and noise pollu-
tion, as well oss of la61 for farming

Noise pollutio
1. The major urb noise so rtes are road traffic, construction activities,

industries and aircra . Great noise problems are expected owing toA
. 9future expansion of bu 1 : eas, industry, and air and land tr po

networks into different areas of the country.

The worst noise conditions are generally encountered in places of
work. txposure to high noise levels for long periods may cause-deafness.

.0Land use
. .

Land use planning in the country occurs at three levels: national,
regional and local. The national plan is spread over several years and com-
bines the country's physical planning objectives, policies and strategies for
development. The regional plans define the implications of the land use
plan for the country's 12 political regions. On the local level, to plans
tend to conform to the ecological, historical, cultural, physical, t chnical
and financial resources of the locality, although many modern o sszg,

devetopments ignore local conditions--to the detriment of the environ-
ment.

At both national and regional levels, lanai. is grouped by the Minis--
try of Human Settlements into five broad categories: settlements, forest,
agricultural land, mining and quarrying and inland water. There are stan-
dards for settlements and forest, but more information is needed before
standards can be set for the other three categories.
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Most of the country's 1,522 growing settlements are suffeting from
conflicting 'land uses resulting, from the random, uncontrolled physical
growth of communities and from poor perception and understanding of
natural procesKs2

Energy

As we approach the end of the 20th century, we realize that massive
and thoughtless use of energy, which has enabled us to live in ease and
convenience and to penetrate outer space, may upset the ecological
balance and adversely affect the 9uality of life on this planet.

Of late, there has not been substantial progress in drawing up compre-.
hensive plans for environmental protection froin the development, proces--
sing Ad use of energy resources primarily because energy remains in short
supply against a st_eadily groWing demand. ThE resurpas.accelerated efforts
to discover and develop new energy sources.

Evidence of a 1976 oil strike in the- Philippines
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Micro kind, related to everyday living

Environmental health and sanitation'

Poor, environmental health and sartitation are major factors in the
high incidence of communicable diseases. Orgy about half of the popu-
lation (has access to drinking water, due to inadequate supply,facilities.
Only two-thirds have 'a satisfactory means of garbage collection and waste
disposal. Garbage dumps and scattered trash afElreeding places for flies,
rats, insects and other carriers' of diseases like cholera, El Tor, typhoid

.fever, gastro-enteritisolysentery and diarrhoea.
, .

Cottnunicable diseases constitute the main health problem of the
country. Of the.ten leading causes'of deans, five are communicable (Hs-

i;casts; namely, pneumonia, tuberculosis, gastro-enteritis, bronchitis and
tetanus. Vore environment-related diseases, with different death rates,
occur in the country. Aniong them are: schistosomiasis, malaria, filariasis,
and intestinal capillariasis.

Housing

A large proportion of FilipinOs. live in urban areas, and their housing
needs are growing. There ate-three broad categories of housing in the
country: the privately owned, made up largely bf typical single homes and
the few condominiums; the/rented homes such as apartments, dormitories
and boarding houses; and the shanties that make up slums which have no
legal status yet persist in major urban areas,

Many tend to detach the housing problem frOrn their consideration
of the environment, reducing it to fn issue of supply and demand. But

e environmental quality of housing detelopinents,including open spaces,
the turlounding comdgmities, location' and population densities, is very
much a part of the housing problem.

"Thccountry is confronted with chronic housing shortages. In 1,978,
there was a shortage at more than 1.6 milliotthomes. Currefit housing pro -
grammes are preoccupied with delivering quantity to meet the grbwing
need for shelteird the need for better housing qtiality has been neglected.

majcii tnvironmental actions,

Although the industrialization programme started many years ago, its
44I effects have' Only recently conic to official notice. As art immediate.

. step toward 't'he solution of she problem, the National Pollution Control
Cornrnalsion, in eo-opelittion with other agencies, particularly the armed
forces, has ordered all violators of stream quality standards in the Manila
Metropolitan Area to construct waste -water treatment facilities. Although
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Sophisticated development along Manila Bay means economic prosperity-and high
energy consumption, traffic jams and air, land and water pollution.

4
. .the response is slow, co-operation from industry and voluntary cornpliance

wt rules and regulations' is appearing. No new firm can be Tcgistered
,wit the Board of investment without securing pollution clearance from
the Commission. Under this arrangement; the f* concerned is com-
pelled tei install pollution-control devices. Note is also taken_ of any
smoke - belching vehicles for coVrective action. ,

Reduction of pollution from industrial sources; where abatement
technology is generally available, is hampered mostly by considerations-tf
cost. Presidential Decree 274 was promulgatedto.gtve incentives to install
control devices.

6The incentives include tax exemptions for equipment and
devices imported from abroad, and refunds of taxes already paid. The cost
of installing control devices may be deducted from the total income of the
firms in the preparation of income tax returns. This will eraturage indus-
trial firms to make greater investments in pollution control without neces-
sarily directing their competitiveness. .

AnotheNmportant act intended to control pollution IA the Pasig
River System in the Metropolitan Manifa area, as provided for in Pre'siden-
tial Decree 274, was the formation of the Pas. ig River Developm'ent Council
to develop the Pisig River as a tourist attraction.
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Other agencies attempting to control pollution, listed with their
responsibilities are:

1. Petroleum Institute of the Philippinesprevention and control of
oil pollution; the Institute has drawn up a contingency plan, for
coping with an.oil spill, -,-

2. Philippine Coast Guardenforcement of regulations on pollution
of seas and coastal areas,

a. Bureau of Customsprevention and control aPollution of ports
and harbours,

4. Department of Healthinvestigation of chemical waste and other
forms of pollution that aireit publiC tiealth,

5. Bureau of Minessiltation of river beds due to mine `tailings?or
disposal of other mine wastes,

6. Bureau of Fisheriespollution of inland waters and marine
fishing grounds,

7: Bureau of Public Worksdredging ofcanals and other waterways
in the Metropolitan Area,

8. Construction Development CorporatiOn of the Philippinesre-
elm:nation of foreshore areassin Manila Bay, and

9.- Laguna Lake Development Authority overall economic develop-
ment of the Laguna Bay region.

Routine inspections of factories are conducted by staff engineers of
the Commission. Violators bf regulations 'are called to a hearing and, if it
is warranted, the offending" are ordered to stop discharging
industrial wastes. A permit system enables the Commission to review
plans for pollution-control devicts.before they are installed so that altera-
tions can be made if necessary. _ //

There it much more to be done to solve environntal pollution
problems. The basic Method of enforcement by persuasion needs to be
improved. Information on the environment must be improved and regdar-
ly brought up to date. There must also be, a complete and continuing
industrial and municipal wastes inventory. Present water and air quality
monitoring systems are hampered by a shortage of staff and money, and
so not`enough is known about the amounts and types of pollutants dis-
charged into the environment.

A Workshop on Education and .Training Needs for Philippine En-
vironmental Programmes, conducted under the joint sponsorship of the
National Science Development Board 'and the National Academy of Sci-
ences of the United States in Manila in May 1974, recommended the
teaching of environmental education from primary sch"ool through univer-

Y .sity, and in b'oth public and private schools. It was high time that this
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subject be included in the educational system so that correct information
could be disseminated to the community through the schools, makin&the
people aware of environmental issues.

Environmental education is a continuing process in academic institu-
tions and in-service trairting programmes of agencies with planning respon-
sibilities. The Ministryof Education and Culture, through the School
Health and Nutrition Center, adopted an Enronmenta1 cation Pro-
gramme. The concepts, problems and issues 61f- environment ucation
are ;included 4in the primary and secondary school and university curricula.
Training programmes in planning agencies also offer opportunities for
furthering environmental education, for example in workshops attended
by planners, scientists and resource managers from a vsriety of organiz-
aig.As who may develop ecological approaches to project planning.

Although there are still few attempts to rationalize resource manage-
ment and planning, there are efforts by some government agenctiks to in-
volve outside organizations in tackling important problems. One result of
this is the creatiorkof and support for the Philippine Social Science Council.

Curriculum development in environmental education
. Definition, scope and role. Environmental education is a process of

developing a citizenry that is knowledgeable about the natural world and
man-made environments and about the ecologitial relationships between
human beingi and their environment; a citizenry that is skilled in in quiry,

Construction of a giant flood drainage systerh in Man
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investigative techniques, critical thinking and decision-making, that is
aware of environmental problems and is concbrned about the protection
and preservation of the environment.

Environmental education aims to develop in people a recognition of
their responsibility to maintain the environment so !hat it is fit to live in,
to preskve an environment of beauty and bounty in which man lives in
harmony. It seeks to develop in the learner a healthy respect for and a
stable relationship with his environment.

Enormous technological changes, the world's rapid growth in popula-
tion, and scientific and industrial progress have resulted in an environ-
mental crisis which poses a threat to the survival of the human race.
Human being's, themselves waste-producing organisms, should know how
to dispose of their waste in order to maintain healthful surroundings
conducive to healthy living.

Objectives of environmental education

General objectives

1. To educate the people in the prevention of pollution as a means
of improving environmental quality, and

2. To adopt practical measures in order to combat diseases and pre-
vent deaths caused by pollution.

Specific objectives:

1. To train a staff of teachers in environmental education,

2. To adopt practical strategies to control and prevent pollution of
air, water and soil, and

44

3. To create a system for educating students and the community.

Concepts for environmental education. There are many approaches
to developing concepts for the environmental education objehives. With
science education as a core, it may be correlated with either educational
schemes such as value .education, agricultural and rural education, com-
munity education- ind conservation education. We should also consider a
multidisciplinary approach if we are ito promote the "total education" of
the individual who shall be motivated to protect and improve the environ-
mint for his own well-being.

The scope and sequence of the conceptual scheme for environmental
'education is based on the ecological theme: The earth has finite resources
and all life depends on how successfully human beings can learn to
harmonize their use of the earth's resources with natural communities and
ecotystems.
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Five major concepts contribute to the development of the conceptual
scheme. Each statement under a major concept is presented in a learning
sequenceand the order of the sequence will be in the form of a 'spiral
developmeht', in which at each level of sophistication, the students pro-
ceed from the most basic concepts through the entire sequence as far as
their maturity and learning capacity will permit them to go toward under-
standing the fundamental concepts.

In primary school, the emphasis is on developing understanding
which will contribute to the children's behaviour as trustees of the natural
resources and as future deFision-makers and participants in the develop-
ment of the country. In 'secondary school, tese. teachings will be con-
sidered but there will be more' stress on problem-solving activities.

A conceptual scheme for environmental education might include the
five major themes listed below.

A. Living things arc interdependent with one another and with
their environment.

B. Organisms (or populikions of organisms) are the product of
their heredity and en7monment.

C. Organisms and environments are in constant change.
D. When matter chan1ges from one form to another the amount

of matter remains unchanged.
E. The economy of a region depends on the utilization of its

resources and technology.

A tractor replaces the buff

-Amos!!
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With these concepts as tools, teachers may guide their students to
discover what is in their surroundings, to place their discoveries in a pert
spettive that will encourage awareness and imaginative problem-solving
and develop an understanding of their relationships with the environment%

. Learning sequences are given below by grade: the language would be sim-
plified where necessary for the lower grades.

A. Living, things are interdependent with one another and with
their environment

Grade I learning sequence
1. Around the school are many different kinds of planti and animals.
2. Plants provide clothing, shatter and recreation.

8" 3. Animals are important to man because they help to serve many of our needs.
4. Plants remove essential elements from the soil.
5 Living things require water.
6. Plants, animals, soil and water are related to one another.

-hr certain species in balance with the environment.
4. Temperature, rainfall and other weather elements are important factors

'which should help Lis determine our use of the lend.
5. Inierganicdoil is formed by weetheringlir rocks, due to action of water,

Grade 11 learning sequence
1. Food is stored in leaves, stems, roots and seed in plants.
2. Plants are the source of Pl. food: animals usrtonvert and store this food.
3. Animals needlood, water, cover and space. *

4. Plants and aniinals live together and depend on each other for some of
their needs.

5. Water is matte available to living things by a cycle of evaporation and
condensation,

6. Moat-living things- depend on oxygen in the air..e__

Grade III caming sequence
1. Errgy sources involved in weather include the sun and the rotating earth.
2. aeen plants get matter from the environment for growth.
3. Plants provide thill8oil with cover end protection.
4., Trees help-in keeping water where we need it.
5. All living things fin ailly depend on green plants for food.,
6. Humans need the w#._antinatutai-erserforp*-41 well as for

their practical value.

Grade IV learning sequenCe
1 Plants and animate aredeperodent on each other and their non-living

environment.
2. The interactions of most organisms and their environment are reciprocal.
3c.:Natural priptipion is necessary in order to maintain a healthy populftion

wind, heat and cold,
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Grade V learning sequence .

1. A balance of nature is kept through the in ionship of plants and
animals and their non-living environment.

2. Organisms may suffer and die when an imbalance in nature occurs.
3. Increasing populations require an increase in food production to prevent eco-

logical decline.
4. Trees influence soil, water, wildlife and the landscape.
5. Individual interaction with the environment creates appreciation for the en-

vironment
6. The living world maintains balance through cycles.

Grade VI learning sequence

1. Man's use of streams, lakes and the sea provides him with many of his personal
and community needs.

2. Forests have many natural enemies (disease, wild animals, domestic animals,
man, fire and weather).

3. Plants vowing together form communities. Each member of the community
influences its neighbour.

4. Life within a group imposes duties and responsibilities as well as entailing
rights.and privileges.

5. Responsibility for maintaining an environment for life Sand fulfilment of
needs and interests is the relult of interaction between national and local
units of government.

6. Living things interchange matter and energy with the environment.

Lowy secondary stage learning sequence
T. Green plants:Capture energy froth the-sun ind-coirt5ine ii with rely materials

froth soils, water and air.
2. Plants store food the forms of starch, sugars, proteins, vitamins and

cellulose.

3. in one of nature's important cycles, nitrogen from the air is made available to
plants and animals.

4. In the carbon dioxide cycle, xygen is freed and returned to the atmosphere.
5. Plants keep the supply of ygen in the air constant through photo-synthesis.
6. In a biotit community, species tend to interact with one another and modify

the conditions of life with which each exists.
/. Species and environmental factors interact to keep animal population in bal-

ance in the community.

B. Organisms (or population of organisms) are the product of their
heredity and environment

Grade I learning sequince _

1. Each kind of plant and animal his certain needs. It den live only in places
where these needs are met.

2. Animals have a habit of living in a kind of place where they are able to satisfy
their needs.
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3. Plant growth depends in part on the amount of radiant energy received from
the sun.

4. Ea% kind of tree has its shape, bark, wood, leaves, flowers and fruits differ;
ent from others.

5. Animals and plants fit the place where they live.

Grade II learning sequence

1. Laing things are linked by their food habits.
2. Green plants differ from other living things in that they make food for the

living world.
3. Plants respond to light, gravity and water.
4. Plants are adapted to a wide range of environmental factors.
5. Special surroundings make things behave to suit these surroundings.

Grade 111 learning sequence

1. Different types of animals vary in their organic needs.
2. Living things are organized in form and function.,to carry on activities that

sustain life.
3. The sun's elements are all found in the earth.
4. Space on earth is limited. All living things occupy space.
5. Competition is the foremost of all relationships between living things.

Grade INearning sequence
1. Animals compete for space, food and shelter.
2. Environment determines the kinds of organisms which live in the community.
3. Living things reproduce and develop themselves in a given environment.

4. _Energy from_theiviusiSored in many forms.
5. The sun is the mator source of energy involved in the 'heather.

Grade V learning sequence

1. A living thing reproduces itself, develops and interacts in a given environment.
2. LivIng things capture matter from the environment and return it to the en-

vironment.
3. A natural habitat' has limited capacity for supOorting the organisms that live

in it
4. Wildlife must be conserved and controlled to prevent extinction.or over-

population.
5. Continued population expansion in a limited space creates problems with

food, clothing, shelter and recreation.

IF Grade VI learning sequence

1. A sense of beauty is essential to the well-being of man.
2. Many adaptations to changes in the environment are necessary from one

generation to another.
... 3l3. an is the only organism that can consciously modify its own environment.

4. e participation of citizens in a community ensures the creation of a socie7,--
in which all individuals can develop fruitfully. ,

s.
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5. Man can alter the environment of organisms in order to destroy or protect
them.

J/wer secondary stage learning sequence

1. The characteristics of a living thing arelaid down in a genetic code.
2. Living things reproduce and develop themselves in,a given environment.
3. Special environments require special adaptive behaviours.

organisms have limits of tolerance for environmental variations.
5_ Group living requires co-operation within and between groups in order to

maintain the best physical, social and cultural environment.

C. Organisms and environments are in constant change

rade I learning sequence
1. The air we breathe is the same on the entire surface of the earth.
2. Air contains water. Air receives water through evaporation.

. 3. Air supports combuition.

Grade II learning sequence

1. Nature and man shape the earth's surface.
2. The weather causes constant changes on the earth.
3. The water of the earth is in constant change.
4. Soil holds water.

Grade III learning sequence

1. Chemical and physical changes in the earth's crust change rocks into soil.
2. Soil erosion by water, wind, and gravity are examples of the constant change

occurring on the earth's crust.
3. Mountains are formed by folding and faulting in the earth's crust, by volcanic

action and by erosion of plateaux.

Grade IV- learning sequerice

1. Some rocks and minerals hake a plant or animal source.
:, 2. Minerals are classified according to origin and physical properties.

3. Air exerts pressure in all directions. Air pressure can do useful work.
4. Air contains dust and other pollution.,
5. The topsoil on which life depends is a thin layer of the surface of the earth.
6. A l'ack of balance in non-living things exists because of the changes of4he

earth.

'Grade V learning sequence
1, Changing environments affect living things.
2. Living thirigs have changed over the ages.
3, The oceans ate a source of minerals.
4, Some mining operations threaten other resources and are threatened by

depletion.
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,

Grade VI learning sequence

1. Soils are a combination of minerals, living organisms, organic ;natter, water
and air. .

2. Water is a self-replenishing and ,self-depleting resource, it is intermittently
replenished by precipitation and is steadilysdepleted by evaporation, perco-
lation and surface- and undergroundrunoff.

3. Forests are constantly undergoing change, and as they mature, and are
harvested or die, some species of plants and animals may be replaced by

others. ,

'4. Wildlife population are decreased by many natural and man-made factors.
5. The 'erosion and misuse of productive topsoil helped to cause the

disappearance of some nations. A shift in fertility of surface soil can cause a
shift in human population.

.

Lower secondary stage learning sequence

1. The planet earth has many examples of geologic changes.
2. Fossils are evidence of former plant or animal life.
3. Living things have changed through the ages..
4. Changing environments affect living things.
5. Man influences living things by changing the environment to meet his needs.

D. When matter changes from one form to another the total amount
remains unchanged

Grade I learning sequence .._
1. Water dissolves many substances.
2. Water expands when frozen. Vlarm water rises.
3. Wind is moving air.

Grade II learning sequence

1. Water evaporates to become,a gas (water vapour) and freezes to become a
solid (ice or snow).

2. Physical changes in matter can be both helpful and unhelpful

Grade III learning sequence
1. Properties of a substance affect its reaction with other substances.

2. Through the process bf decay or decornpositionfrorganic matter is broken
down to form sq humus.

3. In chemical or physical change, the total amount remains constant.
4. The sun's energy striking a surface is absorbed, reflected and/or transmitted.

Grade IV learningasequence

,i.

0 1. Weather forecasting ii
, 2. Chemical changes in

on the knowledge of the weather elements.
tier produce useful products.

3. Matter exists in seal, units called moleculesand atoms.
4. Atoms have weight.

IIP

4
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Grade V learning sequence

1. The constant compOsition of the atmosphere can be upset by the activities of
man.

2. Chemical changes in matter can be destructive or constructive.
3. KTiowledge of the concepts underlying combustion enables us to prevent

losses by_fire.

Grade VI learning sequence

1. Living microorganisms, fungi and small animals help to decompose the
organic matter in the soil.

2. Living things depend upobacteria in the soil to convert inorganic matter
into usable nitrates. g .

3. Weather management is carried out by smudge pots, trees used as windbreaks
and cloud seeding.

Lower secondary stage learning sequence e
i

1. Matter can be transformed to produce energy.
2. Some minerals are valuable forms of matter which can be converted to usable

products of energy.
3. Production of electrical energy is dependent updfi natural resources.
4. The use of electricity, synthetic materials and nuclear energy may not reduce

the pressure of depletion of scarce resources.

E. The economy of a region depends on the utilization of its resour-
ces and technology

Grade IV learning sequence

1. Trees and products from trees are vital to the economy of the community,
city, nation and the world. *

2. Fertile soil was partly responsible for the patterns of development and the
speed of advancement of technology.

3. Careful land management practices help to reduce the flood waters and silt
" that small streams empty into rivers and lakes.
4. Forests are important in hAF ing to p'rotect watersheds from droughts and

floods.f .
5. One phase of wildlife management is the proper control and manipulation of

-.habitats by men through (a) fire, cutting, and spraying, (b) flooding, (c) food
and cover planting, (d) lakes and stream improvement and (e) soil conserva-
tion practices.

Grade V learning sequence
1. Man uses the resoofoosefitie environment.
2. Wise use of community resources tends to assure their availability.
3. A nation's physical foundi--...±3 is its soil resource, and the nation's success

depends much on how well tffirsoil resource is managed.
. e oceans provide high-quality protein for the diet of man, and minerals for

his industries.
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5. Planting, experimentation, and selective and clear cutting, followed by
replanting and fire oasstroi are part of the work of managing forests'.

6. Carelessness that often results in the destruction of natural resources includes
soil erosion, fire, drainage and pollution of water.

Grade VI learning sequence
1. There are two types of resourcesrenewable and rion-renewable.
2. We hold title to and can as stewards or trustees freely use our natural resources.
3. The nature and abundance of a community's resources change during a life-

time. 1,
4. Various kinds of. industries will need to depend on the scientififf method and

scientific practices to solve their problems as polluters of the environment.
5. People cause pollution and destruction of natural resources, and people ei

citizens have a responsibility to conserve resources and prevent environmental

degradation.

Lower secondary stage learning sequence

1. Man has learned to conserve and improve soil-by using fertilizer and lime, and

by erosion control, irrigation, and other conservation practices.
2. Forest-management practices will sustain catchment areas and prevent waste-

ful lumbering and soil erosion.
3. A continuing and adequate supply of fresh water depends on the wise use and

development of water resources.
4. Industrial pollutants can be disposed of with minimum damage to the

environment.
5. Recycling of wastes can diminish pollution and depletion of resources.
6. Deep concern on everyone's part can lead to the enhancement of the

environment.
7. Growing population and increased demands for agricultural and industrial

products may cause pollution problems and the depletion of resources.

Strategies for introducing environmental education -

'In primary grades, environmental education concepts are integrated
into existing subject areas. In lower secondary, the first science course is
now Environmental Science. In order to be effective it must be related to
life situations and to the other subjects of the curriculum as well. This will
enable students to learn other subjects well and to relate environment to
such subjects, partictdarly advanced Science and Social Studies,

Preparation of curriculum and instructional materials. Various curric-
ulum development activities were initiated to enhance pupil achievement;
the' major undeftakings were the development of the Elementary Learning
Continuum (ELC) and the Experimental Elementary Education Program:

The ELC defines basic learning elements for all children and indicates
how these should be sequenced fbr mastery. Key Behavioural Indicators
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(KBIs) have been identified and are reflected in the revised ELC. The 5,
KBIs are deVelopment-oriented and contain values intended to remedy
certain weaknesses in Filipino learners identified by researchers. The ELC
has been fielded for tryout and the 1980 output consisted of a revised
version on the basis of analysis of feedback data. has assisted
with its printing.

The Experimental Elementary Education Programme started in the
school-year. 1978L-1979 and has now completed its tryout. It was designed
to satisfy the need for a curriculum which would produce good outcomes
in the basic skills. When finally. approved, the Programme will offer fewer
subje5ts in the first two grades to allow mastery of basic skills. In effect,
Science and Health subjects provide most of the content in learning English
while Social' Studies and Character Education provide most of the content
in Pilipino in grades I to III. It also providei a common work-education
curriculum for boys and girls which emphasizes the learning of values....

In addition to the ELC EEP, the following are Pupils' referenCes:ar

Soil conservation fl -We VI
Credit consciousness for K-grade VI

. Dangerous drug prevention education for K-grade VI
Agrarian reform for K-grade VI

. . '

Teachers have references on the same four to pics, as well as the fol-
i''lowing:

South;ast Asian Science and Mathematics Experiment
(SEASAME) Manual for teachers
Instructional package of literature, music and dances
and handbook for a self-teaching kit.

\
In addition there are pamphlets, radio and television materials, mod-

ules, a 'do-it-yourself the kit, audio-visual materials and evaluative instru-
ments.
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_Learners' activities

Examples of experiments. On the pages which follow a three thut-
lines of experiments undertaken in the elementary' and secon ary grades.

Area ANIMAL LIFE

GRADE I

Unit ; IHE EARTHWORM ITS HABITAT \

Part I. THE EXPERLMENT

1. We want to know: .

a), Where do earthworms live?
b) In what kind of soil do earthworms grow best? Why?
c) What do they do with the soil m which they live?

2. We Use.

a) Four open wooden boxes, 1'5 cm wide, 30 cm long, and 15 cm high
Box Acontaining clay soil
Box B containing moist soil with decaying leaves, grasses and twigs
Box C containing stony seilm
Box Dcontaining sandy soil.

b) Twenty earthworms of the same size sill species.

3. We do:
Fill the four wooden boxes with different kinds of soil as meli neZtabove.
The boxes should not have holes. Put five earthworms into each of the four'
boxes. Coyer them with netted bamboo strips to prevent the earthworts from
doming out of the box and at the same time allowing air to go into the boxes.

Divide the pupils into four groups, each iiroup to observe the box assigned to
if and to make a record of observations using the following or similar table..

Conditions observed Box A Box B Box C Box D Remarks

1. Number of
healthy earth-
worms

End of first week

End of second week

2. What difference End of first week
do you see in
their health? End of second week

3. Nulnber of casts End of first week
''' in each box

End of second week ,

4. New earth- End of first week
worms

End of second week
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4. We observe:

a) In which box are the earthworms healthiest?
b) In which box are there the most casts and new ealt.' hverms?

5. We learn: 4

a) How does moist,wormed soil with decaying leaves and grasses help earth?
Why?

b) What purpose do decaying leaves and grasses serve''
. c) Do you think earthworms are beneficial to people9 In whet way''

6. We propose to do:

a) Have an extension of the experiment by havnif a field tnpto a canal, to a
fannror to a creek. Where do earthworm, abound?

b) Why do earthworms live in these places

7. We. hope to make: .
a) Are there places in the school yard and 111 your own yards which could be

developed into wormeries? How can such wormeries be/fade?
ap) How would you like to make such wormeries iti/ke school yard and in

your home lots?. (Arrange to have wormerie;made in the school yard and
in the children's yard).

8. Reference:

Encyclopedia Britannica Jr., p. 214

IMPLICATIONS FOR' OTHER SUBJECT AREAS
r

1. Good manners and right conduct
a) In what ways can we show kindness for and appreciation of earthworms?

Should we allow the worms to die?
b) Should children play in places where earthworms are found? How?

2. Arithmetic: .

a) Count the number of earthworms in the different boxes.
b) Add the number of new earthworms to the number of 91d earthworms in

each box, In all the boxes.
c) Add the number of healthy earthworms. Add the number of earthworms

that are sick. Sub act the number of sick earthworms from the total ,

ngnber of earthwo s.

d) Me.sure the length, width, and height of' the boxes, the length of the
earthworms. .

e) How many casts of soil-are found in each box?
0 Have pupils count the number of worrricIsts found in their home lots.

3. Language arts. . ._.>

a) Tell short. stories about earthworms. Ask those who have h xperienCes
with earthworms to tell the class about them.

b) Read the observations made on the different boxes.
c) Call attention to the spelling of the words used in tf experiment.
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4. Social studies:
a) Lessons on the needs of earthworms. 'Why do they thnve in certain soil?
b) Why are earthworms important to farmers' To fishermen?
c) Health:. How can we save the unhealthy ones?

5. Music:
a) Singsongs of appreciation for the earthworms; Are they ready-made songs?

6 Work education
a) Prepare the boxes for the different soil. Weave bamboo strips to cover the
b) Collect different kinds of soil.
c) Develop wormenes in school and home yards and transfer earthworms to

farms and yards where they can multiply and build worm casts.
d) Prove the value of worm casts to plants in the school and pupils' homes.

Area : FOODS

GRADE III

ICJnit UTILIZATION OF GARBAGE/

Part I. THE EXPERIMENT

1. We want to know
Does garbage have value?

4X4

2. We use:
Banana and papaya peelings, eggshell, shrimp shells, headi`and bones of dned
fish, camote (sweet potato) lekves, darak (nee husks), chickens.

3. We do.
Buy two live chickens (chicken A and chicken B) of thOtne size and weight,
Get banana. and papaya peelings, eggshells, shrimp shells, heads and bones of
fish, camote leaves, darak.

The pupils are divided into groups.

Group I grinds the heads and bones of the dried fish. Group II chops the
peelings and camote leaves. Group III chops eggshells and shrimp shells,
GrOup IV mixes darak with 's small amount of water.

Next, groups I, II and HI all the refuse together. They feed chicken A
with the mixed refuse. up IV feeds chicken B with darak only.

Ir
4. We observe:

.1>a) Does chicken A liJto eat the mixed refuse?
b) Compare the weights of chicken' A and chicken B every week for one

month. Record your observations in the following table:

Chickens One peek TWo weeks Three weeks Four weeks

A

B
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5. We learn' :

a) Do chickens like to eat mixed refuse?
b) Is mixed refuse better chicken food,than darak?..

r' 6. We propose to do.

a) In school: We encourage our friends to place fruit peelings and food scraps
and waste in a receptacle and gather these for chicken food.

b) In the conuriunity We promote the use of fruit and vegetable peelings,
eggshells and other refuse for poultry food.

) 7. We hope to accomplish

Help people to appreciate the value of food refuse and to use it for poultry
food-. This should reduce dirty and foul-smelling surroundings.

Part II. IMPLICATIONS FOR OTHER SUBJECT AREAS

1. Language arts.
Teach such eipresMes' as banana peelings, chop, grind, garbage, feed, refuse,
camote, darak, mix together. Write a short paragraph on how garbage can be
of value. Read the paragraph and invite discussion.

2. Arithmetic

Weigh the chickens using, kilos or pounds. Compute how much money was
saved when chickens were fed with the mixed refuse.

3. Social studies.

How does using waste help the corinnunity?

HIGH SCHOOL

Unit II HOW MA ,IC LIQUIDS AND GASES

Topic A-Tressure of liquids:
Experiment 2Downward pressure of water

lase
a) We want to know.

To analyse and compare downward pressures of water of different. depths.
Which has a greater dOwnward presnitre, deeper water or shallower water?

Phase /I
a) We use:

Two-foot-high can, water, two -foot` -high supporting stand, corks, metre stick.

Phil* IIJ
,a) We do . .

Bore five holes of the- side of the can, which should be bored four inches (10
cm) apart from each other from the tipper part of the clumping downward.
Place the can on the supporting standAlose.the holes with corks, Fill the can
with water. Then start removing the corks from the holes starting from the
high eft hole to the lowest. Measure the distances of the places where the water
falls from the foot of the\suppOrtingatand.. r
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I;)Pe'observe:
Whig} of the five holes pours water farther from the foot of the supporting
stand? .

Which of the five holes pours water nearer to the foot of the supporting stand?

What are the downward pressures of water aethe different 1epths as indicated
by the distances of the holes from the upper part of the can or from the bottom?

Downward pressures of water '

a) ar 4 incloes (10 cm) fronthe bottom
b) at 8 ," (20 cm) " ,, ,,

c) at 12 ". (30 cm) " " "

d) at 16 " (40 cm) " VII 111

e) at 20 " (50 cm) " 11 11

c) We learn:

tIbs/inch or gm/cm?

,, Ill lt III /1 ep

lt 11 tt 11 ,, 9
so " t, t 1 11 9

Data Inferences

st 1. Why does the water from the holei fall on 1.

different places it different distances?

2. Why does the water coming from the lowest 2.

hole fall farther from the foot of the stand/

3. Why does the water coming from the highest 3.

hole fall nearer to the foot of the stand?

4. What can we therefore conclude? .

f

Phase IV

I

a) We apply:

How do we make use of water pressure in our homes?
How do the Water Authority construct water main pipes and sevndary pipes
to the homes"
How much water do the homes, farfrom the water source of the reservoir, get'
How much water do the nearer homes get?
How can the principles of water pressur; be applied to irrigation of lands?,

Phase V
4 Moral and ethical implication

What problems confront farmers in using an irrigation system?
Why do two fam"dies living in a two-storey building compete regardingithe use
of water faucets?
Do the homes receive an equal amount and pressure of water tram the central
system?

\_.

How must the water main and secondary pipes be constructed so that the con-
sumers Oiill not quarrel?
Do the lands of the farmers getting water from the irrigation systems receive
equal amounts and pressure of water/
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Expenditure

, Philippines

Indicating the government's strong commitment to environmental
protection.is goverrunent expenditure fOr environmentally related pro.
grammes. li% 1978, it amounted to 882,000,000 pesos (II) distributed to
the agencies whose primary functions are related to natural resource man-
agement, pollution coptrol and environmental planning.* For every P 100
spent for environmental protection in 1978, approximately P 93 went to
natural resource management, P 6 to environmental planning. and 1 to
pollution contrdk Expenditures since 1980 will probably amount to more
thah one thousand million pesos yearly.

eo-

p Approximately 7.65 peso. = one US dollar.
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A look at the future

Proper environmental education in our schools can bring environ-
mental pkblems to the awareness of our people. Art awareness of these
needs will in the years ahead give new dimensions to the trends in the edu-
cation 'system by focusing on the study of the environment as related to
social problems. Environmental education should be oriented towards the
questiot of the human value rather than the material value.

Discussions are in fact under way at policy-making level in the Minis-
try of loducation to bring in Environmental Living as a major subject area
of the elementary education 'culum. The subject might be divided
into (components such as the ;. l owing:

Living in'a Socio-Economic Environment (incorporating aspects of
sociology, history; geography, economics)
Living in a Cultural Environmerrt (incorporating aspectsof-Music,
Art, PE)
Living in a Physical and Biological Environment (incorporating
aspects of Scienfe, Health)
Living in a Work Envirornent (incorporating aspects of work and
livelihood).

Environmental education should be not just conservation education
concentrating only on the study of ecology and pollution.' It must also
stress environmental concepts in the context of the social and behavioural
sciences. - ,

Select references

Philippine snment 1978. NtiOnal Environmental Protection Council. An Infor-
mation . book. Manila, 19/t. i

Primer or: ,, don, Alamin ang Kapaligtmn Special Projecj, 1979k Ministry/of Public
Information. An Information Handbook. Manila, 1979.

Annual report 1978. National Pollution Control 'Commiasiod
Primer on Philippine envbunrnenta I decree& National Environmental Protection

Council. .
,- Annual report of ilie'llirector,Rureau or Elementary Education 1979. Manila,

December 1979. ,, -
. El -,
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Bulletin of the Unesco Regional Office
) for Education in Asia and the Pacific

Number 22, June 1981

REPUBLIC OF KOREA

by Chung Kyu Charn

Introduction
1

% The Republic of Korea has a population of about 35,000,000 and, in
1978, had an annual rate of population growth-of 1.8 per cent.

Due to rapid industrialization since 1970, the country is now faced
with grave problems arising from pollution of the environment. The his-
tory of emcirofunental "education is short in the Rpublic of Korea but
everyone is aware of its importance.

Environmental problems and issues

National mandates! An Environment. Preservation Law was intro-
duced in 1977, for the purpose of preventing hazards to public health and
sanitation due to pollution of the air, water 'and soil, and for the purpose
of preserving the environment properly, thereby "contributing to the im-
provement of national health.

,, In order to preserve the environment and combat the problems of
pollution, the Office of the Environment, a governm. ent organization, was
established in 1978: It has three bureaux: for Planiing and Adjustment,t
for Preserving Water and for Preserving the Atmosphere. This office deals
with the nation-wide problems of water and air pollution arttl preservation
of the natural environment.

.
A Charter for the Preservation of Nature was adopted in October

1978. The text, in translation, of this charter appears on pages 166 and
167.

i The Saemaul Undong (New Community Movement), which is a
nation-wide campaign for improving living conditions and standards in
both rural and urban areas, includes efforts for -the preservation of the
invirorunent.

. . .

Nation-wide campaigns for the preservation of nature are being under-
taken both by`the Government and by various civil organizations, such as:

1. National Council for Nature Preservation, '
2. National Association for Protection of Wild Animals, and
3. Korean Alpinists Associations.

(

I
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Oyster farming on the southern coast

I
Major environmental problems. The environment in the Republic of

Korea suffers from a large number of sources of contamination, mainly as
a result of the rapid progress of industrializatiOn. Some of the problems
are as follows:

Problems related to national development

1. Culture beds along the seashore are damaged by industrial sewage,
2. Crops and farmlands are damaged or contaminated by the use of

chemical ;insecticides and fertilizers containing such heavy metals
as mercury or cadmium, and

3. Waste from mines and sewage from cities contaminate rivets and
reservoirs, killing fish and other aquatic life.

Problems related to everyday living

1. Inhapitants' near industri4 complexes, are 6ccasionally repohed to
get skin and respiratory dideases,

4
2. People have been poisoned by teafood contaminatLed by industrial

sewage,
3. Factory workers have been poisoned by ,heavy metals such as

mercury,
4. Due to imperfect disposal of sewage from cities, problems hake

arisen concerning the pollution of the drinking water. supply, 'ant
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5. As, the amount of fossil fuel used for industry increases, air pollu-
tioi by sulphur dioxide, hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides has
taken place and is becoming a threat to national Health.

, .

Problems related to globlil ecology. .
1

1.Pollution of the sea by oil discharged from ships has been report7/
2. Radioactive substances have been reported to have leaked from
- atomic power plants, and , ,

3. Considetable amounts of sulphur' dioxide) nitrogen. dioxide and
hydrocarbon compounds are released into the atmosphere y oil
comeustion 'and may affect the global ecology.

Major environmental actions

Government action

As we have seen, the Enviromitent Preservation Law was introduced
in 1977, the Office of Environment was s-established in 1978, and the .
Charter for the Preservation of Nature was introduced in 1978.

6%4

Civilian action

1. Warnings or reports of dam* by pollution are given by the mass
_media.

2. Varfous civilian Organizations mentioned above are engaged in
efiorts to presirve therenvironment. These organizations aze, sup-
ported Barfly by the Government.

One of the most important joint effOrts is a project called the Nature
Preservation Movement. It started in 1979 as a national campaign to show
the public the vital importance of environment preservation and to encour-
age action to protect the natural environment from hazards and pollution.

.... It was formed by the joint efforts of the government and civilian organ-
izations concerned.

'4- a
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The project's objectives are to:, , e
1. Carry out activities for preserving thtt'environment, '

it«.
2. Cleanse the natural environment, - -, ,
3 Offer education and guidance in environmental preservation
4. Establish and manage facilities for environmental' preserve

and'.

4

5. Find and report damage to the environment.

People throughout the county are asked to partkip.ate, especially in
the civil services, and all schools are requested to join the project, which
undp4takes the following activities: -

1. Reitarin" g the natural environment whhe it Ms been damaged:4
2. Prdtection and repairing of natural and historical resources of

cultural value,
3. Cleansing neighbourhoods,'rivers, rnotm
4. Education.in environmentapreservation.

The project's special feature is that it will be continued for many
years and is being carried out by thejoint efforts of the government and
the people, alLof whom are urged to participate.

Environmental education

There is one undOrgraduate course in natufe conservation, and there
are two graduate schools for environmentestudies. These educational
institutiops aim to educate specialists and teachers in environmental pre-
servation.

Curriculuin development in environmental education

We are living in an age when our hopes for a happy'and satisfying life
arc crustrated by the drstruction of thematu environment caused by the
poffution of water aid air, and by the tes produced by industrialism...,
izatjon. In addition, we are fac with new inds of hazards such as noise,
vibration', and -Pesticides and o er poison s chemical substances. Tv k
help restore our natural. environment and to' free it of such hazards, en-
vironmental educajtion conducts systematic studies of the issues and prob-
lems of the natural environment and its improvement, and ensourages r

awareness of the biosphere and its problems.

We face serious. environmental problims arising from various causes.
Pollulion,of all kinds is being caused by rapid industrialization without
proper waste control, while the number of cars on 'theroads is increasing.'
at an annual rate of 15 per cent a year anl use of energy.by 8.5 per cent a j/.

r. There h rapid expansion of urban areas due to population growth!'
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and a tapid hicredse in the number of sewage plants, which nBw total
,901. There are also a scarcity of drainage systems in cities and a Awn-

ige of money to spend on the prevention-of pollution.
,--0-The. objective of envirOnnontal education in primary and secondary

school is to give pupils general ideas about environmental preservation and
about hazards caused by pollution. This objective applkato education of. ,.the general public as wsll.. - . .

In an 'effort to ease the environmental problems which result, special-
ized environmental education aims to train experts to deal with these,
problems find to develop new technology and methods for solve them.
It also analyses environmental data and( conducts research an4 investi-
gations into methods of environment preservation.

'
.

Opening day; at a kale primary

)Ihe country has not
for environmental e
intends to prepare th
schools, environment
leges.and universities, students of engineerilik departments and agriculture
departments take envirfttmental education as a separate subject.

Preparation of instructional materials. The objectives and concepts of
environmental, education are presented in textbooks and through audio-

_ 71

yet prepared concept maps or concept sequences
as a basis for curriculum development, but
e near future. In all primary and secondary

cation is included in existing subjects.' In col-
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visual materials. An example of a learning sequence for graduate students
in Environmental Hygiene is as follows: 1

Carbohydrates, proteins, lipids, minerals
and vitamins.
Chemical properties of nutrients.
Methods of analysis of nutrients.
Food preservatives, synthetic sweeteners,

etic_colouring agents ancLothers.
P sical and chemical properties and food
ad ves.
Methods of analysis of rood additives.

Chemical and microbial intoxication of
food.
Treatment of food intoxication.
Chemical and physical properties of drink-/

,ing water.
Methods of analysis of drinking water.

r Physical and chemical analysis of water
pollution.

L Treatment of water pollution.
Chemistry of air pollution.
Methods of analysis and treatment of air
pollution.

1. Nutrition

2. Food additives

3. Food intoxication

4. Drinking water

5. Water pollution

6. Air pollution

/ Learner activities. Few activities are undertaken by pupils in primary
.*nd secondary schools except attending classes in which they learn

through textbooks and teachers. Undergraduate and graduate students
undertake some experiments, investigations and field work, guided by
professors. -11P

Mechanism and procedure for curriculum development. Various jour-
nals, textbooks and research reports are published by governmicnt-commis-
sipne4. academic bodies or universities. For example, the Korean Nature
Preservation Association and the National Council for Nature Preservation
have issued journals and instructional materials prepared by specialists.

Teacher education

'eacher sducation programmes. One teacher is assigned to take
charge of environmental education in each primary and secondary school.
These teachers are given special training by the National Council for
Nature Preservation. They a/e trained to instil in pupils a love of nature
and the urgent need to preserve the environment.
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'Children discover living things outside a large apartment complex.
op

All teachers at primary and secondary schools are .required to be
trained to give instructions while 'teaching subjects related to environmen-
tal preservation.

Spechil teaching materials. Government-commissioned' academic
bOdies prepare and prOvide to teachers various education materials suit-
able for environmental education.

f
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Young women working' in a modern greenhouse

Implementation

A government committee; htaded by the while minister, draws up
national policies and co-ordinates programmes of environmental education
at different levels, through the work of other governmental organizations
such as the Office of Environment. -,, C ,

"Administration and rnanigement. '.11ith the support of the govern-
ment, a nation-wide organization of civilians concerned with preservation
of the environment was estkblislied,,called the National Council for Nature
Preservation. It undertakes' environmental education for all people
through its nation-wide-branches and various other organizations related
to the conservation of nature. ` -,,

Evaluation. A government 'survey indicates that, up to 1979, the
following ad been:achieved through erivirorrental educaticaN.,

' 1. Awaren s of the importance of preservation of the chvironment
had increased; - - .....-

2. The public had participated actively in campaigns' to keep the
environment clean, including communities and nearby rdountains

WO and rivers;
. , 3. Environmenta) education had become a separate subject to be

learned by everyone, and many people had attended lectures on
the subject;

4
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4. Increasingly more materials for environment education were'bein$
prepared, and

5. Academic activities in research and investigation had been invig- ,
orated.

Future directions

Environmental education will be directed toward making pupils and
the students aware of harzsth and threats to huntaititY resulting from
contamination of the biosphere. Methods and techniques for preserving
and protecting nature and its resources will be taught. The learning of the
Charter for the Preservation of the Environment, the Law of Environmen-
tal Preservation and Environmental Hygicne will be included in the curric-
ulum.

Through mass communiAtion and lectures by specialists, the diffu-
sion of environmental information to the general public will be continued
to encourage among all people the awareness 'that theiluture happiness
attd even the survival of humanity depends on preserving nature and its
resources.

-10.1&-.
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SINGAPOAt

by Richard lam

Aroduct ion

In 1970, the Member States of the United Nations adopted a resolu- .
tion concerning development for the 197 80. decade. The resolution
began, "Recognizing that the level of living o °tintless millionsof people

bk

' in the developing part of the world is still pitifully low... and that while
a part of the world lives in great comfort-and even affluence, muclrOf the
larger part suffers from abject poverty. . . in the conviction that develop-
ment is the essential path to peace and justice, governments dedicate
themseffes anew to the fundamental objFctives enshrined in the Charter of
the United Nations, namqly to create conditions of stability and well- #
being and to ensure a minimum/standard of living consistent with human
dignityilthrough economic and social progress and development."1

The resolution adopted for developing countries recognized the need
for a development policy based on converging efforts in social and eco-
nomic undertakings.

It4thus tried to reconcile two opposing forces: the desire for economic
growth and the increase Of production necessary for social and economic
investments on the one hand, and the consideration of the spiritual side of
man ai the ultimate goal of 'development, economics representing only
one means towards this end on the other.

The Republic of Singapore, like oiler Member States of the region,
has been making rapid economic and social gains; only to find that such V/

development can bring new probler to the total environment. ."1
Environmental problems and rues ,

Geographical description. The Republic of Singapore has a population
of just over 2.39 million (mid-1980) living invan area of 616 square kilo-
metres. This gives a FOI?pulation density of more than 3,880 people per
square kilometre, the second highest in the world. The islandel Singapore
i1mostly flat with the highest hill no more than 166 metres.

1. Excerpt from a Resolution of the General Kasemlily of the tlitite.d Natioris (1970/.
2726/XXV), reprinted International Journal' of !frank Education /(XVIII/2,
p.74).
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Much of Singapore is tropical garden, but intensive building hat
encroached upon this.

Situated almost oncthe equator, Singapore has high annual rainfall,
high humidity and warm teipperature, conditions which can foster rapid
bacterial growth, organic decomposition and the propagation of disease-
carriing insccts.

National policies and directions.. Singapore's physical, geographical
Cand climatic attributes together with the current rapid pace of urbanization

and industrialization make the island vulnerable to environmental pollu-
,tion. Hence; keeping Singapore clean is a crucial problem. There are good
reasons for seeking to make Singapore a clean, healthy and green garden
city. /7% clean and litter-free city raises natioilal morale and civic pridrand
mean? a great advantage in attracting tourists and industrial investments.
More importantly; a clean pity will improve health and living conditions.

Early efforts toward control of environmental pollution relied main;
ly on providing an efficient. public cleansing service with little or no

1 /-177
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community participation. It was soon realized, 'however, that without
public co-operation even the most effiCient service cannot achieve the
desired results.

As a result, in 1968, the "Keep ingapore Clean" 'campaign' was be:
gun in a national effort to make Singapore one of the illeanest countries in
the world. A National 'Campaign Committee was foi4ned, beaded, by the
Minister ff_.r, Health and comprising representatives from government minis-
tries, statutory boards and private organizations who !planned and co-
ordinated the activities of the campaign.

A preliminary' measure w,as&he amendment of outdated public health
laws and the enactment of more effective new laws. 'Mei:provisions of the
new'laws had to be publicized and explained to the people during the
period.of the campaign to gain the acceytiance of the majority.

These national educational campaigns, usually lasting a month, have
been repeated since 1968 to reinforce the public's awareness of their
responsibilir and rOle in improving the quality of the environment.
Specific health hazards have been highlighted each year. In 1969 the
focus was on ate mosquito health nuisance and in 1970 it was on environ-
mental pollution problems. The following is a list of the campaigns from
1968 td 1976:.

19613 Keep Singapore Clef
1969/ Keep Singapore Clean and Mosquito-Free
197U s Keep SingapOre Clean and Pollution-Free ,_.

1971 Keep Singapore Pollution free
,1973 Keep Our Water Clean
1974 Food Hygiene
1975 Better Food for Better Health
1976 Combat Infectious Diseases

Model of new Singapore Science Centre
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Like most major cities f jte world, Singapore is also confronted
with the problem of pdllution of thc environment resulting from rapid
urbanization and industrialization. The government realizes that economic
development should not belt the expense of icKial improvement because
economic development has as its objective improved welfare, including the
health of the community.'

Formation of the Ministry of the Envihmment. A major step for-
ward was made -in 1972 'towards a better environment for Singapore by
the formation of a new)Minisey of the, Environment.

This ministry took over the responsibility of environmental health,
including public cleansing, 'from the Ministry of Health. It also took over
sewage and drainage works so that all anti-polluion and related matters
could, nOw be dealt with by one ministry, leading to more effective action.

The, objective of the Ministry of the Environment is to maintain a
high standard of environmental public health .and cleanliness through
preventive and other control measures. ilts functions are:

1. Environmental public health control;
2. Sewage and water pollution control; and
3. Drainage control and flood alleviation.

I

. , Public health in the working environment is a matter of concern.

I,
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Under the environmental public health division are porgy health
services, epidemiological investigations, vector-borne disease control, food
hygiene control, hawker control and licensing, and public health aka-
tion. 'Environment' therefore embraces a wide area from the prbvision o£
modern sanitation to food hygiene to keeping Sit-411)0re clean and disc*-
free. ,

Major environmental problems and issues
' Land scarcity. As one of the sew densely populated states in the

*world, Singapore must cope with heavy demand for land space. Many of
its environmental problems are related to urbanization and the rapid
development of land. The problems are aggravated by the rapid growth of
industries and public housing programmes and the ever-increasing demand
for commercial land in the city centre.'

Industrialization and pollution. Rapid industrialization and urban-
ization have increased not only demand for water but also discharges of
industrial and domestic effluents. Water and air pollution are subjects of
concern for environmental control.

Singapore has no abundant natural water supply so there is a need'to
conserve water. Water is supplied mainly for drinking, domestic and
industrial use,' public cleansing and fire-fighting. Consumption must be
met within the constraints of land scarcity and high population density.
Apart from impounding run -off from the central protected catchments,
runoff watev from unprotected rural catchments is also now used for the
water supply. Use of thils lower-quality raw water requires effectiie pollu-,
tion control and proper catchment management, -through provision of

'advanced treatment processes.

Water pollution is mainly caused by the indiscriminate discharge of
refuse, debris and liquid waste into watercourses. Therefore, ,Water flow-
ing in drains and canals must not be allowed to be polluted or littered.

Solid waste disposal. With a high population-density, growing pace
of industrialization, improved standards of livingogreater use of packaging
Of Consumer goods, and rapid building awl demolitign,' die amount of
refuse being disposed of is increasing.' Currently, about 2,700 tonnes of
refuse are dumped daily in sanitary land-fills or incinerated in a modern
incineration plant. 'The latter metliod, now used for about half of all
rubbish, offers a long-term solution for Singapore, with its land scarcity.

>Vector-borne disease. Among the important infectious diseases
endemic in the country is dengue haemorrhagic fever (DHF). This disease,
transmitted by the Aedes mosquito, was first. reported in Singapore in
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1960. It then became endemic with occasional outbreaks. Major epi-
, depics occurred from 1966 to 1968 and in 1973.

The problem of DHF is that it is a clfie ase associated with urbaniza-
tion and development, and the creation of,man-made breeding habitats in
homes, and construction sites. But education can play an important role
in theicontrol of the disease.

Food-borne disease. The presence of large numbers of street vendors
selling food to thefrPublic poses a problem p f maintaining food hygiene
because these hawkers .generally lack proper facilities for preparing and
serving of food. They also 14.tk proper disposal of discarded wastes, which
are thrown on roads and into drains, leading to littering and pollution of
the watercourses. Street vendors also create traffic congestion, especially
in the city area

. In order to eliminate this problem, while recognking that hawkers
provide relatively inexpensive food, the government in P971 embarked on
a programme to build 'food centres' to house all 'hawkers so that they
could conduct their business in conditions conducive to good fold and
personal hygiene. These 'food centres' are provided. with a water supply,
wash areas, sewer connections, protection against pollution, lighting and
electricity.'

Even with int roved dines, hAtivever, knowledge of'tood and per-
sonal)hygiene may be inadeq te. This is also true'for other food estab-
lish:fients like restaurants and c ffee shops. Health ettucation is therefore
important for hawkers and other "fOod handlers to gain knowledge of
hygiene and to prevent serious outbreaks of food poisoning, viral hepati-
tis, typhoid or cholera.

Environmental education in schools

Environm tal education is not tau t as a sabject in school, but
subjects in thye ool curriculum include onrnt related to the study-of
ecological d to onmental education.,

In primary school grades III to VI, emphasis is placed on the main
theme `Man and his Environment' in the science curriculum.

In the secondary school forms III and IV, students can take the sub-
ject 'Human and Social Biology' which includes environmental st ies.

School participation in mass cnvironmcntalicducation. S ools have
been actively involved in the National Campaigns since these were first
lanrtched in 1968. Students take part in competitions such as slogan and
poster designing, quizzes, debates, oratory contests and essay and song
writing. Talks are given by guest-speakers, principals and teachers during
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assemblies and lesson-Reriods in most subjects, particularly Science, Civics
and Education for Living.

Seiencescansp. This is basically a field-based biology camp that is
conducted twice a year during school holidays, for both pre-university
students and selected teachers-in-tiaining (Certificate of Education 'A'
level teachers). It was initiated in December 1978 by the Singapore Sci-
ence Centre. Field studies of ecological systems include freshwater life in
the stream and the pond, coral reef life, the mangrove habifat and other
aspects of land and water resources usage. The objective is to create a
solid understanding of nature around us and the environmental implica-
tions. for Singapore.

Education of the general public
. .

Non-formal environmental education aims first at informing the
public about environmental health problems and teaching positive health
measures that should be adopted to confront these problems. The health
problems are those that come under the charge of the Ministry of the

'Environment, as indicated above. \'
Public education is commonly carried out through massive campaigns

and more recently by smaller-scale programmes on specific topics such as
fo,od-bome disease, DHF and proper disposal of refuse. Brief outlines of
same of the more important of these programmes:

Clean environment and anti-pollution. This educational project aims
at creating public awareness of the consequences of littering and pollution
of our lind and watercourses and suggests ways of preventing this from
happening. An eight-panel exhibition display hat been produced. Colour

-slides on various aspects of pollution management arc also produced.

Food hygiene. This project is aimed at all food handlers, to encour-
age a high standard of hygiene in food preparation and handling.' Colour
slides are produced for educational talks, as well as a series of educational
pamphlets and posters. Articles are also written for public magazines,and
publicity is given on television.

Vector-control education. This campaign educates the p ublic on the
breeding habitats of the Aides mosquito, which transmits dengue fever.
As the habitats of the mosquito are man-made receptacles, the people can
counter the disease by taking preventive measures suggested by the govern-
ment. Colour slides as well as pamphlets and posters are produced for
educational talks. Exhibits are also made for display at schools and com-
munity ViEntres. ;

Proper disposal of refuse. This project aims to encourage the public
to dispose of their refuse in a proper and hygienic manner. Parfiphlets are

*IN
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Young pupils have easels and try to draw birds and animals.

produced and distributed widely to householders and shopkeepers. The
message is also highlighted in the press.

To stimulate public participation, educational and publicity materials
are produced and distributed. Following the campaign, the exhibits are
moved to several community centres throughout the island.. Publicity
materials bearing educational messages are also made fqr transmission over
radio and 'television, and the mifiktry's staff deliver educ;tional talks in
schools and commtwity centres, which often follow up with community
projects such as 'clean-up' of the- ii.Isurhood.

Teacher-training in environmental ton

,Teachers-in-training receive instruction on the various aspects of eco-
logicaliand environmental education through one or troth of the following
pre-service courses:

1. Teaching of Biology Science (for Diploma of Education students),
and .

2. Teaching of Science (for norf-grallOate teachers).

Each course includes discussion of how to teach and to create among
students greater awareness of and commitment to ecological, environm
tal and social issues that have urgent national and international sfgnifican
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Implementation of environmental educationi

II

IAdministrative arrangements for mass media. Mass campaigns usual-,

ly involve the use of newspapers, radio and Television to disseminate the
educational message. The governinent-owned radio and television stations
in Singapore co-operate and support the ministry by producing news
documentaries, interviews, panel'discussions and advertising slogans. The
local press provides coverage of campaign activities.. Editorials often voice
support of public campaigns.

4.

Daluation of programmes. This takes two forms:

1. The Ministry of the Environment holds environmental health talks
at schools. At the end of the school talk, accompanied by colour
slides, questionhakres are used, to gauge the knowledge acquired
and the understanding of concepts.

2. Major public environmental education programmes are evaluated

- by surveys taken before and after implementation. The indicators
of effectiveness for soule activities would be a drop in the health
problem wheb survey, and for others a decline in, for example,
food handling offences in a prograr9me to improve food 'hygiene

' practices.

'Costs. The education section of the Environment Ministry has a bud-
get of about 270,000 Singapore dollars per year.* The estimated annual
costs for the five financial years prom 1980 to 1985 are gin below. Each
year shows an increase of about 15 per cent. .

1980
19

82

-. S$270,000
S$310,000
Si355,006.

1983
1984
1985

S$410,000
S$470,000\_____
S$540,000 -0

* Approximatelypproximately 2,2 Singapore dollars (S $) = one 'US dollar.
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SRI LANKA

by A.A.M.R. Panamaldeniya

I ntrociction

In Sri 1.anka the importance of the protection and improvement --of
the environment has gained constitutional recognition.

In Chapter VI (The Directive Principle of ate Policy and Fundamen-
tal ties), the Constitution of t Democrat], cialist Republic of Sri

, Article 27 (14), declares:v'The State all protect, priserve and
improve the, environment for the benefit of the community."

In the same chapter, Article 28 (f) laysllown a fundamental duty to
all citizens: "To protect nature andconserve its riches." his to-be noted,
however, that the provisions or Chapter VI do not confer or impose legal
rights or obligations, and are not enforceable in any court or tribunal.

The significance of these provisions lies in tUe fact that they should
guide Parliament, the President and the Cabinet of Ministers in the enact-
ment of laws and governance of Sri Lanka for the establishment of a just
and free society.

Summary of legislative acts affecting environmental management
Legislation to prevent pollution of rivers, streams and the atmosphere
1. Crown Lanlisrl Ordinance and Act (1947-1949).

These give e State the power to take measures to prevent pollu-
tion of public lakes and streams.

2. Thoroughfares Ordinance, and ,Act (1861-1953).
These make it an off/nce to throw rubbish or other harmful
objects into rivers and canals.

3. Colombc; Municipal by-laws.
These forbid the 'corruption' of water by chemicals.

4. River Valleys Development Board Act (1949-1965).
This gives power to the Board to make by -laws to prevent pollu-
tion of water in its area.

5. Water Resources Board Act (1964).
This requires the Board to advise tfie'Minister on the prevention of
pollution of rivers, streams and other watercourses.

6. The .Nuisance Ordinance (1862-1946). ,
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7. Colombo Municipal Cotkricll Waterworks Ordinance (Chapter 208).
This forbids pollution o? streams, reservoirs,41tqueducts and other
waterworks belonging to the Council by:

causing the water of any sink, sewer, drain, steam engine or
boiler, or other water belonging to any person or under his con-
trol to run into any Council water reserve or supply;
bathing in or allowing a dog or other animal into any stream,
reservoir or aqueduct, and
throwing rubbish, dirt, filth or anything else that could cause
harm into any stream, reservoir, aqueduct, hydrant, surface -box
or other,Council waterworks.

Legislation to conserve natural resources

1. Mines and Minerals 'Law (No. 4 of 1973).
This vests absolute ownership of certain minerals in the Republic.
It regulates mining, prospecting for collection, processing, and sale
and export of minerals; provides for the health, safety and welfare
of workers in mines; enables the compulsory acquisition or requi-
sition of property for any corporation established to develop the
mineral industry;, and provides for other related matters.

2. Water.
Proposals to draft Acts to protect springs, rivers, lakes and tanks,
to control and regulate their water and to prevent pollution have
been submitted by the Water Resources Board to the Minister.

3. Soil Conservation Act (Chapter 450).
This provides for the conservation of soil resources, prevention or
mitigation of soil erosion and protection of land against damage
by floods and drought.

4. Fauna and Flora Protection Ordinance (Chapter 469) as amended
by Acts Nos. 44 of 1964 and d 1 of 1970.
This deals with the establishment and maintenance of Strict
Natural Reserves, National Parks, National Reserves, Jungle Cor-
ridors and Intermediate Zones.

5, Water Hyacinth Ordinance (Chapter 448).
This seeks to prevent the introduction and dissarkination in Sri
Lanka of the plant known as the water hyacinth.

'6. Plant Protection Ordinance (Chapter 447).
This legislates against the introduction into Sri Lanka and the
spreading of weeds, pests and diseases hatmful to useful plants.

7. Forest ,Ordinance (Chapter 451).
This consolidates and amends the law relating to forests and the
felling and transport of timber.
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/ 8. Felling of Trees (control) Act (Chapter 452). ,

This Act provides for prohibition, regulation or control of the
felling of trees.

9. Fisheries Ordinance (Chapter 221).
This:Ordinance amends and consolidates the law on fisheries and
on tgaking and protection of fish in Sri Lankan waters. It provides
for registration of fishing boats and regulation of the fishing indus-
lry.

10: Chank Fisheries Act (Chapter 213).
This regulates the taking. of chank shells, beche-de-mer, coral and
°theta shells; and controls thank fisheries and the export of thanks.

1\1:-Pea 1.1 Fisheries Oriknance (Chap 214).
This amends and alholidates e law on pearl fisheries.

Forest law ,

The Forest Ordinance tact No. 5'6\of 1979 was passed by Parliament
on 38 August 1979. This sets out ppnishment for offences as follows:-
1. I risorunent for up to five years is mandatory for the following

off ces in a Reserved Forest':
7 Making a forest clearing,

Setting a firt,
.Felling,
Transporting forest produce,
Possessing forest produce, or

-7 Breaking up land for cultivation, or other purpose.
2. The same tem1 of imprisonment is mandatory for anyone who

abets the commission of an offence listed above.
3. Imprisonment for up to two years is mandatory for the following

offences in other State Forests:
Felling,
Transporting forest produce, or
Quarrying coal.

4. The same term of imprisonment is mandatory !of'. anyone who
abets the commission of an offence listed above.

5. Imprisonment for up to six months 'or a fine or both will be im-
posed for the-following offences:

Failure to comply with the order of a Forest Officer, Police
!Officer or other authorized Officer to stop a motor vehicle, boat
or tart, and
Obstructing inspection bf a motor vehicle, boat or cart./ 6. All goods used in the oonunisirOn of a forest offence will be

confiscated, .

'A
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7. Impriionment r up to a year or a severe fine oi.both will be
imposed o anyone who is convicted of having hindered an
authoriz ficer in sh'e performanct ckeduties undei the Forest
Ordinance.

8. Nev4 regulations are framed for certain forest and police officers
to enter any private timber depot, timber yard, saw mill or carpen-
try *Red and deal with unstamped or unmarked timber found
there.

9. Courts are empowered to dispose of forest produce a trial.
10. Handsome rewards will be paid to informers of forest offences and

travelling expenses of witnesses attending courts will be paid. '

Major environmental issues and concerns

Environmental problems affecting Sri Lanka are mainly due to in-
C re s in population and exploitatioioof our natural resources for devel-

opm

One of our major natural resources is forest. Sri Lanka has a land
area of 25,332 square miles, or about 16 million acres. In 1956, 45 per
cent cif this land area was under forest. Now only 25 per cent of the land
is under forest. In 1948 the go dilation of Sri Lanka yia, seven million;
it has novel increases) to 14.5 million. It is therefore clear that an increase
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in population results in a reductionof forest area. This reduction has
been due to:

1'. Clearing land for farms, Plantations and human settlements,
7. Gathering wood, for fuel, and
3. Cutting timber for direct or industrial use.

Clearing land for development has had adverse etfecon the environ-
ment. These are:

1. Pollution of water resources,.
2. Soil erosion,
3. Destruction of wildlifeparticularly birds, elephant and deer, and
4. Increased salinity. (--
With the construction and expansion of irrigation schemes, provisions

are made for new human settlements. 'These settlements and various
industries have !mad out to form low-density suburbs. At the same timap
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the eitieyare congested and suffer from anti slum conditions. The
development of settlements has aggravated health problems, mainly by
pollution of land, water and air.

Exploitation of mineral resources is vital for' a developing country
like ours and is indispensable for modern industry.

- Two of the oldest industries inn Sri Lanka are gem and graphite
mining. After mining, the pits are abandoned: Water collects in them and
the pits become breeding places for mosquitoes, resulting in the spread of
malaria and other water-borne diseases.

Excavation of beach sands for minerals like monazite and ilmenite
along the north-east and the southern coasts, rock blasting to -clear naviga-
tion channels for !Ishii% craft and exploitation of coral reefs have all
resulted in deterioration of the sea.

Major aiwironmental actions

1. The Forest Department is now reforesting about 8,000 hectares
(20,000 acres) of land. This is being done to improve production as well

to protect the environment. The major trees useciare teak, eucalyptus,
pinus and' ipil

2. A Division of Environment has been set up undeI' the MMiavei
Dev/lopment Board. The maim- function of the Division is to conserve the
environment and the witdlife in it while allowing planned exploitation.

5. A Coast Conservation Division- of the Fisheries Ministry has been
established to prevent the pollution of the ,coast, sea erosion and the indis-
criminate exploitation of the coaiial areas.

4. Sri Lanka has estal1lishea" a Man-and-the-Biosphere National Co
mince, which has undertaken a large number of research programm
concerned with monitoring and improving the environment. Reserves c

set aside with the idea of conserving plants and animals and also in der
to conduct basic expertinental research.

5. Various voluntary organizations concerned with environment
protection have been set up, for example the Society for Protection of
W}Idlife.

6. Enviromiental education has been introduced to the school cur!
rkulum for grades Ito XII.

7. Regulations to prevent forest fires are being strictly enforced.
Legal reformParc to be introduced shortly,

8. A central agency has been set up td monitor the affect of develop-
ment programmes on the environment.
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9: A new unit has been set up to co- ordinate all activitiesconcerned
with conservation of forest resources, forestry and envirqiunent.

10. A scheme is in operation giving priority to tree planting and en-
vironment improvement in `all projects, both public and private, which
affect the physical environment. The Ministry of Land and Land Deelop-
ment has declaied that all public agencies and private developers beginning
or engaged in the construction of any new buildings roads and channels
must set apart a portion of the land specifically for the growing.of trees.

4r:Ta

Curriculum development in env' education for schools
Scope and role. The enviro t, ity definipon, comprises the sum

total of physical and human resort es.

There are in Sri Lanka more than three Allion children of school
age. Hairs and their environment are interdependent, and the undis-
turbed functioning of this interdependence is necessary for human beings'
physical and mental health. Therefore this subject should be given an
important place in education. Conservation of the environment is a kind
of hygiene for, society and as such belongs in education. -1 --

In- school organization. Environmental education has been intro-
duced into- school curricula in Sri Lanka from primary school onwards.
Environment is not titught as a separate subject, but it has been integrated
withother jubjects at different levels. For the primary school child,
environmeal, education is promoted through experiences from Science,
Culture, and Society. In grades VI to VIII, environmental education is
integrated with Social Studies and in grades X, XI and XII a large part of
the Biology course consists of environmental education.

The objectives of environmental education in primary school are:
1. To develop the pupils' ability to observe and understand the

t nature of their immediate surroundings;
2. To develop the pupils' ability to handle apparatus and carry out

simple experiments;
3. To help the pupils understand that living and non-living things in

their surroundings are necessary for healthy and comfortable
living; and

4. To develop correct attitudes and values.
70.

The curricular content includes the study of the location and native
of houses around the school and the material of which the houses Ire
made. Also included are: water and its uses, how water is polluted,
streams, rivers, lakes, soil and soil erosion, cultivation found around
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houses, local foods pots and pans acrid local transport. All are introduced
in a very simpk manner and.by observation followed by a series of
questions.

In grades VI to VIII, environmental studies have been integrated with
Social Science. The objectives are:

1. To understand the surroundings in a systematic way;
2. To understand that the present condition of the environment is

due to a variety of influences;
3. To use simple equipment to observe the environment, and record

and interpret data;
4. To develop an attachment to the country and one's locality;
5. To appreciate beneficial practices that are accepted by society;
6. To develop wholesome attitudes towards the environment and its

natural resources, and
7. To understand the importance of conservation.

The content of the curriculum of grades VI to VIII is as follows:

Grade VI. Location of- the school, histatical background of the
an't1 its social evolution, local inhabitants, geographical nature of-

the locality (rainfall, temperature), natural resources, industries, kinds of
employment, needs, stars and planets we can see.

Grade VII. Origin of the earth, nature of the earth, origin of life on
earth, ancient man, races of man, beginning of civilization, nature of the
island, history of water resources, history of social life and administration
of the island.
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Grade VWFood and agriculture, chenas and home gardens, culti-
vated p ts, fisheties, population and health, irrigation, industrialisation
and dev lopment. ,-

\In grade X, environmental education is integrated with Science; in
grades XI and XII it is integrated with Botany and Zoology.

The content of the curriculum in these grades includes the relation-
ship between environment and organismr; pests and pest control; nutrition
levels of the community; science, man and the biosphere; major biomes of
the world; natural vegetation of Sri Lanka in- relation to topography; rain-
fall temperature; natural resources and their exploitation; pollution of

.water, air and soil; and causes 'and control of pollution. t

Out-of-school activities

The Field Studies Centre programme. This is,an environmental study
programme designed to serve the needs of the advanced-level science
student*. A field study centre is based on a natural resourcesuch as a

16 forest, lagoon or river bankwith one or more schools providing organ-
izational support. The programme has as its major aim's:

I. The study of the environment at first hand; ..
2. The provision of opportunities for pupils' to work with scientists

and experts;
3. The fostering of wholesome attitudes toward the environment;

._. 4. The provision of assistance in ettvironrnestal studies to specialized
agencies and the National Science Council, and the doctunentAtion,;
of Sri Lanka's fau.na and flora; and .

5..Making it possible for youth to be leaden in the conservation-
, of nature and to use the environment as a source for learning.

!v.

I
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Conservation and energy project clubs. These, are planned for all
secondary schools using the provision in the advanced-level timetable for
eight p per week in addition to the- teaching of four required sub-
jects. t is hoped that students and teachers will use extra timetable
periods to extend the activities of these clubs. Among the objectives of
the programme are:

1. To help students acquire manual and swial skills-under the opera-
tional conditions of project-based activity;

2. To develop attitudes which will encourage students to seek new
,ways of using national resources;

3. To develop attitudes which will help students perceive threats to
the environment and take, necessary action;

4. To develop attitudes which will help them cope with energy
scarcities;

5. To teach about fuel and energy-saving techniques; and
6. To acquaint pupils with known methods of economically gener-

ating power.

The.proposed activities of the clubs include:

1. Growing trees in the n ..urhodd;
2. Helping in rfforestatio . mes;
3. Participating in recyclin rojects;
4. Learning about water-course protedtion;

'11\
5. Adopting neighbourhood forests and groves for environmental

studies; -

6. Planting fast-growing fuel-yielding trees mkt; as the ipil ipil;
7. designing and building windmills;
8. Designing and building Iplar heaters and other solar-powered

devices;
9. Designing and building firewood-saving hearths, and encouraging

their use; and
10. Learning about the activities of energy project clubs of other

schools through the exchange of papers andvarticipation in study
camps and seminars.

It is planned, to add 'to the project club functions the organization of
creative societies, as required by the Invention Incentive Act of 1979. 0
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_ THAI LAND

by Kowit Vorapipatana and Vanli Prasarttong-Osoth

Introduction

For many Thai school teachers the term `environmental education'
may still be an unfamiliar oner although they may already be imparting
such knowledge to their students without identifying it Is such. It is a
term, hoivever, which is becoming very important to educator* and curric-
ulum specialists together with other new concepts such at population
education, drug education and consumer education, and which can be
identified in curricula from the elementary (primary) school level up to
university, in both in-school and out-of-school programmes.

Environmental problems and issues

National mandate. Under Section 65 of the Constitution of October
1 74, which is currently in effect, it is stated that "the State shall main-
tain the balance of the environment and eliminate pollution that is damag-
ing to public health." This statement indicates national awareness and
concern about environmental problems and shows the way for construc-
tive attempts to solve such problems.

In 1975, the Improvement and Conservation of NationarF.nviron-
mental Quality Act was promulgated and the National .Environmental
Board (NEB) accordingly established.- One of the most important func-
tions of the NEB is to recommend an environmental dallopment policy
to the government. Such a policy was drawn up by the NEB, and has now
been approved by the Cabinet. The policy comprises six chaptets: Gen-
eral, Management of natural resources, Pollution control, Population
distribution, Conservation of nature, and Environmental education.

4,

Major environmental problems. Thailand is now being confronted
with increasingly severe environmental problems. There are three back-
ground situations which contribute to.these problems.

1. Population increase. Although the population growth rate has
been _ou.siirdecline as a result of intetisified family planning programmes,
both government and private, the growth rate still averaged around 2.5.

- A
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from 1973 td 1978. Population projectioils for the period 1970-1980 are
shown in Table 1. These indicate that each year Thailand has to prepare
to meet the needs of more than an additional one million people. ,

2. Poptilation distribution. Concern over population isnot limited to
size alone but to distribution as well. Population density is highest in
Bangkok (perhaps three thousand per square kilometre) and lowest in the
Northern region.

3. Utilization of new technology' in agricultural' and industrial pro-
duction. The use of more fertilizers and insecticides in agriculture in
ortkr to improve yields has led to degradation of the soil, and to water
pollution. Promotion of industrial development utilizes more energy and
also frequently pollutes the environment with industrial wastes.

(

Table 1. Population projections* 1970-1980 (in thousands)
)

Year Whole Kingdom Males Feniales Population per sq. km.

1970 36 3.70, ''` 18 251 18 149 70.88.-
1971 37 485 a 18 815 18 670 73.05 .,1

1972 38 592 19 373 19 219' 75.21
1973 39 693 : 19 930 19 763 77.36
1974 40 782 20 479 20 303 79.48
1975 41 869 21 028 20 841 81:60
1976 42 950 21 579 21 381 83.70

1977 44 039 22 125 21 914
4.

85.85
1978 45 100 ,22 660 22 440 87.90
1979 46 142 23 185 22-957 89.93
1980 47,173 23 704 23469 . 91.94

* The projections are based on the 1970 Population and Housing Census, National
Statijtkal Office, adjusted for under-enumeration.

With the above background, 'the. following environmental problems
have emerged.

., 1. Problems concerning the management of natural resources
41

a) Forest areas. Forest areas in Thailand have been decreasing
I rapidly in the past decade. 'According to the National Statistical.

Office, in 1975 forest areas constituted only 22.45 per cent of the
total land area. The major causes of this decrease are clearing of
forests for cultivation, and commercial logging (and poaching).

b) Soii. As Thailand is primarily an agricultural country, the
majority of Thais dePend very muclvpon the richness of the soil for

li6
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cultivation. The rapid increase in population -leads t9 a constant
dernaral.forThore land (an, increase of around 2.6 per cent per year).

'New areas may have lbw cultivating quality: in some of these areas
rice-yields may be only one fifth of those in the better areas, In spite.
of new clearing, the area of land uffder cultivation per family his

decreased fro ill an average of rai per family in 19.6A A° 11.6 rai
per family in ,.075 (dne-rai equals 1,600.sq. m.).

c) Unbalanced spatial distribution. There are great differences in
sizes pf population among various cities and communities, causing
difficulties in the organization of public services.

d) Water resources. Water shortage is still .a major problem in
certain areas of popVation, where rainfall volume is ina equate both
in terms of personal necessities and ccgnomic productio

2. Environmental pollution. :.
a) Water pollution.' In certain parts of the main river; where there

is a high population density, the water is heavily polluted frdrii both
domestic as welt, as industrial wastes..

b) Ene?g5cutilization. With ,hie great increase in the price of im-
ported petroleum prOducts, Thailand has to concentrate more and
more upbn the development of local energy sources; such as -natural
gas and lignite. Any undesirable effects.such development may have
upon the environment need to be ahticipatedand precautions taken.

c) Other pollution such as air, noise, garbage and rubbish. These
problems are spreading from the cities to the towns and villages.
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Deep floods on Bangkok's superhigInvay, 1980

,Tremep7oIly heavy traffic creates both air and noise pollution, for
example. Also, thobsands ofdeep wells have been bored to pump up
ground water to meet the city's demand for water. This has led to,
land. sinkage and flooding p s of Bangkok because the city is
only about 1.5 metres above tn seilatl.

. .

, 3. Moves to save environmental problems. One of the mai .6. r ern-
ment actions to solve environmental problems was the' declarat the
Improvement and Conservation of National Environmental Quali t in
175.. Under this Act, corkservatign meaiures.are regarded as co-operative
efforts among various governmental agencies and no agency has been
assigned the sole authority_and responsibility to undertake such measures.

-Under the Fourth Five-Year Development-Plan 81) the fol-
lowing measures were laid, out:'
.."-- .

i
1. Short rm measures i \..

a) ReTevant- laws and regulati?ns such as those concerning' city
planning, traffic, fpods arid beverages,' control of industries, and so
on, have to be strictly enforced to" prevent environmental problems.

, h) BUdgetary supp-ort must. be given.to those environmental Bevel-
'

.
opment projects whiab are urgent problems or else promote environ-
mental quality.
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c) The participation of public as well as private agencies must be
encouraged to work to preserve the environment.

2. Long-term measures

a) A National Environmental Development Plan should be formu-
lated tQ serve as a guideline for governmental activities.

.thrdx
b) Co-operation in environmental efforts among governmental.

agencies stnust be stimulated to produce mutual benefits in terms of
exchange of information and technical knowledge. Such co-oper-
ation will ensure that all efforts will be made within the national plan
and environmental development policy.

c) Controls and standards for environmental Iality should be
established so that government and private agencies can use them as
guidelines in developing projects. By weighing the advantages and
disadvantages these agencies can avoid projects that might have a bad- ry
effect on the environment. Firm regulations concerning water and
air quality as well as the operation of fisheries must be declared to
ensure more effective control.

d) Recommendations should be submitted to various agencies con-
cerned fOr reorganization of their administrative system in order that
Omsk, may conduct environmental *ties effectively.

ej Public relations activities sh be organized to stimulate
public awareness of environmental matters. Training in environmen-
tal education can help government personnel plan and carry out
activities in their respective agencies to promote management and
reconstruction of the environment.

f) City planning must be completed throughout the country with
careful consideration of environmental problems.

g) Industries must be properly provided with preventive measures
for environmental impact control before their estabfishment can be
authorized. The government must also strictly enforce the regu-
latts concerned and close those industries which fail to observe
Ahem.

In additiOn to the above broad outlines,educational activities are also
part of the combined effort to promote environmental quality. In the
Thailand National Educational Scheme 1977 it was stand under Section
6, Item 52, that "The State shall undertake to cate the awarertmitts of
the .importance of conservation of natural es and enviro t as
well as population education." ,
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iCurriculum dent in environmental education

Definition, scope and role of environmental education. From the
above-mentioned Thailand National Educational Scheme 1977, environ-
mental education may be interpreted as a learning process to create an
awareness of the importance of conservation of natural resourifs and the
environment, and to induce responsible behaviour towards such- conser-
vation. Thai educators have further elaborated on this definition, specify-
ing that it is a learning process:

where students will acquire knowledge and understanding about
the environment which they will be able to apply to their daily

' lives, as appropriate; <

--t which induces proper attitudes and values concerning environmen-
tal and related problems among students; and
which makes students realize their ole and responsibility personal-
ly as well as in the community, inwenting or solving problems

. of the environment and in helping to preserve the life of the earth.

Objectives and strategies for environmental education. The objectives
of environmental education may be summed up in general as follows:

a) To induce knowledge and understanding about environmental
problems and their causes as well as ways to prevent or solve such
problems on a personal as well as ,.a social basis.

b) To create an understanding, about the "interrelationship b etween.

humans and theit environment.
c) To induce an awareness of and interest in the environmental prob-

lems, both present and past. ,

d) To induce, proper attitudes, values and ra sense of responsibility to-
, wards conservation of the environment.

e) To demonstrate effective and economical utilization of natural
resources.

f) To enable learners to make their own decisions properly and
rationally in solving environmenta problems.

g) To enable learners to utilize their knowledge about the environ-
ment in creating and improving the standard of living on a per-
sonal as well as a social basis. *

.

The strategies. Thailand has a completely revised school curriculum
from grade I (elementary level) to grade VII (lower secondary level) since
1978, on a one grade-pr-year basis. ,. ,

At both the elementary and secondary levels there are certain corn-
n characteristics. For example, the new curricula are designed to be

------,. '
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More factional, vdth much morc integration and less concentration on
esoteric subject matter. The curriculum at each level is designed to be
complete in itself.

With regard to environmental education for both in-school and out-
of-school programmes there is one basic approach, the problem-solving
method. It can also be said that the learning experiences are more process-
onented than content-oriented: Differences among levels of education do
exist to comply with the specific purposes and-emphases of each.

Elementarjaprimary) level (grades I-VI)

i The new elementary sc1)6o1 curriculum, introduced in 1978, is no
longer mule up of separate subjects, but is divided into four integrated
gronitk of experiences. They are, first, basic skills, which include language
and computational skills; second, life experiences, which inch)de social
studies; environmental studies;health education, and others; third, charac-
`ter education, covering tick's such as ethics, arts and physical education;
-and fourth, work experiences, providing some pre-vocational trairting aid

orientation.

The new curriculum aLsp has three basic orientationsfor Individual,
`local and community growth, and for national development. Environmen-
tal education can be integrated easily and effectively into such a curricu-

N
Mai especially in the secondlife experiencesgroup. Contents relating to

'environmental .concerns in 'the elei ntary school curriculum are listed
according to grade in Table 2,overle

ti

Study of fort or vital resource (grads V)
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cussionifoNows exploration.

.

Table 2. Contents relating to environmental concerns in the ,

elementary school curriculum

Grades Topics

Grades I and 1:1 1. Mow to clean the house -
2. How to dispose of hoitsfholdgirbage ,

3. How to help keep the school environment clean,beautiful and
healthy

4. How to behave according to school rules and regulations
5. How to keep our community beautiful

Ill and IV 1. Proper foods to eat for good health
2. How to use household medicines

3. Consequences of the destruction or plants and animals in dur
surroundings

4. Some laws and regulations coniernink animal conservation, /
protected areas and national parks -

5. How to keep our home clean, tidy and healthful .

6. COnservation of natural resourpes such as the earth, water, 4r,
and trees in Thailand

Grades V andVI I . Foods to be avoided-
Responsibilities as 'a member of a family and the conuni9ity --

3. Conservation methods concerning the earth, forests, an
4. How to conserve natural resources in Thailand such as trees,
1 minerals, animals, and water

Chemicals in our life such as medicine, insecticides, fertilizers,
and detergent, and how to utilize them safely and properly
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In all the teactingfiearning process at the first level, considerable use
will be made of community resources. Out-Of-classroom activities are
encouraged. . *

Secondary "level (grades 141-All: three years of lower-secondary and
tjtree years of upper-secondary) -
The new lower-secondary, curriculum is divided into five semi-inte-

grated areas. Within one subject area there is considerable integration (see
Table 3 below).

Table 3. Structure of the new -lovkr- secondary curriculum
.

Subject area

Core - Elective
Periods of study ';

per week per year
'Maximum periods of study

per week per year

Gnide VII Grade 011 Grade 01 Grade VII Grille VIII Grade DC

.1. 4gMit
1

Thai 4 4 4 2 -6
Foreign - 6 8

'2:Science and
. Mathematics w

Science 4 4
,

4
Mathematics 4 4 6

3. Social Studies 5 5 5
- ,

4

4. Character Droel-.
°merit
Health and Physi-
cal Education 31 3 3 , 2 4
Art 2 2 6

5. Work Education 4

Woik 4 4
Employment ,6 - 6 12

Total 26 26 20 20 46

In this structure an integrated approach is adopted 'to environmental
education by combining it in the areas of social studies and science. At
this level the emphasis has been broadened to cover national development.
Contents at the lower-secondary stage (grades VII-IX) appear in Table 4
on the following page.

e
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Table 4. Contenti relating to enviromnental concerns in the
,lower- secondary curriculum

Grade Subject area and topics

,Grade VII -, &Jena
E How to prevent or overcome water pollution
2. Utilization and conservation of minerals
3. Relationship between humans and their environment

52$3118iitt
4. Environmental conservation at the provincial level
5. Environmental effects on daily life on a regional basis
6. Rolei and responsabilities towards the community
7. Regulations on the conservation of our surroundingso1

Grade VIII \- Science

1. Soils and their conservation
4.1 Socil Studies

2. National conservation of natural resources: forest, animals,
water, Ka, air, minerals, populations and others

3. The role and responsibility of ,the individual
4. Regulations oath), preservation of animals

Grade IX 119110

1. Effects of population increase on the environment
2, HO* to adapt the environment to the benefit of daily living
3. Causes of deterioration of the environment
4; Causes of water and air pollution and Wow to prevent them
5. Garbage and its disposal
6. Soil degradation
7. Effects of energy utilization
8. Preventive control of noise pollution
9. How to work toward a balance in nature

Elective courses
F-

Humans anftheir environment

- Population distribution and 'peoples' occupations as related to
the environmento

utilization of resources; environmental .problems; environ-
mental pollution; prevention and revision of laws concerning
the environment. .

Thai society

Various social problems in Thailand and how to solve them:
/poverty; land holding for cultivation; illiteracy; crime;-
juvenile delinquency; drug, traffic;' migration; food defic-
iency; shuns; strikes and national security.

2 3 a
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At the upper secondary stage, environmental education is included in
a manner similar to the lower secondary stage approach, both by integra-
tion in the subject areas and by elective courses in social studies.

Out-of-school. Environmental education is also being integrated into
all levslirf out-ofschool education. The functional nature of the
try of Education's out-of-school programmes, with their emph on
problem solving, makes integration easy. In addition to the Ministry of
Education other agencies, both governmental and private, participate in
out4f-school education activities, sucri as radio and television programmes,
articles in newspapers, books, journals, pamphlets, special lectures and
exhibitions.

Procedures for curriculum development and preparation of instructional
materials

,
ment for both in-school and out-of-achool education is the responsibility
of the Ministry of Education. The two major departments involved in this
task are the Department of Ed'ucational Techniques and the Department
of Non-Formal Education.

Responsible agencies. Curricidum and instructional material devtelop-

The 9epartmeiii. of Educational Techniques (DET) conttins the Cur-
riculum Development Centre (CDC), which is responsible for constructing
syllabui and curriculum material, and the Educational Materials Develop-
ment Centre (EMDC), which is responsible for developing inatructional
materials4uch as xextbboks, supplementary readers, source books and
teaching aids (see organization chart of DET and the CD(). There is no
special unit directly in charge of environmental education, since it is inte-
grated into the whole curriculum and responsibility for it has been assign-
ed to all sections concerned with curriculum development at all levels.

The Non*Ormal Education Department is in charge of developing
the curriculum and instructional materials for out-of-school education.
Responsibility for environmental education is assign a in a manner similar
to that in the DET.

Procedure for development of curriculum. In general the develop-
ment procedure follows the same general pattern: evaluation of past cur-
ricula; preparation of draft objectives, principles and structure of the new
curricula; and development of a draft syllabus. Depending upon time and
budgetary factors, the procedure may or may not include the trying out
and revision of the drafted materials before final implementation.

in all development procedures the participating personnel are recruit-
ed from every subject discipline, using subject matter specialists as well
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Position and Organization of
the Department of Educational Techniques (DET)

and the Curriculum Development Centre (CDC)

Ministry of Education
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Administradon Elementary 1
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Secondary
Curriculum

Curriculum
Development

Co-ordinetion Deveiopment Development Training and
Evaluation

Edscationei

Guidance

11

To Regions
and
Provincial'

as teachers at all levels concerned. The specialists and teachers are not
, limited to the Ministry of EdUcation" alone but can come from 'univeities,

other, governmental irs- gencies or private organizations. For exanple,
experts from the National Environmental Board of -Thailand, the Depart-
inent of Conserfation, the Facility or Forestry of Kasetsart University, the
Vacuity of Environment and Resource Studies of Mahidol University, the
Royal Forest Department, the Ministry of Agriculture, or the Association
for ponservattn of Wildlife may be consultedor invited to serve on the
curriculum development committee.

Preparation of instructional materials .

Instructional materials such as textbooks, teachers guides, teaching
aids, source books and supplementary readers are prepared by the respon-
sible agencies on a committee or individual assignment basis. Two exam-
ples of such projects appear below. (Private publishers are also allowed to

lo
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Thailand

Sr.

c.

Studying soil quality (grade V)

drielop textbooks which must be submitted to the Ministry of Education
for approval before they can be used as textbooks in schools).

Project for preparing a source book on Conservation of Resources and the
Environment for the first and second levels

e subject of Conservation of Resources and the Environment, part
of the Social Studies,is taught as an elective subject at the lower-secondary
level (grades VII-IX). In order to helj teachers deal effectively with this
new area of environmental education, and to afhieve the goals identified
in the curricUlum, a workshop for the preparation of a teacher's manual
was organized by the Population and Environmental unit of the Curricu-
lum Development Centre.

The participants of the workshop were 15 representatives from lower-
secondary schools, educational regions, the Curriculum Development
Centre and,other agencies concerned. The partilipants were divided into
small groups to write the following units: (1) Principal and primary resolu-
tion of Conservation of Resources and the Environment; (2) List of refer-
ences beneficial to teachers; (3) Exanuilcs of teaching units, methodology
for selecting problems, how to set the iimes and use audio-visual media;
and (4) Appendix. After revision of the first version, the manuats were
produced for distribution to schools.

Special features

The teacher's manual for Consifttion of Resources and theEnviron-
ment prepared under this project is different from its predecessOr because
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it emphasizes the problem-solving approackto teaching. The manual in-
cludes various kinds of environmental problems students are likely to face;
the teacher can select the problems in the manual considered to be the
most important for the local community. Moreover, teachers are encour-
aged to raise other problems, Which may not be covered in the nranual but
which match existing ones in the students' own locale, following the
teaching and learning techniques in the manual as examples.

Project for preparing a source book on Conservation of Resources and the
Environment foi the First and Second Levels

Resources and Environment Conservation is a subject DI the area of
Life Experiences, taught at the primary level, and is 'an elective subject at
lower-secondary level. At present, there isou lack of iourcegibooks oh the
subject for teachers teracquire additional knowledge, and the Educational
Materials Development Centre, (EMDC) is undertaking a programme to fill
this gap. Objectives of the project are (a) to give all teacherssupplemen-
tary knowledge on thf conservation of resources kul the environment; (b)
to provide students and interested persons with basic knowledge relating
to this subject; and (c) to promote knowledge, understanding and we-
ciation of education on resources and the environment among ti1TVeople
concerned.

The EMDC was asked to identify and appoint a group of qualified
persons from the higher education institutes with experience and expertise
in thig field to write -the manuscript in accordance with the curriculum.
After fhe manuscript had been draL%sli tpecialisas were appointed by the
Department of Educational Tect6q revise.and edit the manuscript,
and then recommend it for approval to the Ministry of Education.

Special features

The source book has many illustrations, various data of resource
utilities and a list of wild animals protected by the 1975 Act, with both
their coMmon and scientific names.

At present thers are available in the market several supplementary
readers in environmental conservation for both the first and spcorta levels,
prepared by the Ministry of Education and privatepublishers. As we have
seen, a teacher's guide in the teaching of environment and conservation of
natural resources is now being tried out for the secondary level. In this
useful manual, a number of teaching units are introduced as models for
teachers. Each unit focuses on one s.xisting environmental issue problem.
Teachers are encouraged tolect the units which concern issues on

ti
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problems relevant to their localities, or to develop their own teaching unit
using the model unit as a guideline.

Teacher education

There is no special training fOr teachers of environmental education
At the certificate level. In the pre-service teacher training programme elec-
tive, enyitonmental science courses are offered under general science.
Grada'ate training in environmental studies is provided at universities such
aj Kasetsart, whichOffers an M. Sc. programme in Environmental Science,
and Mahidol University, which has two master's degree programmes. One
Of these is an M. Sc. in the Tedmology of Environmental Management,
offered by the Faculty of Environment and Research Studies; the other is
an M. Ed. in Environmental Education, offered by the Faculty of Science
and Humanities.

For the elementary and lower-secondary levels no special training-in
environmental education and out-of:school education is considered neces-
sary for teachers' who are teaching this subject in an integrated form. The,
teacher's guide and some in-service training on the teaching/learning pro-
cess are considered adequate at present.
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Fenn* directions
With the population increasing at the rate of over one million eactr,

year, leading to an expected doubling of the total population within the
next 20 years or so, environmental problems which are closely related to
population size have gained more and more attention from the govern-
ment as well as the general public. In the out-of-school sector, the empha-
sis is on environmental problem's due to detrimental effects of the devel-
opment process. For in-school education, more-emphasis is expected to
be put on the individual's interaction with his environment, and on
responsible participation in community activities to preserve and improve
environmental conditions.

A recent development which concerns environmental education is
the recommendation' proposed by participants of a Seminar oil* the 1m-
portance of Energy and Food Policy to National Survi ed by
Mahidol University in September 1980. The recomm ation states that
"The state must campaign vigorously to make people realize the necessity
of saving energy and food, utilizing all forms of education and mass com-
munication. . If approved by the cabinet this recommendation' will
become the area to be emphasized in our future educational programmes.

40,'.1C_
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THE UNION.OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIerk,

by Sergei S. Khromoy
, .

Environmental problems and issues

In the Union bf Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) the solution of
environmental problems is regarded as one of the State's most important
political, economical and social tasks. Clause 18 of the Constitution of
the USSR states: "Inthe interests of present and future generations the
necessary measures are being taken in the USSR to ensure the conser-
vation and scientifically founded, rational utilization of land,.its Mineral
resources, the plant and animal wealth, and the preservation of the purity
of the air and water, thus ensuring the reproduction of natural resources
and improvement of man's environment."

Right from the early years of Soviet power, a number of decrees
(No. 1 was on "Land"), laws and statements haVe made it possible to
regulate the use of the country's most importabt natural resources.

In the 1950s and 1960s, laws on nature conservation were adopted in
all the Soviet Republics. In recent years, laws on health and on rational
use and conservation of land and water resources, forests, the earth,
animalscand plants have been adopted. In 1972 the Central Committee of
the Communist Party pf the Soviet Union (CPSU) and, the Council of
Ministers adopted a decree on "Intensification of conservation of nature
and the improvement of the utilization of natural resources." Other
decrees on conservation; have since been passed. ,The CPSU congresses
have recognized environmental problems as important tasks of the State.

In countries with different social systems and in regions that differ in
development and economic structure, the consequences of the interaction
between society and nature are not always tie same.

It is often said that the aggravation of ecological problems is prifnar-
ily the result of technological progress. Soviet scientists do not agree: hr
their opinion conflict with nature is not inherent in technological progress,
and ecological crises arc not inevitable. The main issues are the social and
economic relations between people. Often local environmental problems
arise because in the production process the mechanisms of natural cycles
and the changes occurring between matter and energy are not taken into
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acco unt. Faulty methods ,are .used, too little attention. is given to 'the
conservation of nature and environmental sPecialists are few. By contrast,
planned centralized management of the economy, and uiPlityand humane-

, ,ness of purpose in social production en up prospects for the rational use
of naturAresonrces.

While discussing the problem of environmental education we should
!tote that progress is limited by fin rfect theory. As far as we know, not
one conference or seminar on the theory of the conservation of nature has
taken place. Professor I.P.' Laptev and other Soviet scientists point out,
however, thatahe study of interaction between society and nature is
subject of a special body of knowledge.

The inadequacy of present enviyonniental theory is shown by the con-
cept that it' is necessary to tChievelharmony with nature and to prestL:

. its state of balance. W, knOw thai society is in a permanev state of car
tracliction with naturct that is why it is possible to speak about desirable

Interaction between society .antliitature rathertthan harmony. Even more
popular is the word 'balance'. The hitroductiorthe-book Before Nature
Dies, by Dorst, refers to the "disturbanti of the biolqgical balance.'1

. But Engels wrote that a clock is in balancetbLly when it stops.iThe same
principle applies in 'nature; it can reach a condition of balance only when
its development stops. In 1935 the biology theorist E.S. Bauer formulated
the.principle of stable imbalance and showed that the result of actions of
living systems in the envirowit is the disturbancf of balance in nature.

Under the infttlenceof natural faites and of man ,and society, th
environment changes and develops. -Iris important to control these efforts
so that we may use them fo the benefit of mankind. But if we try to sto
the progress of nature, t top the growth-of population, to st scientific
and technical, , then we merely, aggraVate the problems her than
solving it. .

Main trends in the development of environmental education

Formal educati e diversity of environmental problems makes
the develitment, of interdisciplinary scientific revarch an urgent-task.
Together with science and practice, the basis of environmental conker-.
vation is ford by environmental.education.2

In the vast territoiy
.
ot the USSR, problems of nature conservation

e a specific zonal anggeOgraphical character. Therefort.the way in

01.j.Dorst, Before nature dks, Boston, Mau. H ughtcj0.-Mifflin, 1970.

2. Formerly referred to in Soviet schools as conserAional educatiol and now known
as ecologiCal' education the Russian transtition of environmental education is
complicated.
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which each of these problems is solved depends on the local natural and
economic conditions; this in iurn determines the regional character of
environmental education. The syllabuses vary, pending on local condi-
tions.

vironmental education isonsi. red as part, of all general schoolN I educ ion. Its main purpose is to hel pupils understand the scientific
b is of correlations between society- nature. Ifie leading Soviet aca-
demician I.D. Zverev broad necfltbe int. retation of the term "ecological
education" and showed it integral ch.' acter, social trend and the neces-
sity for discipli approach.

The first sc c bodies to deal with problems of/environmental edu-
cation in schools were set up within the USSR Academy of Pedagogical
Sciences in 1969. These were a Scientific Council and a Scientific Research
Laboratory. Together with other organizations, specialists and enthusiasts,

I

Students- planting trees after dames
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and co-ordinated by -'thee Section on Environmental Education which
unites more than 50 leading scientists and decision-makers, these bodies
make recommendationi on the structure of environmental education in
schools.

Curriculum development is compjeted by a special programme-
method department (different Mr various disciplines) of the Ministry of
Education. In various Soviet Republics action is stizifataterrry the Instruc-
tional-method Letters, sent:out in 1972,1978 and 1980 by the All'atlaion
Ministry of Education.

Objective and scope. The objective of Environmental Education is to
develop a system Of scientific knowledge, attitudes and convictions that
will give pupils a sense of responsibility for the environment. Environ-
mental Education is concerned with both the natural sciences and the
social and humanitarian problems that arise from society's interaction
with nature.

. .

The necessity of an interdisciplinary approach to Environmental
Education is recognized by the majority of Soviet specialists. The
MoscOw State Teacher Training Institute i3 working out a common inter-
disciplinary programme of environmental education for secondary schools.
This programme covers all school disciplines; it includes pot only the facts,
but also the general conclusions and the theoretical background of environ-
mental prob ms. It will be the basis of environmental education for
every di line. There is an in "cation of the theme in each subject sylla-
bus and a c ion where one or other topic from the interdisciplinary
programme should be covered. By this means, all the topics of thsinter-
disciplinary programme are distributed between all the disciplines.

.
The introduction of such a programme will fix not only the extent of

environmental education, but also its application in separate school disci-
plines and will make the whole process of teaching more effective and
co-ordinartd.

2... While recognizing the importance of the interdisciplinary system in.
Environmental Education, many Soviet specialists also point out the Of
portance of the so-called ' junctions of integration ' of environmental
knowledge. At various levels of education, the interdisciplinary approach
can be achieved in different ways. These junctions-coold be the interdisci-
plinary lessons where, under the guidance of various subject teachers,
problems of man and the biosphere are considered as a wholditheY could'
be lesson-debates when specialists in environmental problems are invited
to speak, or a system of make-believe-games or practical studies in a natu-
ral environment that help pupils to put their knowledge to practical use,

a
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For those corrIleting -school, antinte rogramme "Man and
the biosphere" has been worked out in co-operat n with other member
states of the Council of Mutual Economic Assistance. Its title accords
with the Unesco programme of that name. There are two variations of 35
and 70 Course periods respectively. The necessary learning materials have
been prepared, and the programme is being introduced at experimental
schools. The object of this course is to bring together the yarious disjoint-
ed pieces of ecological knowledge which have been acquired in studying
different subjects, and to use this knowledge to help solver national and -
global environmental problems.

The Soviet version of this programme envisages, apart from theoreti-
cal studies: field practice, a seminar, an interview with environmental
specialists, a debate, an excursion and a Competitiei,and school exhibition
on nature conservation problems. Emphasis will be put on development
of the ability to evaluate and make decisimis. It is expected that the
students' sense of civic responsibility will be indicated by their skill itt, pro-
pagating ideas about nature. conservation. For this reason, senior pupil*,
will take part in the arrangement of a school exhibition on International
,Environment Day.

.--
There are two versions of the course:: our periods of study a week

during the first or the second half of the year, or three periods a week fin-
three-qUarters of a year. After one introductory period, students begin to
study the first theme t'Biosphere Knowledge--:the natural science basis for

ccnature ation" lasting 17 periods. it covers the following problems:
1. Thtrtse as a part oLthe physical world and the state of its

development, based on the work ofiT.I. Vernadski, founder of
biosphere studies;

2.-The organization of the biosphere;
3. Stability in the biosphere as a result of evolution, and the role of

living matter in the creation o4 life on earth, and
4. The geographical environment and interaction between society

and nature; transition in the management of natural resources; the
ionosphere,--a new stage in the development of the biosphere.

The second theme "History of the interaction between nature and
society " takes up 24 periods of which four are used for an excursion and
two for a debate. The main topics covered are:

1. Nature and society, their interaction and the history of their devel-
opment; scientific and technical revolution, urbanization and
perspectives; the beginning of global work of the interaction 'be-
tween nature and society;
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2. The decisive role of a social -system in the interaction between
nature and society; -

3. Activity of man as a. new factor affecting the environment, the
consequences and their evaluation, and

4. Problems of the conservation of nature.
The route of the excursion is chosen to study the effect of man's

activities on the natural elements of the locality and the correlations be-
tween them. Later, the results of the excursion and material from an inter-
view are used for a debate on one of the local environmental problems.

Twenty-eight periods are allotted for the study of the third theme,
"Optimization of the interaction between nature and, society 4nature con-
servation)." Three periods are set aside for the seminar, four for a game
and eight for practice. The following proble;ns are discussed:

1. Elaboration of the scientific basis for environmental changes and
management; limits of stability of the ecosystem and their defini-
tion; ___,,...

2, The system of nature conservation in the USSR; its legislative basis;
the economic basis for *rational use of natural resources; State
management of nat.= conservation in the USSR; public organiz-
ations involved in nature conservation; and

3. international co- operation ineture conservation; the enVironnien""m"-
) tal activity of the United Nations; the role of international non-

governmental organizations.

The seminar is on the topic: "Possibilities for the solution of environ-
mental problems in a highly-developed socialist state," and makes use of
information from an interview, from newspapers. and magazines, and from
the students' own essays.

The game i's based on an international conference on nature conserva-
tion and involves the 'defence of a diploma'. It includes the organization
of a school exhibition on varioui environmental topics.

The introduction of such a course does not mean that the interdisci-
plinary approach is neglected. The synthesis and generalization of knowl-
edge in the leaving Form, together with-periodic junctions of integration
of the ecological knowledge acquired in various learning disciplines, would
help o create a clearer understandiTig of the complex environmental prob-
lems d develop an ability to solve them. At the same fife the basic
content of environmental knowledge is acquired through lessons on differ-
ent subjects.

A concise account of the basic scientific content of natural environ-
mental problems included in the various subject programmes is given
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below. Students are from 7 to 17 years old and they study for ten years
from Forms 1 to 10. There are three'stages: -

Stage I (For,ns 1-4)
I

a) The composite elements of nature;
b) An elementary understanding of the cause-and-effect links in

nature, primarily in consideration of seasonal changes;
c) An understanding of the interaction between Plants and _animals

and the elements of inanimate nature; ti
a) An accumulation of scientific facts on man's positive and negative

influence on natural objects and the links between theme
e) Man's economic activity in different ieasons arid hisedependence

on local nairal conclitiops;
f) A general t ea of -the economic signifieancof nature;
g)knowledge about measures to control pollutionf and
h) Evaluation of the, popular experience in forming a reasonabl atti-

tude towards nave.
Stage II (Forms 5-i)

a) Interdependence of phenomena in animate and inanimate .nature;
b) The first concepts of the conditions needed for life, of the

medium ...u2 which organisms exist, and of their interrelations with
=othermiganisms and the environment; . -

c) The influence of animate on inanimate nature;
'd) Introduction of the term biosphere;
e) The study of scientific methods of preventing the undesirable in-

fluence of man's activities on liilltswithin nature;
f) Itstorical fads, reflecting the growing role -of natural resources as

one of the sources of society's progress;
g) Access to information on the economic development differni

countries which depend on the exploitation of natural resources;
and

h) An analysis of information on nature conservation in the districts
where' the pupils,live, and on ,the development of their economies
in natural conditions., .

Stage III (Forms 8-10) .
a) Understanding the universal character of interreptiol between

natural phenomena in their developmeitt;
b) Learning the essence of the unity of society and nature;
c) The concept of a natural medium; of the inter-connections be-

tween ,its components at variolle levers: molecule, cell-tissue,
organism, population - species, and biosphere;

d) Balance and imbalance in nature;
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e) Study of the biosphere, its struceure;compo\nents and energy;
f) The role of green plants;
g) Evaluation of the interaction between society and nature, depend-

ing on the social and political structure;
h) Learning scientific facts about man's iimpait on nature;
i) Forms of pollution, permissible norms and measures to predtrit it;
j) The concept of environmental and social hygiene;
k) Measures to conserve the gen" pool;
1) State and international measures on nature conservation and the

use of natural resources;
m) Ways of changing ecologically inefficient tec ; and
n) Creation of optimum conditions in the biospillhltgaYnd the concept

of the ionosphere.

The system of interdisciplinary links is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. How environmental problems are studied in school subjects

Natural History (Forms 1-4): Natural environment factors. Natural wealth of
home district. Seasonal changes and man's work in nature. Legislation. Careful use of
natural resources.

Biology (Form's 5-10): Man's impact on natural interlinks (ecosystems, popula-
tions, tii6iphere). Role of animate nature in mart's life. Hygienic aspect of nature.
Plants. Balance and imbalance in nature.

Geography. (Forms 5-10) Development and inter-connection of natural com-
pie's*. Economic activities and nature. Estimation of resources and their distrilm-
tints. Plumed use of nature-in the Soviet Union.

Physks and Chemistry (Forms 9-10): Impact of modern production on nature.
Recycling. Reclamation. Pollution control.

History, Social Sciences (Forms 4-10f: Government actions on nature conserva-
tion. History of the nature conservation movement. The Communist Party and its
programme of e ntal management and nature conservation. Legal and moral
norms governing the lationshiriletween man and nature. Civic responsibility
for the fate of the environment. Regularities of the interconnections between nature
and society. Social environmental practices conditioned by historical factors. The
USSR Constitution, as it relates to the necessity to regulate she management of natural
resources and to nature conservation itself.

Literature and Art (Forms 1-10): The moral basis of links between man and
nature. Nature depicied in art. The beauty of nature as a source of aesthetic feeling
and the moral improvement of man.

Hand Work (Forms 1-10): Nature as a medium for man's work. Participation
of schoolchildren in practical activities to improve the environment and reproduce
natural wealth.
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A summary of the conte_nt of the theoretical lessons and prictical
activities during_field practice organized by the staff of the Institute for
the Content and Methods of Teaching, a section df the USSR Academy of
Pedagogical Sciences, is given in 'fable 2.

Table 2. Field practice organize for pupils by the
Institute for the Content and Methods of Teaching

Type of activity Content

Study of biological communities Description of the types of plant communities.
for the purpose of inaking an Study of the variety and inter-connections be-
inventory of nature's wealth .tween the species, and of species of relicts and en-

demics. Peculiarities of the way of life of species
(i.e., ants,- birds, ungulate animals), structure of
populationt, dynamics of their numbers; study of
the types of environment.

Finding one's bearings, using a compass and natural
landmarks, walking along the azimuth, setting up
experimental plots and making maps of then].
Learning methods of systematizing specie; in
nature. Keeping a journal, reports, essays.

Practical nature. conservation Study of the need for artificial nesting groussis in
activities different types of forests. Building and hanging of

the nests. Inspection and reports on the c.crlonies.
Repairs to and cleaning up the nesting grounds.
Work on bird feeding tables. Care of the forest.
Cleaning recreation areas and living sites.

The art of finding one's bearings
on the ground. Methods of
scientific investigations

Tuition during field practice includes fixed-route excursions, individ-
ual and group observations, and studies and practical work on nature
conservation.

In an attempt to extend modern ideas on nature conservation, some
teachers run optional courses at school. The programme for the, optional
course Nature Conservation of 70 periods for Form 8 was approved by the
USSR Ministry of Education in 1973. lt,includes both theoretical and
practical studies and contains the following topics (with the number of
periods allotted in brackets): Introduction (4), Scientific basis of nature
conservation movement (12), Atmosphere control (6), Water control (8),

__Soil use' (10), Plants (10), Wildlife management (110), Mineral resources
(5), Landscapes (5), Tourism and nature conservationout-of-class (6).
Some of the periods are assigned to practice.

The Karelian Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic has its own
special programme for two yeah of study of nature conservation problems
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in Forms '7 and 8. In Yakutia teachers conduct optional lessons on hunt-
ing and rational use of local resources. Optional lessons on the biosphere
and its problems are being run in Lithuania, Estonia, Moldavia, Ukraine
and other republics.

Out-of-school education and informal activities. Practical activities
concerning nature conservation have become widespread in Soviet schools.
They are carried out by the teachers as extracurricular activities and by
various educational' establishments such as stations for young natUralists,
pioneer camps ,and field stations. Many pupils are members_of the All-
Russia Nature Conservation Society, and take part in its activities.

Participation of young people in the movement to preserve The
environment takfs various forms, depending on the needs of their district.
There are: 'Green Patrol' and 'Blue Patrol' groups, school forestry organ-
izations, groups to combat soil erosion, work and rest camps, clubs of
young naturalists and friends of nature, and expeditions.

In the Russian Soviet Socialist Federative Repiblic alone there are
more than 6,000 school forestry groups, where more than 300,000 pupils
work and study, looking after 2,500,000 hectares of forest. There are
more than 1,000 work and rest camps for members of these forestry
groups, and nature conservation schooloare set up in the camps.

School forestry groups help pupils to choose a career. In 1976 some
600 forestry group members entered forestry institutes after leaving
school, and a similar number took jobs in forestry. 41 -

Members of school forestry groups take part in the Muravei (Ant)
operation .being conducted by the All-Russia Nature Conservation Society
and the Ministry of Forestry. Last year more than 140,000 anthills were
put under protection of-the young forestry specialists.

`Small Forestry Academie!' (SFAs) and 'Youth Ecological Stations'
are spreading. One of the first SFAs was orgilized in Petrozavodsk in
1971 and is attached to she Karelian Forestry Institute. The SFA students
have graduated from young naturalist clubs, or are the members of the _
Berendei forestry or winners of various Biology competitions. Most are
14 or 15 years old.

SCientists at the Forestry Institute worked out the course 'Forestry
and nature conservation' for SFA students, with 56 periods of lectures, 40
for practice, 10 for excursions did 3 weeks of forestry practice. When
studying for she second and third year all students have their own scienti-
nc instructor and an individual plan of work. To complete each year of
study, students present the results of their scientifically-based investiga-
tion in written form. ,Upon graduation they get a diploma, a description
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.Field laboratory in a national nature reserve where students specialized in ecology can/ carry oul !lie& OrPesttgadons -;

of their abilities and behaviour, and a recommendation to enter a Forestry
Institute to continue their education.

There are similar academies in Kiasnoyarsk, Sverdlovsk, Omsk,
Arkhangelsk aid Volgograd. tiot long ago, a Correspondence SFA was
opened in ByelOrussia. Teenagers may study theie for three years at
e her of two faculties: Forestry or Nature Conservaleon. Everyone can
r ceive the programmes, themes for essays and tests. Those who succeed
are invited in the summer co a camp where they practise forestry and listen
to lectures by speCialists. '

In some places, for example in Pushino in the Moscow area, several
school forestry groups are united and youth ecological stations are set up.
The main objective of the Pushino ecological station is to study the impact
of the rapidly-growing town on its environment. Great ittention is also
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paid to the development of technical skills, and schoolchildren are taught
handicrafts.

The children inspect the district, mark on a map.the areas needing
protection from erosion, carry out tree planting and collect the seeds of
grasses used tiiprevent erosion. Blue Patrol groups take part in the All-
Union activity called "Living Silver ". Pupils mark on a map places where
fish may gather in spring, and carry out activities to save fish. They also
*tidy flora and fauna in local reservoirs, keep them dean and stage cam-
paigns against poaching. Now there are nearly 7,000 Blue Patrol groups
with more than 13b,000 members. The results of nature conservation
work carried out by pupils are put together at regional, provincial and re-
publican rallies to proinote conservation.

Vocational, technical and seOndary specialized education. In recent
years more and more Form 8 'awl-leavers have been contin,t0g their
education at vocational and technical colleges or secondary specialized
educational establishments. In three years of study, students complete
the general school curriculumpend acquire a professional qualification.

How environment probleins are studied depends on the type of col-
lege. $or example, at agriCultural colleges special attention is paid to
rational use of scril, problems of erosion, the effect of forestation on the
crop yields, control of pollution of agricultural lands caused by the use of
pesticides, and proper methods of irrigation.

` In architectural colleges, pupils examine the problems of freserving
natural complexes, ensuring ,that- buildings blend into *the landscape and
planting greenery. Considerable attention is paid to the practical work of
improving the local environment. StudentS look after parks and cultural
landscapes, and plant trees and bushes. .

Although advances have been made in environmental. education at
secondary specialized educational institutes in the USSR, the institutes
still lack staff qualified to teach environmental subjects as fvell as teaching
aids, and especially textbooks.

Ecological teacher training. Environmental problems are included in
most of the disciplines taught to students of all institutes. The first time
they come across the scale and significance of this sort of problem is when
they take the course Introductiorito the speciality in their first term.

The development of ecological knowledge is achieved not only by
the interdisciplinary approach, but also by the special course_ Nature con-
servation , started in 1948 at the Biology Faculty of the Moscow State
University and at the Tom State University. By the end of the 1970s,
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Students making laboratory tests at a

environmentologists with the following specialities had been trained at the
tertiary level: ,

rational utilization of water resources and rendering industrial
sewage harmless;
water supply, sewage and purification of industrial sewage;
agricultural water supply, irrigation and protection of water
resources;
ichthyology and fish-breeding;
forestry;

-7 use of gas and black oil and protection of the atmosphere for the
'speciality Industrial heat-power engineering';
technology of the recuperation of secondary materials;
hygiene, sanitation and epidemiology;
rational utilization of natural resources and environment protec-
tion for the specialities Biology and Geography;
ecology, utilization of natural resources and development of their
effectiveness.

Not long ago new specializations Architectural Ecology and Building
Ecology were introduced in architectural institutes.

Absent from the list of school teacher professions is an Ecology
specialization. This- situation will not change greatly in the near future
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because of the decision to give environmental training to all teachers to
make a success of the interdisciplinary approach in environmental educa-
tion at school level.

The course of Nature ,eanservation was introduced at a number of
teacher - training institutes at the beginning of the 1960s. A compu
course on environmental problems was started in 1970 at all teacher t
ing institutes. Only a few students enrolled, mainly from facultie 'th
specializations in Biology with Qiemistry, Chemistry with Bio , Geo-
graphy with a minor in Biology, Pre-school Pedagogy, and Pedagogy and
Methods of Primary Educatio9. Thus, only biology, geography, chemistry
and primary school teachers are specially trained in this field.

'Practice teaching is considered one of the most important aspects in
ecological teacher training. Though beginning students in this subject may
have theoretical and even practical knowledge, they still. cannot use it
according to the objectives of ecological education at school. This means
that the ability to use knowledge depends not on its extent but on its
accuracy, systematic character and mobility. The mobility and ability to
control and adjust knowledge within the school programme enables
students to carry out ecological education effectively at school: It is note-
worthy that practice teaching changes students' attitudes towards their
studies. After they have tried in practice to use their vocational knowl; .

_edge, they begin to understand that their special training needs some im-
provement.

To improve: the ecological training of teachers and Environmental
Education at sch"ool the All-Union Minsk Conference (1979) recommend-
ed the introduction of a compulsory course of ecological education for
students in all faculties at teacher-training institutes. At she Tom3k
teacher-training institute and some others, such a course has beep, taken

_ by all students for a number of years.

A system of post-graduate training in ecology is allolosed. In Estonia IV
in 1968, for example, the Nature COnservation Society in co-operation
with the Estonian Milittry of Education introduced a new type of sum-.
mer school training for ecological teacher-training. All teachersincluding
primary school teachersand headmastercattenh for two weeks. Of 100
periods, ten are allocated for lectules and the rest for field practice. Simi-
lar summtr courses at some of the nature reserpes art organized by the in-
stitutes of post-graduate teacher-training in Moscow, Vilniui and other
cities.

Future directions

Taking into consideration the wide ge of Environmental Educes
tion problems, and the fact that many rn. tries, educational institutions,
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sci tificeekpartments, public organizations, mass media and 'othets are in-L-ri

volved in the process of Environmental Education, the co-ordination of
activities becomes an important task. hi-the USSR the ;_oin body in

this field is the Section on Environmental Education which rdinates
more thtn 50 leading scientists, specialists and decision-makers. At present'
this body is controlling the enactment of recommendations adopted by
the First All-Union Conference on Environmental Education, Minsk 1979. .

An analysis of materials presented to this conference and of previous ex-
perience indicates that in compiling Environmental Education syllabuses
and programmesand in implementing themthe following direction's
should be taken: ...

the plurality of Environmental Education objectives;
the interrelation and continuity of Environmental Education; ea ch
member of a society must have the opportunity to acquire and
extend his environmental knowledge;
co-ordination of the general and indiVidual; the development of
the general ecological Culture of the people should be co-ordinated
with specific local needs and priorities; ,

stimulation of the environmental activity of each citizen; and c

the implementation of Environmental Education programmes
which should take into account forecasts of the extent of exploi-
tation of natural resources. ...-

To end thisi article it must be emphasized that no matter how well
the problems ctf the environment and Envirsmnental Education may be
solved in one country, even in such a big state as the USSR, it must first
of all be considered a global problem that cannot be solved any other way
except in close co-operation with other countries. This was underlined in
Tbilisi, where we can note the success of the Unesco-UNEP International
Programme on lqvironmental Education.. Within the framework of that
programme, the following activities could be suggested:

a) In addition to the Unesco-UNEP environmental education news-
letter Connect, the publishing of a periodical specialized magazine
dealing with the problems of Environmental Education;

b) In accordance with the recommendations of the Belgrade Inter-
. national Workshop, 1975, to work out and publish the second

edition of Trends in environmental education (see p. XIII);
c) Holding a scientific woriphop or conference on the theoretical

,problems of nature conservation, possibly in co-operation with the
International Union for the conservation of Natuie and its Re-
sources (IUCN); and .-
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` d) The expansion of a system of international courses on Environ-
mental Education wherein representatives of both developing and
developed countries are invited. Wewlan to conduct such courses
next year in Tbilisi.

The foregoiag dOes not limit the possible trends of development of
internatio- nal coastieratiop_m Environmental Education. We are confident
that,90 matter,how aggravated environmentarproblems have become, min
ci% solve them now'and irk the future./.."

One of the necessary conditions for such a solution is peace on our
planet. Environmental problems- cannot be solved when military oper-
ations continue to take place, when chemical, bacteriological and.nuclear
weapons with their tests are not banned. At the R'gional Workshop on
Environment 4ducatiOn in4langkok, 1980, it was noted that the problems
of disarmamentand ttle policy of detente should,be subjects in Environ-
mental Education. As they "are Envirckmental Education factors`we
should not be afraid to introduce such questions.
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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION: AN INDISPENSABLE MEANS
OF SOLVING ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS

by D. Phantum; anit and R.M. Lesaca

Introduction

This article sets out some of the environmental issues in Asia and the
Pacific and considers the role of environmental education in improving the
environment. Some major environmental issues are presented, followed by an
appraisal of environmental cducationsiRcluding recommendations for future
action.

The terrain of the region of Asia and the Pacific isdiverse and complex,
ranging from the deserts of Iran, Afghanistan, Pakistan, India, China and
Mongolia through' the Himalayan mountains-of South Asia to the coastal states
and island countries of tropical Southeast Asia and the islets of the South
Pacific. The region includes the two most populous countries of the world,
China and India. Economically, most ofthe countries are classified as devel-
oping; the exceptions are Japan, Australia and New Zealand. A few countries
are emerging also as economically strong, including Singapore, the Republic
of Korea and Malaysia. On the other side of the ,coina.there are eight 'least-
develoi5e4' countries in the region: Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Lao
People's Democratic Republic, Maldives, Nepal and Western Samoask

With such a divergence in stages of development and economic back-
Jpeound, not to mention social and cultural differences, it is not surprising that
anironmental issues are accordingly diver:* and complex.

POpulation and use of mouraos

With well more than half of the wort 's population living in Asia and the 'I-A
Pacific, and with all trends indicating an *Tease of at least another thousand
million people in the region by the year 2000, the impact on the environment
from population pressure is indisputable. The rapid gth of population has,
handicapped governmental efforts to eradicate poverty, has depleted avail
food and energy resources, destroyed vast forests and encroached upon lkm
natural resources such as land and water.

. The World Bank has made a hypothetical projectioef the popul
in different countries of the world to their maximum likely totals. Should
these projected figures materialize, the world's population would stabilizc in
the 22nd century at just under 10 thousand million (9,800 million) pelOple
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double the present population. There arc ten cotuitries in the Asia and
Pacific region with a projected populatiim of more thari 100,000,000:

a) Bangladesh-314 million by the year 2160 (143 by the year 2000);
b) China-1,555 million ye 2065 (1,251 n by the year 2000);
c) India-1,645 million by the y 150 (974 million by the year 2000);
cl) Indonesia-350 million by the year 2155 (204 million by the year 2000);
e) bail-102 million by the year 2105 (59.illion by the year 2000);
f) Japan-134 minion by the year 2105 (131 million by the year 2000);
g) Pakistan-332 million by the year 2150 (139 million by the year 2000);
h) Philipines-126 million by the year 2075 (75 million by the year 2000);
i) Socials Republic of Viet Nam-149 million by the year 2105 (87 million by

the year 2000); and
j) Thailand-103 million by the rar 2095 (68 million by the year 2000).1

Asia's increasing population represents an additional burden which is
hampering governmental efforts to raise standards of living,and to eradicate
poverty. To arrest this increaserequires strent and vigorous governmental
measures. The example of China in controlling its birth-rate indicates that
this probler% can be solved if a government is determined to act.

Urban Gongs:don

The continuing increase in population is likely to accelerate the already
rapid migration from rural to urban areas. In developing countries, cities
serve as the centres of economic, cultural and social activities. The Global
2000 Report has projected that by the year 2000 Calcutta will haw 19.7

'million people, Bonibay 19.1 million, Seoul 18.7 minion, Jakarta 16.9 mil-
lion, Karachi 15.9 million, Teheran 13.8 million, Delhi 13.2 million and
Manila 12.7 million,

At present, few cities in developing countries of Asia and the Pacific
region can afford to provide adequate sanitary and environmental facilities to
serve their population. This problem will become even more acute as conges-
tion is aggravated by uncontrolled urban growth. The environment may be
ruined by air pollution from motor vehicles, water pollution from untreated
domestic wastes, lack of facilities for the collection and disposal of solid
waste, traffic congestion, shortage ohousing which leads to expansion of
slums, and social insecurity caused by high crime rates.

Events portrayed in this dark picture are not inevitable. The success of
Singapore in improving the quality of its environment should be noted.
Through' vigorous family planning programmes, Singapore intends to limit its

I. World Bank, World de lop 1980, Washington, 1980, p.142 -3

2. U.S. Council on Environmental Quality,. The global 2000 report to the President, 1980,
p. 242
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population to a manageable level of 4,000,000 people. At the same time, it
has introduced successful 'restricted zones' to alleviate traffic congestion in
central areas. Its stringent policy on control of pollution has improved the
quality of the environment in residential areir. Although Singapore can nr

rt be described as an industrialized country and industrial plants and factories
are spreading rapidly within its restricted land area of only 588 square kilo-
metres, visitors dui still find plenty of 'green' areas even in the heart of town.
Singapore has **enforced strict gun control and is one of the a s safest'
cities to live in.

Forest land

Increasing population has accelerated the rate of depletion of vital natural
resodrces in the region. The most obvious example of this is the destruction of
tropical forest. Ripest land in Thailand, for instance, has dwindled from 51 per
cent of total land area in 1963 to 38 per cent in 1973 and just 25 per cent in
1978. This scale of destniction is mainly due to the need for more agricultural
land for an increasing rural population and to illegal logging. It is clearly en-
dangering the survival of many species of fauna and.flora.

Grossing rand toirtslations: a cause of deforestation

The of forestrequires strong and consiisent governmental
measures. (AWE and the Republic of Korea are both succeeding in arresting
deforestation. China has established 48 million hectares of new forests in tile
past 25 years. Another effective measure which many countries have takei
up is the promulgation of protected areas such as national parks and wildlife
reserves.
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Sources of mom
In the past decade, `energy' has become the subject of great concern in

countries all over the world. The economic repercussions of rising energy
costs are blamed for the stagnation of the economies of developing countries
and for aggravating inflation.

The issues of energy and the environment are most readily linked in the
mind by the controversial question of the safety of nuclear power plants.
Although nuclear power serves as a useful alternative to oil, the issue of safety
remains unsettled. Many countries in Asia have, at one time or another, con -
templatedtemplated the construction of nuclear power plants. In many cases, how
protests from environmentalist groups have forestalled such ideas, at least for
the time being. In the future, the expected increase in energy demand and the
continuing rise in petroleum prices we likely to cause the issue of nuclear
power to be raised again.

The search for renewable energy resources will gain in the meantime,
particularly for sources which are agriculture-based. In China, millions of
bio-gas units have been installed, providing an example of the use of appro-
priate technology to produce sufficient energy for rural consumption. The
production of alcohol from smar-cane or tapioca, following the lead of Brazil,
has received greater attention in many countries with extensive plantations of
sugar-cane and cassava. Solar energy must be developed urgently.

Environmental pollution

Environmental pollution results mainly from improper handling of
domestic wastes, disposal without treatment of industrial effluents and emis-
sions, and surface run-off from agricultural areas which have received over-
oses Qf fertilizers and pesticides. Pollution affects land use; changes the

quality of natural bodies of water, making.them unfit for domestic, industrial
or agricultural uses; alters the characteristics of the air in any given geographi-
cal area; and in general causes impairment to the normal use of natural
resources.

The increasing threats to man's welfare and the rising social costs of
pollution have compelled governments to draw up new policies, enact legisla-
tion and set up institutional and administrative machinery to deal with the
problem. Methods now exist to control environmental pollution from domes-
tic and industrial sources. Standards need to be set and factories must comply
with them if pollution is to be controlled. More impOrtantly, public aware-
wr- and concern for a\lean and safe environment, knowledge of the actual
and potential threats to the health and well-being of the putk posed by
uncontrolled pollution, and the realization that there can be e&nomic devel-
opment without pollution or destruction of the land, water and air of the
country: theseaire vital to the control and prevention of environmental
pollution.
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Residue utilization

The development of technology for renewable and re-useable resources
has emerged as one of the foremost environmental issues. Residues generated
from agriculture and associated agro-industry are traditionally available irr
most developing countries of Asia and the Pacific. For exampleone-third of -
the entire population in the Philippines is dependent on coconut. Recently,
the government embarked on a National Coconut Replanting Programme
covering a 40-year period for 2.5 million hecTares of land which are presently
under coconut cultivation and set aside an additional 0.4 million hectares for
expansion. This progressive programme will lead to the replanting of 350
million coconut trees. Statistics show that 40 per cent of standing trees are
already over 60 years of The programme dearly verifies the enormous
potential of the produ of coconut oil, copra, desiccated coconut, build-
ing materials from coconu trunks, charcoal 'and activated carbon from coco-
nut shells, handicrafts .coconut fibre, animal feed from copra cake, and
others .5

In considering the ethnology for residue utilization, end-uses like
energy, food, construction material, chemicals and fertilizer should be given
due attention. Sugar and palm oil industries could set examples in energy
consumption of their own generated residues."In the sugar industry, the
residuebagasseis Used as its main fuel source and the industry is almost self-
sufficient irr energy supply. It is a normal practice to sell the leftover bagasar
to nearby paper mills as raw product for pulping. In the palm oil industry_ndustry;
fresh-fruit-bunch fibre, a residue of the milling process, is burnt to generate
energy.4

Residue utilization not only produces renewable resources, but also
contributes towards solving pollution problems. Residues in the form of
effluents from agro-industries are normally non-toxic in nature, but their
quantum may cause severe pollution to receiving waters. The case of pollution
from palm oil mills in Malaysia is an example. This pollution issue has been
given top priority by the Malaysian government. Aside from the control of
the quality and quantity of effluents, successful applica ions of residue util-
ization such as the spraying of diluted effluents on ne y plantations would
be economically beneficial to the pollution control p 7.1 e.

Regarding palm oil effluents, waste load concen
as 20,000 parts per million of biological oxygen dem
from the region indigtes the willingness of industry t
control in ratio to the profitability of its products: if
done. Most of the time, government has to play a le

Lion can reach as high
d (1,30D). Experience
invest in po ution
oney is earne , it gets

role in providing

Office for Asia and the
1981.

3. United Nations Environmental Programme (UN'EP) Reglo
Pacific. UNEP Asia - Pacific feport 1980. Rangkolli, Jan

4. Ibid.
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technical know-how and in initiating to 'cal research on new pollution
control technology.

The stage. is now set for further action on technology for renewable and
reuseable resources._ Developing countries are about to further their pro-
grammes for full utilization of vast amounts of agricultural and agro-industrial

It is expected that the 1980s will see a progressive collaboration
g various research institutes of the region. Demonstration pilot projects

on residue utilization cpuld and should be launched. The result of these acti-
vities would lead to the development of regional technical capability, and to
commercial application of these renewable resources.5

Marine erwirbranent

The protection of the marine environment is important to the conserva-
tion of an inestimable food resource. Lately, offshore petroleum and mineral
explorations have been intensified in this region. The impact to the marine
environment from oil spills from transportation, offshore exploration, and
production activities is of concern to all countries. This issue is trans-bound-
ary in nature requiring dose collaboration among neighbouring coastal states
sharing the same water bodies. In this region, a good example was set by a
tripartite agreement between Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore which share
the Malacca Straits to ensure safety ininavigation and the protection and
control of oil spills.

Tourism .

The tourism boom has hit Asia and the Pacific. Vanuatu, an island
country in the South Pacific, has roughly the same number of visitors annual-
ly as its1WiuLation (about 100,000). Singapore, Hong Kong and Thailand
receive close to or beyond two million visitors each year contributing signi-
ficantly to their economic development. In Fiji, tourism is now the second
biggest foreign exchange earner next to the traditional sugar industry. The
social impact on indigenous cultures and on their social values, however, has
not received due attention. The influx of foreigners with their own practices
and ways of life affects the social life of recipient developing countries. This
is particularly true n, Asia 'mad the Pacific where cultures are highly receptive
to foreign intrusion. The issue merits careful and intensive study.

The eight major envir II i II tal issues introduced so far serve in provid-
ingglimples of the nature and pe of the environmental problems in Asia
and the Pacific. These issues ognized in quite a few countries and have
resulted in the Setting-up of governmental machineries and organizations to
co-ordinate and tackle environmental problems, the degree of success or
failure of which varies from country to country. The indication is clear:

5. Ibid.
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unless the countries work hard to stop this environmental degradatin, the
situation in the region will rapidly become worse.

The rob of etwironnestitai education

In simple terms, environmental education can be regarded as the process
of learning through which participants acquire sufficient knowledge to contri-
bute towards solving environmental problems. Environmental education
should cover study and training as well as research and information dissemi-
nation. (This article will deal mainly with the third level of education-higher
education-as primary, secondary and out-of-school education are covered
elsewhere).

Environmental education programmes, in one form or another, are in
existence in every country in this region. Since environmental education is
still regarded as a relatively new sulEct, curriculum development and the
formulation of instructional mater ia. are given priority. Attention 11W-
given to formal and non-formal training in environmental education of
teachers. These are numerous universities and colleges offering environmen-
tal courses in Asia and the Pacific. In India alone, more than 40 universities
and colleges offer such courses. At least six universities in the Philippines
include curricular offerings in environmental sciences and ecology.

There are many places where these graduates are needed in the environ-
mental work of the region. Just a few of the many possible engagements or
fields of work for environmental education grluates is given below.

4:Teaching and march
4. Soil and water management
3. Management of national parks and reserves
4. Forest management and wildlife protection
5. Air and water pollution monitoring
6. Advisory services to industries and agriculture
7. Aquaculture and livestock mapagement
8. Environment counselling in planning groups and organizations

International organizations
10. Environmental information dissemination
11. Field extensioniworkersinsgriculture, forestry or irrigation.

,Arwirontiental research

The realization of environmental problems in the last decade haspro-
moted the intensification of research into various aspects of the environment
at international and national levels. The Unesco Man-and-the-Biosphere
(MAB) Programme, and the neural-sciences-related research supported by
the United Nations Universitywand the Ford Foundation, to name just a few,
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all contrbute to a better understanding of ecosystems and the broadening of
knowledge concerning the relationship between man and his environment.

. .

At the regional level, programmes such as those of the United Nations
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) as well as those of Institutes for
Tropical Medicine (TROPMED) and Tropical Biology (BIOTROP) under the
Southeast Asian Ministers of Education Organization (SEAMEO), have pro-
moted research by scientists on environmental issues. At the national level,
higher learning institutions, particularly universities, are conducting research
funded mainly by governmental sources on local environmental problems.

except for research in.specialized areas, such as the study of water -borne
diseases ofindustriarwaste water treatment systems) the majority of environ-
mental researchwhich normally deals with studies of natural ecosystems or
the induced impact on the natural environment from development activities
are at the preliminary stage. Studies like those on the impact of sedimen-
tation on the coastal marine environment require long-term observation 'and
analyses. The amount of historical data is normally insufficient, hence the .

need for intensive data-gathering which prolongs the research period. Other
,studiessuch as those on the safety aspect of nuclear power plantscan be
ratheftontroversial and do not offer clear-cut solutions. At times, the short-.

age of experienced scientists in developing countries can 'Jose an obstacle.

The importance of environmental research is indisputable. Without it,
intelligent analysis for decision-making cannpt be accomplished. Research
is important to neutralize the influence from vested interests. On, due
to the absence of technical and scientific evaluations, bias on the part of

ese vested interests can distort the whole picture and lead to inaction by
governments whofor fear of public aversionmay delay the implementation
of development projects. /

Some countries in the region, such as China, India, Malaysia and the
Republic of Korea, possess capable institutional facilities for conducting
research which should be utilized to maximum benefit for the region as a
whole. The biggas experienteiii China, the experience of India on water .

resources modelling, that of Malaysia on palm oil and rubber effluents treat-
ment, and of the Republic of Korea on environmental engineering could
contribute to regional scientific communities and the improvement of regional
environmental conditions: .

Postgraduate iniefrated environmental education

In recent years, universities have expanded their curricula to offer
courses and degree programmes in various aspects of environment. A review
of.environmental programmes available inimiversities of this region has in-
dicated a broad spectrum of programmes depending on the fields of study
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of each university. Generally, these programmes seem to have originated
from a natural-science or applied-science base and may be categorized into:

1. Environmental sciences and engineering
2. Natural sciences

Environmental management

Rice paddies and forest in the Philippines call for environmental management.

Recently, the idea of introducing post-graduate integrated environmental
educifion programmes with the objective of producing environmentalists with
sufficiently broad knowledge to synthesize various dimenkons of environmen-
tal sues for decision- making has received greater recognition. The response
to such an,approachis dependent on the needs of each country. In some coun-
tries there seems to be a dearth of environmental managers; particularly in the
public sector, to ensure overall consideration of the environment in develop-
ment activities. On the other hand, some countries feel that such broad-based
integrationists may often lack a deep understanding of basic scientific knowl-.
edge. Such graduates may hot find themselves in a position to provide the
technical sobations demanded of them.

The strengthening of an integrited 'environmental education programme
for this region can best be achieved through the establishment of a network dr
existing universities and higher learning institutes. The nature of each pro-
gramme may vary depending on the strength of the associated institute and
the needs of the country. This approach will provide sufficient flexibility to
fit the needs of various institutes and countries.
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Environnsent training

Over the years, the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) has
been promoting training of various professionals. The prime objectiveof en-
vironment training is to improve the knowledge and, to increase await-stem of
envirbumental issues for both governmental and priicate sectors, and the public
at large. From put experience, training for engine ers and development plan-
ners has Roved to be successful in ensuring the consideration of the environ-
mental factors in association with activities of these pro9:ssionals.

Most countries in Asia and the Pacific have their own training program-
mes for various target groups and audiences. It is also common practice for
officials from developing countries to attend training programmes offered in
the developed countries; many of these, however, are too theoretical and
parochial to be suited to the needs of developing countries. Of prime import-
ance is the promotion of more regional and national training activities using
local expertise, and emphasizing case studies from the region.

Many of the key subjects of environmental training are in a stage of rapid
development. The universities in developing countries are in ,a position to
serve as centres of technical knowledge. Universities can respond quickly to
the need for organizing' short-term interdisciplinary courses. The role of uni-
versities in offering environmental training should be further explored and
promoted.

Targets for environment training should be redressed to fit the changing
needs of developing countries. For example, State or provincial administrators
are the restionsible authorities at the grastrootsevel who carry out day-to-day
contact with rural people. This could the determining factor for the suc-
cess or failure of an environment programme. The training of these adminis-
trators is vital. The other' arget group which merits additional attention is
the mass media professionals who convey environmental information and
awareness to the public. Many environmental issues are technical in nature;
thus a thorough understanding of the essence of these issues is a necessary pre-
caution against well-intentioned misrepresentation r hkh may confuse the
public and produce negative backlash on worthwhile projects.

Environmental information

Since the environment belongs to everyone, participation of the public
in environmental programmes should be the goal. Environmental education
should play a prominent role in disseminating knowledge and information to
the public. In the South Pacific, radio broadcasting is the list medium for
disseminating knowledge to rural areas. Poster campaigns on' World Environ-
ment Day and other significant occasions have also proved successful in
drawing public attention to the issue related to environment.
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It should be noted that the majority of people in Asia and the Picific
still live subsistently in rural areas. Naturally they Atc piebccupied with
making a living out of the scarce resources available to theni., The ca,se of
deforestation through. forest clearance by landless farmers in restricted-areas
serves as evidence. Unless they are convinced of-other possibilities; these
farmers will not be able to afford the luxury of conserviii nearby forest lands.
when they are faced with the need to expand their land for the ever- increasing
members in their families. Hencetenvirolunental information progiammes
should be conducted hand-in-hand with development to ensure support and
participation of those affected.

Conclusion

The trend of environmental problems in Asia and the Pacific point to-
wards a generally worse environment before it becomes better. Congested
urban areas are likely to become centres of environmental decay. At the same
time, the increasing population pressure in the rural areas will accelerate the
encroachment or irrational u i natural resources. Such gloomy
P are not as yet out o control and many conditions can be corrected
as has been evid ced by th success tases cited in this paper. Strong convic-
tion, political .. a e action by governments are the prerequisites to
alleviating these roblems.

Environmen educa n including training, research and info
th

n0olo
dissemination is the in; .- I sable means for both short-term and 1 g-term
solutions. Learning from e experience of others through education has
proven to be the fastest way to accumulate knowledgeand can offer viable
soluticsga. Educators thus play an important role in safeguarding our environ
spent both in the present and the future. - * 0
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- EFFECTS OF POPULATION GROWTH ON THE ENVIRONMENT

e--4":")
Introduction

The total world population was estimated in mid-1979 at 4,336 million
out of which 2,403 million or 55 pet cent live in 38 countries or areas of
Asia and the Pacific. The rate of population growth in the region was 1.8 per
cent, which means the additiodof at least 43 million more people per year.1
Six of thelpn most populous countries of the world are in this region; ,

namely, Bangladesh, China, India, Indonesia, Japan, and Pakistan..,

Thtse large numbers might cause less concern if availability of naturalral
resources, employment opportunities, food, housing, health, and other
necessary thing l expanded at rates commensurate with populition grovith.
But such is not the case. Unplanned population growth tends to impost
severe stress on any nation's agricultural lands, forests, fisheries, grasslands,
energy resources, social services and the total environment.

Relationships in An nosy:tern

In miler to understand the impact of population growth on the environ-
ment, it might be useful to consider the naturalprocesses by which balance
is maintained between populatiOn and the environment in an ecosystem. An
ecosystem Swifts of living '(organic) and non-living (inorganic) components
which are in balance with each Other through a cyclic process. The inorganic
matter is replenished by the organii matter through death and decay of the
living things which in turn support the life activities in the ecosystem. Any
drastic change in either of the components can disrupt the cycle, and thereby
destroy the balance hijthe ecosystem.

Small organisms such as bacteria, amoebae or yeast possess a tremendous
capacity for growth. A bacterium dividing every 20 minutes would produce
a colony one foot deep over the entire earth in a day and a half. An hOur
later, the layer of bacteria would be well above our heads. Along the same
lines, if the human population continues to grow at the present rate (doubfmg
every 35 years) for about 900 years then there would be over "sixty million

1. United Nations. Economic and Social Council for Asia and the Pacific. Population
Diviiion. 1979 Demographic estimates for Asian and Pacific countries or areas. 1 p:

This article has been contributed by the Population Education. Programme.
Service, Unesco, Bangkok.
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Effects of population growth on the environment

billion people This is about 100 persons for each square yard of the earth's
surfaceland and seat / ar

These are theoretical rates of growth, not actual ones. The ability of
the population to grow is called the biotic potential. Different animals have
different biotic potentials. For example, man has a lower biotic potential
than the amoeba or bacterium but a higher potential than theelephant or\tiger

aa*Under natural cefiditions no animal or plant can grow to its fullest
potential as it is checkedby what is called environmental re istance: This
environmental resistance may include both the-physical environment and the
cultural one. Environmental resistance existt4when one or more factors of

. the environment become limiting, and ecrease the birth rate or increase . 0
the death rate or both., The limit of thebiotic potential of a population
imposed by erorunental resistance under a given set.of conditions is called
ths carryine, cspatity of the environment. The relationship between the
biotic potential, population drowtliiisd environmental resistance in the case

sof animals and plants forms a thstniteristic sigmoidr `S'-shaped or 'logistic
__curve as indicated in Figiue 1 ovetleaf.

- Effects of &man populetiOn growth on the environment

Where are people alho believe that to environmental problem is pri-
marily a problem of the rich and more dffluent countries. The same kind of

3

2. Paul It. IBuiich, '77te poiMlation bomb, New York, Ballaiitine Books, 1968. p. 3
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Figure 1. Theoretical relationship between biotic potential, environmental
resistance and logistic curve
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argument was advanced at the StockholeConference in 1972.. If weaccept
this argument then the problem of environmental pollution should not be a
matter of concern for the developing countries. But the fact is that, the devel-
oping countries an also suffering from environmental.deterioration and are,
most probably, headifig for more pollution iliac the developeslc,ountries
with their higher rates of population growth and efforts for industrialization.

'At present, however, the problem of enviromnental deterioration in the
developing countries is due less to, industrialization than to their higher rate
of populatibn increase, poverty and lack of developmeist. The set of envj
mental problems arig out of populatidn increase and poverty has b
summed up by Gamam rea of Sri Lanka as follows:

3. Sharma, R.C. Popndstim, root/Rees and encironment. Paper Presented at the Unesco
Group Training Course io Population Education, Bangkok, 14 July-15 August 1975.
10 p. mimeo.
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Ours are the problems of poor societies: the problems of bad water, poor
housing, disease and sickness, lack of sanitation and sewage facilities, inadequacy,
of nutrition and vulnerability to natural disasters. These problems have not
arhea from an excessive degree of developmenp rather, they reflect the in-
adequacy of development. Tip, while the rich countries miry look upon
development as the cause of environmental destruction, the poor countries
cannot but look upon development as the cure, as the means of remedying
basic enviromnentjal problems. In this sense, therefore, the concern with
environment in the developing world is but an aspect of the commitment to
development. There is no inherent antagonism, no inherent conflict between
the goals of environment and'Ilittoah ofdevelopment. They are but facets
of the same problem.4

Although many people attribute environmental pollution to affluence
and industrialization, it can be directly as well as indirectly linked to popu-
lation increase.

1.,Direct effects. Other things being ettual, the greater the population,
the more significant are the changes brought about in the environment. More
people make more demands on food, energy,tousing, clothing and trans-
portation, all of which lead to environmental pollution. Poor quality or
insufficiency of food supply, sanitation,/water supply, housing, employment,'
and health and other services are common problems iii countries with high
rates of population increase. The problems of domestic sewage and solid
waste disposal are directly relabel to the number of people. As the number
4people increases, the 'pamper person for waste disposal decreases. Thus-
small mountains of dumped waste are common sites in almost any urban area.

Water pollution'resulting froth sewage and industrial waste provides a
clear example of the effect olunplarm,cipopulation growth on the environ-
ment. The carrying and the decomposing capacities of flte.Tivers aie strained
to their maximum by increases in urban population and by the development
of industrial complexes leading to the disturbance of river ecosystel. For
example, if just a few people per scmare..kilometre IWe along a large aver and
their sewage is dumped directly into the river then-naiural purification will
occur. But if the poguIation increases, the decomposing ability of the river
will be surpassed and either the outgoing rWage or the incoming wateror
both:'-will have to be treated if river water is to be used for drinking or for
irrigation purposes.

As an extreme example, in India, 13 million people are added each year
to the country's population. For meeting the basic needs of these additional

4. United Nations. Report and selected papers of the Regional Seminar on Ecological
Implications of Rural and Urban Population Growth, Bangkok, ECAFE, 25 August-

_ 3 September 1971. (Asia Population Series No. 10). iv, 192 p.
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people one needs to provide each year, about 12,545,300 additional quintals
Of food (a quintal in India is 100 kilogrammes), 2,509,000 additiOnal houses,
126,500 additional schoOls, 372,500 additional teachers, 18.8,774,000 extra
metres of cloth and 4,090,000 additional jobs.5 This has not only an imped-
ing effect on social and economic development activities in India but also an
adverse effect on the total environment. The cases of other developing coun-
tries which have high rates of population growth are comparable.

. .

The pollution or the environment is a function of densityOf population
(D14r and per capita income. The index of pollution pStential IPP) can be
calculated by means of the following formula: ..

l

IPP IDP2 x PI
ek-

Where DP is the density of population
PI is the per capita income, and
k is the constant = 100 -

I.

Ministry of Health and Family Planning. Department of Family Planning. Popo-
Sion problems of Indisi. New Delhi, 1967.
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In 1970 the IPP of Japan was about -924, or about seven times the IPP
of the United States which was 13.3. The of Hong Kong was almost
eight times and that of Singapore nine timet.the IPP of Japan. If the current
methods of production and development of Japan are adopted by countries
in Asia, then by the year 2000 these countries will be able to achieve the
curriint Japanese standard of living. Then, all the countries in the region
except perhaps Australia, Iran, the Lao People's Republic, Mongolia, NeW --
Zealand and Papua New Guinea will have an IPP greater than 13.3. Countries
which will have a greater IPP t t IPP of Japan will include Sri
Lanka, China, Hong KOng, In Pakistan, Philippines, the Republic of Korea,
and Singapore.6

Figure 2 gives an illustration of the relationship between increasing
population and environmental deterioration. More people need more food,
energy, housing, clothing, transport, and all of this leads to environmental
pollution.

Figure 2. 1::e relationship between population growth
and environmental pollution
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Sounee:. R:C. Sharma. lptslation trends, resources and environment: hand-
book on population education. Delhi, Dhanpal Rai do Sons, 1978. p. 249

6. United Nations EConornic Cornthission for Asia and the Far East. Asian population
series ,no. 10. Bangkok, 1971. p. 36.
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2. Indirect effects. Not only is the population of the developing nations
--growing it very high rate but more and more people are aspiring for a 'better

of life' which, to many people, means the possession of more material
and proyision of modem conveniences, hence increased consumption.

Rapid consumption of natural resources and waste disposal by the increasing
number.of people will place an ever greater stress on the environment.

Man has the ability of manipulating the environment and changing it to
suit his needs. Through a cumulative cultufal advancement and new techno-
logical discoveries we have been changing the environment to meet our needs
or desires; in the process, we have already done considerable damage to a .
number ofecological systems. 'the effects of our iniervention in the natural
system are becoming more and more evident and thr stage has now been
reached where we are getting more concerned about the deteriorating environ-
ment because it is affecting our lives.

Simply put, if because of human population increase and our increased
interference in the ecological processes, the environment continue to deterio-
rate at the present rate then we shall face the challenge of our very
in the near future. The laws of naive which regulate the increase of animal

. populations will ultimately apply to man as well and this would mean star-
vation, disease and death on a massive scale. Because the cause of environmen-
tal deterioration is human in nature, we must find a human solution to the
environmental problem by curbmg our population growth rates and changing
our values and way of life in order to cause minimum disruption in the eco-
systems. -

In their desire to achieve a higher level of industrialization so as to raise
the material standArd of living, developing countries may be tempted to
regard ecological problems as having relevance only for the developed coun-
tries. The developing countries of Asia and the Pacific should benefit from
the experience of Japan which has had unprecedented rapid economic growth
in recent years and which now faces severe problems of environmental disrup-
tion and degradation.

'-'"Csioelusion

The developing countries with their high rates of population growth are
cntially destined to suffer severe environmental problems. At the present

ant, since the main problems of the developing co pries are to feed
thci;people and to eradicate poverty, their developmental patterns have to
be different from those of industrialized societies. The type of development
that is going to solve the problem initially must have its focus on rural devel-
opment, with emphasis,on land reform, on producintenough food, on com-
munity agriculture and on libour-intensive technoloarrCountries should

20
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adopt national strategies for technological and econp c growth which will
help create minimum ecological, socio-cultural and en onniental disruptions.

'As population growth has direct as well as indirect effets on the quality of
the environment, a reduction in the rate of population *mirth should form
one of the basic strategies for development and improveinent of the environ-
ment. A multi-pronged approach, depending greatly on'the education of
children, youth and adults, should be resorted to in ordento solve the prob-
lems of population increase, poverty and environmental pollution. 0
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A NEW ROLE FOR SCIENCE IN A CORE OF
. ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

Introduction

by Peter J. Fensham

Science is a very well- accepted part of the whole range of subject,- for
both primary and,secondary education. We may not always teach it as well
or as much as we would wish. We may not have equipment, or apparatus or
chemicals, and so many of its fascinating experiments are hard to make part
of the-school experience. Since 1970 or so, however, most countries in the
region do'state that science should be part of the whole curriculum for all
children.' . ,

We can think of a total curriculum being made up of a lbt of different
subjects and often in practice this is how schooling works out. There is a
tine -table for the day and week and tle pupils study mathematics for one
period, then language, then history, then science, then physical education,
and so-on until each day's allotment of periods is gone. Each subject has its
own textbook and its own special terms and symbols. At the end of the
mathematics period its books are dosed, and it is as if the pupils and teacher
(adiffereitt one foleachsubject usually iii'seearidifylicliool) step into ti

'different world of knowledge as ihey open the books for language and start
Ito practise its specialities. We can describe this very common approach to

, the curriculum as atornistic because it has discrete and separate parts, the
sum of which equals the whole:- -

It is possible, however, to approach the idea of the total curriculum
another way. if instead of thinkingwhat subjects are available or need to be
learnt?, we askwhat bask skills do we want our pupils to acquire?, part of
the answer might be that they shOuld be able (1) to-- observe carefully, (2) to
become competent in the four basic operations of arithmetic, (a) to read .

with some comprehension, (4) to report accurately on paper and orallY; and
others. We will now see that each of these skills will be contributed to by a
nt4nber of different subjects. For example, reading is part of most subjects,

addition and subtraction come into arithmetic geography, science;
th and just about everything else.

*- 1. Unesco Regional Meeting on thti Trends and Problems in Science and Technology
fcincation in Asia, Singapore, 20-26 July 1976. Trends and problems in science
and teelikplogy education iii Asia; report. Bangkok, Unesco, 1976. p. 4
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Another alternative is to askwhat topics should all pupils have studied
before they leave school? The answer to this question will no doubt vary
from cdtmtry to country, but let us suppose that it includes Food, Birds, and
Tune. Food can be treated historically, geographically, biologically, and as
part of health and consumer education. Birds have often inspired poets,
their characteristics fall properly into biology, and their peculiar powers of
flight involve physics and mathematics. Time is a major concept in history
and ears science. It is an important variable in physics and chemistry, and
rate is a well-defined mathematical concept.

/74

Pupils of grade IV in the Philippines doing an experiment in Elementary
Science: extracting chlorophyll from plant leek

v
In both alternatives we have continued to recognize the subject areas of

knowledge but not as the primary building blocks of the curriculum. Skills
or processes were these building blocks in one case, and topics or themes in
another. In both cases 'the subjects can be used to bring about the learning
of these trans-subject fundamentals. for schooling. In contrast to the atom-
istic view these alternatives are described as holistic. Some approaches to
education of the holistic type alm6st lose sight of the eparate subjects, bit
since this article is about science education (a subject) and environmental
education, they will not be described here.

Environmental education

Any of the recent definitions of environmental education place it by.
yond one of the traditional cubic-Us. .The big topic areas that are usually .
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referred to are Ecology, Energy, Population, Food and Resources, each of
which can involve the knowledge and skills of antimber of school subjects.
It is the crises that human society faces in these areas that constitute the
environmental situation recognized by-the United Nations at the Stockholm
Conference of 1972. Environmental education, as conceived since (see the
Unesco-UNEP Programme and many other sources), is to be an educational
contauticen to the resolution of these problems. In terms of both its re-
quired skills and its great topics, it transcends the single subjects, although
each one, and particularly science, has a contribution to, make.

Most schoofsystems have curricula that are more itomistically oriented
in subjects than they are in one of the holistic ways: It is thus important to
think how to blend the two ifive are concerned about achieving the goals of
environmental education. One way that may help is to think of the curric-
ulum for general education being made up of a core (an essential part for all
students) and electives (optiosnal parts taken only because they are required
by or interest sectional group's of dent.). Let us suppose then that we can
agree (as many countries app did in 1977 at the Tbilisi Intergovem-
men& Conference on En tal Education) that environmental educa-
tion forms a part of the core

Atom istic approaches to environmental education
On the first viewthe atomistic onethere are two common practices.

The first is to create a new unit,that is charged with contributing the environ-
mental component to the core. Environmental Studies or Environmental
Science is now a core subject in this way in the schools of a number of cowl,
tries at one or more of the levels of compulsory schooling.

Since the emergence of a new subject always squeezes the existing sub-
jects that are already competing for a share of the core time, these specifical-

'4y environmental components are 'often restricted to an hour or a few hours
per week in primary schools or to just one year of the compulsory secondary
school years. Environmental education'can also appear in this separate com-
ponent *approach but less than a subject. For example it is not uncommon
to find environmental education being ;tressed in a field trip; a school 'camp,
a day seminar', or a project-for-a-week, when the regular subject turriculum.
is suspended and this brief and special environmental component fmds its
place in the total school prOgianune. .

Dien more common, within this atomistic approach to a core curriculum,
is to identify this component with one o more of the existing building blocks.
Geography and Biology (hence Science) Fiave been by far the commonest to
be given this responsibility, although occasionally Social Studies has also this
role. Indeed, both geographers and biological scientists have tended to argue
their peculiarly appropriate identity with the environment as one of the
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grounds m the 1970s for their need of an appreciable share of the core
time.

While these atomistic approaches can include environmental education
in a core curriculum, they are widely seen as legs than ideal by environmental
educators. At meeting after meeting through the last decade, these educators
have argued for the more holistic approach as the ideal. This appears to have
three main bases. The lust is the philosophical one ...At perceives environ-
mental situations as holistic phenomena and hence wishes' to see any educa-
tion for these situations as being also so-based. This ddes not deny the
acknowledgement of components, as in a systems approach. It does, however,
see their contributions is interactive and derived from the overriding goals.
In this view the whole is greater than the sum of Its parts.

The second objection to the atomistic approach to environmental edu-
cation in the core curriculum is the precarious and low status it has there as
a component subject compared with the other components, backed as they
tend to be by long-established disciplines in higher education.

Thirdly, for any single unit (or single teacher) to pro e integrative
`cement' that is to embrace many other knowledge coin onents is an over-
whelming task. Finally, the identification of environmental education with
Geography or Biology or other subject inevitably reduces it to those aspects

-.4 (important though they are) that lie within the competence of these kinds
of teacher. Thus, moral, political, economic, quantitative, technological
and aesthetic aspects of environmental situations are neglected or handled
in very superficial ways. The insulation of teacher responsibility in the
atomistic approach ;ends to enstu-e that the deficiencies will not be made
good by other subject teachers. In the 'identification' approach, environ-
mental education often also ds t beconIe submerged as good geoiraphy
or biolog,y teaching and with se subjects loses the cutting edge that
many of its proponents wish .or it.

, .
-The holistic approach .

In what follows, a holistic approach to environmental education is
presented. It sets out to define the contribution that a subject like science
has to make and to proviae criteria that will assist Science teachers to know.
when they are.making it.

Relating parts to whole. A set of agreed characteristiCs for environ-
mental education can be listed from the documents of the Tb Conference
(1977). These may not be complete or the only descriptors, but cy are a

met of criteria which can be used to identify when, and in what ways, science
education (as part of±ihe curriculum) is contributing to environmental edu-
cation. The task, using these criteria, is to delineate the contribution of
science education to an overall curriculum emphasis op.the environment. At
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the same time, it should liberate science instructors from any sense that per,
haps everything in their science classes is supposed to have this environmen-
tal character. Science has a number of contributions in its own right to make
in schooling and these should become clarified if the process is helpful. Fig-
ure 1(a) illustrates the suggested approach for science education and Figure
1(b) shows the potential outcome of the,procedure when it is extended to
all the subject components of a school programme.

7a7

Figure 1. The overlap model fomtle contributions of the subject
components of the curriculum to its core and options:

(a) science education and environmental education
(bc a core with several-aspects including environmental and

the variety of subjec; components.
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The doubly-marked segments for each subject in the Figures together
contribute the overall curriculum core for environmental education. The
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areas of non-overlap represent curriculum content in these subjects thit
exists for other valid edusistional reasons.

The set of characteristics for environmental education (E:E.) can be
stated as follows:

1. E.E. is oriented towards a problem.
2. E.E. is concerned with realistic situations.
3, E.E. aims to elaboiate the alternatives that exist for situations and

the skill of choosing between them.-
4. E.E. includes action as an integral compliant:
5. E.E. uses the teal environment of the school and its surroundings as

a context.
$76. E.E. involves the c lication of values.

7. E.E. aims to incre e ability that students have to contribute to
impro-ving their own onmental situations.

Each of these can be found ong the lists of objectives, policy state-
ments and other descriptions of environmental-education that the inter-
national programme has brought together or developed. They are not intend-
ed to be exhaustive but they are sufficient to indicate a direction of defmition
that, by the time of the Tbilisi Conference, enabled environmental educators
to differentiate between education in the environment, education about the
environment and education for the environment. The set of characteristics
above relate to the last of these three. Educational programmes falling in the
'in' and 'about' categories may serve perfectly valid educational aims but
these should not now be confused with environmental education as it is de-
fined by the above characteristics.

Thus, a geography or history or mathematics opscience lesson may
in an environmental setting outside of the school, but this need only

the No. 5 of the characteristics above. Similarly a biology course of study
such as Australia's Web of Life, some parts of Britain's Nuffield Course or
of the BSCS in the United States and elsewhere, can have a strong ecological'
emphasis (and hence be education about the environment) without having
the more distinctive characteristics 1 + 2 in combination, 3, 4, 6 and 7. These
curricula may be good biological education but they are not environmental
education in the present sense. Thus, by dearly distinguishing between the
core of curriculum of environmental education and the other grounds for
teaching biology as part of the total curriculum a teacher or curriculum
planner may avoid the possible confusion mentioned above that environmen-
tal education is just 'good' biology or geography and vice versa.

heisting characteristics to subject content

The next step in devising the environmental core curriculum is to see
to what extent the individual components of the school programme can
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contribute to these characteristics that now have the primacy of educational d,
aim that a core curriculum implies. Ithe case of science, we now look for
examples in science subjects which fit the overlap requirement of Figure I(a):
It is these aspects of science lessons that will now take a priority place in the
teaching of science if environmental education has been accorded the status
el core curriculum. Other aspects of science teaching and learning will also
ho doubt qualify for a place in any other educational purposes (such as basic
skills education) that are also seen as core within the curriculum. This is also
indicated in figuie 1(b).

Finally, there will be much of science education that does not (nor
should it) have any of the characteristics required by these core parts of the
curriculum. These then becomewithin the strengths of the teachers and the
needs.Of particular sub-groups of learnersthe science offerings in the elective
or optional part of the curriculum. For example, it would probably follow
that much of the highly conceptual and theoretical knowledge included in
most school chemiscry courses would now become part of this optional
section of the total curriculum. In the serious study of chemistry in
m4t.countries of the region is optioty inothe sense that it is restricted to a
small minority of ,seonclary students who may wish to prepare themselves
for chemistry-based courses in higher education or whose intrinsic interests
lie in such knowledge. This situationalasoften precludes from the remain-
ing majority any worthwhile contribution from chemistry to their education.
In the atomistic and monolithic view of these science subjects it is too easy
to fall into this all:or-nothing situation. The present article and its proposal
is a plea that the scientes can make real contributions to these two different
educational purposes.

Describing the part in the whole
Education in a science subject (or in integrated science) it concerned

with (a) the established knowledge of the particular science(s), (b) with its
special intellectual skills and its practical techniques and (c) the attitudes that
this field of human endeavour representkThat is, science education is both
- knowledge and its growth and use. If we ac this general description of
the scope of science education then we are in a position to proceed with our
task of describing the overlap area of Figure 1(a).

Characteristics 1 plus 2. Most of the environmental situations that are
now recognized as key problem areas have asfas'that involve scientific.
knowledge. Quite often they are resultant from some type of ttchnological
application. The many forms of pollution (such as air, water, noise or land),
are obvious problems that involve scientific knowledge and skills, Ina num-
ber of countries there are cuficulum materials for schools that toyer some of
these pollution topics; e.g. Fisher (1975), I.A.C. (1978), and a new text
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publithed in China edited by Liu and Chen (19 1). The cortsumptionand.--
.hence destructionof limited natural resources e other obvious topics to .

which the science of the core curriculum has rn Ch to contribute. Which fuel
for my kitchen?, is the name of a forthcoming nescomodiLle that is being
developed by the Asian Centre of Education& I novation for Development
(APEID) for use, in primary schools in Asian co ntries where this problem ha,s
acute reality for many of the population. Sooh rthan many people expected\
it is now a key problem in the more developed vies.

These influsifialized countries are already onfronted by the problem of
recognizing the efficiency with which various technologies consume material
and energy resources. The Australian curriculum material of Man and the
physical world, and Physical Science Course (W stem Australia), with their
treatments of the relative efficiency of differe sorts of engines are an encour-
aging startrin enabling sciertte teachers to inclu e the man/technology aspects
of this problem area into school science.

Other obvious problems for science educ tion to include are (1) food
and population issues and(2) the destrtretilan or preservation of natural species
and of man-made features of a national or.international heritage. Cuiriculum

7
.

materjth that really emphasize the science aspeeitof these problems and theli
solutions are not yet cmmon although a start has been made in a number of

'places through booklet e kits that present a case study of particular
situations. Some of the materials in Thailand's Physical Science course are
further example. Al yet most of this curriculum material is pitched at the
level-of higher secondary school beyond the mandittory school-leaving age.
We need more material for use by younger children where all pupils may bene-
fit; son APEID materials and some from Israel could be helpful examples for
others td- follow.

The second characteristic of 14ality' has two important consequences
for curriculum planning. The first relates to the learner, the second to the
content to be learned. An environmental problem may be real enough in
many senses but still not have a reality rct particular learners in other situa-
tions. The, particularities of industrial pollution are very real for the inhabi-
tants of many metropolitan centres, but they are remote or /unreal' situations
for students in rural or less-industrialized settings. The noise pollution of a
highway system or an airpodhas a reality foueople living close to it that is
different from that ?or others in more distanMiburbs.*Curriculum designers
need t9 be aware of this 'psychological' sense of reality in choosing their

In more than one developing country, however, noise pollution of electronically-
amplified sound at frequent commercial fairs, o tdoor film showings leciat night
and truck-borne advertising as well as the roar of the lorries, trucks and busses
themselvesnow reaches into hidden hamlets throughout the countryside. Ed.
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problems for science study and to attempt to bridge the `unreality' gaps when
they wish to include more'remote environmental problems.

The content sense of reality stems from the fact that the science aspects
of many-environmental problems belong to the knowledge acid skills of
several science disciplines. Thus a study of noise pollution involves physics
and physiology, and the use of fossil fuels for harnessed work or heat may
involve chemistry, physics, engineering, biology and earth science. If science
education in school is organized in tight, isolated disciplinary subjects, only
a limited range of problems or a limited perspective on them can be provided.
A more integratedapproach to science teaching itself more easily accommo-
dates the multiplesciences involved.

Characteristic 3. The range of alternatives that exist for many environ-
menfarsituations can be directly related to the manipulation of their deter-

'mutinAg variables. Science, with its very stronrdepeddence orlothe recogni-
tion and manipulation of variables, is the best subject area in the curriodulk
to provide learners wIthythis part of their environmental education. Alter-
native uses for the same land are commonplace topics for Applied Biology
and Agricultural ScienCe. Chemists ant physicists are constantly united in the
search for new uses of materials and for new materials having the same use.
The increasing use of aluminium to replace copper in electrical wire is an .

example,of science's world of alternatives.

Because of an over-concentraticfn on the pure knowledge and intellec-
tual processes of science in curricula for science education in the last two
decades, these 'alternative' aspects of Science have been largely ignored in
science education for schools. There are, however, signs that the application
of science and the basis of technology are now beginning to reappear in .
materials for scliools. Working with Science, a new British project, is an
interesting example and the appearance of Mateilals units in Physical Scien
courses is also a chance to emphasize Alternatives.

The second half of characteristic 3 is one to which science education has
less to contribute directly. Like 6, it nee todraw on other subject areas
likeflistory, Social Scien and Moral Ed ation. However, without a clear
understanding of the scientific aspectof e alternatives, conlidera. tion of
the mechanisms of choice or the clarification of values is likely to be trivial or
ariificial. A choice between coal and uranium as fuel, between wood and
aluminium as material or between vegetable and animal protein is meaning-
less without some understanding of the scientific properties of these alterna:,)

, fives, and of mankind's capacity to control the consequences of such a choice.

, There is much tobe done by science educitors in developing curriculum
materials so that their subjects can contribute these vital aspecti of scince,
edtication. Malcolm (1979) has provided a vital comparative discuss* of

2J
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how the 11'N' materials from Germany deal, with die environmental effeCtl
of nuclear energy.

Clutiacteristic4. Science education in itself seems to provide two
natural contributions to this aspe t of environmental.education. Practical -

work has,,witha few ups and do s, been generally accepted as part of sci-
, eqce education in schools. Many ountries h invested very large'sums of

money in school laboratories, equipment an si port staff. Practical wojk
is thus a part of science education in a way that it is not so naturally part of
other subjects of the curriculum. If the science teacher chooses topics for
study with the otherenvironmental characteristics in mind, it is not difficult
tb associate action, in the form of practical work, with them. There is now
considerable evidence, however, that practical work by students needs to be
carefully,#rected and explicitly related to the objectives of the entire science
curriculum,, if it is not to lose its significance for the cognitive development
of the learner. ..

1

e

4uch of the confusion about practical work in science education stems
from Its vague character in many modern curricula. The environmental
characteristics help us to decide what sorts of practical work need to be
emptinsized. Students should be given practicil exercises which place them
in control of the variables of real problems.; and in such a position that they
actu *ly experience the consequences of the control they exercise. The ,
Patterns material for Britain's Integrated Science Project has some expetiments
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'
on noise of this type, and some Chemical counterparts exist in the corrosion
experiments in the Griffin Technidal Series. y more traditional science-
cotes include a number of activities that , with suitable teacher dine-
tion, provide these environmental skill e ences for students in scierice
classrooms.

The second natthial way for science education to have this characteristic
- is in the use of real'btuations outside-school. Students can be involved in a

'great variety of action programmes that apply scientificAmowledge to the
edvironment of the schoolsuch as planting trees, school food gardens,

. reducing noise, glare or heat, conserving energy anil,reducing corrosion. If
science teachers can co-operate with the :science-bard' individuals in the
locality of the school the opportunities in this sort of education for real
environmental action will increase enormously. City engineers, health in-
spectors, local factory staff, and SewageOlnd communication engineers are

. just some of the people who are willing to assist science teachers in this way.

Characteristics, 5 and 6. Environmental education in several countries
has been based on what is known as a concentric curricular plan. In the early
years of primary schOoling there is a concentration on the environments most
familiar to the learner. Thus the environments of the home and the classroom
are the contexts from which the Content and experience of learning is drawn.
Ai schooling proceeds, the environment widens to take in the school, com-
munity, city, countryside, state and world.

Science teachers can contribute to characteristics 5 and 6 if they are
prepared to seek Aom 'their students the, details of their home, family, leisure
ind work environments. Many of these will turn out to have scientific and'
technological aspeas that are present-but certaly not mastered by their
students (or their families). For example, it is a salutary exerciseto try to get
senior chemistry students toclassify household liquids according to whether
they will freeze or not in a household refrigerator. Thriis a lesson learnt
experimentklly in some primary science curricula by very riting children,
but senior students with their stress on knowledge *bout pure (annalistic)
substances generally lask such familiarity.

The use of energy and its' control in the' home or school involves much
scientific krrowledge as well as skills that are easy to design into curriculum
materials if we can conxince acience4achers that these are respectable
aspects of science. Secondary studerRs in most countries show a widespread
interest in the technological reproduction of musical sound. Many 'have a
sintilar interest in the applications of ths, internal combustion engine and,,re-
toted frictional problems. Others struggle with problems stich as the design
of surf-boards, skate - board!, electronic equipment and cosmetics
maintenance and presentation of a variety of fabrics. Few of the e yet
found their way, as topics or/problems tcl solve or skillet() m r, into the
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Environmental education at the Omsk, Monath University

I

curricula of school science. There is no shortage of possibilities for the edu-
cational objective of the science lesson to add to the knowledge tie
has in his or her environment.

.

Certainly we hi& only the beginnings of materials for this type of sci-
ence education, but a bigger problem is probably that most science teachers
have only learnt scientists' knowledge and not the skills and techniques of

. the applied scientist or the inventive technician. If the teachers' own learning
of science has not enhanced their own mastery in their environment?, it is not
surprising that they have not developed curricula with these emphases. A
curriculum that has environmental education as its core will perhaps begin to
modify this situation by establishing in a deg way that science education is
the best and perhaps the only source in schooling foithis type of enhanced
mastery. .

% ,,

Summary : .*

Enough examples have now been given to establish that this oVerlap ,

approach can be used to define content and objectives for science education
that contributes to this type of environmental education. If this is accepted
as a core of the total cwriculum then these, aspects of science education have
a priority over other aspects for the majority of students.,

The ovelty of the approach compared with traditional approaches to
science 'cola or to an itomistic approach'to core curricula seeds to be
fully rec ed. It allews the general charactosiitics of the core itself to
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define the content of science education. All the other approaches define
science education's content from within,science or, more accurately, from .

within * con'ununity'qprofessional scientists. This is a radical change in
the basic of kitowledge and learning. Science educators as a specialist group
wield emendous power in developing curricula. The environmental crises
all s ies now face are Asfficient grounds, however, for science educators

,to re uish their gontrol over curricula and accept a More ['emending role
as c elopers of a core curriculum dedicated to meeting this environmental
challenge.

ScieEce, as part of an environmental core for school education,,will be
more cottoned with solving problems and with phenomena real to the
learner and to his or her society in a wide sense, more aimed at th* acquisi-,
tion of skills and more about the cons ol of variables, than are almost all ,

, exittintscience curricida.

Science-based real problenis and the skills needed for their solution are
emphasized in scienct education that is contributing to a core curriculum
based on environmental education. This can be an opportunity for well -
defined cognitive and psycho-motor learning, both of which will also have

+.0 their own motivation for the learner. This is a powerfuraltemative for
learittrs compared with science education as we have knoArn it. It also offers
an_exciting challenge for science teachers In the next decade as onmen-
tal issues inevitably become 'more visible outside the school.
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. 411AILAND7'S 'LIFE EXPERIENCE' PROGRAMME:

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION FOR PRIMAlly SCHOOLS

1 by Verdi Prasarttortg-Osoth

-Aims of the primary adoption curriculum

Th underwent a mayor change in its primary education curriculum
in 1978 (B.E. 2521). The change, which involved the whole six years of com-
plusory education (Pratom 1-6),affected not only the subject ma er but also -

the teaching prodess. The th?e major goals underlying the new p ary.
curriculum are the follaeling:'

1. Primary education is to be regarded as ediScation for-all people .-
_ .Every child has a ritzreceive and is entitled to benefit from

primary education esp of family status or occupation, or
the location Of his home. . .

S

2. Primary educatioriismeant to beteducation for daily life. All
knowledge and experience gained at this level oteducation Will be
iisehd in the itaily_life of ail learners.

3. Primary education will contribute tdwards national unity
regional variations. It will serve as a tool for creating national unity
in such areas as language, economics, politics and governmental system.
Every member of the nation should have the samè background and
have a co mein undeqtandinig of the administrative-system; regions
are alloweb certain variations relevant to their local problems and /
needs, however. Such )/ariations can include occupations, cultural ,
traditions, arts and crafts: Each region can develop additionaLcontent
and teaching materials which may differ from others but will be
relevant to its own everyday life.

threes of experience' in the curriculum

In the past, the primary'' school curricum was designed around subject
areas such as Thai Langpage, Mathematics, attire! Science and Studies,
but the new primary education curriculum of B.E. 2521 adopts a completely.
different approach,. It takes the learner as its focus, and is arranged into four
areas of the-child's experience as follows: .

Area 1Basic These'are Thai Language and Mathematics. This
area represents the key subjects which ehable the learners to gain more is
knowledge.
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Area 2Life Experience. Thii emphasizes the profess of solving social
blems. The selected content concerns problems and issues such ai health,

sy populatia, politics, government, society,religion, culture, economics,
technology, natural environment and communication.

,
forArea 3 Character Education. This deals with experiences necessary

.thrdevelopment of good character. It includes moral education, arts music
and rhythmic movement,and physical education. . .......)

0 .

' Area 4Work Education.\ This emphasizes basic practical work experi- *,

ences. It covers household work, handicrafts, wood-working,-agriculture and
optional topicslielevealt to local situations and needs.

Preferred teaching approaches

It has been stated that the new curriculum requires new teaching
approaches. The textbook-viented approach with emphasis on the ability to
recall facts and information as taught by teachers is replaced by a practical
approach with emphasis on the ability to use facts and information in solving
problems which are closely related to the learners' daily life. Teachers should
assume the role of helpers and encourage pupils to learn from various sources,
such as reading material, experimentation and interaction with people in their_
surroundinii, rather than 'spoon:feeding' them with inforflation from text-
books. Group work should also be undertaken so that studentswill be able
to work with, their peers and be able to adapt themselves to their social
surroundings.

Although the curriculum is organized into Tour areas of experience,
teachers are encouraged to into ate and correlate the content of he four
areas whenever,possible. The new curriculum adopts Area 2, Life ExAerience,
as the centre for integrated activities. Example: Under-the to of akidents
and safety in Life Experience, grade III, one of the sub-topics is accident's
while travelling. The pupils; in solving this problem, have to make use of
experiences from other areas, as follows:

The ability to read signs and understand their meaning (Area 1Basic
Skills);
Knowing the danger of road accidents and how to take care of oneself
when crossing the street, walking on, the payment, boaiding a bus or
ridings bicycle on the road (Area 2Life Experience); and
Bch% concerned for the safety of oneself and others; being consider-
ate and trying to help others; being physically strong enough to take
care of oneself and help Others (Area 3Character Education).

Expected iutcome of the Life Experience Programme
1Lft

What the new-curriculum expects pupils to have achieved after complet-
ing the six years of compulsory education can be summed up in the following
aims: V60
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1. Qualities to be emphasized inplude unselfishness; diligence, perserver-
ance:honesty, sportmanship, self-confidenceand self-discipline;

2. Basic knowledge and skills necessary for life such as knowledge-and
understanding about oneself, one's community, one's environment;
how to read, write and cilculate; law to behave Within the law and
conform 43 social as well as culturaTpractices; how to work with
others, how to manage one's spending effect' 1y and econolnically;

3, Qualities for a.peaceful life such as ability to adapt oneself 'to the
environment; ability to control oneself; ability to apply religious
teaching in daily life; ability to work for a living and lead a peaceful
life in own locality; and "\--

4...Qualities for good citizenship such as recognizing and behaving
properly toward others, society and the "nation.

These general aims translitEd by the primary education curriculum'
objectives for the Life Experience Programme as follows:

1. To develop bask understanding of and exhibit proper behaviour to-
ward Physical and mental health at individual and ommunity levels;

2. To deyelop'basic knowledge and skills necessary for survival;

3. To adapt to a changing environment and to apply science and
technology in daily life;

4. To see the relationsbiP between the individual and the environment,
be it the natural; physical or.social environment;

5. To develop understanding and faith in constitutional nionawhy!L-

through the realization of one's own duties and responsibilities toward
oneself and otheri; /

6. To understabd the principles of living together in a.society and be'
able to follow those principles in which one believes;

7. To be informed about the danger of drug taking; and' .
8. To have pride in being a Thai and to cherish national sovereiknty.1

EnvironmentaleducatiO4 in the Lite Experience Programme
The environment has been singled'out in the description of Area 2 (Life

Experience) and again in the general objectis4s of the Life Experience
is Programme. This,ts because the envjronment is considered to betlosely

associated with the life of,eyery. child: environmental problems exist at
every stage and level of community.life. Thus, it is appropriate thai e4icern

. . .
1. Thailand. Ministry of Education. D;partMent of Educational Techniques. Elementary

,..Curriculum }3.E. 2521, Bangkok, 197B. mimeo. ) . .
1.
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for the enviroxnent should appear as an objective of the primary education --/

curriculum. Environmental.problems are anions the major concerns of the
nation, so educational activities have becomesitilsi of the joint efforts to pro-
mote environmental quality, as stated in the nailand National Educational
Schpne 1977, Section, 6, Item 52: "The State shall undertake to inculcate
awareness of the int/tot:fence of conservation- of natural resources and environ-
ment as well as populati6n education "2

Thus, it may be assumed that the Life Experience Programme translates
national policy into programmes of activities. The content of the Life
ence area of the primary education curriculum'is organized into units as
follows:

Grades I and II
Unit1 : Living Organisms
Unit 2 : Family Life
Unit 3 ': The Environment
Unit :4 , : The Thai Nation
Unit 5 : News, Events, and Important Days.

Grades III and IY

. .

Around Us

Units 1-4 :
Unit 5 :

Unit 6 . :

Unity' :

Unit 8- :

Grades r and
,11iits 1-7 :
Unit 8' :

Unit 9 :

Unit 10 :

Unit 11, :

Unit 12 :

Same as in grades I and H
Occupations

- Energy and Chemical Substancts
Universe and Space
News, Events, and Important Days.

6
Same as in grades 111 and IV
Neighbouring Countries
Transport and Communication
Population Education
Politics and Qovernment
News, Events, and linportant Days.

ti

Although the same title is used for units in all grades, the content varies
in both detail and scope. In grades I and II the topics will generally be con-
cerned trith thipuilih'immediate surroundings, such as thetlichool environ-
ment, the quality of life in school and maintaining cleanliness. It will also
&ail with beauty and-the balance of nature in the environment of the corn-.
nullity, and give brief consideration to the nature of theearth's crust.

In gradei 411 and N the concern is still with community life but in more
detail than in grades I and H. The, topics also include water and air in terms of
their important:, pollution problems and conservation.

2. Ministry of Education, Thailand National Educational Schema', 1977, Samna Preto
Bangkok, Thailand, B.E. 2520.
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Grades y and VI cover environmental activities which may not be so
local to the school; such as deforestation and forest,conservation, and water
conservation, degradation of the biosphere and its prottction. Environmental
problems will also be mentioned in related units such as Population education,
Energy, Chemical substances, Living,organisms and Occupations.

Environmental education and the new tesch1i approaches
The teaching approachef advocated in the new curriculum are both

effective and constructive when applied to environmental topics. The prac-
tical approach will develop in pupils not only problem-solving skills but also,
through the process of solving environmental problems, a willingriestoo
gather t'act and infordation about the environment and an awareness of the
problems which exist in their locality. ,

The emphasis of the new teaching approacheLis on participation by
pupils in classroom activities. Pupils are encouraged to take part in such
activities as keeping the school grounds clean and orderly, looking after,trees
and theyschool garden, working in the library and co-operative store, working
in the dining room, cleaning the classroom, and briefing guests about school
activities. These reinforce classroom activities' and-help develop good habits
and favo le attitudes among pupils toward thiftnaintenance of environ-
mental qu ty.

Lesson plans

By considering lesson plant at each grade level we shall be able to sec
how attitudes and values concerned with the maintenance of environmental ,
quality can be developed among learners through classroom and school activi-
ties which have been designed 'around the pupils' lives. Starting at grade I and .

continuing up to grade VI, pupils will be encouraged to participate and to
share responsibilities in preserving environmental quality at the el which is t
within their mental grasp. There are also moral issues listed under Character
Education which are necessary for the development of correct attitudes and
values concerned with maintaining environmental quality. Such values are
constantly emphasized in the Life Experience lesson plan in the form of inte-
grated activities. The following are samplei of Life Experience lessors plans
developed by the CtirriCultun DevelopmenhCentre for grade 1,3 grade
and grade IV.5 4 -

3. Department of Educational Techniques, Lesson plans for grade hfir experience,
character education and work education, an integrated version.. Kurusapa Press,
B.E. 2521. p. 97 -100 (in Thai)

4. . Lesson plans on life experience, grade III. Kurusapa Preu, B.E. 2524, p. 75-76
5. . Lesson plans on life experience, grade IV. Arnarin Printing Press, B.E.2524,

p. 105-1\06 (in Thai)
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Grade I, Unit S : The environment amount:1u, (10 hrs.)

Sub-unit 2.: Our comrnunsty .

Item 6 : Mainlining the cleanliness ail buutyof nature and the environment

ConCept : The cloudiness an beauty of nature and the environment depend on
the co-operidion of all members of the community.

Objectives : To be able to:
1: Collect litter and rubbish and dispose of them in the proper places;
1. Identify pilblic property in the community;

4- 3. Refrain from throwing away rubbish in public places;
4. Help iklookihg after and taking care of the natural environmen t of

the community;
/ 5. Compare differences of environmental situations, between the well-

!' maintained and the neglected ones;
6. Recall the advantages of keeping places and the natural entironment,

clean and beautiful;
7. Co-npetate it keeping the environmental surroundings clean and

beautiful;
8. Use and store cleaning tools properly;
9. Draw pictures, make origami, builtthings from local materials or

waste materials; and
10^.' Sing songs about how to clean things and the beauty of the com-

munity's natural environment.

. -Content 1. How to clean things; r
2. How to look after the beauty of nature and the environment;
3. The advantages of keeping the environment clean and beautiful; and
4. The disadvantages of neglecting the environment.

_Activities 1. Observe the rubbish, disposal method used in the school and discuss
.the effectiveness of the method in terms of its cleanliness, the results
of inefficient methods and proper ivays 2f disposing of rubbish.
Then do the cleaning

The pupils should practise in groups. Each group'will have to report its performance,

Croup I-: clean the classroom and dispose of the rubbish properly.
Group 2 : clean the school playground and dispose of the rubbish properly.
Group 3 : clean the school yard and dispose of the rubbish properly.

Activities : 2. Study pictut drivers, canals, roads and bridges and discuss who
owns them and who looks after them. The pupils should identify
public property in their community.

Activities : 3. Take 'Ihe pupils around the school to see public property such as
roads;canals, rivers, ponds,bridges and statues, and ask them
questions such as:

Which looks bad to you and why?
suggestions for improvement?

How should you behave if you were to use the place?
,
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4:1
Students toorithig in groups. guided by ihe ti

' Using the school garden as the learning ',sent

dr
If all of you uu that place and do not take gopd Care of ft, what
will be the consequences?
Shoul&you draw lines or pictures on public properties, and if
not, why not?

: 4. Relate a story about how to look after the cleanliness of public
places and ask pupils to draw conclusions about the advantages of
such practices frorythe story.

Activities : 5. Study from pictures or real-life such situations as polluted river
water, polluted air and littering, and discuu the causes. Compete
Well.maintained and neglected environmental surroundings and
think up ways to prevent environmental problems from arising.
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Planting trees 'is one activity. A schoolveget= garden is another.

Activities : 6. Assign pupils to plant trees around the school grounds, near the
school or at publit plices and give pupil responsibility tp look after
them. The planting should follow discussion about the great useful;
pees of trees (fruit, nuts, shade, wood, sap; water catchment) and how
thiy add beauty to the environment.

Activities

111

Activities

Activities

Gre III, U
Sub-unit

Item j
Concept

.a
Objectives

:' 7. Assign pupils to make themselves familiar with various cleaning tools
and also to discuss how to.store them after use. Use and store cjesning
tools according to the discussions and assign pupils to take turns look-
ing after these tools the whole year ro nd.

: 8. A4sign pupils in groups to do the fo win* g:

Draw pictures of clean and litt public places;
Make per bags to be used garbage containers;
VAIcie brooms from cocon sticks;
Make rug* front cloth ks;
Make insect whips pant leaves; and
Collect pictures to m e scrapbooks of public places.

9. Sing longs about the cleanliness and beauty of the natural environ-
ment and get pulls to make gestdres to the beat of the songs.

a
t'3 : The , enviro

: Physical environ

: Water (.10 hrs.)

: Water is the most important natural resource inour lbws so we must
all conserve it.

: To be able to:
1. Name the uses of water;
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Teach* aids for data collection mod diff usion'about the weather.
Similar aids may rive for recording water data

2. Make use of water in daily life;
3. Name substances tha are obtained from water or titatexist in water;
ie. State the consequences of drinking polluted water;
5. Descrtbeinethods of conserving water;
6. 'Carry out methods recommended for the conservation of water; and
7. DraNpictures of plants and animals living in the water.

Social indicators of values which need to be-emphasized

Unselfishness, Observation, and
Generosity, - Thriftiness.
Carefulness,

Content ! I. Uses of water in daily life:
For drinking, bathing, washing and watering plants,
For agriculture and industries,
As a living medium for plants, animals and fish, and
ror fishing and transportation.

Items obtained from water bodies include fish, marine animals,
duills, coral, salt, water chestnuts, reeds, lotus and other water plants.

4'

4.

3. Conservation of natural water and ways and means of preserving it; bk
Refraining from dumping rubbish, chemicals or sewage into natural
visitor sources;

Yr
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Co-operating in keeping river: and canals clean; and
Identifying methods to make water clean and safe for drinking.

4. Consequences of the pollution of water:
It becomes a source of infectious diseases;
Shortages of water for drinking and for household use result; and
Iinfithita agricultural production.

3 : The environment:is around us

Physical enus).onment
- s ,

Water 121 periods or 7 hri.)

1. There exists in nature a network of water resources which are
essential to human lives.

2. Water is thl most Important natural resource and we must all by to
conserve it.

Objectives To be able to:
1. Identify natu widerzesources;
2. Name the water in agricultUre and fishing;
3. Explain e nature Of water;
4. State the consequences of water pollution on the environment;
5.- Identify measures to be taken to prevent w(ter from being polluted;
6. Act rationally in various waylin preventing water from being

polluted;
7. Make water safa.ibr drinking and for 'daily use in the home; and
8, liraw pictUres or write mottos campaigning for the conservation of

clean water or Oa pictures depicting the uses of clean drinking
4.1water.

Social indicators of values and achievements . which need to be emphasized

Unselfishness,
Responsibility, and
Awareness q( the importance of natural resources;

: 1. Water resources and water cycle:
Local natural resources (rivers, canals, ponds, lakes);
Description of water cYcle; and
Conservation of forests and streams.

2. Uses.of water in daft life; (expanded version of those for grade III)

3. Reiourcetobtrodtwater: (similar to dialtlill (2)).
4. Use of natural iaetR;and ita conservation:

Howl° use water ecOnomically;,
How to keep water resources dean by not throwing rubbish or
sewage into rivers, ;Anal', or ponds; and
Hoil to make water clean and mai fovdrinkirit

S. Unfavourable consequences of water pollutinm;(sinular to
grade al (4) Ir`

6. Making water safe for household use.
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,Thailand's 'Life Expeeiet_jfie ' Programme
o

An Aquarium email fish With a record for students who are studying
their living habits

Other teaching materials

In order to create learning situations where students will acquire probtern-
solving skills and be able to look for answers themselves, various kinds of
rdaterials need tobe used. Reading materials are pecessary to supply facts and
information, not to provide direct answers to theproblems being discussed or

. questions being asked. In grades I and II there are no textbooks for the Life
Experience area, but starting from grade III there is one tife ExperienCe reader
being developed for each grade. These readers are meant to be used as refer-
ence materials for pupils., Besides these specific readers there are many other
supplementary readers being developed by the Department of Educational
Techniques and private publishers. Those areas developed by the Department
of Techniques and concerned with the environment include:o

Life of Plants and Animals Scientific Experkents
The Sun and the Moon Forest Resources,
The World We Live hi Tour Arpund the Zoo
Water Our School
Our Home

These alfbeing,supplied(to primary school libraries, and schools are
being urged to acquire more. Prototype teaching rdateas are also being
developed together with teachers' handbooks on how to make teaching aids

'which have been mcommended in the lesson plans.
4
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Conclusion

When the Prim ary Education Curriculum was first being drafted in 1974
and 1975 environmental education per se had not yet been repegaized among
thosepart. icipating in the drafting committee. But they were all aware of .

enviroritnental problems because their lives were very much affected by, them;
tier where they livedin the cities or in remoteareas, Since the Life

xpertence Programme is centred on the problems of the learners in daily life,
contributes ftrongly to environmental education.
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A Malaysian Fxperimeptal Programme .

ENVIRONMENTAL: EDUCATION TRAINING FOR TEACHERS
WITH i BACKGROUND IN THE HUMANITIES

by T. Chelliah ii.
Qneof the attractive aspects of environmental education, and one which

lends to the subject the greatest degree of flexible.adaptation in a curriculum,
is its interdisciplinary and intradisciplinary nature. While many environmental
issues in education are rooted in the sciences, or,depend on them fol. analyti-
91 explanations of cause and effect, it is a branch of learning that is most
pertinent to the. study othtunari society and its relationship with the natural
environment.

11111

The study of'society and its place the natural order of things1 pri-
mary concern of the humanitiesis inextricably intertwined with the con-
cerns pf the biological or ecological environmentalist who deals with a bio-
system that forms the foundation ofthe human habitat.

- .
The interdisciplinary emphasis that is genrally accorded to environ-

mental education thus makes it capable of abiorbing the relevant concepts sf
the social sciences and humanities to form a branch of learning that is all-
encompassing and meaningful to a student of Civilization, Geography, Philo-
sophy, Sociology, Economics or Law. In a unique way, a well-developed

onmental education programine in the humanities offers exciting possi-
biTities for ilesigning a curriculum that provides depth and breadth to citizen
training as pail of the educational process.

A relit actor worth noting is that the introduction of environmental
education e humanities curriculum helps to break up the unfortunate
conipartmentalization that has tome to characterize the two high cultures of
learning. The teacher of the subject can, by integrating the sciences and the
humanities, demonstrate to his students that the two alt neither mutuab,..-- .

exclusive nor necessarily in conflict but rather enjoy tremendolis complemen-
tarity. The methodological approach in the sciences that tends to ansskri the
'how' question is a natural corollary of the 'why' enigmas which appear in
the humanities. -

The fundamental concerns of the environmental educationist are the
totality of living and the quality of life, an4-both are equally the central
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.

issues in the sciences and humanities. In bridging the gulf that has separited,
the o tranehes otlearning, elvironmtntal education is a constructive and

link in the understanding of human beings and their society. Rene
nin4e the observation succinctly when he pointed out that while

humans are the product of their social and cultural history, everything they
\ do is conditioned by theirbiological attributes. Dubos said, "The perfor-

_

mance of each human gro) reflects biological necessities and propensities
in\h" erited from tilt evoiutionary and experimental past.1 .

.

ltswould appear, therefore, that the fundamental question is not the
validity of environmental education training for teachers or instruction for
studgata with a background in the humanities; rather, it is the method that
can Most effectively convey environmental concepts to persons with a back-

ound in the p.rti and social sciences. The major criticism, to which atten-
tion has to be given, is that most teachers with a background in the huMan-
hies, or indeed saiool curriculum administrators, tend to seek the easy way;
namely, the incorporation 'of environmental education components in the
subjects that are already being offeredin the curricula.

The methodological problem posed by such an approach is that the
straightforward incorporation of environmental education concepts does not

rilititute a rational mtegration of information available from the sciences

could equally arias -with teachers wi a background in science if no effort
111and humanities into a well-knit ho tictic programme of study. The problem

were made by them to establish interlinks with the humanities. from that
point of view, an environmental education teacher with a background in sci-
ence, but with tittle appreciation of the social values that govern much, of the
thinking by which public policy is developed, will be as ineffective as a

titeacher with a background in the hu anitics who is scientifically ignorant of
matters such as technology, atomic orgy and ecological phenomena.

Thus, the first major step to be taken is the training of teachers in en-
vironmental education as a special category of study. Teachers with a back-
ground in the humanities need to learn p&ticular skills and be trained in
certain basic requirements that will fulfil two specific purposes; first, the
ability to ?ingle out the possible environmental indiCators in the subject,that
forms their academic background and, second, to integrate those indicators

, withscientific data. in ordek to achieve these objecjees, teachers have to go
beyond their personal ingenuity in detecting the enonmental implications
of a topic, or the discovery of relevant material that will complement their
teaching. They need professional training in skills that will equip them to

._-.

The1. Rea Dubos, "Humanistic Biology:1'4o The A
1965, No.53.
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Environmental education raining forleacherL.s
4410Ns, _-

integrate knowledge in a way that will also stimulate theft pupils.to shoit
greater awareness of the environment around them.

This article is ,coricemed with an attempt that is being made at the
Faculty of Education, University of Malaya; to train teacers with backgrounds
in science or the humanities to teach environmental education. The objective
of the programme is to develqp an interdisciplinary course which does away
with the traditional boundaries between the various disciplines.

The course does no seek to teach the basic science, concepts and prin-
ciples, manipulative skills and experimental procedures necessary for environ-

ementalsscientists and science educators. What is intended is to give to students
a Clear perspective of the environment, to enable them to understand the
fundamental problems of the environment in relation to development and
society, what science and scientists can do about the environment and how
the sciences, humanities, environment and society inteurzt: The general aim
is to discuss selected issues and problems which are not too scientific but

N which are nevertheless thought-provoking within the context of the various.)
1 subjects in which th+ tea.cliers have specialized undergiaduates. The expec-

tai.ion is that this approach will provide a learning experience which would
instil in them and their,future pupils an interest in the subject and an ability
to keep aktreast of environmental issues.

In order to emphasize the interdependence hat is emphaiied in current
approaches to environmental education, the anise does not limit itself to
the graduatetof any discipline. It is offered as an optional course in which
students enrol at their choice. The enrolment has had candidates with a wide
variety of subject combinations including Geography, History, Economic-if;
C6mmerce, Malay_Literature, English Language. Islamic Studies and Civics.
In planning the structure 'of the course, the following guidelines have been
followed:

1. The subject content is carefully selected andplesented as a whole to
illustrate why an issue cannot be teased into its scientific and hunian:
istic components but has to rte viewed in its entirety to understandits

/ full implications (an example of which, the Straits of Malacca, is dia-
1cussed later); _

' 2. The content is based emes and problems of current interest
aid the course built

3. An attempt is mad e traditional approach to teaching
basic scientific prin les;

4. Appropriate methods and techniques are selected to give teacher
trainees with no background in Science First-hand experience of
environmental issues without goinrthrough tedious, conventional
laboratory work; and
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z
5. An attempt is made to make the llectually stimulating

for a group with diverse acadetlic backgrounds,

At the beginning of the course each year, the candidates, knowledge of-
, environmental eduation is tested in a queVionnaire. To the question, "what

do you understand by the term environmental education? " responses have ,
varied from vague references to ecology to pollution study, outdoor and field
stu..es, exploitation of =tire and even religious understanding of nature and
of creation; interestingly, the answers to this question have shown greater
understanding otthe subject from year to"year. This may be attributed to the
increasing attention given to environmental issues by the news media, and the
accompanying increase in public interest. To the majority of the parti ts,
the concept of environmental,Fducation was not new; what was new w e
realization of the needtfor a methodology for teaching it througittheir subject
specialization. r

When asked to name the foundation disciplines that they thought were
'table for environmental education, surprisingly, thipsubjects most often
ted were the Health Sciences, followed by Biology, Geography, Civics and

Ec omics. This clearly indicates the leek of oem/Mhension brthe students
of the scope and nature of environmental education.,

The course is designed for 20 hotirs of instruction in class (two hodrs
Or week for ten weeks) and an additional three hours on weekends for field

. .
visits. Lecture mid discussion topics are:.

1. The organisni and its environmentunderstanting basic ecological
,..

ti

principles;
. . .

2. Develcfpment and the euvIronmentunderstanding rela,ionshiLis be- ,
tween all aspects of development and ijs impact on the environment;

. .,

3. The nature and scope of environmental education; ',

)ali4. a) The need for envirorun tal education .

b) The genesis of environm 41 consciousness in Malaysia;,

5. Identification of environmental problems and selection of thesuck
( suitable for de in schools; ,

.

16. Identification of topics in the various school subjects appropriate for
the integration of environmental concepts;

7. The integration techniqueappioaches to the incorporation of
environmental concepts into existing topics; .7. ....,,

8. Methodology and approaches to tjc teaching of environmental
education; 4

9. Resources for the tiaChini iif environmental education; and

10. Laboratory and outddor activities for environmental education.
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Environmeital education trainiq for teachersc

The course evaluation is carried out through written assignments and
projects. The reports are presented orally to the course participants before
being submitted for evaluation. This gives students the`opportunify to learn
from common experience ed to judge suggestions for incorporating environ-
mental education in the various disciplines and the possibility of teaching it `r
through thesedisciplines. .

The ieachrr trAine.es work on their issig,nments in pairs, to save in
the preparation'of audio- visual materials or the conduct (ST field visits. This
practice produces interesting results. It giveteltem the opportunity to share
ideal based on different disciplines and to understand the potential of these
diffrent subjects for the teaching pf environmental education.. This experi-
ence is novel in a teacher-training programme because it is rare for students
to learn about other subjects and disciplines, let alone collaborate with.
students in disciplines far removed ftomlheirown. It also helps them to
comprehend the philosophy of team-teaching, especially ill a subject of such
an unorthodox natu#.

A review of the kind-and variety of work done by teacher trainees
.

indicates how the technique of integratingenvirorunentally-related issues
, through the various huraanitiks suhjects can be achieved. These are some of
the assignments carried out by students: M. 0

1. Developmenrof curriculUmmateridls 7 ,,
', For this assignment studen were required to work on the syllabus of

either their first or second sitbjea. They had to examine the Syllabus either. . .

by topics or by concepts, and werejequired tp: .
.

a) Select tapirs That they felt weremfost suited to the integration of P
, . .: environmental edukatiOn concepts; s ,

d endyand state dearly tht concepts, principles d skills that are
, t ''''', involved in the topics identified; .

c) Formulate in sequence and knowledge structure the f concepts
and Pibie±Ply;

d) Discuss in detail how they would plan laboratory 'activity or field
experience eslatel to the topic; and

e) Suggest appropriate audio-visual vfiaterials..

Thii aisignmept proved t be afaystirite among the Geography, Econ-
offiScs, Civics and.Comirierce dents sinct related topics and environmental
indicators are afiundant in se suihjecis, topics such as erosion, agricultural
development, deforestatiori trade, technolo_gy, industry, sod, forestry,
miming, individual and social rights, population, health and disease, land forms,1
air, water and soil, weather, natural resources,, energy sources:

I 0
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. 2. InstrvIctiorial, resources for environmental education

Studenttwereirequired to choose a topic or problem of current interest
and prepare:

, a) An interdisciplinary action-oriented insttictional m'odule-ior
priroa4, secodtlary or adult education; and

b) Suggest toSching materials and audio-visual aids.

The students were inclined towards specialized themes such as the pro -
'posed atomic research station in Malaysia, water pollution, understanding
water, deforestation -and conservation. These assignments required a great
imagination ancinvolvement with the literature availably as well as possible
use of field studies to provide practical information.

"' 3. Tice role of the mass media

The teacher traineesswere required to make a list of recent environmental
educition piogrammes and campaigns in the country and discuss their objec-
tives, implementation and results. They then discussed in detail how they
could use this information in teaching the subjects.

Reporting on the role of the masimedia and environmental campaigns
proved exciting because it was the first time that it had been done as part of
an educational undertaking. Current campaigns on issues suchas litter,
national parks, forests; ecological sites and hiseorical sites anc) monuments
were studied. Some studer)...Wfook part in the campaigns themselves. I

4. School eitvironmeni

Having been told that teaching and learning need a healthful environ-
ment, students were asked to examine the environments in schools, to report
on shortcomings and to suggest improvements.

This involved the trainees in visiting rural and urbin schools to study the
impact of environmental factors and to draw conclusions about the sort of
conditions that ought to prevail in the school environment.

5. Methodologies f94 environmental education,

Taking the environment as a natural resource for learning, students had
to choose a particular area and discuss how they would use it to teach specific
contEntinikeir subject areas. 4

Schools are often required to conduct visits.which can easily become a
sort of non-educational picnic outing. In the case being described; no effort .1

was spared to gain work experience. Areas chosen were those easilyaccessi4jef,
such as a quafrr, so urban slum, a mangrove swamp, a low-cost housing area,
a public beach, and various types a residential areas. Students majoring in
language deris4 special advantage from this assignment in teaching skills spch
as comprehension, writing and vocanufay .
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At the end of thelrogramme, students complete a self-evaluation ques-
tionnaire to test their undeistanding of the programme, to indicate whether
it has achieved its objectives or not and, more importantly, to help the students

evithiatetheir ability and expertise in the handling
of environmental education. The respo has been encouraging; respondents
were positive about their ability to introduce environmental concepts through
their various disciplines, and to use skills such as collecting relevant infor-
mation and identifying topics and methods of teaching. The areas that students
felt kequired further training were laboratOry work, co- curricular activities,
focating and using resource personnel and materials, and the planning of field
trips.

One interesting `response was'that separate time should be allocated in
the.course for discussion at length on integration exercise, in specified school
subjects. Every week individual students;veit asked to list current topics and
issues on the environment like those recited in the press. At the end of the
week a class discussion was held where individuals suggested ways they could
incorporate these current issuelin their subjects. The following schedule was
used to ,develop the-summary 'of the discutsion in each of the trainees' subject
specializations. Students felt time did not permit detailed discussions of the
various activities that could be planned by the teacher. This exercise, highly
recommended for a programme of this nature, was ratYd by the trainees as
practical and useful.

P.
Figure 1: Discussion schedule for environmental topics and issues

Geography
Topic/
Issue *%...".1.:,..,...evel Fortin 1 'Form 2

-,
FOrm 3 Form 4 Form 5

Land clearing

Sikkim

Campaign on
Batu Caves

. .

.

As( this is a unique and experimental programme a follow-up study was
needed to sec whether the participants had put lbw action the experience
gained during the course at the university. &questionnaire was mailed to the
course graduates and the response was encouraging. Within the constraints of
time, the rigid structure of the school system and the need to meet examin-
ation'deadlines, course participants were'still able to include some elements
of environmental question in their particular subjects. Major activities such
as projects, Mayer and field trips Have been generally realized through'extra-
Curricular programmes sponsored by student clubs and societies. .The requests
thatteachers made for further information on content, teaching guides, resource
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I $
materials and in-service programmes are good indicators of their sustained
interestterest and enthusiasm.

The teacher - training model just described ran successfully for three years
and indicate that teachers with a background in the humanities can be trained
to impart environmental concepts though various disciplines. This multi-
disciplinary dimension demands that the Course instructor be well- informed
of:

1. Environmental principles and issues;
2. Teaching techniques and methods;
3. Techniques of integration;
4. The possibilities available within the syllabuses tirrently followed

in schools; and
. 5. Resources for the teaching and learning of thiS subject.

f' Willustrating and highlighting karefelly selected enyirotimental cdtcepts
wian the subjects offered to train ,,and by stimulating an interest in making
observations on the state of the, environment during field trips and report
writings, a conscious and active commitment is evoked in the trainees not
merely to include but to emphasize aspects related to the environment as an
integral part of the instruction. The inter-disciplinary and intra-disciplinary
training of teachers with a background in humanities enables them to broaden
their horizons and increase their awareness of the significant contribution that
science can make to the explanatory process of, inquiry. It also entitles them
to teach the values of environmental education with the necessary skill and
confidence,

feI111!
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f

MALAYSIA

A TEACHING MODEL IN THE HUMANITIES: tHE STRAITS OF MALACCA

Thi4topic from the humanities'can be-uid effectively to promote inter-
disciplinary approaches to examine the environment with data drain from
the related studies of Geography, Geo-politicS, Economics, Ecology, Marine
Sciencts, Fisheries, Oceanic Traffic and others. It is currently a subject of
gieat political and enviro ental interest.. - .

Environmentalis feel that the political positions taken by'the various
kriterested nations, the problem of ownership or right of free passage on
the narrow Straits, are incidt to the pinnary problem: the preservation of
the health and safety or the Straits as waterway. -They feel that if the issue
I the environmental factors, associated with thepresent deteriorating state
of the Straits, is not urgently attended to, national leaders in the surrounding
countries will soon have to debate not the seawarbut the 'sewer' that the
Straits of Malacca will eventually become.

a.

While the responsibility of ensuring the envithnmental health of the
Straits should be equily shared by all nations using it fortheir economic :
objectives, Indopesia,Malaysia and Singapore will have to exercise the greatest
vigilance. This is not only because there is a 12-mile territorial claim b ese
countries, but also because of-the geographical and ecological releVance d he
Straits to -their economies'and,livelihood. An illustration of the critical import-
ance of the Straits is that the waterway irresponsible for much of Malaysia's
maritime food supply and revenue. It provides Malaysia with 74 per cent of
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the protein intake of its people. It yields each year /0,000 tons of prawns, of
-which 17,000 tons are exported, earning M$100 migon annually.* The
cockles and other molluscs that are harvested bring an income of MI15 million.
The vast resources of the Straits account for the livelihood of more than
100,000 people. The fishing industry .4r Malaysia is in great trouble as
55 per cent of coastal fishermen, on both coasts, live below the poverty e
mir most are under-employed. Aquaculture or fish- farming'is being prop sed
as an alternative foAruch fishermen. The traits of Malacca, if it were clean,
would be a great asset to both the fishermen and the economy at large..

One of the fundamental causes of pollution in the Straits has been the
vast number of accidents caused by inadequate safety measures on giant oil
tankers that use the waterway. The reopening of the Suez C*l was particu-
larly relevant tole problem for its dramatic *rase of trafillin the Straits,'
said to beki-u-t SO per cent. Now at least 15,000 ships use the Straits each
year. Most of the traffic is composed of tankers, mainly Japanese, trans-
porting crude oil from West Asia. The increase in traffic intteases the likeli
Hood of accidents, collisions and groundings of vessels. In 1971, a total o
six accidents occurred involving supertankers of more than 200,000 de
weight tons. In January 1975 the supertanker `Shows Maru' ran aground close
to Pulau Sebarok, three miles off Singapore. It was carrying a full lo of
224,000 tons of crude oil from the Persian Gulf to Japan. The group Zing
caused the rupture of three tanks, discharging an oil spill of about one million
gallons. 'In October of the same year; the cargo ship.:Tolo Sea' wi a cargo
of 200 tons of Bunke' oil ran aground off Penang harbour, resultin, in another
spill., A disaster causing considefable damage to marine and plant- fe occurred
when the 'Diego Silang', a Philippine tanker, collided with two ther ships
nearly 12 miles off the coast between Batu Pahat and Plidau P sang. Six
thousand tons of oil were spilledjcovering an area of 410 t 00 square miles.

Accidents, the extent of traffic and the tragic dum g of oil wastes into
the Straits will earn for it the reputation of being the er of Southeast Asi
a mariner's nightmare where traffic safety is cone ed. It is rapidly becoming
one of the world's dirtiest maritime backlantsa ituation brought about by
indiscriminate and irresponsible use.

'he overall effect is an imbalance of delicate tatural eculofical equi-
librium, leading inexorably to the introd ion of drastic changes in economy
and marine life. The enforced change the natural ecology has already caused
the destruction of plankton,a na food source for fish. Hence the fish
population has shown a drastic red ction and certain species have been
destr1yed. Thii will naturally have a bearing on the fishing industry, and on
the availability and price of certain fish for the consumer.

Approximately 2.20 Malsridan dollars (M$)
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The cesaltreefs are under constant threat. The many, crevices,and recesses
among the 6o 4l structure provide shelter to young fish and the larvae of many
marine organisms. They are ideal breeding places where eggs are laid with a
high degree of security. The reefs are as ,important breeding ground for lobsters
and all molluscs and are the habitat forgih such as groupers (EpitlePhelti4,
pairot fish (Scaridae), rabbit fish (SigrIngs), fusiliers (Caesio) and snappers
(Lutjanus), which comprise the major yarieliel of fish landed in Malaysia. It
is estimated that almost 49 per cent of the world's coral reefs occur in the
Indo - Pacific region, and that about 9 per cent of present commercial oceanic
fish landings are from coral reefs; therefore these reefs must be protected..
Natural causes exercise their toll, but pollution has a greater toll on the reefs.
Due to poor land management, sedimentation caused by flood run-off from

'land has caused the reefs to be bathed irrbrackish, silt -laden water. This pro-
longed coating end burial by sediments will eventually result in the death of
the reef.

The oil discharge and traffic disturbances are the third major source of
threat. Evidence shows that chronic oil pollution may prevent normal settle-
ment and development of coral larvae. Chemical pollutants frortragricillture
and industry are another threat, since there is poor management and treatment
of toxic effluent discharge.

e mangrove swamp is ecologically a vital habitat. It is ngt only thee
ucharine life but also kvital area for the spawning and breiding

e animals and breeding plants. The destruction of the habitat cod
causereversible damage to the dynaniics of marine life-. The effect of pollu-
tion on marine life has severe repercussions on Min. The depletion...of fish,'
molluscs and marine food sources affects the livelihood-of more than 100,000 z

people, and a prime protein,source of the nation. What fiatrare availableare
made even more difficult to catch because of the damage to flee nets by the
oil spills. Oil spills not only make the nets sticky, deterring the fish from
approaching them, but hasten the rotting of the nets.

The first line of defence against Oil spill is the use of non -toxic diaper-
sants which help to break up the oil blobs into tiny drops. The danger of this
practice is) that it only helps to disperse the tiny drops further. Also, the use of
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detergents could tricrease the intake of chlorinated hydro ns, whickare
predicted to cause cancer in living things. An oil dicictakes only about 36
hours, which is about the duzition of.three tide cyclet, to blacken both shores

of the gaits. Hence there is a constant danger to the littoral countries pf
Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore. With pollutants such as oil"-, sewage, metals,
chemicals, sediments, radiolictiveuud carcinogenic materials being steadily
introduced into the Straits; fish are not only more expensive and contaminated,
but there exists an even grateudanger to the vital need to maintain ecological
balance and preserve the economic wealth and resources of tlie sea.

The situation demands an immediate rigid control of traffic with a neat
traffic separation 4eme; itticter control on the dumping of wastes; sa greater
keel clearance space;frorn'the present one-to-two metres for fully laden ships
to a safer depth; and strict imposition of lties on oil/Cnkers that cause
pollution (as specified in the Milaysian Environmental Quality Act 127,1974).
And not least, there should be a constant and vigilant 1:11ological watch' on
the behaviour of the marine population as they are the -sensitive, accurate and
natural indicators of the fife-supporting capacity of the Sjraits.

in studying these divergent problems,` environmentalists with a back-
ground in hurdmities will find it rewarding to Combine the expertise of their
academic skills with thd%e of the marine scientist, and to approach the teaching
of the subject from .11hOlistic perspective.

TRAFFIC RULES FOR MALACCA STRAITS

Since this article was prepared, shipping in the Straits of
Malacca has been suby;fted to a traffic separation regulation.
Introduced on 1 May 1981, and enforced 6y the littoral states of
Malaysia,oSingapore and Indonesia, the scheme states that: Vessels
will be required to keep to the starboard side of the channel and
observe other regulations aimed at preventing collisions at sea.
Beacons; Aglithoisses, buoys and other traffic signals have been
installed at strategic points along the Straits, which is considered

Ito be one of the busiest sea lanes in the world.
The plan ikes not bar tankers from the Straits as feared by

oil importers, but could exclude some supertankers through depth
limits on vessels passing through the waterway.

Tankers which do not meet sea ckarance regulations will
have to take the &ger and mote expensive journey through the
,Sunda Straits in Indonesia.

Source: The Naticai Review, Bangkok, 21 April 1981

r
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OUT-OF-SCHOOL ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

4

Introduction

by M. Atputhanathan

During the last few decades, there has been disillusionment in developing
countries, particularly in the region of.Asia and the Pacific, regarding formal
education imparted through schools and modelled mainly on the Western
system. This disillusionment came about when school systems failed to
develop people in the proper way and utilize human resources fully in the
rapid development taking place. It is felt that both human resource develop-
ment and the improvement of the quality of BR are essential for the proper
development of a country. Many aspects of education, especially science edu-
cation, are fat removed from the actual environment of the people. This has
resulted in an increasing concern for environmental edutation is recent years.

Although environmental education has formed the topic ofmany tunic-
uhun development seminars and several regional and inteinational meeting*
there has been very little consensus on what environmental education should
consist of, at what levels of education envirronrnental education concepts
should be integrated, what strategies should be adopted to impart knowledge
and which environmental education components should be emphasized at
each grade level.

An attempt will be made in this article to refer to the experiences of the
past decade-and-a-half hi the field of out -of- school- education in Asiaii coun-
tries as well as in Europe and Africa to bring clarity to these concerns.

Elements of anviionniontal education

Four main components can be identified if one takes into consideration
the deliberations of the past decade-and-a-half on environmental education.
These components are indicate in Figure 1, overleaf. The relative sizes of
the segments will vary with the age level at which the programme is being
introduced. At the primary level for example, working with an age gioup of
six to eight, the main emphasis would be on awareness. A second emphasis
would be on real-life situations. But there is bound to be an overlap of the
compoqents as one selects environmental situations for study.

Awareness. This would mainly mean alerting one's senses to the physical,
social and aelithetic aspects of the environment through:

1. Anthropology, wh considers human beings as constituting an
important part of the environment;
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Figure 1. Falvironmental components

2. S 1 : of inter-relationshifcs which exist between environmental
co :. is and the dynamic nature of the environment;

3. tiop of a very broad'range of elements, tan'gibl'e and intangible,
su as Oahu., animals, soil, ways of life of man, man-made materials,
sound, lightenergy, and the earth, the solar system and the universe;
and

4. Undetitanding as far as it is possible from today's knowledge of the
ecological principles governing the environment.

Real-fife situations. To link education to life, the educator needs to
identify the situation, both local and Pational, which may vary from country
to country. Within a country there will be different local situations. For
example, in intensivihricultural areas like-the north of Sri Lanka, the study
of soli pollution from agro-chemicals, life.cyelea of agricultural crbps, rainfall
patterns and water-storage patterns would form real-life situations. In fishing
areas like the Maldive islands, which are in close proxinttY to Sri Lanka, tides,
breeding-of fish inshore and off -shore and d4 3e- a- fishing, principles of
Tether forecasting, and fish techniques are major aspEcts of life._
Similarly if one takes a country like the Sociialitsetepublic of Viet Nam, duck-
hatching and spawn collecting and breeding in the village of Bat Ly, and sugar-
cane and jute fewing on lands reclaimed from river are two examples of
working with real-life situations. Generally, apties in real-liit situations
would be focused 'on economic activity, notritiou and health, hobbies, cloth-
gig, weather, sOcific environmental hazards and specific problems relating to
energy, Unliki_the awareness progranuhe where the stress would be on atti-
tudinal aspects of the environmental study related to life, an understanding
of the fundamental concepts and practical methods would be essential
components of education. `-
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Coitserv*on. This meiuts the careful exploitation of the environment
for the benefit othe present generation with due consideration given to fissure
generationi. This theme needs to underly any educational programme on con-
servation as it stresses the correct attitudes to be developed towards conserva-
tion of environmental resources so that they can be harnessed and used by
present and future generations. Identification of the is urn forest4equire-
menu, reforestation, conservation of endangered flora fauna, recycling
of resources, confrollft soil erosion, and preventingover-exploitation of the
sea resourcesthese are some of the topics considered under conservation.
Some issues which are normally local may sometimes be considered at the
national or even global level. These issues include over-exploitation of foilsil
fuels and the ilestnsction of forest reserves.

Development-based problems. This aims at identifying and harnessing
environmental resources for development with the assistance of specialists.
Involvement in development -based problems brings elements of correct atti-
tudes toward solutions to problems of the country, research, and work-
oriented learning and involvement with the cOtrununity at the levels of both
laymen anti experts. Some development-oriented projects, where students
ims.been involved and have benefitted, would illustrate these aspects of
environmentaYeducation:

1. Regional camps on the Green Revolution (held in Sri Lankirand
attended by four countries, where the activities and thinking of
students, teachers and 'experts gave a bjoad insight into the term
Green Revolution.'

2. Participation by students, specialists and teachers in activities, such
as the hydro-biological survey of a lagoon in Sri Lanka2 thatwas
blocked ant de-salinated; reclamation of land; breeding of inland

1 1 fishes and promotion of agriculture. This programme,having continued
for 10 years, has the triple interdependentObjectiies pf research,
science education and national development. Its tentacles have spread
into other areas such as popularization, conservation, social develop-
ment and living as well.'

S. Substituting solar energy for traditional forms of energyis a topic
that is being considered in different parts of the workrto make peoplt

waie of the limitations of energy resources and exposing them to new
technologies which have been developed for harnessing solar energy.

4. The study of palm products is another development- oriented project
aimed at the underdeveloped resources of the Palmyrah palm. This is
being prompted primarily in Tamil Nadu, India,and to some extent
in Sri Lanka.

There are also a variety of other development-oriented projects such as
the 'blue revolution', pollution and alternative sources of proteins that are
attracting attention.
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The characteriedcsof environnuntateducation

In formal education, pupils and teachers concentrate on knowledge which
is built-up into disciplines. But when one looks ar the environment, one has
to look at body of knowledge normally taken up by separate disciplines in
a should now be integrated into a whole. Environmental

er the appreciation of sounds in the environment 'or the
understanding of weather or the study of phenomena behind the decline of
elephant populations exiled in an unsystematized manner, unlike the neatly
and logically laid-out disciplines of physics, sociology or chemistry. A third
characteristic of environmental knowledge is that it is not static but changes
with time and place. 4

These changes are faster in the developing countries due to the rapid rate
of development. This is one of the main reasons why form curricula some-
times fail to have the necessary impacf ant' are often out of context with the
real problems of the otintry. Understanding and appreciating environmental
issues is a, life-long process. Hence, teaching and learning should be not only
for those in schools (future citizens);but should continue for those in the
communizy4life-long education).

The stainer,: out-ofichool education
It ts proposed here to identify what out-of-school education stands for,

and how it has been interpreted and worked out by the International Co-
ordinating Committee ourof-school science and technoloty education
(ICC) during the past

Out-of-school 'education comprises all those activitiesundertaken outside
the formal teaching period and the formal curriculum. his activity can take
place in a free-activity period in the normal school day. It can also take place
in another institution or even in semi-inttitutiohalized locations 9ich as camps,
homes and ad-hoc centres. Out-of-school education (or non-curricular educa-
tion as it is sometimes descrthed) covers all those aspects of education which
an individual pursues as a reiult of his own choice, with or without the help
of institutions provided for this purpose. This is distinct from informal edu-
cation Aida is brought 'about by the influence of various factors of the en-
ziromnent on the ildividtkal (also called socialization). It is also distinct froth
formal education which isermed as a limited organized encounter between
the student and the teacher with the help of the curriculum.

In planning out -of- school activities, particularly in relation to environ-
mental education, it has always been emphasized that this should be sup-
plementary to formal education in any country

_ Due to the very nature of environmental education and the fact that
science and technology form airimportant hip /client, it is not possible for
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formal education to keep up with progress. This is because in all formal
educational systems there is a built-in 4irne.lag between what is taught and the
actin frontiers of knoMedge. This time-lag is apparent in science and-tech-
nology'and environmental education and cannoebe better explained than in
the words of the late Rene Maheu, fOrmer Director General of Unesco, who
said somewhere, "Scientific and social transformations in the modern world
arelo rapid that teaching institutions including the most modern and the best
developed are not able to assume alone all th_Vresponsibilities they face and it
is indispensable to pay greater attention to the out-of-school education of
youth."

Whether it be focusing attention on observation of flowering plants of
the country, preventing wanton destruction of ttees, Calling attention to the
pave dangers of pesticide poisoning or undertaking community-oriented
development projects late development of the under-utilized palmyra palm
or any of an infinite number of other actionsout-of-school activity must like
into account the following points:

1. The technology used has to be up-to-date and needs not only school
and university teachers but experts in such fieldsys horticulture,
chemistrz, entomology, aesthetics or forestry;

2. Each of these topics involves looking at many aspects of the problem
such 'as the scientific, sociological, or aesthetic, and these do not exist
as separate compartments but 'rather as an environmental problem-

. into which all of these aspects will be woven;
,

3. The programme Nu to suit the recipient and meet the criteria of the
locality where the activity is to be based; /

4. The emphasis has to be on developing correct attitudes, for which the
interaction ratio may be as low as 1:3 or 1:5 and the programme has
to have a personal touch; and

5. The programme should be closely associated with the world of work,
real-life situation; and values.

To achieve this, the programme must b4 tailor-made, taking into con-
sideration the age group, the nature of the environmental problem and the
knowledge, skills and facilities available. Hence, out-of-school activity has
been found to be suitable for environmental education and this has led to the
proliferation of out-of-school environmental educational institutions in many
countries.

Pastchk19 PnlIrlinTsk as "OUP of students and out-of-school methods
,

Figure 2, overleaf, gives a rough idea of the relative percentages of the
different types of environmental education that would be suitable for different

gr°44.
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Figure 2. 'Approximate percentage of types of envIonmental education
suitable for various stages of eduCatiOn

Prinuy
96 ad cation
100

Lower
Secondary

A Awareness
R Real Iffe

C Conservation
D Development

At the primary school level many countries have environmental aware-
ness programmes ini,ka:r format Curricula. The out-of-school activity pro-

gramme tried out at tS level is ortwg,types:

Week-end programmes. These can be either in the school or at an out-of-
schoOl centre where an environment# programme on real life and aware-
ness has been arranged. Ong such designed for an agriculttiral sub-
sidiary crop-growing community; is described: `Tney visited the farming
plots, learnt folk songs, saw planting of onions, and learnt about the root
system of these onions, the watering methods, the weaving of onion
baskets, care of vegetable plots and sharpening of instruments!'

One-day programmes. These may be held in an out-of-school centre or
itithe.sehool where children meet selected people from the community,
visit people at work or make sketches of nature sites such as the sea-
shore, coral, mountains or trees.
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6

brtutiabbi these are planned to supplement formal education. It is
through these programmes that the students become-aware of up-to-date ideas
and . When students go to the out- ofichool activity centre for a,
week-end, sometimes meet peers from other schools andthis helps in the
exchange of ideas and community- living. Experiences pined in.theme out-of-
school activities could be ploughed back into formal education very easily at
this primary stage.

The programmes for lower-secondary and upper-secondary 'schools and
even for, those who need continuing education are similar .\ The upper-secondary
and tertiary studentiand adults are in mixed groups, espeiiilly when the pro-
grammes take place in an out-of-school activity centre or when a project is
organized by the school. Sometimes projects are designed separately for
separate groups. The common forms of activities planned for environmental
education at these _ley* are camps, workshops, seminars and projects.

Camps are primarily residential. The term 'camp' has come to be used
in:out-of-school programmes and it does not necessarily involve working in
tents, but working under varying improvised conditions. These camps can be
held' in permanent institutions or in temporary buildings or tents. Salient
features' of the camps (or workshops as they are sometimes termed) are:

1. The participants are there o own ft:ee choke. SOmetimess when
there is a greater demand, camps are held or a selection is
made of the most interested cipants. This is done by means
questionnaires and recommendations.

2. The programmes are mainly for life- and development-oriented pro-
jects. Sometimes one component may overlap the others. It is also
posn'that a series of camps has to beheld to focus attention on a

At camps for development of the palmyra palm (Borassus flabellifera)
products at Thondai-manaru, Sri Lanka, out-of-school activity c'entres are
established. This is an example of a development-oriented environmental
programme. It was organized through a series of camps, each of five-tR-seven
days' duration, to focus attention on different aspects of this palm. The first
camp was on palmyra seed and the edible portion of the seedlings' roots. The
second camp was on,palrayra leaves, the third on palmyr fruit juke and the,.
YoUrth on the sweet exudation from the cut end of pskriyra inflorescences.

At each of these camps community members, research organization
personnel, Students and adults participate. There is interaction where every-
one benefits and the findings are published for laymen. The research workers
take with them samples for future investigation. The problems of communi-
ties living in the palmyra-growing areas are discussed and studied. In addition,
the conservation of these-useful palms, replanting techniques and the aesthetic
and market value of ornamental material made from palmyra are also discussed.
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The usual teacher-participant ratio in these camps is around 1;5 (irk.oui-
of-school activity, a teacher of"a similar person is 'called a leader). In residential
camps, no time limit is fixed folyork. Everyone works as a team and the
work May continue late into the night. This type of,work includes a generous
mixture of ficademk discuisions and manual work, both in the laboratory and
in the field. ,

The nature of these. activities is such that an Open-ended approach is used
in contrast to the cookbook approach in formal education systems. It is not
at all surprising to record that the outcome is of a high standard and that very
often the research workers are astonished by the originality displayed by the
student participants.

There are some interesting off-shoots of these camps worth mentioning.
They are community living, the diffusiop of ideas generated in the camps into
the community anti creation of a young band of catalysts and performing 1
actors who take contemporary ideas into the adult community.

Another type 9f out-of-school act tried out at the school level and
at out-of-school activity centres is proje work, an environmental activity
such as the development of a village, u ating a local craft and planning re-
forestation activities with experts an ymen. The project is normally plan-
),
ned over a period determined by the quantum of study and work. The. school

. or the out -of- school activity centre becomes the centre of planning and execu-
tion. The participants get together at definite intervals, say at week-ends and
on holidays, to plan and execute the work. Most of the features outlined for
camps are applicable here except that participants do not stay for long periods
of time.

Seminars usually last just one day. The work component is minimal but,
within this eight to twelve-hour period, there is considerable interaction be-
tween experts, laymen and students and there is demonstration of activities,
supported by audio-visuaiofaalitics.

Sometimes these seminars supplement camps and project work. For
example, a series of seminars was held for fishermen to supplement project
wort on stocking a lagoon with economically viable species of fish. This
was a two-year project. The fishermen were informed about the Idea tech-
niques of catching the correct size of fish, throwing young btus back into the
lagoon. Feeding techniques and fish-culturing techniques were other issues-
that were discussed.' Thus in these seminars real-life activities are combined
with aspects of conservation and development. The participants are mainly
adults who need continuing education to help them carry out activitie like
stockfollagoons with fish, with"help from fishermen.

Institutionaligar salukis: related to environmental education

Out-of-school activities May be organized for different purposes. They
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Taking tusks samples for chemical analysis from the Tholdaimenare Lagoon (p. 2851

may take the form of campAvhich give leadership training or of workshops
to update certain techniques or to give training in management procedures.

The environmental education programme outlined in this article has been
used in many countries under the rubric of out-of-schooe activities ands has
met with success in special institutions developed for this purpose. Such in-
stitutions hake been established in various parts of the world, some partly and
othersiurely confined to outof:school activity. Some of the latter types are
affiliated to ICC (a non-govarnmetital organisation with consultative status
in Unesco):' Experience during the past deeade-and-a-half shows that institu-
tionalization of out-of-school education is an essential factor in promoting
environmental programmes. It allows an infrastructure to be created to
emphasize various types of environmental problems and to organize pro-
grammes for different age groups.

The very nature of out-of-school education makes it imperative that
whatever firm of infrastructure is developed for this purpose, it should be
non -governmental in origin. Only then is the inftitution free to develop
multifarious activities and encourage a spirit of dedication among those who
run it. )

Furtheesuch institutions should be localized and should begin operating
with interested and willing persons. They should-not be fostered by any out-
sideagencies. Whenever there has been interference from an outside agency,
the institution has not functioned successfully or has stopped functioning
altogether. This does not necessarily mean thakan outside agency, govern-
mental or otherwise, should not offer help. Out agencies should provide
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financial, moral and technical support but they `should not control the insti-
tutions from the

. . ,

, The institutions have the blersingiand support of the natibnal government.
.4 .

The continuity of such inititutiorisaruithe co-ordination and support they get
from various agencies depend greatly on the recognition given them by the.
government. ' . , .-

Training of leaders-for out-dfschool educstion .
One the functions of out-of-school education centres is to train the

leaders for environmental-education through out-of-school activities. It is
apparent from the foregoing discussion that such training must recognise the
following points: . .

. 1. Leaders are not teachers,* ghli sense that they ire in formal educa-
tional institutions, but are people who are experienced p working

: with youth and ire willing toliarn constantly;'

4,

2. Leaders have to work with youth in a process of exploration of the
- unknown; this type of exploration needs to be done with close
personal contact with from three to five motivated 'young people'to '...

.
s each leader; ".

. t
,

3. Adaptability to various tailor -Made programmes and adaptability to
improvised working conditions arebuilt into most environmental
activities; and .

,
4. Leaders have to take into consideration the needs of the locality, the

.. 'nation and sometimes even of the world, so that suitdble programmes ,

can be organized based on the market demand." Sometimes leaders
have to take the initiative by focusing on certain environmental
prdblems. 'It is here that they exhibit their true leidership qualities.

. .

Having recognized the essential features of the training of leaders of out-
of-school activities, it has been shown that such training can best be achieved

- by working with the participants on a series of normal camps and specie/
camps which emphasize planning of activities and management of young
people. Furthermore, leadershave to:cultivate an aptitude for such work if
they are to be succeuful. . 4 . a

..,

Summary

Out-of-school environmental education programmes in any country have
to be supplementary to formal education.. The leVels at which they are
organized must take into consideration the extent to which knowledge and
experiences have gone into the formal education at that level. This also im- '
plies the level of knowledge in the community (also referred to as Zeitgeistf. 4

'a
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On the other hAnd,tit has been found that out-of-school environmental
programmes have enriched formal education at various levels. For example,
a series of out-of-school activities. on various aspecti of pollution formed the
background material for inputs bib the existing secondary school curriculum
in the sciences in Sri LaxAa. This les enabled the formal ctirriculturi to be
updated.

Development,of a needs-based environmental education programme in a
....,s,ountry enables the youth toperceive their specific environment with the

correct, attitudes to such problems as energy, population growth, pollution,
conservation and food production. These problems have not been neatly
laid out in the various disciplines in schools as they cannot be effelige
handled by the traditional teachers alone. Unfortunately, as each d
by, environmental problems are taking new shape as new forms of technology
are being developed. This' makes it all the more importantthat out-of-school
environmental educationahould forrn an integral part of the future planning
of education in stny country. 0
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USE OV THE, MASS MEDIA IN
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION: JAPAN'S EXPERIENCE

by Renter° Ohno

Environs/anal education in Japan

rThe.concepts, objectives and content of environmental education have
gradually been identified and- made clear through a series of international
meetings. As a consequence, the scope of environmental education is con-
sidered to extend beyond the scope of both education on preservation of the,
natural environment and education on environmental pollution which was
started as a resulrai the need to controrenvironmental pollution problems.
The emphasikof environmental education is now laid on the study of human
behaviour and the search for harmony between the bio-physical and man-
made eipAronments.

These international issues have been reflected in environmental education
Japan, where it it:aveloped from three sources: fi) from education on

pollution, (ii) from tion on nature or on protection of the natural -

environment; and (iii).from environmental science. Common concepts hive
- been formed gradually within these three approaches and they are,now being

integrated one with another.

Environmental education is carried Out with and without intent, not only
, as a part of school education but also in the various educational settings in

Nan. It has been taken up in the learning of subjects such as social studies,
science, physical education, industrial arts and homemaking and during the
period for moral education and special activities.

In addition, the period for special curricular activities which has been
introduced in the recently revised Course of Study is used iorthe study of
interrelationships beten man and the natural environment by taking up
special study themes in view of the importance of environmental education.
Apart from school education, the use of museums, public parks, Children's
Nature Study Centres and Youth Houses provides important opportunities
for environmental education. The aims of environmental education are to
acquaint students with the natural environment and to develop a positi*
attitude to its protection and preservation, and the use of such tions
his a significant meaning in pursuing these aims. An incre number of
citizens' public halls in various parts of Japan offer special urses to the
general public for the study of problems and issues relating to the environ-
ment and resourcei.

J
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The mass media in environmental education
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The formation and developnitnt of environmental-education was started
in, the 1970s. Because environmental education has had so little time to
develop, there has been an urgent need to make full use of mass media for
the dissemination of information which encourages people to consider the
relationships between man and the environment.

In implementing environmental education effectively, the use of various
media, especially the mass media, such as television (TV), radio and motion
pictures in addition to newspapers, magazines, books and pamphlets, is in-
evitable. There are two ways.to utilize the mass media.

The first one is the planned production of instructional materials and -
programmes for environmental education using mass media; the second is the
use 'of many materials and programmes not specifically meant for environ-
mental education, but which are very effective in p opportunities to
make people think about relationships between the natural environ-
ment.
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Aspects +of environmental education in Asia and the Pacific

Dirfslopinsnt of-instil:Mond mean* using mos midis
In the 1971 revision of the National Courie of Study, the study of

environmental pollution in the social studies was included and social studies
textbooks were revised accordingly. Since then., instructionatmaterials pro-
duction comparisons have initiated the develOpment of instructional materials
for the study of environmental pollution using such audio-visual media as
television, radio, motion pictures; slides and photographs.

In Japan, the rapid industrial development in the 1950s and 1960s
resulted in environmental deindation in various parts of the country. Time
followed a publke expression OT concern for the need of preserving and pro-
tecting the naturtd environment, and for securing the life of the people. In
1'967, the Fundalientit-l-Law for Anti-Pollution Measures was promulgated.
The revisio f of Study in 1971 Was made under each circum-
stances and the d opMent of instructional-materials for the studs of
environmental education was initiated. One of the characteristics of audio-
visual media is the high degrie of realism khey.are capable of portraying, se
their use is ciuite effective in showing the actual situation of 'environmental

Polluti9n-
Use of television. With the introductipn of the concept of environniental

educationaMd the crystallization,of its objectives and content, the development
of instructional materials for environmental education began differently from
education for environmental pollution. Onilezarnple is the production of
school broadcasting programmes for invifonmental ucatiosusing educational
television. This was done by the Nippon Hoot, Ky. (NHK: Japan Broad- ^

elating Corporation), the nation-widegtorkleomm,'
public service broad-4,

casting organization. Sine 1975, aprograrnme 'the Green Earth' has
been broadcast to loweiondary school stud i ts, but the content is so well-
organized that it can be understood even b e pupils of upper grades in the
primary schaoh. ThisprograMme is d to make direct use of the leatning
in social studies and science and m der use of various learning activities.
The annual programme schidule is in the guidebook for teachers.

In 1980, The G
three aspects; (1.) Man,
Methods for laying the
logical environment with
ton in thtlea. Th
meat fromifhe point of

a was series of programmes, dealing with asses

;2),Environment and daily life; and (3)
local environment; The first part describes the bid-,

ch t4s as Micro-organisms in the Soil and Plank-
to give the students another look at the environ- '
ecology.'

In the second g the Environment and Daily Life, environ-
mental problems ed through prOrglarames abourthe Polluted Ocean
and the like. Programmes in the third part art produced to enhance the moti-
vation of the students to study the environment around them and to explore 4

its mechanism. This series tries to consider environmental education front le
a

4
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The mass media in environmental education

wider ecological perspective than edu n for environmentalpolhition. It fi
noteworthy that the use of audio-visual erials is quite effective as it makes
it posiible to present the world of the biol 'cal environment freely in tkrips
of time and space.

The 'Green Earth', broadcast every fo 1, consists of ?0 programmes
per year, and is repeated three times. In t years, many schools have
recorded the programmes on video tapes to be used in conjunction with
classroom lessons. Attempts have been made to encourage parents to watch
the . e together with children at home to stimulate conversation on
various top' between the parents and children, In addition to this, an.in-
creasing n I I i of citizens' public halls are now using pre-recorded program-
mes for the study of environmental education.

Use of Motion pictures, Environmental education through motion '-
pictures is becoming popular in Japan. The Japan Environment Association,
established in 1977 as an extra-departmental body of thegovernment's
environment agency, produced nine 16mm motion pictures for environmental
education between 1978 and 1980. One copy.of these films is distributed
free to each prefectural board of education throughotit the country, and kept
at its film library for use by schools and boards of education upon request.

'Green Partner'; 'Forests and Man', 'Mechanism of Nature' and 'Looking
up at Mt. Fuji' are films which have been produced. Most deal with the
importance and necessity of preserving the natural environment and the
ecological system of environment. The Japan Economic Education .
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Centre has also produced since the late 1970, such motion pictures as The
Precious Earth', This Beautiful Land' (dealing with.the natural environment
of Japan and the earth), 'Resourcei: PastPtesentFuture' and 'The Thing
Which Supports 110 hfillion People' (dealing with' the effective use of

-relources). All 'are-distributed free to each prefectural board of education._

Use of other media and materials. For the implementati4 and pro-
inotion of environmental education, it is necessary to compile statistical data,
maps or reference materials to show,the present state of environmental prob-, _

-lemsikwhich enable teachers to deepen their study and to preNre their lessons.
Maiurnew.sPaPer offices and publishing companiefiasueyearbooks and refer-

.- awe documents ior ciuldren.in which important data and materials for con,
sideiation-of anviroiuneHntal problems are included. Some schools purchase
several copies of 'such pulilications and keep them in-the.school library for
use hy, the pupils.

_

Sinks 1979 the Japan EnvirOnnient AssocVation has published the
'Environment White Paper through Visual Presentation' fqrytudents in lower-
and iapper-aecondary schools and distributed it free to every school in the
country...In addition, since 1977, it has published 'Environment Series' as
refeielce ziaiiteriah for young people in primary-, lorei-trecondary and upper-
secondary 'schools, which take up and explain- specific environmental problems
and inake.the studentathinifaliout them. It is published in 200,000 copies-
and distributed free to the schools.

Be4des the production of films, the Japan Environment Association has
produced one picture story show every year since 1978 which deals with the
discipline required for children at the kindergarten level, such as in cleaning
of their surrOundinp. These are distributed free to eachprefectural board of
education. v".

, The Japan Economic E4ticatioA Centre aid publisher a teaqber's guide
for the consideration of economic problems in Japan. It deals with subjects
auch as thelimitation of resources and problems in energy development, and
is used by teachers for the preparation of lessons.

. -It is a unique feature of environmental education inixpan.that such
Public service organizations as NM, the Japan Environment Association and
the Japan Economic Education Centre are committed to developing instruc-
tionarmaterials.'

The role of men media in environmental education

In addition to the development and use of instructional latexials for
environmental education, there is another function of mass media which is
not directly intended for environmental education, bufwhich serves to
stimulate thinking on the telationshipi between man and the environment.
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NHK has broadcast a programine entitled !Nature Album' regularly since
around 1952, systematically depicting the wildlife of Japan during the four
seasons. This15-midufe programme is broadcast every Sunday morning.
MIK hai local stations invarious parts of Japan which enable it to undertake
long sessions of outdoor filming to present the beauty, grandeur and wonder
of the natural environment. These programmes arouse people's concern for
the protection and pitservation of the natural environment. Their content.
has been compiled in the form of illustrated magazines and published by an
affiliated organization.

Commercial broadcasting organizations also broadcast many programmes
containing valuable records of nature basedupon long sessions of outdoor
televising both in and outside Japan.

The following can be considered as basic concepts which should be
learnt by children as well as adults through environmental education:

1. Living things, including human beings, exiit.on the basis of inter-
with their environment

2. things require food and energy to. maintain life.

I .1.1 .1

In the learning and mastery of such basii concepts, documentary films
and programmes are considered to be quite effective. In-Japan, various
motion pictures dealing with the natral environmentare produced by coin-
mercial film produCtion cMpanies and are distributed to film libraries. They
are used as valuable resources for environmental education.

NM as well as'coimnercial broadcasting organizations broadcast special
programmes dealing with the problems of environmental pollution, resources
and energy on occasion for the general public.

It is important to inform all people through the mass media that
the present world relies on limited resources and that the capacity of the
environment to support life is rti In this respect, it will be necessary to
keep on producing more . . and inaterials dealing with environ-
mental problems in the , and national and commercial television and
radio broadcastbivirganizations as well as magazine and newspaper publishing
companies have i vital and formidable task in this undertaking.
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IMPROVING WORKING CONDITIONS AND THE ENVIRONMENT
IN TH. PROCESS OF INDUSTRIALIZATION

by ..E. G. Pe;era

Introduction

There is a time-honoured tendency to equate economic development
-with industrialization. At the same time a popular belief exists that manu-
factoring industries have the capacity to provide a vast array of job oppor-
tunities as well as greatly improved standards of ling. Understandably,
developing countries in Asia seem to have been influenced by these ideas in
evolving their development strategies. As a result, sizeable investments have
been made,particularly in the past two or three decades, not only in the
establishment of industries but Asp in introducing some degree of industrial-
ization in rural agriculture.

passage oftime has shown that many countries are experiencing
probb which had not occurred to them earlier. These have even tended
to the development process. FOr instance,, the giAreinmen'ts expected I

industrializittion to blip solve rising unemployment. On the contrary, the
development of industries has led to. rural -urban migration which has, in turn,
exacerbated the unemployment problem. Low productivity, uncontrolled
induitrial pollution and environmental degradation as well as the severity of
the hipact of poor working conditions and environment on the safety, health
and well-being of large =limbers of workers have all Oven cause for serious
concern in every country. 'Such enigmatic problems, coupled with continuing
inflation and balance of payments difficulties, have resulted in considerable
thought being given before launching furthez industries.

It is increasingly being recognized that development is multirfaceted in
nature. Furthermore, in integrated approach which takes into account,
among other matters, the interrelationship between development, population
problems including migration, natural resources and the total environment
which includes the work* environmentis'a sine qua non to progress. While
accepting that a strong case exists for industrialization to the extent that it
befits a developing economy', the process should pay due regard to,people,
for whom such development is eventually meant; to their requirements, their
physical and psychological abilities and the environment around them.
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Pm:silence of the social factor over the economic factor

Too often policies have tended to be oriented towards reapiig the best -
economic returns on investment. Arguments have frequently been levelled
against the questionable costliness of Plying heed to-working conditions and
the working environment. If good sense hadprevailed, however, no-one would
have overlooked the lessons learnt the hard way by some of the industrialized
countries many decades ago when they went through their own industrial-
ization processes. At that time economic circumstances compelled people to :"
work under conditions which paid little or no regard to health, safety, com-
fort or human dignity. Working people and their families were crammed into
accommodation provided by factory, mill and mine. Rest was minimal, with
factory hands working 70 to 80 hours a week.

The demand for improvements started with a reduction to a 10-hour day,
then nine and later eight hours, permitting adequate rest. Many a time real=
ization had dawned too late that "the social factor must take precedence over
the economic factor."1 Gradually, legislation.came to be introduced and
standards established, a process which is continuing. Asian developing coun-
tries should draw widely from such experiences.

Uniop behaviour.- It stands to ,reason that in Asia too:workers' unions
are best suited to lOoking afterthe interests of workers. In industrialized
countries which have a long tradition of responsible trade unionism: unions
do, Tact, fulfil this role admirably. Often well educated and almost always
well informed, they are trained to be watchful not only in regard to wage*
and other economic benefitslit,t equally to the safety, health and well-being -
of their fellow-men. -

Judging from personal discussions with union officials as well as a perusal
of negotiated collective bargaining agreements made in developing countries in
the region, one cannot help feeling that unless a planned, purposeful, educa-
tionlik effort is made it will take a long time before unions in developing
countries begin to realize tl value of improving working conditions and
environment so as to champion the cause of the worker across the negotiating
table. Nearly`alvrays,their emphasis Fur been on economic demands alone.
This kould be understood in the context of the absence of bare necessities of
life in certain sectors of employment. It is difficult to appreciate, however,
theii insi,mce on monetary gains to the exclusion of humane working con-
ditions other than through ignorance of the gravity of the impact of such
condition$, especially on the.health of workers.

While a trade union in the developed world would bargain for a short
working week or flexible working hours, the ptioritieltof its counterpart in-
the developing countries in Asia would, on theconttary, be for more overtime

1. Albert 'hums*, The ILOThe firsi decade, 1931.
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or Sunday work and of course higher overtime rates and Sunday pay. More
recently, however, in two developing countries national trade unions have'
established divisions devoted to the amelioration of working conditions and
the work environment.

Employer attitudes. Employers in industrialized countries are much
more alert nowadays and may even go out of their way to win,the confidence
of their unions and maintain their prestige as well as the company's image by
paying attention to working conditions and environment. For a long time,
these have been matters of less importance to employers in developing coun-
tries in the region with few exceptions such as, for instance, in the odd trans-
nationlal company.

The last few years have, however, witnessed an awakening of interest in
these matters in a few employers' organizations. While these are steps in the
right direction, much treater educational efforts-seem to be needed before
employers can develop more progressive attitudes and trade unions can exert
thiirinfluence effectively oti the rank and file at the enterprise level.

Visits to industrial enterprises in developing countries would reveal the
v,iist amount of foreign exchange invested by governments and individual
entrepreneurs in the purchase of expensive, sophisticated machinery and
equipment. Utmost care is given to the maintenance of these machines in /
private companies, but the working conditions and environment would not
suggest that the man or woman behind the machine is given the attention
they deserve. hours of work,inconsiderate shift and night work, incon-
venient shift rons, heavy workloads, excessive Wine, hot and humid
atmosphere, dirty and noisy working conditionscopplete with air-borne
pollutants such as dust, noxious gases and unpleasant smellsand, sometimes,
a poor fit of person to machine are part of the lot of a worker on minimal pay.

Working tins
It is appropriate to consider initially some aspects of conditions of work

-which are relevant to the region. Foremost among them is working time. Yet
posubly-,the least attention seems to be paid to the proper organization of
working ,time. Detailed surveys on working time were carried 'dut in two
developing countries in the region a couple of years ago. They involved visits

_to nearly a 'hundred enterprises spread through the length and breadth of
each country. It was disappointing to see how light-heartedly some manage-
ments lookedupon a matter such as the arrangement of working time.

In an endeavour to ascertain the raison d'etre behind the existinghours
of work, questions always asked were how the partiqular working hours came
to be fixed, how long those hours have been in operation and what the pr,e-

- vious working hours were. More than half couldkrzt provide answers, sugren:----
, ing that the working times of those enterprises had been fixed arbitrarily.
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It is little wonder that absenteeism was high and punctuality low. More than
another third of the factories visited had blindly adopted the working times
observed by neighbouringlaciories. In almost all of these companies 'working
bows had not been changed at all for 20 years even though there were prob-
lems traceable to inappropriate working hours, suggesting that changes for
the better were desirable.

In a tmaller number of factories, managements had been more enter-*
prising and their actions had paid dividends., Working hours had sometimes
been altered when a management saw the need fora change, yielding results.
One textile mil working on three shifts -had fortnightly shift rotations.
Absenteeism was high, particularly in the morning shift. Questioning of in-
formal groups had led to the suspicion that a fair number of workers were
`moonlighting' (working at second jobs). The change to a weekly rotation
coupled with additional casyincentives for good attendance improved the
situation, but the change to a three-day rotation combined with free meals
brought about the desired remit. In another factory, in close proximity to
the former,a.similar, problem had been brought under control somewhat
faster and as effectively, by providing different types of incentives; changing
the hours of work and reducing the shift rotation from two weeks to three
days.

A unionized estab t 'urban arei in a differen
country had three shifts and weekly rotations. The problem of high absen-
teeism was tackled in a completely different taanner. Congultationawith the
Union revealed the causes for high absenteeissar-The workers involised were
exclusively tnen. Their wives were employed elsewhere. Almost all of them
had yourig school-going children. Not being ableto afford servants, the
husband and wife wcruld take turns' o accompany the children to school.
Weekly shift changes made it-difficult for the wife and husband to adjust
themselves to take the children to school. As a result, the childreircould.not
attend school on some days, thus giving rise to domesticprOblenis. The.effects
of this were frequent absences from work, pay-cuts and further problenis.
Hence, at the specific request of the workers, through their union, followed
by distinsions between labour and management, it was agre41 that shifts
would be rotated every three months. Without any further incentives, absen-

. teeism dropped.almost immediately to a low level never before experienced.
These examplesof changes in working hours illustrate how both labour and
management can gain if alterations are effected after consideration of all
aspects of the matter.

Flexitime. A more recent system of working hours is known as 'flexi-
time'. It is used mostly for white-collar workers. Very briefly, in this system
a worker is permitted to start work at a timvonvenient to him and stop
work after completing the number of hours constituting a normal working
day. But he is expected to be in attendance during the core hours or busiest
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time of the day to enure that the efficiency of the office is not impairedby
the absence of any employee.

According to an article in the Social and Labour Bulletin at an engineer-
ing workplace in the Soviet Union, a 10 per cent loss of working time caused
through absenteeism was substantially reduced after the introduction of flexi-
time. Apparckt4nployees arrived late,for work or took time cuff work to
attend to personal problems or because of inadequacies in the transport iYV
tem or because of inconvenient working times for certain categories. These
gave rise to excess stress and a general deterioration in the psychological
atmosphere followed. The introduction of flexitime reduced stress and im-
proved workers' motivation: absenteeism was reduced by r per cent, appli-
cations for sick leave declined and overall productivity increased by about
five per cent.2

Flexitime is-spreading in industrialized countries because of its conven-
ience to workers and its usefulneis to management In a number of develop-
ing countries, a similar suggestion has been made but there is no evida& yet
of its acceptance. AlthOugh not referred to as working on flexitime, however,
piece-rate workers are sometimes permitted to complete their daily tasks in
their own dine. Its chief attraction is that it gives the worker freedom to use
hit time wifely while carrying out the work of the enterprise.

Oration of work. Another aspect of working conditions also built
on a form of democratization of the workforce is referred to as 'organization
of work', though essentially it is a reorganization of work. This has not yet
been accepted ft!Ily in developing countries. In this region, it is used in Japan
and Morelia and some experimentation is in progress in certain parts of India,

fts biggest significance is that it is in consonance with 'humanization of
work'. It de-bureaucratizes work systems such as assembly lines and reorgan-
izes work In an autonomous working group or on a team-work basis using
popular techniques such as job rotation, job enlargement and job enrichment.
The group takes full responsibility for the use of technology as an instrument
of product :03n to maintain standards and production schedules.

There is reason to think that this can be of major significance in Asian'
'developing countries where feelings of kinship and family ties are quite strong.
It would be worthwhile to adapt imported technology to local cultuial values
using the principles of organization of work to improve efficiency and increase
productivity, essential to the national interest of any country.

Application of ationomics
.

-

While on the subject of technology, mention shouldie made of the
frequent failure of developing countries to make proper choice:La technology.
This has led to a series of permanent problems in enterprises and even in -

4. international labour Organisation, Geneva, Social and Labour Bulletin 3:321, 1980.
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agricultate. The ignorance, the basic principles of ergonomics
has resulted in the import of and equipment totally unsuited to the-
anthropoinetric measurements of workers. To illustrate the plaint, a worker
was seen to snuggle as he drove a tractor on a rice field. On closer exaapi-
nation it was revealed that his discomfort was caused by a poor fit of man to
=dine. The small Asian had a cushion 9 inches (2S cm) thick on his seat
as he rode an International Harvester meant for a tall American. The author
waranfonned that several such driveri gave up driviiig after they developed a
lbw back pain'.

This is not.peculiar to one country. A dozen other examples can be
given from several countries in the region. In a textile mill in another country,
a wooden platform 9 inches high had been constructed between rows Of roving
machines. On inquiry about the necessity for this unusual structure, the pro-
duction manager said that it was made to compensate for the short statute of
the female machine tenders. Asthe platform aged and holed, workers fell and
injured themselves. In another textile mill in the same country, sets of ring
spinning machines had been sunk 6 inches below the floor level for the same
reason. In this case, the maintenance men complained that the backs of their
hands were regularly scraped. But if planners had known that textile machines
are 'one-offs' and caw be ordered to fit the height of the people who operate
them, the workers would not have been hurt and productivity would have
been higher.

Envirenumntal impact

There is ample evidence of other aspects of industrializatiolt which hive
been much more damaging to mankind. A host of industrial activities have
given rise to discharges into and disturbance of the environment at large.
Discharges have poi ted the atmosphere, inlind, marine and subterranean
Waterways and the Disturbances include noise and vibration, heat,.
radiation, chemiCal pollution and even the loss of visual amenity. The effects
of these.discharges and disturbances'are colossal and perhaps as yet unknown
and underestimated. Assessments, have been made of some direct impacts on
human health: But the indirect ill-effects on fauna, flora, soils, ecosystenis
and climates exposed to them are yet to be determined in full.

In addition, activities within industry have had a severe effect on workers
in developing countries by causing loss of life or limb or severe impairment of
health, Which is still taking place. The failure of developing countries to pro-
vide strong controlling legislation and then enforce it has contributed to this
pathetic state of affairs.

Inadaquottlaa in losidation

Virtually every country which is industrializing has introduced some
form of k , usually pertaining to work in factories. The laws were
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borrowed largely from the West, often from the om. In the
space of these two to three decades, however, the attory laws in the West
have been continually updated in keeping with new requirements while those
in Asian countries haute remained more or less unchanged. Worse still, even in
that state, the laws are not fully implemented. Often they are inoperative
becausejlie regulations pertiiiiing to them have not been fratned. Worst of
all, theabsence of sufficient numbers of trained inspectors is continuously
inhibiting the enforcement of reining legislition.

Developing countries are already witpessing the adverit impact of work-
ing conditions such as noise and dust as well as the exposure to certain txic
'chemicals which are in regular use, but no developing country has established
itandardi in this regard. The failure of legislation to keep step with industrial-
ization is a drawback, and is bound to have a severe impact on industrial L.
workers exposed to hazards unless-remedial measures Sit taken to rill the gaps.

Medical problems. Another significant drawback in some countries is the
absence of proper medical services. There is no pre-employment medical exaini-
nation,-as in industrialized countries, to check the suitability of the worker to
the specific industrial activity in which he well be employed. There are no
medical checks during employment, except perhaps for curative purposes 1

Another moral issue generally overlooked in Asiiis that It is unfair for
employers to expose workers to hazards without telling them so. To gixs just
one example, a regulation in Sweden stipulates that- only persons who have
acquired the requisite knowledge of the risks involved may work with iso-
cyanates. They must undergo certain basic and periodical medical checks
during their tenure of employment, Isocyanates de reportedly in use in
most Asian countries and the workers are ignorant of the danger until the
hazard manifests itself, and perhaps still even len. This is evidence of the
advancements in terms of working conditions and the envirorunentain SWeden,
and tends to show how far behind Asian legislati;u isalthough they both
dabble with the same chemicals and expose their workers to the same hazards..

Occupational diseases. \In Ashilthe alighteit cut or bruise is 'recordal as
an accident in the books maintained in factories and workplaces in ten% Cf
the law. But whenever the question is raised about occupational diseases, in-
variably the spryer is that they do not occur. It is, strange but true that dbl.
in certain enterprises where workers are known to suffer from loss of he, ring
capacity, lung complaints, low back pain and otheriiroblerns which may be r .
directly attatitable to the working conditions, the records do.not show any
evidence of occupational diseases.

Company doctor. At least in part this is due to the fact that the cord-
party doctor or doctors in hospitals whet patients from industrial workplaces

4

3. National Board of Occupational Safety and Health. SiDeden Newsletter (2): 4, October
1980.
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take treatment hardly ever visit factwies and other workplaces. They have
little or no knowledge of the working concttiOns and environment of the ,-
factbries in which their patients work.

Many cainpan doctors interviewed by th writer.in C. i panies in
several Asian count es have told the author that their e is wholly spent
on curative. rather an preventive work'and they do n t visit factories, adding
that they do not have the time to do so.' One cement ory with 46me
2,000 workertin one country had fiye doctor, apadie to the plant. But
they all stated that they did not visit the factory sine they could not fmd
the butt to do so.

Besides, unlike their counterparts in industrialiierl countries, doctors in
Asia are not in the habit of establishing a connection, if any, between the
illness from *filch a worker suffers and-his place of work. The absence of
such a link often fails to bring tOlight the true cause of the illness, thereby
preventing the development of precautions against recurrences. This would
also render the statistical records to be erratic and could deprive the worker' .Z
from collecting competisation due-alder the law. There is little doubt, there-
fore, that serious consideration should be given to changing companies' pro-
cedureffor the better. ,

Recently, at a national seminar ar in one country, a company\-\a4ctor as
well as the head of the government central cheat clink confirmed that there
was evidence that workers who joined the company without any history of
asthma developed the disease and, within about fiVe years, some bad became
such chronic asthmatics that they had to be retired from the company. Al-
though doctors confirmed that it was definitely an occupational disease,
asthma was not listed as such in the workmen's compensation law in the
country, possibly because there was,m4 incidence /4f such a disease when the
law was originally promulgated. This bears out the point made earlier that
legislation 'In industrialization nit* be kept in constant review.

"-4111he auth:rbybelieves that most qualified medical personnel in this region
-have a high sense of responsibili and will pursue the correct path. %per-
ience has showAltat either edge is lacking or has gone rusty by non-
use. It remains for countri the region to formulate correctivet)olicies and
have them implemented. ployers, workers and their associations should be k

--inforined so that they what to expect of the company doctor. That
would better heir altb of workers to be safeguarded.

Choice of technology

Another mattet for reckoning is the tendency for developing county es
to blindly follow the industrialized countries in their choice of technology. ;-
Often they wish to modernize their prodUction -systats. rapidly. But they are
hampered by a limited capacity, for manufacturing machines themselves, lack
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and short-term.

and lack a capital. They have often to import mach inery and the
c sponding technology from industrialized countries. It is however essen-
tit to ensure that such importation of technology does not lead to 'turn-key'

.^ factories which could involve workers in performing longer hours of fork,
suffering increased fatigue and/or mental stress giving rise to increased
pational hazards and accidents as well as social unrest. Such disruptiv e orts

-

of technology have occurred in certain countries and caused widespread dis-
_,- satisfaction 'and an underestimation of the social and human impact of-A

tehnological transfer.

On the other band, appropriate technology provides tremendous scope
for protecting or improving working conditions andenvironment. Signifi-
cantly, this potential is noless important for small enterprises and the rural
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and'agficuitural sector than for large-scale modern haustry. snot always
easy, however, toslefine mechanisms that effectively lead to es choices. b
One important step is the use of a-wide range of training andinfstrination pro-
grammes drawing on carefUlly planned factual research into the prOblems
arising in' specific indlistrks or economic sectors. - '4

The living in minion 4p-work- .

For legislative, administrative, functio'nal and other realgns, the working
envirothnent is often distinguished from the general environment. Biologically
this is an artificial distinction. Workers respond to the sum total of the
viromnental influences to which they are exposed both on and off the job.

Improvements in workers' living environment (in,particular their nutri-,
tion, housing, transport, health and education) are a pro-requisife for the
promtition of betteconditions of Wolk. Thus, measures to previrnt occu-
pational accidents and diseases or introduce new orms of work organization
may fail if, being badly housed, under-nourished B1, people come to work
iztpoor condition. Measures regarding the living vironment should there-
fore be integrated into a global policy aimed at m ting basic needs.

Neglect of food facilities.es. Energy is expend by a worker in the per-
formance of vork,and such energy has to be ed by.an intake, of suffi-
cient quantities of food of nutritive value if he or to c ntinue to work
unhin cl%at a good pace. Improvement of nutrition tus is thus one of
the factors consistent with improving conditions of work and as a result,
increasing the capacity for work. Canter which supply goOd and-wholesome
food within "the futin,,ch'of workers, or at subsidized rates are an essen-
tial part of a sound facto r rry-ooffice.

4
In general, food facilities provided to workersand theifiamilies are poor.

The value of such benefits is overlooked by Managements and, let it be said,
not always appreciated -by workers themselves. In those circumstances, one
cannot blame governments if they do not become very concerned either. Yet
the health of workers ancrtheir capacity for work it impaired in the absence-
of proper food. Professor Christensen suggests that low energy content of
food might constitute a factor of at-least the same importance as heat stress
when explaining the loW productivity of workers in some tropical countries.
He adds that a rationally arranged supply of meals .to manual workers would
be a decisive factor for productioh in developing countries .4

Housing and transport. ,Seldorri are the needs for housing and transport
given sufficient attention although'both present major problems especially to
low-income workers. When factories are situated outside urbari areas there '
is an'insufficiency of public transport. When they are sited within an urban
area, public transport is so crowded that itbecomes difficult and dangerous

4. E.H. Christensen: 71Potthet och Patin'''. 1966.

ho
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to use it In either case, transport to_and from work is often rife with
problems. Hence, due consideration must be paid to ensure that workers do
not arrive at the factory gate half exhausted because fatigue reduces their

-capacity for work and, what is worse, makes them more prone to suffer
accidents. The het result would always be a lowering of production as well as
labour productivity.

As for housing, yery seldom do employers supply accommodation to
factory workers. They expect the local authorities to fulfil this need, though
irtinof unusual to provide housing to other categories of 'Workers such as
plantation workers and others in enterprises sited in isolated areas. Dormitory
accommodation, though frequently unsatisfactory, is offered by, employers in
some countries while systems for the grant of loans to offer relief also exist.
Yet, all in all, the position ifs unsatisfactory, and inconveniences caused contri-
butt to the lowering of productivity.

Launching of a now prowamma

While the foregoing would undoubtedly convey to the reader that the
present'situation on working conditions and environment in Asian developing
countries calls for immediate action it roust be mentionethat at the global.
level working conditions have received serious consideration from the Inter-
national Labour Organisation (ILfirrOr many years. Worldwide statistics too
show that some, five million work accidents occur every year and that both the
rate of accid4rts and severity rate have beer increasing. Again, some 60,000
chemicals of own toxicity are, in regular Ilk while more come into the
market ev year so rapidly that it is not possible to keep tabs on them. The
ILO has been actively concerned with problems of conditions of work and
life and occupational safety and health since its inception in 1919 and has
adopted a large number of international labour Conventions and Recommen-
dations for them. But it became clear that more vigorous action was neces-
sary to come to grips with the problems. 'Hence it was decided to give a new
orientation and a new impetus to action in the field, and a new International -
Programme for the Improvement of WOrking Conditions and Environment
(PIACT) Was launched in 1976.*

Objective and approach. The general objective of PIACTmaking work.-
more humancan be classified under three main headings. It seeks to ensure

,that:
- wor respects the worker's life and-health;

woe leaves lain free time for rest and leisure;
woe enables him to serve society and achieve self-fulfilment by
developing his personal capacities.

flACT is thp acronym flow the French title Programme International pour I 'Amelia,-
ration des Conditions et du milieu de Travail.
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The approach of PIACT to problems of working conditions and environ-
ment is new in many ways:

1. It encourages Member States to set up for themselves definite objec-
tives for the improvement of working conditions and environment.

2. It treats problems of working conditions and environment globally,
articulating more closely thantefore the traditionally separate areas
of conditions of work and life and occupational safety and health.

3. It views these problems is the wider context of general economic and
social policy, especially in their relatiOn to industrial relations and
employment policies. _ sal)

4. It seeks to use in a co-ordinated fashion the different ILO means of
action to help Memberttatesittain those objectives. Technical co-

Zetion is one of these Means of action, the use of which should be
sraely related to the use of the others: standard setting, research,

tripartite ineetirkgs (including especially Industrial Committees), sym-
posia and clearing house functions for dissemination of informationfr

Which of the above problems are of immediate concern iii a given case
will obviously differ from country to country. The choice of priorities, objet- ,

tives and methods of action depends on the level of deNelopment, the employ:
ment ainiation, the availability of resources, and other factors pertaining to
the country. Since PIACT takes full account of this diversity if-has a strong

.national and regional bias. It has already been accepted in ten developing
countries in Asia and as much technical assiso4e as is feasilaleis provided to
assist them in implementing their own national PIACT programmes.

Multidisciplinarity of the approach. In all cases however, PIACT is
centred on the worker and therefore concerns itself with the total impact of
poor working conditions and environment on the,individual. ,To elaborate,
any taskwill vary in its 'load' on the worker based on the length and-arrange-
ment of the time during which the task is executed, the envarunental condi-
tions under which'it is performed, the physical and mental content of the
task,- or the pace of work.at which the task is accomplished. Besides, many
of the concepts used to measure the effects of workload such as fatigue,
stress, dissatisfactionare in thanselves multidisciplinary concepts requiring
measurement along mani, dimensions. Hence the need"to adopt a multi- '

disciplinary point of view in looking at national ar regional prdblemi in work-
. ing conditions and environment, in analysing them and in bringing about
improvements. t

5. PIACT aza Technical Co-operation, Geneva, International Labour Organintiori, 1979.
.;)
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, The Social Sciences in the'Man-and-the-Biosphere Programme:.

TOWARDS AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE RELATIONSHIPS
BETWEEN MAN AND THE ENVIRONMENT

Introduction

Although man's interactions with his environment have continually been
Apdergoing change, it is the increasing scale and rate of change many cases
4hich is threatening to exceed the present adaptive and carrying capacity of
the various natural and,sncio-cultural systems that collectively constitute wha
is increasingly being called the biosphere. The biosphere Jim been defined as
'the peripheral envelope of the earth together with its surrounding atmosphere
in which living things exist, ranging from the deepest layers of soils and oceans,
upwards to the highest levels of the atmosphere in which any formof life
including dormant spores or bacterial of other cellsis present at all naturally!'

Changes occurring in human populations, in the pattern of division of
labour, in science and technology, and in the structure of attitudes and objec-
tives of socieiti?have affected the entircsamut of the relationships between
man and the 'environment.

So remarkable have been the changes in the environment caused not only
by natural processes but also as 'a result of man's intervention, that the plea
for 'saving the environment' has attained the status of i slogan. It is necessary
to remind ourselves that in our zest for preserving the environment, we must
not strangle cultures; this too could be disastrous.

It is in this respect that Man and the Biosphere (MAB) was conceived as
an international programme of scientific research"aimed at developing the
basis within the natural ancLaocial sciences for the rational use (management)
and"conservation of natural resources and for the improvement of the relation-
ship between man and Ilte..caviromnent. The diversity of situations and condi-
tions in the biosphere is apparent in the characteristics of natural resources, in
the extent and manner of their development, in political and economic systems
and in sotto- cultural conditions.

MAB is an interdisciplinary programme of research concerned with the
interaction-between the natural and social sciences in the study of human

1. Environmental Conservation (Geneva, The Foundation for Environmental Cementation)
7(2):89, Summer 1980.

A major source for the material in this article is the publication: The social sciences
in the Man and the Biosphere programme; report on seven seminars held in Asia.
Bulks*, Unesco, 1979. 147 p.
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interactions with and within the biosphere. Its field projects are located in

ds- different ecological zones throughout thsAwl) d. Under the MAB prograhirne,

scientists from many countries are participating in some 900 research projects

which are designed to provide practical information that can be exchanged

aisk applied to specific regions. The research and training programmes being

developed help to link ecological principles with economic development.

In essence, MAB research is aimed at predicting the consequences of

today's actions on tomorrow's world and at improving the relationship between

man and the environment.

Kinds of environment

There are three principal no ns of the term 'environment' in the con-
.

text of MAB. These are the na phfnal and perceived environments.

The natural environment includes only those components of the bio-

sphere that have originated independently of man, such as the interactions of

plants and animals with weather and climate, land forms and soils. These

elements in the biosphere are studied by natural scientists as sets of objective

phenomena, either- in isolation or interacting in eaosysiems.

The physical environment includes not only these components of the

natural environment, but also all the tangible works of man, including cities,

transport and communication netw?rks, and other aspects of technology
devised,for the control and exploitation of the resources of the natural en-

It-liiiWftd-teLviistinguisheen-therinark-laade-colueQue_litsa----
the physical environment (sometimes termed the 'built' erwironmEnt) and the
natural environment. Both the concepts of natural and physical environment

are Compatible with a scientific approach towards objectively defined pheno-

mena.
A third notion is that of the perceived environment which is defined in

terms of human understanding. It is becoming increasingly urgent to recog-

nize that, in their relations to thohysicjil environment (including each other),

people deal not with a;real' world that has the same reality for all others, but

instead with 4 subjectively perceived environment. Research studies have-.

revealed that perception is an important intervening process between man's

behavioural intentions on one hand, and the information received from the

environment on the other. 'Thus it may be argued that environmental experi-

ences are first perceived by the individual through his sensory organs before

-being assimilated into existing cognitive-and-evaluative structures. Different

people have different interests and priorities and view the same slice of the

environment with different perspectives.

A cognition of the differing levels of perception among different people

is important for the MAB programme because of the link that exists between

the nature of the perceived environment and decisionLmaking in that environ-
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The man and the biosphere programme

A stylized -ankh", the ancient Egyptian
sign for life, has been incorporated into
the symbol of the Programme' on Mm'
and the Biosphere (AB).
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meat. 's existing relationship with the biosphere depends upon the deci-
sions that are being made, and that have been made in the past, about various
aspects of use of the environment. In the pros of decision-making the
values, attitudes and preferences of the rir.. or of society are the
main variable influences. How the environment is perceived will affect all of

-these variables.

Ecosystems and humarrum systems

While die MAB programme promotes an ecosystem approach to studying
the interaction of human populations-with segments of the biosphere, the
unit for MAB research seldom' coincides with a single ecosystem. The social
and economic systems through which people manage their environmental
resources (human-use systems) often cut across ecological boundaries and,
moreover, tend to involve interactions on much larger geographical scales.
Indeed; many economic transactions are specifically organized around the
exchanges of material, energy and even people between ecosystems. ,

In the Sahel' where the Sahara Desert is expanding southwardfor
example, the'relevant ecosystems for study by the natural sciences would
probably be the graulliridk and the decertifying areas, whereas the human-use
systems in the Sahel extend across such boundaries as a result of seasonal
migrations and exchanges between sedentary and pastoral peoples. Similarly,
islands are usually studied by the natural sciences through an analysis of the
different marine and terrestrial ecosystems. The human use -of *ands, on the
other hand, involves an exploitative relationship between people and several
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of theseecolystems, and usually also involves interaction between the island
and mainland populations.

These multiple Ostems of human use make up the regional and national
entities controlled by governments. An important contribution that the
social sciences can make to the MAB programme is therefore to help focus
attention on human-itse systems in order to achieve co-ordination of the
expertise, of the natl.,* sciences, which usually refer to small-scale interactions
within ecosystems, and the organizational stntcturethrough which these eco-
systems are exploited, conserved and managed, Such co-ordination is needed
both for devising ideas for the rational management of the environment, and
for ensuring that these ideas will have a chance of being applied in life.

Mite reliant rnenegomiint of the eriviebnment
,

ark Two interpretations .of the term 'rational behaviour' are relevant. One
refers to human behaviour within a specified s*aucture of rules (sUbstantive
rationality), and describes the resjionse,whiCh Al be appropriate if these
rules are followed. -Classical economics, for example, is founded all the
assumption of rational behavioic by decision-makers in a context where maxi-
mum profits are considered boat desirable and feasible, hence rational. Simi-
laxly, the rational management of environmental resources, as conceived in the
natural sciences, has been based on the assumption that an ecologically opti-
mum use of resources is both desirable and feasible, and can therefore be
defined by the 'scientist and applied to life.

.A second interpretation of rational behaviour (procedural rationality)
describes how decisions are actually made. lire the psychologist, a person '
makes a rational decision if he gives appropriate consideration to a problem
with which he is faced, in the light of his particular needs and preferences and
tri the context of his abilitiesand acts accordingly. The concept of procedural
rationality therefore describes the actual basis for most decisions concerning
the exploitation of the environment.. Farmers, for example, must draw upd,

(their own experience and knowledge in deriving from their land an adequate
livelihood for themselves and their families.

The none of reistioriehips bowmen man and the environment

There is an increasing urgency for research to be conducted into the
changing rela0onship between man and the environment. Earlier 'subject-

. object' the s, where the environment was seen as affecting man (or vice-
versa) in a unidirectiOnal manner, have \given way to recognition of relation-

, ships which involve interaction between human-use systems and ecosystems,
This;represents a movement away from mechanistic and towards progressively
more probabilistic approaches, and from unidirectional causality to systems
analysis.
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Some theorists envisage that the social sciences will eventually move
tow the study of 'transactional relationships', where the biosphere is
viewe not as something seen through the filter of man's cognitive structure,
but ad as something inseparable from it. What constitutes a stimulus, in
this cant t, is always relative to, and defined by, the response. In a transac-
tional rela nship, neither party exis.t., except in, and because of, a transaction
in which e is engaged.

. These p s linking man and the biosphere clearly have both physical
and social dim sons, and for them to be properly identified and fully evalu-'
cited will require truly interdiaciplinary.approach hy,the investigator. If we
restrict our att n to the social sciences, however, we can classity'the pro-
eases at work into see main types:

1. Processes rela, to the incre. scale of human-use systems; for,
instance: ."

reduced effici cy in the use of energy as production becogh.
more specialize and more energy must be spent on communi-
cation, intorma n and opgasization;

.

emergence--ef new cukcs of social responsibility for the .

nienagement of en miental resources and the maintenance of
environmentalsquali and

I.- increasing conflict in th use of the environment, such as between
those who pollute and th se who pay for pollution.

2. Processes related to changing 'perceptions of environment, especially
on scales greater than indkiduaksensory perception; for instance:

assessment of risk by scientist s/. administrators and the public
as a result ornewly-perceived ekvironrnental hazards; and

value systems, in particular cul rN values discretely related to
resources, and their modificatio traditional societiesbecome
integrated with larger social and po 'cal entities.

.0'
3. Processes related to decision-making by those individuals or collective

concerns directly responsible for environmental management or con-.
,seiVation; for instance:.

processes in society leading to collective action in relation to the
resources of the biosphere, such as effective action on pollution,
conservation or population growth;.

social and economic pressures which affect environmental manage-
ment on a more local scale, such as that by indi4idual farmers or
fishermen. \
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Studying retadonships between man and the environment

It is not easy to specify which social science disciplines wilLprovide the
necessary expertise for MAB research because many span a wide range of
approaches.' The best test of suitability is the extent to which work in a /

. particular discipline sheds light on the social dimensions of human interactions
with the biospheie. Much relevant thtory in this field derives from economics,
sociology, demography and environmental psychology, but in relation to the
biosphere, this theory has been more often applied to other social sciences
such as geography, anthropology, filament cology and. agricultural economics.
These disciplines are often characterized by:

,

1. A tradition of undertaking rnpirical studies in the field; and
2. A tradition of working withNetearchers in cognate natural scienas.

Use of these two criteria will further helpto identify social sciences
which have the potential to contribute to MAB field projects.

The methods of field work suitable for collecting social science data
on relationships between man and the environment include:

.1. Historical research( to establish the nature and origins of a particular
pattern of cultural adaptation, and thereby to suggest how resilient
it may be in the face of changing external forces;

2. Participant observation in particular communities, to establish on the
relevant scale, such as in a household or farm, how and why decisions

.

are made concerning the management of the physical environment;

1 3. Sample surveys to provide basic data on the social and economic
. characteristics of a random sample of a population or of a group

such as important decision-makers. This approach can be adapted,
to/supplying information on tnvirotunental perception.2

The organization of inteidiscipiliitary restiech
.

The !JAB projects are the follOwing:_

.1. Ecological effects of increasing human activities on tropical and
sub-fropical forest. ecosystems;

2. Ecologlcal effects of different land use and management practices
on temperate and inediterranean forest landscapes;

3. Impact of human activities and land use -practices,on grazing lands:
savanna, grassland (from temperate to arid areas), tundra.

4. Impact of human activities on the dynamics of arid and semi-arid
zones ecosyitems, with particular attention to the effects of irrigation;

.1

2. Whyte, A. Guidelines for field studies in environmental perception. Part, Vatic°, 1977.
(MAD Technical notes 5)
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- 5. Ecological e of human activities'on the value and resources of
lakes, marsh rivers, deltas, estuaries and coastal zones;

6. Impact oth activities on mountain and tundra ecosystems;
7. Ecology and tional use'of island ecosystems;
8. Conservtion of natural areas and of the genetic material they,contain;
9. EcoloXal assessment of pest managernent and fertilizer aise on,

terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems;-
10. Effects on man and his environment of major engineering wor
11. Ecological aspects of energy utilization in urban and industrial systems;
P2, loteractions between environmental transformations and the adaptive,

demographic and genetic sffucture of human populations;
13. Perception of environmental quality; and -
14. Research on_ environmental pollution and its effects on the biosphere.

Although MAB research is organized within the framework of these 14
major project areas, this does not mean that particular field projects will .

necessarily have wide-ranging or largely scientific objectives. Particular re-.
gearch requires a particular aim to be specified, and for MAB research the aim
will usually be connected to actual or potential problems of resource Manage-
Ment. If apractical problemIsf this kind is defined, and if the problem is
then discussed at an early stage by representatives of both the natural and the
social sciences, then it will be easier for the research to be tarried out in a
spirit of interdisciplinary co-operation. If the research work-itself can also be
conducted by integrated teams of natural and social scientists who are working
towards some goal already agreed upon, then many potential disagreeMents
can be, resolved by informed discussion, and overlaps or gaps in research can

-be more easily avoided.

\Instead of this integrated planning, all too often the social sciences are
only brought into a project at a late stage in its implementation. As a reset,
the project findings tend to be biased towards a natural 'science view of man
and the environment. If this occurs then it becomes difficult to make an
effective applicatimpf the fmcrmgs 9f the research, no matter how intrinsi-
cally valuable it may be to the natural science community.

To illustrate the type of role that the social sciences are playing in bring-
ing about a closer understanding of man-environment relatiOnships, the fcillow-,
ing study on the Upang ljeJta project in-Isidonesia is here discUssed in some .

r

The 1.1peng Delta Pioject Indonesia

In Indonesia, erthiVej 18 million hectares of coastal siamp forests,
inclUding'estuarine and mangrove forests along shoreline', riparian formations
along rivet banks, and various swamp types further inland. Thew represent
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an important potential for Indonesian development, but it is an
environment wherera-ecological reasons sustained agricultural use will not
be easy. There has been spontaneous pioneer colonization of coastal swamp
areas by Bugi fanners since the 1950s, and more recently there has been a.
planned Governinent transmigration scheme, settling new colonists from Java.
'and Bali. In this way it was intended that duringrthe 1974-1978 Indonesian
Development,lan one million hectares of swamp forest would be converted
to agricultural and aquacultural use.

The Upang Delta in south Sumatra has been settled since 1964 by pioneer
farmers belonging to, various cultural groups, and the area thus represents a
largelsiakexperiment in different approaches to swamp-forest management.

. Bugi colonists were the first to enter the arse, and in some ways they have
been more successful as farmers than more recent tranianigrant settlers from ,

Javar and Zadi. How thii success has been achieved, and whether it can be .

sustained in the long - term, are unanswered questions. There is evidence that
problems such as salt intrusion and decreased soil fertility eventually make
some of the swamp rice fields unsuitable for cultivation. Historically, there
has been a long-term migration of the Bugi people-from depleted or over-
crowded swamp areasas in Kalimantanto new swamp forestsas in the
Upang Delta), and this continuous pioneering may be part at their successful
adaptation to a difficult environment.

The Indonesian MAB National Comtnittee has therefore initiated a field
research programme in the Upang Delta within the framework of MAII Prok
ect 1 (Ecological effects of increasing human activities on tropical and sub-
tropical forest ecosystem's). This programme aims to-answer questions con-
cerning both the environmental and the social aspects ofatwarnp forest
management:

1. What have been the ecological effects of the conversion of swamp
forest to agricultural land jri the Upang Delta? This research objective
involves the study of: nutrient cycles in both swamp soils and circu- -

lating water; the impact of swamp clearance on local climate, flood
control, and the productivity of surrounding areas; associated changes
in disease vectors, and 'hence implications for public health.

2. How do different cultural groups adapt to conditions in the Delta?
What features of their cultural adaptation determine the success Or
failure of their system of environmental management?

Social icianoe contribution
.The research programme in the Upang !Alta was started in late 1974 and

ha( not yet been fully completed. It is cleat, however, that for areas like the
Upang Delta an understanding of both the environmental processes and the,
variety of human responses is an essential basis for planning decisions,
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. ,
Many of the critinteractions between man and environment in the

coastalsWamp zone relate to processes of soil formation and water flow.
Swamp forest clearance leads tb the emergence of a number of potential -

-.hazards, inditding. salt intrusion, soil degradation, flooding, seasonal drought
and plant pes and diseases. Thire is, therefore, environmental risk and un-
certainty which,threaten three aspects of the man-en nment relationship:

1. The long-term stability of the ecosystem, with he possibility of
rapid geomorphic changes in an area so closeto sea-level;

2. The productivity of`the huniankfie system, espdtially if swamp econ-
, omies are to be based exclusively on wet -vice cultivation rather than

a more divecsified pattern of resource use; 4nd

3-The stability of human settlement at if.s.preunt scale.

these potential problems have been correctly spetified, then the
important tasks for,social sciences research would be: '

To demonstrate which factors in the social organization, information
networks, and land use practices of the different immigrant groups

Tv the Upang Delta contribute zo their success as pioneers; .

2. Con/thelr, to ictelatify any factdts limiting long-term success, or
factdrs (such as, perhaps, Bugi migration patterns) which.make
term jucyess 9f lesser perceived. impotance k and
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j,3. To therefore specify to what ,xtent the existing human use systems
in South Sumatra are ecol6gically 'rational', and in what ways.there-
fore government policy with respect to new transmigrants into swamp
forest areas,should be modified or expanded.

(--- ,,

C"Itictncern fox-the environment, as noted in the MAB research programme,
` lays its emphasis on local solutions to local problems. There is a general real-

ization among scholars in Third World countries that whatever technology
*mes into the country it must first and foremost be accepted by the people
themselves. As a case in points farmers in India are fully aware that ploughing
the field is better than slash-and-burn agriculture (called swidden cultivation)
but the tribals in secluded areas of central India have a taboo against putting
a dagger o the he f mother earth. This illustrates how filtered are man's
cognitiOns an ow strong is the processtof cultural screening and re-delinition.
In this case what needs to be studied is the non-logical and non-rational be-

' haviour of-than which constitutes a major part of the totality of culture of a
. given society.

Environmeotal education for the general public is a natural outgrowth .

, of MAB research. Fortunately, one of the leitmotifs of the MAB programme
is the need to involve local populations at different levels and stages of the
researeh process so that-they can supply important information based on

.
their experience and knowledgeof the local situation. .

- This involvement of local people in MAB research is importalintsince
different people hate-different levels of perception. As the perception of
local people to local environmental problem's is often different from that of
researeh scientists, their views need to-be taken into account in research plan-
ning. Moreover, execution of the research can be faCilitated if local people are
made to undtrstand that the outcome of the research can be beneficial to
them. Tht successful al)) 'cation of research results will also be enhanced `

must

7'1
if there ii local involvemen in and support for the pepject.

Finally, it ust be m tinned that since 43 is an experimental.under-
.

taking, it is subjects o.a hi: percentage of failures of individual components
than would be expectH fa a ro:4amme conducted along more traditional
lines. One thing is certain tional co-operation results in the effective
utilization of scarce re anpower and financial resources which is, in

+ the long term, advent o all countries concerned. Duplication of re-
search studies can d by the sharing of research responsibilities and
conntricli can benefit froJn e experiences of the othen solving their own
enikonmental prOblems.

- '
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